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Abstract — The smartphone is becoming a principal part of 

human daily life. One of the basic advantages of smartphones is 

that users can easily use multiple applications on their devices 

to perform their desired actions. Therefore, mobile application 

development is an important target for various services in the 

market including in the tourism industry. The element of a 

smartphone application is the user interface (UI). UI is designed 

using multimedia elements by displaying in terms of pictures, 

colors, text, animation, video and even sound. An engaging and 

interacting UI makes an application easy to use and attracts 

users to browse it. This study aims to describe the development 

of the MYPOCKETZOO application as an application 

containing four (4) zoos in Malaysia. It is easier for visitors to 

get information about the animals in the zoo, explore places to 

visit, maps and directions of a tour guide as well as facilities 

available in the zoo area interactively. 

 

Keywords— smartphone, user interface (UI), multimedia, mobile 

application, zoo 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the era of the pandemic and explosion of the industrial 

revolution 4.0, digital technology has rapidly changed the 

norms of life and the way of people to obtain information 

through technology at the fingertips and has impacted various 

changes into various sectors of the economy including the 

tourism industry. The tourism industry is a service-based 

sector commonly used as a tool to stimulate the country's 

economy, then there is a need for tourists to travel and 

appreciate the fauna treasures in Malaysia, including the 

existence of zoos such as the Taiping Zoo, National Zoo, 

Malacca Zoo and Johor Zoo which houses a variety of 

animals as a family tourist destination. The 

MYPOCKETZOO application was developed using graphics 

multimedia software’s including Adobe Animate, Adobe 

Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, and Adobe Audition. Users can 

download applications from the google app store into their 

smartphone and can access them anywhere and anytime. The 

use of this application can also prevent the use of paper which 

is easy to tear and environmentally friendly. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

• The available applications are less interesting and 

less interactive. 

• There are not many zoo applications available. 

• Zoos is struggling in the pandemic, with this app 

developed at least it can help to raise the fund and get the 

support they need. 

III. OBJECTIVE 

• Provide more interactive applications to users. 

• Upgrade existing applications. 

• Helps make it easier for visitors to explore MY 
POCKET ZOO apps. 

IV. USEFULNESS 

MYPOCKETZOO is one stop an information centre 
prototype of mobile application that provides visitors with 
information and recognizes animals in zoo in Malaysia, 
contains interactive zoo location maps and facilitate visitors 
to visit, ticket payment information and visit times, and 
contains puzzle games to play. The MYPOCKETZOO app, 
for a start-up contains information about the Taiping Zoo, 
Safari Night. 
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V. NOVELTY 

MYPOCKETZOO will be the first Zoo application that 

covered more than one zoo in Malaysia and allows users to 

interact with audiovisual information via gamification, 

visualization, and even VR (Virtual Reality)/AR (Augmented 

Reality). 

 

VI. USER INTERFACE (UI) 

 
A. App Introduction Page 

 

 

The first page of MYPOCKETZOO with nature themed 

design. The application logo/icon is put in the center and 

bigger to make it looks stand out. By clicking the “Enter” 

button, there will be four options of Zoos that users can 

choose from. 

 

B. The Rules, Map and Info Sections 

C. Puzzle Game 
 

A new addition to our application is the puzzle games which 

users can enjoy in their free time. 

 
 

D. Main Content “Animals Section” 

 

The main content of MYPOCKETZOO is the animal’s 

sections. Users can choose any animals that available in the 

app that they want to know more about. We provided, details, 

images and sound for each animal. There are a variety of 

animal species that we choose from selected zoo. 
. 

VII. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

A. Research and Development 
 

 

 

The next page is the main page for the selected zoo that users 

chose. We provided a map of the zoo that users can use as 

their guide and explore places to visit. The “Rules” button 

will take users to the next page which they can know more 

about the rules in the zoo environment for the safety of the 

animals and visitors. Besides, we also provided information 

and gallery of the zoo on the info sections. 

The MYPOCKETZOO development process starts with a 

research on identifying the problem existed based on the 

previous zoo application and finding the right solution to 

make MYPOCKETZOO more interesting and interactive. 

 

Fig. 1. Storyboard of MYPOCKETZOO 
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of MYPOCKETZOO 

B. Design Phase 

 
Once the research is done, the designing process then 

continue for each page and the button in the application. All 

the designing process was done using Adobe Illustrator and 

Adobe Photoshop. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Designing Process 

C. App Development 

The last step is an app development process, all the finished 

designed were put together using Adobe Animate to publish 

into a final product which is MYPOCKETZOO. 

 
 

Fig. 4. App development process on Adobe Animate 

 

VIII. COMMERCIALIZATION POTENTIAL 

MYPOCKETZOO is very easy to access to links and very 

interesting because it is animated and has audio sound to each 

animal. We plan in the future to develop the facilities of VR 

(virtual reality) and AR (Augmented Reality) to make this 

application more creative and interactive. It is a variety of 

creative digital uses in educating visitors and the younger 

generation about the importance of preserving fauna treasures 

in Malaysia. MYPOCKETZOO application has been 

registered under the intellectual property of which the 

registration number is LY2021J02590. Registration of 

intellectual property is important to protect the copyright of 

this app from being replicated. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

Hopefully the development of this application can help to 

increase the level of efficiency as well time management 

when traveling to make it more efficient and convenient. 

With the development of this application, tourism industry in 

Malaysia can be run widely and globally and indirectly bring 

it to a great impact on our country. 
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Abstract— Recycle Learning Web Based Multimedia 

Application for Primary School Student is developed to assist 

the primary school students, teachers and parents to gain better 

understanding towards recycling. The used of interactive 

multimedia in teaching recycling topics can increase students 

interest and motivation to learn and adapt the habit of recycling 

in life. This project uses ADDIE Model methodology as the 

instructional design and applies the Multiple Intelligence 

Theory in the design to influence the audience motivations, skills 

and behavior towards the content. The web-based multimedia 

application had been evaluated by an expert and 30 users to get 

feedback on its usability. Result shows that both expert and 

users were satisfied with usefulness of Recycle Learning Web 

Based Multimedia Application. The contents are also suitable 

for primary school students. 

 

Keywords— Recycle Learning Web Based Multimedia 

Application for Primary School Student, Analyze, Design, 

Develop, Implement, and Evaluate (ADDIE) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The widespread dissemination of information and data on 
the internet, produced an application that allowed student and 
teacher to teach and learn in various learning platform. One of 
them is known as the web-based multimedia application or 
interactive multimedia that integrate text, graphics, audio, 
video, and animation [1]. The Recycle Learning Web Based 
Multimedia Application aims to demonstrate how multimedia 
elements, Multiple Intelligence Theory and Industry 
Revolution 4.0 can influence student’s learning experience 
online [2]. Currently, most of schools and institutes did Online 
Distance Learning (ODL) due to pandemic affect. 

In order to cope with ODL, Recycle Learning Web Based 
Multimedia Application is designed and developed to help 
educate primary school students with recycle related topics 
using learning videos, quizzes and games online. The aim, is 
to assist primary school students in understanding 3R 

(Reduce, Reuse and Recycle) using animation video provided 
in the courseware at any time and anywhere without the 
teachers [3]. 

Recycle Learning Web Based Multimedia Aplication is 
indeed in need that may help students' distance learning and 
gain more confident on recycle topics. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Multimedia 

Multimedia referred to present both words and pictures. 
Multimedia also known as the use of electronic media to store 
multimedia information and to understand it [4]. Multimedia 
learning materials are widely used in various learning 
methods, include both visual and verbal forms of instructional 
messages. Through static or dynamic images, instructors can 
complement verbal instruction with multimedia elements that 
are text, graphics, animations, video and audio based on 
visualization technologies. These five elements can be used in 
developing the web based multimedia application [1]. 
Moreover, with the proliferation of mobile devices and online 
courses, without being constrained by time and location, 
student can easily access multimedia materials. The manner of 
cognitive processes occur in multimedia learning can recently 
attracted student interest [5]. 

Multimedia learning tools that integrate text, graphics, 
audio, video, and animation make learning more interesting 
and easier for understanding a concept. Over the years, these 
multimedia elements have been used in numerous ways to 
facilitate student learning in all branches of education [6]. 
Multimedia learning applied various techniques and theories 
by each instructional designer or creator and the use of any 
concept must emphasizes the use of multimedia elements [7]. 
In multimedia design aspect, three basic elements must be 
considered to construct emotional appealing visualization 
which is colours, typefaces, and spacing [8]. Contented 
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information and multimedia information processing, which is 
text, graphics, animation, audio and video interactivity, are to 
educate or entertain the user [4]. 

B. Recycle 

Recycle is the process of converting waste materials into 
new materials and objects [3]. Recycle also can prevent the 
waste of potentially useful materials such as plastic, glass 
bottle, paper or metal. However, awareness of the 
environment situation is less clear among primary school 
students where they not understand about the current 
environmental care problems. This is causes, recycle has 
become a worldwide topic of growing concern [9]. 

• In recycle bin design, the use of symbols and words to 
mark which recycle bins for which types of recyclable 
products, colour is a useful code and visual feature. This is 
to increase the quality of recycling [10]. In Fig. 1 shows 
the types and symbols of recycle bin with differential of 
colours. The colours of the recycle bin consists of blue for 
paper material, green for glass, yellow for metal and red 
for plastic material. 

 

 
(source: https://www.swedbrand-group.com/blog/many-recycling-symbols) 

 

Fig. 1. Type and symbol of recycle bin 

 

 

• Recycle is a key component of modern waste reduction 
and practice the concept of the "Reduce, Reuse, and 
Recycle (3R)" [3]. All of recycle materials will be 
collected, segregated and reprocessed into original 
products or other new products. Recycling is a process that 
maximizes the use of solid waste and also saves energy. In 
Fig. 2 shows 3R poster from Ministry of Education 
Malaysia. 

 

 
(source:https://twitter.com/kempendidikan/status/1047833559191306240) 

 

Fig. 2. 3R Poster from Ministry of Education Malaysia 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The Recycle Learning Web Based Multimedia 
Application for Primary School Student and the problem 
among the primary school student that have to switch their 
learning mode from physical to online distance learning 
(ODL). This project use ADDIE methodology that support 
learnability which consists of five phases which are analyze, 
design, develop, implement, and evaluate. 

The Multiple Intelligence Theory based on Dr. Howard 
Gardner is selected which are Linguistic Intelligence, Spatial 
Intelligence, Interpersonal Intelligence, and Musical 
Intelligence, to meet the characteristics in this project based 
on objectives to enhance understanding among primary 
students. 

A. ADDIE Model 

Project development methodology is significant in project 
development to look for effective ways that could simplify the 
goals achieved is based on plans and expectations. The 
purposed of project development methodology is ensuring the 
success of specific processes, approaches, techniques, 
technologies and several of methods which is interviews, 
observation, research and survey to get some data information 
that will solve the project problems. In developing recycle 
learning web based multimedia application for primary school 
student, the developer use ADDIE model to help teachers 
ensure that the required material is optimally taught in 
teaching as well as assistive in project development 
mythology. 

The ADDIE model consist of analysis, design, 
development, implementation, and evaluation which helps 
instructional design in project. Table 1 shows the phase of the 
methodology. 

 
TABLE I. THE PHASE OF THE METHODOLOGY 

Phase Activities Tool Outcome 

Analysis -Identify 

requirements 

-Identify 
hardware and 

software 

requirements 
-Identify user 

requirements 

(primary 
student in age 

7 to 12 years 

old learning 
style) 

-Observations 
-Researches 

-Questionnaire 

-Requirements 

identified 

-Hardware and 
software 

requirements 

identified 
-User 

requirements 

(primary student 
in age 7 to 12 

years old 

learning style) 
identified 

Design -Design 

navigation 
site map and 

storyboard 

-Microsoft 

PowerPoint 
-Microsoft 

Word 

-Navigation site 

map, storyboard 
of recycle 

learning web 

based 
multimedia 
application 

Development -Create 
interactive 

and 

animation, 
edit video, 

and edit 

graphic of 
web based 
multimedia 

application 

-HTML 

(Hypertext 

Markup 

Language) 
-Adobe 

Photoshop 

CS6 
-Animaker 

-Create text, 
image, video, 

buttons, 

animation, 
sound, record, 

edit video 

 

https://www.swedbrand-group.com/blog/many-recycling-symbols
https://twitter.com/kempendidikan/status/1047833559191306240
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Fig. 3. The menu page of Recycle Learning Web Based Multimedia 
Application for Primary School Student 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
B. Multiple Intelligence Theory 

The activities provided in Recycle Learning Web Based 
Multimedia for Primary School Student to enhance 
understanding process and it is as a guideline lesson about 
recycle. The Theory of Multiple Intelligence use in the project 
which suitable for primary school student in process learning. 
Table 2 shows the requirement and description of the Multiple 
Intelligence Theory. 

 
TABLE II. REQUIREMENT AND DESCRIPTION OF THE MULTIPLE 

INTELLIGENCE THEORY 
 

No. Requirement Description 

1. Linguistic Intelligence To help spoken and written in 

English language 

2. Spatial Intelligence Help learn processes in form of 3D 

animation to understanding what 
meaning the graphics 

3. Interpersonal 
Intelligence 

Able to interpreting and understand 
the moods 

4. Musical Intelligence Create an exciting among primary 
school student during do exercise. 

 

 

C. Web Based Multimedia Application Design and Modules 

Recycle Learning Web Based Multimedia Application for 
Primary School Student is designed by considering the roles 
of students, teachers and parents. The learning process begin 
from main page of web based multimedia application and 
follow with menu page which provide four different of buttons 
which are About Recycle, Recycle Materials, Know 3R and 
Exercise. Students can decide to choose which topic to study 
first before do an exercises as well as game in this web based 
multimedia application. The teachers and parents will make 
sure their students and children get a good lessons. The 
equipment provided in this web based multimedia application 
such as next and previous buttons, music, home and exit 
buttons has given a guider for user to use it well. Fig. 3 shows 
the Menu Page of Recycle Learning Web Based Multimedia 
Application for Primary School Student. 

 

IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

In courseware usability, there have eight construct item 
user evaluation which are interface, content, graphic, 
animation and video, text, audio, navigation as well as 
usability and learning process. After the developer was 
explained about the objective of the Recycle Learning Web 
Based Multimedia Application for Primary School Student. 
Several sets of questionnaire are distributed to 30 respondents 
and they freely to explore the web based multimedia 
application through a link before they give their feedback. 
Every construct has five questions, and the user answer with 
range from 1 until 5. 

This project emphasizing learning to students in primary 
school level. Table 4 shows the statement of user evaluation 
for usability and learning process with mode, mean and 
standard deviation (SD). The questions asked are in ranked 5 
which means, the respondents are totally agree that this web 
based multimedia application are used suitable and effective 
of the usability and learning process. The median and mode 
this construct are 5, indicating that the majority of users think 
the web based multimedia application is useful. All of mean 
value are 4.77 where average of the respondents totally agree 
with this web based multimedia application easy to use, works 
the capabilities that I expect, flexible to access and it is 
suitable and effective. While, standard deviation shows less 
than 1 for all of questions which describe the respondents have 
the same opinion that the usability and learning process of this 
web based multimedia application is suitable and effective. 

 
TABLE III. STATEMENT FOR USABILITY AND LEARNING PROCESS WITH 

MODE, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION 
 

No. Statement Median Mode Mean S.D 

H1 The web based 
multimedia application 

easy to use. 

5 5 4.77 0.57 

H2 The web based 

multimedia application 

works the capabilities as 
expected. 

5 5 4.77 0.57 

H3 The content easy to learn 
and understand by user. 

5 5 4.77 0.57 

H4 Flexible and allow user 
to access all the content. 

5 5 4.77 0.57 

H5 The overall usability and 

learning process suitable 
and effective. 

5 5 4.77 0.57 

 

Fig. 4 shows the graph of web based multimedia 
application for usability and learning process. Based on the 
bar graph below, it is shows that majority of respondents 
which 83% are totally agree that web based multimedia 
application is suitable, easy to understand the learning process 
and flexible to access all the content effectively. 

Implementation -Open recycle 

learning on 

browser 
-Testing the 

functionality 

-Browser -Functionality 

testing 

Evaluation -Testing 

usability and 

evaluate by 
user and 

expertise 

-Questionnaire -Usability 

testing 

• 1 Expert 

Evaluation 
• 30 User 

Evaluation 
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Fig. 4. The graph of web based multimedia application usability and 
learning process 

 

 
V. CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, this web based multimedia application 

gives contribution to the target user which are among primary 

school students between age 7 to 12 years old, teacher and 

also parents in recycle learning. Users are satisfied with 

Recycle Learning Web Based Multimedia Application for 

Primary School Student which assist student to keep learn 

either at school or home and gain recycle topic in way of the 

interactive multimedia that can attract their learning 

attention. Teacher also can teach the student online easily. In 

this pandemic situation, the use of web based multimedia 

application has become a necessity to the school, teacher and 

parents to ensure that students do not left behind in recycle 

lessons. 
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Abstract— Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is 

neurodevelopmental disorders that affects social and 

communication complications, as well as restricted and 

repetitive behavior patterns. For child with autism, learning 

life skills is vital to gain independence at home, school and in 

the community. Teaching early skill to the child can allow 

them to develop self-esteem and be independent. Early 

Intervention: Development Monitoring Progress System for 

Child with Autism is a web development that created for 

occupational therapist and parents of autism’s child at 

Qamara Centre. The system allows the occupational 

therapist to monitor and record the child’s progress. The 

Activity Daily Living (ADL) was used in this project to track 

growth of young children with autism spectrum disorders 

(ASD). Besides, it allows parent to view activity happened at 

the centre. Focus of the child-aged of 7 until 12 years old. 

Ongoing monitoring is crucial to help child with ASD to 

reach their potential and managing developmental problems 

that arise throughout their lives. Incremental Model is used 

as the development methodology because it fast, less risk due 

to its iterations and flexible. To improve the system, features 

of schedule appointment between parent and occupational 

therapist are recommended to ease the discussion process 

after the three months period of monitoring the child 

progress. 

 
Keywords—autism, early intervention, activity daily living, 

monitoring 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Main signs of ASD are often common in early 

development which included problems with social 

communication and restricted and repetitive behaviour 

patterns. According to Jonsdottir et al. (2020), assessment of 

autistic spectrum disorders (ASD) has changed significantly 

since its establishment, with screening, assessment and 

monitoring techniques are continuously changing. Early 

detection and appropriate treatment in children with ASD are 

essential to the best outcome. Qamara Centre is the selected 

stakeholder for this project. The current process of 

monitoring the child development in Qamara Centre is by 

using focus target report and class observation. The 

 
occupational therapist will record the child progress activity 

based on their target goal that need to be achieved. At Qamara 

Centre, Occupational Performance Area was used to 

 

evaluate the child assessment by using the Activity Daily 

Living (ADL) checklist. The checklist consists of 78 of 

questions. The process of monitoring the child is in three (3) 

months. Parents and occupational therapist will have 

consultation after afterwards to discuss on the child 

condition. Throughout the process, initially the occupational 

therapist updates the child’s daily activity using Facebook 

where it leads into privacy issues among the child and require 

parents to be active in Facebook to check on the child’s 

activity. 

Besides that, based on the interview with the occupational 

therapist, a few other issues have been identified in the 

current practice which data are being recorded using pen and 

paper and file-based system where most organizations find it 

difficult especially in storing, searching and maintaining. 

 

Therefore, to solve the issues raised and identified, a 

progress monitoring system is proposed with a thorough steps 

involve starting from gather and analyze the requirement 

needed in development monitoring progress system for child 

with autism from stakeholder. Followed by design and 

developing the system accordingly. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Early intervention helps young adolescent that have 

development delays or specific health condition. Developing 

early diagnosis of children with autism spectrum disorder 

(ASD) is critical as it enables earlier intervention, which has 

been shown to enhance results in ASD-related core behavior 

and skill deficits (Jonsdottir et al., 2020). The early 

intervention programs are designed to minimize the variables 

that put adverse results at risk for children. The programs 

provide supports for the parents and the children. This 

support can be in the form of learning opportunities or other 

guided interactions that directly impact the child result. 
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The earlier intervention will have better effect for young 

children in the area of the development child. According to 

Pasco (2018), mentioned that when it comes to interventions 

for young adolescent with ASD, the quicker the better. 

Infants or toddlers can be diagnosed at the earlier age to check 

their development to make sure that they catch up their 

development. An effective early intervention focuses to 

prevent problems occurring, or to address them head-on when 

they do, before they become more serious. It also aids in the 

development of a wide range of personal traits and abilities 

that prepare a child for adulthood. 

 

Based on James & Smith (2020), providing children with 

early environmental in the first years of childhood, it has been 

found that the course of biological and behavioural growth 

has evolved. Early intervention supports and encourages the 

formation of children with developmental disabilities, 

learning difficulties or other issues. Intervention programs 

will also assist parents and siblings of children with special 

conditions. Families also effected with feeling of tension, 

resentment and hopelessness. This will give influence on the 

well-being family as well as on the growth of the child’s 

special needs. Early involvement helps create a supportive 

and positive atmosphere for the whole family. Positive effects 

for children who obtain therapy earlier are generally the case 

that early diagnosis and received of early intervention can 

minimize anxiety and stress for parents and family (Pasco, 

2018). 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Agile methodology has been widely used in software 

development method this day. The detail on every phase with 

iteration lead to more opportunity for developer to reduce the 

risk of failure. One of the agile methodology, Increment 

Model has been applied in this project. The requirements are 

broken down into a small module of the software 

development process. It will go through three (3) phases 

which include analysis, design and code activity in every 

phase. 
There are three (3) modules in this project which is: 

1. Account registration 

2. Question checklist 

3. Daily activity 

 
 

 
The preliminary data collection method for this project 

are through interview. The interview was conducted with the 

occupational therapy using Google Meet as the platform to 

interview during the office hour due to pandemic. 

 

Each module will be repeating the same activity and 

iteration will only continue once the requirement for earlier 

module has been fulfilled. The details of phases activity and 

deliverables of incremental is mentioned in Table I. 

TABLE I. SUMMARY OF METHODOLOGY 
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IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

 

The aim of this project is to help the process of monitoring 

the development monitoring progress of a child with autism 

in Qamara Centre. It’s accomplished through the listed 

objectives in previous section. 

 

The first objective is to gather and analyses the 

requirement needed from the stakeholder. From the analysis 

phase, a list of requirements has been obtained from the 

interview session. The problems and list requirement are 

stated in Table 1. 

TABLE II. PROBLEMS AND LIST OF REQUIREMENTS 
 

No 
Problems and List of Requirements 

Problems Requirement Use Case 

 

 

 

1 

 
 

Tedious way on 

record of the student 

progress activity 

checklist. 

Occupational 

therapist can add 
entrance and exit 

checklist. 
 

Occupational 

therapist and 

parent view result 
of the checklist 

Register 

child Add 

entrance 

checklist 

Add exit 

checklist 

View 

result 

checklist 

 

 

 
2 

 

No proper platform 

for occupational 
therapist and parent 

to view daily 

activity at the 
Centre. 

Occupational 

therapist can 
manage daily 

activity. 

 

Parent can view 

daily activity 

Create 
account 

View 

account 
Update 

account 

Delete 

account 

Manage 

daily activity 
View daily 

activity 

 
To have a better undertanding and view by both sides 

between user and developer the requirements is then 

converted into use case diagram by showing the activity 

that will be done by actors that involve with the system. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Use Case Diagram 

 

Figure 1: Use case diagram for this system consist of 
two actor which is occupational therapist (OT) and 
parent and 10 of use case activities. The use case diagram 
describe the events in this project and demonstrate of 
how users interact with the system. 

The next diagram is domain class diagram which 

involve in transforming the requirements to software 

components and technical technique to understand the 

project problem description. 
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Fig. 3. Storyboard 

 

 
Figure 3: illustrate the storyboard of this project. The 

storyboard is a roadmap when developing the system. It gives 
clear understanding on the user interface design of the system. 

Besides that, a database is also designed as an initial step 
before the system is coded. The database is presented in entity 
relationship diagram (ERD). These activity and result are been 
documented in Software Design Document (SDD). The SDD 
explained the overview of what needs to be built and specifies 
outcomes of the finished system. 

The last objective is to develop a system for the 
development monitoring progress system for child with 
autism in final code phase. This system used Java 
programming with Eclipse IDE and Oracle database. The 
checklist question is the major function for this project, 
consists of 78 questions. The checklist required entrance and 
exit to be compare at the result of monitoring the child 
progress. The monitoring process required three-month 
progress. 

 

Fig. 4. Checklist 

Question Page 

 

Figure 4: Checklist Question Page depicts the 
checklist question page. After the child information has 
created, occupational therapist can add entrance and exit 
entrance of the checklist. 
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Fig. 5. Result Checklist Pagr 

Figure 5: Result Checklist Page shows the result 

checklist page of the child. In this page it displays the child 

information and result of entrance and exit checklist. 

The algorithm in finding the result based on section 

divided for the questions is shown below: 
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Fig. 6. Pseudocode of calculation and result identification 
 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Every objective fulfilled the aim of this project, where it 

helps the process of monitoring the development 

monitoring progress for child with autism in Qamara 

Centre where it is also hope to assists others in the same 

area. This project has completed up to the development 

phase and it is recommended to proceed on the testing 

phase to have a full tested and ensure the results are as 

expected. Another recommended feature for this system is 

to have the appointments to ease the process of discussing 

the result of the child after the three (3) months session 

ended. 
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Abstract—A significant threat in Malaysia, Pneumonia, 

known as one of the commonly known diseases that can cause 

fatality. The contamination happens in restricted areas, led to 

the difficulty to diagnose it simply without computer vision 

assistance since the inflammation takes place in a lung or both 

lungs. Therefore, the created model system, utilizing a Machine 

Learning model trained to detect the chest X-ray image data. 

Unlike the other researchers' methods, this system relied on the 

Shallow Learning technique with a rudiment texture analysis 

feature to get the accurate image classification. The approach 

uses the extracted features of the images to identify the types and 

classes. Thus, the method implied to identify the images easily 

between the normal and Pneumonia infections, the viral and 

bacterial; since diagnosing the images for any symptoms and 

abnormalities is time-consuming. The model target is to alleviate 

the drawbacks and to easily interpret images in medical 

descriptive visuals. 

 

Keywords—Pneumonia, Machine Learning, Shallow 

Learning, X-ray, classification 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

The pandemic attack in Malaysia, Pneumonia has 
recorded as one of the top common death threats in Malaysia 
with 11.8% after coronary heart disease (CHD) in 2019, by 
Department of Statistics Malaysia (DOSM) [1]. In records of 
4.8%, pneumonia has taken the innocence lives with low 
immune system, such as the infants and children between 14 
years old and earlier [1]. The other adolescences are no 
exceptions to it, also the elderly with weak immune system. 
The infections are vicious and hardly to be seen and diagnose 
simply [9]. Moreover, pneumonia can be classified into many 
types, such as viral or bacterial pneumonia, and other foreign 
pathogens. Thus, to diagnose it, proper and detailed 

 
inspections are required. Other than acknowledge it by the 
early reactions, the clinicians and doctors will ask for chest 
scan, X-ray imaging or a Computed Tomography (CT) scan, 
because of its unconvinced symptoms, with such fever, cold, 
shortness of breath, chest pain, nausea and others [2]. The 
infection happens on occluded and restricted area of lungs. 
Scientifically, the disease causes an inflammation on the 
alveoli and piles up a mass of fluids in it. The filled air sacs 
inside the lungs are then led to chest pain and hard breathing, 
because of the lack of oxygen transfer into the blood cells. 
Consequently, if no earlier inspections are made, it could lead 
to casualty [7]. 

The pathogens such as viral and bacterial are the common 
type of pneumonia that are mostly attack and infect a person, 
besides fungal and atypical type of pneumonia. The common 
types of pneumonia, both viral and bacterial are hard to be 
distinguish simply. Thus, the clinicians have to look onto a 
patient history and few examinations should be taken, and one 
of it is the chest X-ray. X-ray is one of the standard procedures 
after the doctor examine the breathing sounds of a patient for 
detailed inspection whether a person infected with virus or 
bacteria by classifying the feature of lungs through 
radiographic images. However, the images are mostly 
occluded well that sometimes even the clinicians and 
radiologists could hardly see it [6] and possible to make a 
mistake [7] for which area it is infected to and to differentiate 
it with the bones structure and the air space opacification [5]. 
Therefore, it is beneficial to be able to distinguish the features 
well in instant and precisely between viral and bacterial. 
Hence, the research conducted to find a way to classify the X- 
ray images between normal, viral and bacterial pneumonia 
images accurately and immediately in a short time. In account 
of the clinician that are faces with low aid supports and 
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scarcity of related doctors and experts[3, 4], the system is 
developed. It is accordingly with the complexity to clarify the 
disease or infections through X-ray images simply. 

On top of that, the system developed upon the encounter 
of pandemic that not only concern the community, but also the 
clinicians to classify the infections easily and overcome the 
misinterpretations that probably some of the clinicians and 
radiologists might had done before. Thus, the system model is 
to seek overcoming the issues and challenges occur with 
reliable and easy interpretations system in medical imaging. 
The system developed will classify the images between 
normal, or infected images, between viral and bacterial 
pneumonia. 

 
II. MATERIALS 

 

A. Gathering Dataset 

The model system was trained and tested by 150 collected 
images of infected, viral and bacterial pneumonia, also the 
uninfected X-ray images, which are separated in 80:20 ratio 
accordingly. The images were gathered from open datasets, 
Kaggle [8] for practical data experimental purposes. The 
public site is an online community place for sharing skills with 
the beginners and experts, such data scientists and machine 
learning practitioners. 

 

Fig. 1. Images between Normal Bacterial and Virus Pneumonia 

 

B. Tools Applied 

The built system thoroughly built and run with MATLAB 
R2019a tools, where the platform are utilized for image 
processing technique in medical, engineering and scientists 
experimental purposes. The complete tools are well performed 
in programming, numeric and with medias. 

 
III. METHODS 

In this digital era, where economy and healthcare 
dominated with revolutionized system and technology, many 
experts and scientists rely on to more comprehensive, yet 
affordable system and technology for a better care in many 
areas operating complexity and overcome the scarcity well in 
defeating human errors, and insufficient experts and 
practitioners. Artificial Intelligence (AI) has come over the 
way for the revolution era to keep on trend where people now 
are able to rely on the technology and modernized system 
overcome the human errors and the time taken for a single 
process to be done. The related work had been done by many 
researchers to overcome the cumbersome, analyzing and 
classify the images between viral and bacterial pneumonia. 
However, there are some might not even meet the suggested 
accuracy. Thus, the developed system applied a supervised 
technique using the Shallow Learning (SL) approach, where it 

includes few processes and feature extraction that are highly 
used by many researchers for a great classification process. 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. System Model Framework 

 

A. Technique 

The applied techniques consist of: 

• Image acquisition: The original images collected are 
digitized, and consists of normal lungs images, and 
pneumonia infected lungs images, such as viral and 
bacterial. 

• Resize image: The selected images are resized into 
800x800 size. 

• Image enhancement: Filtering and denoised the 
images. Contrast-Limited Adaptive Histogram 
Equalization (CLAHE) and average filter are used for 
a balanced image contrast. 

• Segmentation: The thresholding and morphological 
are used in selecting the interest region of the image. 

• Feature extraction: The image features are extracted 
using the statistical methods feature, Gray Level Co- 
occurrence Matrix (GLCM). 

• Classification: The processed images are then 
classified using K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) model 
for image detection, between bacterial pneumonia, 
viral pneumonia, or normal lungs image. 

 

B. Equations 

The application structure are using a statistical methods for 
the feature extraction process, with 4 types of features. It 
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determines the images values after extracted with combination 
values. Thus, the informative value of the images enables the 
model to classify the images difference and distinguish the X- 
ray images, between normal, bacterial and viral images. 

𝑨𝒄𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒂𝒄𝒚 = 
𝑻𝑷

 
𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 
𝑰𝒎𝒂𝒈𝒆𝒔 

𝑿 𝟏𝟎𝟎 ( 10) 

The combination of GLCM elements level, such energy, 
contrast, correlation and homogeneity allows the model to 
recognize and differentiate each images value well. GLCM 
finds the difference of gray combination image elements level, 
and gets its row-column value, then exchanging it with the 
gray levels. It is then, combines the transpose matrix and co- 
occurrence matrix image, and normalized it. As refer to the 
equations, (1) – (2), it can be assumed that the 𝑃𝑖𝑗 as 

normalized symmetrical GLCM, while 𝑁 represents number 
of gray levels in the image: 

 

𝑵−𝟏 

TABLE I. TESTING IMAGES RESULTS 
 

Type of 

Classes 

Tested Images Classified X-ray Images 

True False 

Bacterial 10 9 1 

Normal 10 9 1 

Viral 10 8 2 

 
The True Positive (TP) of images are divided by the total 

images tested during the processes and multiplied by 100 for 
the total percentage. Therefore, the carried system accurately 
classified the images and obtained 86.67%. 

𝑬𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚 = ∑ (𝑷𝒊𝒋)𝟐 
𝒊,𝒋=𝟎 

( 3) 

 

𝑵−𝟏 

𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒔𝒕 = ∑ 𝑷𝒊𝒋 (𝒊 − 𝒋)𝟐 ( 4) 
𝒊,𝒋=𝟎 

 

𝑵−𝟏     𝑷𝒊𝒋 
 

𝑯𝒐𝒎𝒐𝒈𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒊𝒕𝒚 = ∑ 
𝒊,𝒋=𝟎 𝟏+ (𝒊−𝒋)𝟐 

( 5) 
 

𝑪𝒐𝒓𝒓𝒆𝒍𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 =  
    ∑(𝒙𝒊− ̅𝒙)(𝒚𝒊− 𝒚̅) 

 

√∑(𝒙𝒊− ̅𝒙)𝟐(𝒚𝒊− 𝒚̅)𝟐 
( 6) 

 

 

Fig. 3. Model Process and Results Interface 

The classification process, KNN measuring the distance 
by finding its shortest distance between the training and 
testing samples. KNN is adaptable with large data, and mostly 
matched with almost any complex processes. The KNN 
distance method used, is Euclidean, (7). 

 

 

𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆(𝒂, 𝒃) = √(𝒙𝟏 − 𝒙𝟐)𝟐 + (𝒚𝟏 − 𝒚𝟐)𝟐 ( 8) 

 
IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

The system evaluation and validation are done effectively 
after several experiments. Other than that, the carried testing 
for the automated pneumonia classification system, 
categorized the images into separated group, normal, bacterial 
and viral pneumonia under KNN classifier model are done 
successfully. The training model are conducted beforehand to 
get the right and suitable distance, using Euclidean with its 
nearest neighbors value of 4. Table I below, indicates the final 
testing results of the detection between 10 images for each 
classes, in total of 30 testing images. The accuracy value is 
calculated using the Accuracy formula equation (9). 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The results obtained referred to the automated detection 

model system accuracy and visibility for the users. The 

developed automated model with shallow learning approach 

using supervised model, KNN and texture analysis features 

technique able to prove its possible accuracy. Therefore, the 

system is applicable for the clinicians, researchers and other 

experts for medical imaging and research purposes. 
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Abstract—iTaska Management Apps is an application that 

combines many elements to manage a kindergarten.The 

problems identified during preliminary investigation is no 

centralize system regarding on the students’ attendance as the 

previous method is using manual method. In addition, there is 

no platform to monitor records of monthly payment for 

student fees and for parents to view student marks regarding 

on assessment or examination.Therefore, the project 

development objective is to develop a hybrid application and 

web -based system for Taska Sinar Didik located in Rawang, 

Selangor. The apps also aims to record student information 

and incorporate cloud database services as part of the network 

element using Firebase platform.The targeted users are 

parents and teachers in the kindergarten.Modules included in 

the apps are student registration, user login, monthly fee 

module, attendance record, class and examination schedule as 

well as public discussions between teachers and parents. 

 

Keywords—applications, system, management, kindergarten. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The system aim to improve the quality of the existing 
system that is being used by teacher in the kindergarten. This 
system is a hybrid of application and web-based system that 
records student information at Taska Sinar Didik located in 
Rawang, Selangor. 

 
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

No centralize system existed as currently the 
kindergarten is using manual attendance system. In addition, 
there is also no platform to monitor the monthly payment 
record of student fees as well as platform for parents to view 
the students’ marks for assessment and the examination 
schedule. 

 
III. OBJECTIVES 

The following are the objectives of the project 
development: 

a) To develop a hybrid web-based for Taska Sinar 

Didik. 

b) To develop a system to record student information. 

c) To develop a system using a cloud database. 

 

IV. PROJECT SCOPE 

The project scope are parents can do registration for their 

children in the apps, teachers can update and parents can 

view the monthly fees payment, class and examination 

schedule, attendance record. The system also can act as a 

medium for teachers and parents to communicate effectively 

by using the public chat module. 

 

V. PROJECT METHODOLOGY 

The project methodology to develop the application is using 

Agile. It consists of six phases including planning, analysis, 

design, develop, testing and maintenance. 

 

During planning, the meeting with clients has been 

held. Once the initial discussion has been done, the proposal 

was developed and submitted for project verification. 

 

In analysis phase, the developer deals with clients 

to find out the problems faced. The project objective also 

has been identified to solve the problems raised. Information 

about client’s information also being collected. 

 

In design phase, design specifications and 

evaluation has been done to visualize the final application 

interface of the system should be develop based on client 

ideas and request. 

 

In development phase the developer creates and 

assemble the content that were create in design phase. This 

phase has been done using IONIC 5 platform. 

 

For testing phase, the testing plan has been 

organized to make sure each stage has been developed 

successfully. Once the implementation phase has been 

accomplished, the system has been tested by clients and 

feedbacks has been recorded for future improvement. 

In the final phase which is maintenance, the 

developer will get feedback on the client report for any 

issues. The developer team will work to solve and modify 

the application if needed. 
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VI. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In conclusion, the system was developed to assist 

teachers in managing the kindergarten. 

Some of the recommendations found regarding on 

the system development is to improve the flow of the system 

to enhance the user intuitive during using the application. In 

addition, the enhancement also needed for listing the 

students record in a more organized manner. 
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Abstract— Recent trend on buying self-assembly product 

or Flat Packaged Product (FPP) is increasing rapidly. 

Unfortunately, not all the FPP customers have succeed in 

assembling the parts into complete product. Based on customer 

behaviour, most of the complaints (dissatisfaction) and 

requirement are implicitly expressed in unclear manner, 

uncertainty, indirect and incomplete information. Therefore, 

this research aims to investigate the FPP customer complaints 

and compliments as they having difficulties in following the 

step-by-step assembly instruction and experience physical self- 

assembly until complete. This is due to the failure to 

understand the instruction to assemble the parts of the 

artefacts, uneasy handling during assembly, hard in fastening, 

sharp edge corner, hard to dismantle, orientation and insertion 

are difficult. The algorithm will be embedded into QFD 

codification as new Grey-Kano QFD model based on Green 

QFD. Design for Assembly and Disassembly will be employed 

in Grey-Kano QFD for Green Engineering Requirement Index. 

 

Keywords—flat packaged products, Quality Function 

Deployment, Design for Assembly 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the context of green and environmental product, most 

of Flat Packaged Product (FPP) is not easy to maintain, 

environmentally unsafe, short life time, long preparation 

time, not energy saving, high noise and vibration, 

hazardous, high material usage and heavy weight. The 

solution model will be developed based on non-linear Kano 

Model and Grey System Theory, will be resulted as Grey- 

Kano Questionnaire which will be used for Customer 

Requirement Index. The new Grey-Kano QFD model is 

expected to propose better FPP assembly, reduced cost and 

assembly time with green quality attribute index and provide 

more satisfaction to FPP customer by improved self- 

assembly instruction and improved FPP product design. 

Product design and architecture that easy to assemble and 

disassemble, reduce environmental impact has been the 

essential elements in any product making. To consider those 

elements into product characterization, some difficulties on 

how to account and configure the actual end-user demands 

into a product is remain a big challenge. 

 
II. OBJECTIVES AND SIGNIFICANCE OF RESEARCH 

 

A. General objectives: 

1. To determine customers' perceptions on packaging for flat 

packaging design for furniture. 

2. To evaluate whether the predictive flat packaging can be 

quantified. 

3. To analyze the packaging concepts for flat packaging 

design or furniture. 

B. Specific objectives: 

1. To determine customers' perceptions on green packaging 

for agro-traditional food based on non-linear point of view. 

2. To establish whether buying decision factors influence 

the green packaging and performance. 

3. To evaluate whether the predictive green packaging can 

be quantified. 

4. To analyze the green packaging concepts for local agro- 

traditional food. 
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C. Significance of Research: 

This study is enable to compose the position of the shape 

and use of furniture and allow the installation with its own 

taste, save space for shipping and reduce costs for payment 

of craftsmen for installation. 

 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The prediction and identification of non-linear customer 

preferences or voice of customer (VOC) towards green 

design packaging for our agro-traditional food is still not 

absent in literature. The failure of assessing the influence of 

buying decision factors (e.g. product topology, personal 

attributes and cognitive value and packaging design 

composition) on predictive green packaging design will lead 

to decline of sales, affecting the quality of agro-traditional 

food and marketing potentiality for export. The uncertain 

relationship and correlation between non-linearity of VOC, 

buying decision factor and predictive green packaging 

design are critical issues. Thus, new predictive green design 

packaging model is required and the theory of Kano model, 

Kansei engineering and QFD can be utilized for the model 

development. Overload product can cause high risk where it 

will take more space to keep and courier. Function provided 

at excessive cost: The highest price and cost for the static 

furniture. Compactible design: Existing furniture cannot be 

customized according to the functional and technological 

needs. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 
 

A. Part I: Evaluate the non-linear customer perception 

(VOC) on the green packaging design for our local 

agro-traditional food. The evaluation will be based on 

customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction. The questions 

are based on FOUR buying decision factors. 

This process is required in order to: 

i) Enhance the attributes of Kansei Engineering approach 

that will be used in this study 

ii) Kano-QFD Matrix Codification and Algorithm 

Development 

iii) Justify the correlation matrix between PDA 

iv) Run benchmarking correlation with weightage 

 

B. Part II: Data Collection and Analysis (Mass survey) 

i) Distribute questionnaire to 300 respondents and above 

ii) Develop the Green Packaging Satisfaction Index and 

Green Packaging Dissatisfaction Index 

iii) Kano-QFD House of Quality Analysis and Matrix 

Development 

v) Prioritized Green Packaging Satisfaction Index and 

Green Packaging Dissatisfaction Index 

 
C. Part III: Final characterization of predictive green 

packaging design 

Hypotheses Development: 

H1: Humanity has a positive relationship with the furniture 

and packaging concept 

H2: Simple packaging has a positive relationship with 

furniture and packaging concept 

H3: Innovation has a positive relationship with the furniture 

and packaging concept 

H4: Assembly has a positive relationship with the furniture 

and packaging concept 

H5: Delivery has a positive relationship with the furniture 

and packaging concept 

 

V. COST OF QUALITY (COQ) 

Cost of quality (COQ) is defined as a methodology that 

allows an organization to determine the extent to which its 

resources are used for activities that prevent poor quality, 

that appraise the quality of the organization’s products or 

services, and that result from internal and external failures. 

Cost of Quality (COQ), namely [1]: 

• production costs and service costs 

• design costs and control costs. 

• inspection costs and manufacturing costs. 

• those costs due to quality inspection 

• those costs due to quality design. 

• those costs due to poor quality and costs 

• associated with improving quality 
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Abstract— Medical Student Revision System is to help 

medical students at higher learning institutions for their 

revision purposes. The system comprises a collection of 

supporting materials that is not an essential part of the text 

itself but will help in providing a clear picture of the study 

content. Apart from that, the materials that are too lengthy are 

summarized in a mind map format with images in the system. 

The purpose of this system is to make students more 

convenient for them to get references regarding medical 

concepts. The system will include anatomy images that will 

give them a better understanding of the content. In addition, 

the system will also include inquiry features with an easy user 

interface to make students can get assistance when they face 

any difficulties to understand the medical syllabus. The system 

will help to save time and most importantly they will enjoy 

learning as this system will be able to reduce the stress in 

learning among the medical students. 

Keywords—medical student, revision, online learning, 

system 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Education is a tool that provides people with 
knowledge, skill, technique, information, enables them to 
know their rights and duties toward their family, society as 
well as the nation. Most importantly medical studies are 
seeming to be important for this society and today’s world 
where we are facing pandemics. Medical practitioners are an 
asset to the world because they can save humanity and able 
to tackle upcoming threats in terms of health. But to create a 
good doctor needs time, dedication, and good tutoring. 
Generally, medical students nowadays facing huge pressure 
to take everything they study into their brain before sitting 
for exams. The textbooks and the other study materials are 
too much for the students to memorize. So, we have decided 
to create an application called Medical Student Revision 
System to ease the revision for their exams. This application 
not only can make their revision easier but it can be a good 
tutor to the students because they can get all the notes from 
here. The system consists of a collection of supplementary 
materials that are not required reading but will aid in 

creating a clear image of the study topic. Aside from that, 
long contents are summarized in a mind map style with 
visuals stored in the system. The goal of this approach is to 
make it easier for students to reference medical topics. The 
system will contain anatomical pictures to help students 
grasp the information better. In addition, the system will 
offer inquiry tools with a simple user interface so that 
students may obtain help if they are having trouble 
understanding the medical curriculum. The technology will 
help them save time and, more significantly, they will enjoy 
studying since it will be able to minimize the tension that 
medical students experience while learning. 

 

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Stress among medical students 

Stress exposure among medical students has been 
associated with poor mental health, fatigue, and physical 
distress. Medical students experience more psychological 
distress than their counterparts of the same age. Despite it 
having equivalent or better characteristics at the start of 
medical school than their counterparts. The previous study 
has looked into student stress sensitivity, and various studies 
have identified main stressors for medical students, such as 
a lack of educational balance, poor student guidelines, a 
large amount of knowledge, and insufficient time to oneself, 
and time and commitment. Access to faculty mentors and 
professional role models could help with career planning 
and work-life balance.[1] 

Undergraduate, postgraduate, and continuous 
professional development for established physicians is the 
three areas of medical education as we know it today. The 
ultimate goal of medical education is to provide society with 
a competent, experienced, and up-to-date cadre of health 
care professionals who prioritize patient care over self- 
interest and commit to maintaining and developing their 
competence throughout their careers. In a complicated, 
uncertain, and networked world, we must make the best 
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judgments we can about education, training, and 
development, as well as participate in informed and 
intelligent change and improvement leadership, as our last 
chapter outlines.[5] 

The number of resources available to medical students 
pursuing a medical degree is rapidly increasing. Students are 
increasingly supplementing their studies with e-learning 
tools such as commercially available question banks. 
Despite the move toward e-learning, traditional methods of 
acquiring new content, such as attending face-to-face 
lectures, remain the most popular. With the growing usage 
of question banks, there is a risk of inadequate alignment 
with medical school curricula. Their popularity is projected 
to grow as a result of the benefits of exam technique 
practice, time efficiency, and multiplatform availability. To 
make appropriate decisions, existing question banks must be 
evaluated. Students describe their usage of online resources 
and offline learning aids in two distinct clusters, 
demonstrating that the online/offline aspect of the content 
has a significant impact in deciding their preference for use 
in both revisions and learning new materials, according to 
factor analysis. Medical educators may be better able to 
design and administer a medical curriculum that is more 
matched with students' requirements if they have a better 
understanding of their preferences. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has wreaked havoc around the 
world. Exam and curriculum restructuring, as well as 
considerable modifications to clinical attachments, have all 
resulted as a result of this. Given the evidence that medical 
students' mental health is already poorer than the general 
population, and that academic stress is a major predictor, 
such adjustments are likely to have a considerable impact on 
these students. Furthermore, it is assumed that these students 
will be accessible for volunteers in the event of a disaster. 
This hypothesis should be questioned, as persons who 
engage in such jobs without enough preparation risk moral 
trauma and negative health results. This, together with the 
potential of future pandemics, emphasizes the importance of 
including "pandemic preparedness" into medical 
education.[2] 

Blended learning tools, which make use of the growing 
availability of educational technology, are rapidly 
populating the anatomy curriculum. According to 
educational research, using technology can help students 
achieve better learning outcomes by enhancing engagement. 
Using exploratory factor analysis, this study seeks to 
analyze the characteristics of student engagement with 
technology-enhanced learning (TEL) tools as part of a 
medical program's anatomy curriculum. 192 first-year 
medical students completed a 25-item, five-point Likert- 
based survey, with three emergent characteristics identified: 
contentment, goal setting and planning, and physical 
interaction. Because the three elements were so closely 
related to the current literature, nonparametric analysis was 
undertaken to look at the levels of engagement for three 
custom-made anatomies TEL resources: (1) anatomy 
drawing screencasts; (2) an eBook; and (3) a huge open 
online course (MOOC). [3] 

There are concerns regarding the current state of 
undergraduate medical education and how it affects 
students' well-being. The goal of this study was to find the 
best practices for undergraduate medical education learning 
environment modifications that are linked to better student 

emotional well-being. From database inception dates 
through October 2016, researchers searched the biomedical 
electronic databases Ovid MEDLINE, EMBASE, the 
Cochrane Library, and ERIC for learning environment 
interventions. Studies looked at any intervention meant to 
improve the emotional well-being of medical students in the 
context of a US academic medical school, with an outcome 
defined as students' reports of well-being as measured by 
surveys, semi-structured interviews, or other quantitative 
approaches. [6] 

B. Learning Management System 

The Learning Management System (LMS) is a web- 
based system that helps an institution's teaching and 
learning. Any LMS skills must be assessed to identify areas 
for improvement. The purpose of this study was to find out 
how students at the Iran University of Medical Sciences 
perceived the purposes of the LMS. [4] During the autumn 
semester of 2015, 15 students from two master's programs 
in biostatistics and medical librarianship participated in this 
qualitative study. The participants were asked to write down 
their impressions of their experiences with the LMS and 
categories them into two categories: "Advantages" and 
"Disadvantages." The views were analyzed using the 
Framework Analysis approach. Themes that emerged from 
the ‘Advantages' included benefits for students, teachers, 
and both; nevertheless, the ‘Drawbacks' were discovered to 
include technical and nontechnical issues.[7] 

 
III. METHODS 

A. System Development 

 
 

Medical Student Revision System is to help medical 
students at higher learning institutions for their revision 
purposes. The system comprises a collection of supporting 
materials that is not an essential part of the text itself, but it 
will help in providing a clear picture of the study content. 
Apart from that, the materials that are too lengthy are 
summarized in a mind map format with images in the 
system. The purpose of this system is to make students more 
convenient for them to get references regarding medical 
concepts. Data to design the content of this app were 
collected from medical textbooks and internet sources. The 
main design was created by Adobe XD. Firstly, the main 
page was created including the “NEXT’ option. Then, a 
sign-in and sign-up page were created. The sign-in page is 
given two blank spaces for email and password and has the 
option to "CONTINUE". Apart from that, the signup page is 
provided with three empty slots for Name, Email, and 
Password with the "CONTINUE" option. After that, the 
verification code page has four blank boxes to enter the 
verification code sent by email and is provided with a 
keypad for entering the code. Following that, brought to the 
"HOME" page, the home page also has three options, 
“INTRODUCTION", "REVISION" and "SETTING". Under 
the, also provided three different option buttons there is 
"calendar", "home", and "contact". Moreover, once the 
revision option is pressed, it will move to the revision page. 
The revision page is provided with notes and following that, 
there is an option to see diagrams for the topic. Finally, once 
you click the "contact" button, it will move to connect with 
us page. The page was created to provide details for any 
inquiries via email and a contact number for further detail. 
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B. Abbreviations and Acronyms 

Learning Management System (LMS) 

Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) 

IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

The interface developed in the system is to assist medical 
students in higher learning institutions on their learning 
preparations towards the examination. The developed system 
is to provide the medical students' guidance using 
information technology assistance to compile all relevant 
learning materials for their revision purposes. 

The developed system is provided to medical students in 
a selected private higher learning institution to get their 
feedback. Based on that, some improvisations were made as 
the system should be aligned with the need of the users as 
well. 

 

A. Figures and Tables 

a) Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 3: Depicts the user 

interface of the system developed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Medical Student Revision System (user interface) 

 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 2 . Sign Up interface 

Fig. 3 Medical Student Revision System (diagram interface) 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This explains that the concerns faced by medical 

students at higher learning institutions and the challenge that 

impact their mental health, the developed system is to 

resolve the issues related to students' revision process to 

attempt to their examination. The digital use for revision 

purposes for the medical students able to provide a better 

learning environment and provides a comfort and all in 

more visual based applications. This surely can assist the the 

medical students in preparing for their examination. 
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Abstract— Microcontrollers are commonly used in the 

industrial applications. We designed three PCB board with 

different microcontrollers. The main purpose of this project is 

to makes it easy for students make connections without using a 

lot of jumper wires. However, most of the common problems 

printed board circuit in industries are not flexible. This is 

because, the connection between microcontroller and I/O is 

having been set. This project is made easier for student to 

doing their practical work. This project also aims to ensure 

connection between one component and other component are 

connected to avoid troubleshooting while making a connection 

between board and the project. The stages of the research are 

need assessment, planning, development, implementation and 

also evaluation need to be taken in this project. To realize this 

project is in progress. A step-by-step is done from design a 

PCB board, so that the project can be complete on time. 

 

Keywords—PCB, microcontroller 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

According to research, Digital and Analog I/O for the 
education was to apply for the learning outcomes that carried 
out the basic knowledge of the used simulation, obtained 
through practical work. The PCB design is a project that 
interest us to do it. Even though, it has a various problem that 
faced throughout the implementation process, but it is worth 
to learn how to create a PCB board. The prototype requires 
to practical verification of a good measuring skills. It is also 
carry important to train students when doing practical work. 
Hence, it will produce professional employees based on 
skills and abilities in diversifying the given concept and high 
technology. 

The main objective is to design PCB board with suitable 
I/O. This project also generates learning module for three 
PCB with different microcontroller. That will make it easier 
for student while doing their practical work without using a 
lot of jumper wires. Other than that, the PCB product 

mechanically support and electrically connect electronic 
components using conductive pathways. More specifically 
the principle objective of this research are to upgrade the 
PCB become more flexible. It is because most of the trainer 
in industries are not flexible because of the connection 
between microcontroller and I/O is have been set. This cause 
student to be less skilled at while making a connection 
between microcontroller and I/O components. 

 
 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Main Components 

The following components were used to design this 

innovation. 

i. Arduino Uno 

Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board that 

developed by Arduino.cc which is an open-source 

electronics platform mainly based on AVR 

microcontroller Atmega328 comes with a USB 

interface, 6 analog pins, 14 I/O digital ports that are 

used to connect with external electronic circuits 

[6]. The out of 14 I/O ports, 6 pins used for PWM 

output. 

 

ii. Arduino Nano 

The Arduino Nano, using the Atmega 328 

microcontroller for the Arduino Nano 3.x and the 

Atmega168 for the Arduino Nano 2.x. It has the 

same range as the Arduino Uno type, but with 

different PCB sizes and packages. The Arduino 

Nano does not come with a power socket, but there 

are pins for an external power supply or can use the 

power supply from the mini USB port. The 

Arduino Nano is manufactured by Gravitech. The 

Arduino Nano can also use power directly from the 
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mini-USB port or use external power that can be 

supplied to pin30 (+) and pin29 (-) for voltage 7-12 

V or pin 28 (+) and pin 29 (-) for voltage 5V. 

 

iii. ESP32 Devkit Doit 

The Doit Esp32 Devkit is one of the development 

boards created to evaluate the ESP-WROOM-32 

module. It is based on the ESP32 microcontroller 

that offers Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Ethernet, and Low 

Power support all in one chip. ESP32 is made and 

developed by Expressive Systems, a Shanghai- 

based Chinese company, and manufactured by 

TSMC using its 40 nm process.[7] It is the 

successor to the ESP8266 microcontroller. The 

device supports 18 channels for 12-bit ADCs and 

2-channels for 8-bit DACs. IT also has 16 channels 

for PWM signal generation and 10 GPIO pins 

supporting the capacitive touch feature. In addition, 

the ESP32 has a multiplexing feature, which allows 

programmers to configure GPIO pins for PWM or 

other serial communication. 

 

iv. Switch 

Push buttons allow us to power the circuit or 

connect only when we press and break when 

released. Most pushbutton switches have an 

internal spring mechanism returning the control to 

an “out” or “unpressed” position for momentary 

operations. 

 
v. Potentiometer 

A potentiometer, also known as a pot, is defined as 

a three-terminal operated rotary analog device that 

can be found and used in a large variety of 

electrical and electronic circuits. The knob rotates 

in a clockwise or anticlockwise direction to tune 

the voltage. That will enable control of the current 

flowing in an electric circuit and a change in output 

voltage. 

 

vi. LED 

LED stands for Light Emitting Diode, a 

semiconductor device that emits light when an 

electric current is passed through it. The 

combination of both N-type and P-type 

semiconductor materials. The LED contains two 

terminals known as anode and cathode. The 

brightness of every LED depends on most of the 

current drawn; the more intelligence will be. 

 

vii. Buzzer 

The buzzer is a sounding device that can convert 

audio signals into sounds signals. It is usually 

powered by DC voltage between 4V to 9V. It 

makes a sound (batteries or USB from Arduino). 

An active buzzer has a build-in oscillating source 

that will make sounds when electrified. 

 

viii. Relay 

Relay is an electromagnetic switch used in 

applications to turn on and off a circuit by a lower 

power signal where several circuits are controlled 

by one signal. Normally Open (NO) – contact is 

open when the relay is not energized. Normally 

Close (NC) – contact is closed when the relay is 

not energized. 

ix. LM35 

LM35 commonly used that can be measure 

temperature device having an Analog output 

voltage proportional to the temperature. It provides 

output voltage in degree Celsius (ºC) does not 

require any external calibration circuitry. The 

sensitivity of LM35 is 10 mV/ ºC. When the 

temperature increases, output voltage also 

increases. Three-terminal sensor used to measure 

surrounding temperature that ranging from -55 ºC 

to 150 ºC. 

 

x. Ultrasonic Sensor 

An ultrasonic sensor is an electronic device that 

emits ultrasonic sound waves and transforms the 

reflected sound into an electrical signal to 

determine the distance between a target item and 

the sensor. Ultrasound waves move at a quicker 

rate than audible sound waves (i.e. the sound that 

humans can hear) 

It's an input pin called Trigger. The ultrasonic 

sensor's trigger pin is used to start measuring or 

ranging distances. We apply a 10-second pulse to 

this pin when users request distance data from the 

sensor. 

This is a pin for generating pulses. As an output, 

the echo pin sends out a pulse. The distance 

between the ultrasonic sensor and the obstruction 

put in front of the HC-SR04 sensor determines the 

pulse width or on-time of the pulse. This pin stays 

active at a low level even when not in use. 

 
xi. DC Motor 

A direct current (DC) motor is a type of electric 

machine that converts electrical energy into 

mechanical energy. DC motors take electrical 

power through direct current, and convert this 

energy into mechanical rotation. 

 

xii. IC L293D 

IC Motor Driver L293D: The integrated circuit of 

the double H bridge motor drive, L293D acts as a 

current amplifier. It requires a low current control 

signal and provides a higher current signal that is 

used to drive the motor. In normal operating mode, 

two DC motors can be driven simultaneously, both 

forward and backward. Motor operation for two 

motors can be controlled by input logic on pins 2 & 

7 and 10 & 15. Input logic 00 or 11 will stop the 

appropriate motor, while logic 01 and 10 will rotate 

it clockwise and counterclockwise respectively. 

Pins 1 & 9 (corresponding to two motors) must be 

high for the motor to start operating. 

 

xiii. LCD I2C 

This is a 16x2 LCD display screen with I2C 

interface. It is able to display 16x2 characters on 2 

lines, white characters on blue background. An I2C 
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LCD has only 4 pins that interface it to the outside 

world. The connections are as follows: GND is a 

ground pin and should be connected to the ground 

of Arduino. VCC supplies power to the module and 

the LCD. Connect it to the 5V output of the 

Arduino or a separate power supply. SDA and SCL 

connect to pin A4 & A5 Arduino Nano. 

 

xiv. DHT11 Sensor 

The DHT11 is a basic, ultra-low-cost digital 

temperature and humidity sensor. It uses a 

capacitive humidity sensor and a thermistor to 

measure the surrounding air and spits out a digital 

signal on the data pin (no analog input pins 

needed). It’s simple to use but requires careful 

timing to grab data. 

III. METHODS 

A. Block Diagram 

 

 
Figure 1: 

This block diagram describes about Arduino Uno process 

that connected with switch as an input and potentiometer, 

LED, relay, buzzer and LM35 as an output. 
 

 
Figure 1.1: 

This block diagram describes about Arduino Nano process 

that connected with inputs such as Ultrasonic Sensor and 

output such as IC L293D, DC Motor and LCD I2C. 

 

 
Figure 1.2: 

This block diagram describes about Esp32 Devkit process 

that connected with dht11 sensor as an input and relay, 

buzzer and LCD i2c as an output. 

 
B. Design schematic circuit 

This project is created using Eagle Software. 
 

Figure 2: Schematic Circuit Digital and Analog I/O 

 

The circuit use 8 LED, two types of switches which is active 

high switch and active low switch, potentiometer, LM35 

temperature sensor, buzzer, and relay. 
 

Figure 2.1: Schematic Circuit Arduino Nano Trainer 
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The circuit is about Power Supply Circuit as an electrical 
device that supplies electrical energy to an electrical load. 
The main function of a power supply is to convert electrical 
current from a source to voltage, current, and frequency to 
amplify the load. Next, Arduino Nano as microcontroller. 
Then, IC L293D as intermediate between the motor and the 
control circuit. The function of the driver motor is to take the 
low current control signal and convert it into a higher current 
signal that can move the motor. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Schematic Circuit ESP32 Shield Board 

The circuit is about power supply circuit as an electrical 
device that supplies electrical energy to an electrical load. 
The circuit uses Esp32 Devkit, buzzer, and relay. And the 
other component is dht11 sensor to measure the temperature 
and humidity value and i2c lcd adapter to display. 

C. PCB 

After the design schematic circuit, the circuit must convert 

to PCB. Layout based on the circuit that has been 

successfully running. The layout must be arranged neatly to 

have a good circuit at the end of this process. 
 

Figure 3: PCB Layout Digital And Analog I/O 

 

 
Figure 3.1: Manufacturing PCB 

 

Figure 3.2: PCB Layout Arduino Nano 

 
Figure 3.3: Manufacturing PCB 

 

Figure 3.4: PCB Layout ESP32 Shield Board 
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Figure 3.5: Manufacturing PCB 

D. Soldering 

After manufacturing PCB, next step has to solder the 

component to be join with the circuit. After finished solder 

the board, test the continuity by using Analog multimeter, 

then test the circuit by connecting with LEDs and power 

supply to see the results. 
 

Figure 4 

 

Figure 4.1 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.2 

 

IV. CIRCUIT OPERATION 
 

Figure 5: 

The process is when insert the Arduino Uno to the PCB, for 

active low switch when the push button is not pressed. the 

LEDs turn on and when the push button is pressed. the 

LEDs turn off. 
 

Figure 5.1: 

The process is that when the power supply is ON, the 

ICL293D will detect and the DC motor will start moving. 

The ultrasonic sensor will measure the distance of the object 

and the lcd will display the movement of the motor.[9] 
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Figure 5.2: 

When the power supply is ON, the DHT11 sensor is detect 

and the lcd will display the temperature and humidity value. 

 

V. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

When the process design has been completed, soldering and 
the hardware development is done, moves onto the next 
phase. This presents and discusses about the results that 
obtained from the proposed methodology as well as 
recapitulates the major of findings this project. 

A. Digital and Analog I/O 
 

 
Figure 6: Components on PCB 

 

The potentiometer or POT is used to control the current and 

voltage which can be adjusted between zero to maximum 

value. Next, switch controls the current flow inside the 

circuit when the switch is pressed it will connect and 

disconnect the current flow. LEDs radiating light when the 

current flows in one direction. The buzzer produces a sound 

when connected to the source of the supply and used as an 

alarm. Besides, relay control one electrical circuit by 

opening and closing in another circuit. For temperature 

sensor or LM35 the temperature changes every 1°C based 

on the surrounding. 

Figure 6.1: 

Pressed active high switch the LEDs turn ON 
 

Figure 6.2: 

Pressed active low switch the LEDs turn OFF 
 

Figure 6.3: 

LED red on and the buzzer make a sound 
 

Figure 6.4: 

Potentiometer controls the current flow 

of LEDs 
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Figure 6.5: 

LED on relay will turn on when 

insert the coding 
 

Figure 6.6: 

Temperature sensor (LM35) 
 

Figure 6.7: 

The temperature is taken into surroundings in ◦C and ◦F 

 
B. Arduino Nano Trainer 

 

 
Figure 6.8: Components on PCB 

Motor driver IC L293D is used to current amplifier. It 

requires a low current control signal and provides a higher 

current signal that is used to drive the motor. Next, power 

supply is an electrical device that supplies electrical energy 

to an electrical load. The main function of a power supply is 

to convert electrical current from a source to voltage, 

current, and frequency to amplify the load. Lastly, i2c lcd 

adapter. This chip converts the i2c data from an Arduino 

into the parallel data required by the lcd display. The board 

also comes with a small trim pot to make fine adjustments to 

the contrast of the display. 
 

Figure 6.9: 

Perform testing on the PCB board using a power supply to 

ensure the board works properly. 
 

Figure 6.10: 

Make connection between PCB board and LCD to make 

sure the LCD display the instruction that have been code in 

the PCB board. 
 

Figure 6.11: 

Test the robot that have make connection between 

Ultrasonic Sensor and LCD and get a result based on the 

movement. 
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C. ESP32 Shield Board 
 

 
Figure 6.12: Components on PCB 

 

DHT11 sensor is uses a capacitive humidity sensor and a 

thermistor to measure the surrounding air and spits out a 

digital signal on the data pin (no analogue input pins 

needed). Next, switch controls the current flow inside the 

circuit when the switch is ON it will connect and if switch is 

OFF it will disconnect the current flow [8]. The buzzer 

produces a sound when connected to the source of the 

supply and used as an alarm. It’s are common audio signal 

tools that include alarms, timers, and input confirmation. 

Besides, relay is to controls the opening and closing of the 

contacts of the electronic circuits. Lastly, i2c lcd adapter. 

This chip converts the i2c data from an Arduino into the 

parallel data required by the lcd display. The board also 

comes with a small trim pot to make fine adjustments to the 

contrast of the display. In addition, the main function of a 

power supply is to convert electrical current from a source 

to voltage, current, and frequency to amplify the load. 
 

Figure 6.13: 

When supply is turn ON LED will ON, buzzer make a 

sound 

 

 

Figure 6.14: 

DHT11 relates to ESP32 
 

Figure 6.15: 

LCD will display DHT11 with ESP32 
 

Figure 6.16: 

Temperature and Humidity display based on surrounding 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This conclusion of this project is focusing to 

education especially for students to obtain higher skills for 

professional life. This project is about the development 

process that can be used for microcontroller such as Arduino 

Uno, Arduino Nano and ESP32 that based on the lab 

modules, journal that considered to be very feasible for use 

in learning. From this project, the objectives have achieved 

successful and the PCB can use for general purpose. We 

want a change in the implementation of that project 

presented with methods and applications can be utilized as 

well as beneficial to everyone. Maybe one day, our project 
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can be marketed and become one additional equipment in 

the future although a variety of advanced equipment is 

available in the market. 
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Abstract— IOT Based Water Quality Monitoring System is 

to design real time monitoring. Nowadays, water pollution is 

one of the biggest fears for green globalization, which is can 

cause disease and death. Before this water quality had been 

made, but it is at a higher cost and can’t be monitored in real- 

time because it is a permanent machine, so it is not user- 

friendly. The objective of this project is to design and reading a 

real-time water quality monitoring system by measure pH, 

Turbidity, and TDS (Total Dissolved Solids). Then recorded it 

in Microsoft excel. The advantage of having this IOT Based 

Water Quality Monitoring System is it is light and can be 

portable anywhere, so users can monitor the quality of water in 

real-time on the go with the help of an application on the 

phone. This project is controlled by ESP32 Wi-Fi Module to 

control 4 important sensors to monitor the quality of water 

such as temperature, pH, turbidity, and TDS (Total Dissolved 

Solids). Blynk app was used to gain all the value from all the 

sensors that had been used. This project can also be upgraded 

by adding a GPS Module so that users can know a specific 

location where they’ve monitored the water. The conclusion is 

this project can help people to make sure the quality of water is 

well maintained for our daily life. 

 

Keywords—IoT, water quality, real-time 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the 21st century, there were lots of inventions, but at 
the same time there were pollutions, global warming ,and so 
on are being formed, because of this there is no safe drinking 
water for the world’s pollution. 

Nowadays, water quality monitoring in real-time faces is 
challenging because of global warming, limited water 
resources, growing population, etc. Hence there is a need for 
developing better methodologies to monitor the water quality 
parameters in real-time. The water quality parameters pH 
measures the concentration of hydrogen ions. It shows the 
water is acidic or alkaline. Pure water has a 7pH value, less 
than 7pH has acidic, more than 7pH has alkaline. The range 
of pH is 0-14 pH. For drinking purposes, it should be 6.5- 
8.5pH. Turbidity measures, many, suspended particles in 

water that is invisible. Higher the turbidity higher the risk of 
diarrhoea and cholera. Lower the turbidity than the water is 
clean. The temperature sensor measures how the water is hot 
or cold. TDS meter sensor is the sensor the ionized solids, 
such as salts and minerals which increases the conductivity 
of a solution. The traditional methods of water quality 
monitor involve the manual collection of water samples from 
different locations. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Selection of microcontroller 

Based on the previous research, there were two types of 
projects that similar to my project but using different 
microcontroller. My first research is Water Quality 
Monitoring System using IoT. This project was performed 
by Viashnavi V. Daigavane and Dr. MA Gaikwad from the 
Department of Electronics & Telecommunication 
Engineering MTech (VLSI) Bapurao Deshmukh College of 
Engineering. This project was using two microcontroller 
which are Arduino AT Mega238 and ESp8266 (Wi-Fi 
Module). This project needs DC Power Supply in order to 
activate it and monitor the sample water in real-time. 

Next project is Water Quality Monitoring System using 
Zigbee Based Wireless Sensor Network. This project was 
performed by Zulhani Rasin from the faculty of Electrical 
Engineering Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka (UteM). 
This project was using Zigbee module as a wireless sensor 
network to make this project as it can provide flexibility, 
low-cost implementation and reliability. Its reliable 
communication to transfer the data by using the IEEE 
802.15.4 standard. 

My project IoT Water Quality Monitoring System was 
using ESP32 as a microcontroller which is it can be as a 
microcontroller and also can transfer the data from the sensor 
into the phone wirelessly. 
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B. Main function of project 

My first research project which is using two 
microcontroller, Arduino AT Mega238 and ESP8266 (Wi-Fi 
Module). The function of Arduino AT Mega238 in this 
project is to control all the sensor such as pH sensor, 
Turbidity Sensor, Conductivity Sensor and Temperature 
Sensor that will be used to gain all the data from sample 
water into its own memory before transfer it to pc. Next is 
ESP8266 (Wi-Fi Module). Its function to transfer all the data 
that gain by Arduino AT Mega238 into pc wirelessly using 
Wi-Fi connection. The Arduino AT Mega238 have bigger 
size, so it will need big container in order to put it and 
assembly the ESP8266 (Wi-Fi module) and also all the 
sensor data board. 

Next project is Water Quality Monitoring System using 
Zigbee Based Wireless Sensor Network. This project based 
on the development of graphical user interface (GUI) for 
monitoring purposes at the base monitoring station. It is also 
another main component in the project. 

For ESP32, there have two function which is it can be as 
a main controller to control all the sensor and also transfer all 
the data that gain from sensor into smartphone or any 
electronic device either through website or application. The 
sensor that used in this project just like the same as the 
previous project such as pH Sensor, Turbidity Sensor, TDS 
Sensor and Temperature Sensor. 

III. METHODS 

In order to make this project working perfectly, the block 
diagram had been made as a plan before proceed the project. 

 

 
Figure 1: Block Diagram 

 
 

Based on this block diagram, it contains 4 sensor which is 
temperature Sensor, pH Sensor, Turbidity Sensor and TDS 
Meter Sensor. The main controller is ESP32 include the 
input power is rechargeable battery and the output is Blynk 
App that will be downloaded it through smartphone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Identify applicable funding agency here. If none, delete this text box. 

A. Schematic Circuit 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Schematic circuit 

 
 

Based on the diagram below, it shows the circuit that will 
be used to connect between all the sensor, and battery as the 
power input into ESP32 main board in order to make Water 
Quality Monitoring System functioning well. 

B. Circuit Operation 

• There is basically two parts included, the first one is 
hardware & second one is software. The hardware 
part has sensors which help to measure the real time 
values, another one is the sensors module itself 
converts the analogy values to digital one, ESP32 
Flash Memory gives the connection between 
hardware and software. 

• In software we developed a program based on 
embedded c language. 

• Blynk app that will be used is installed in the android 
version to see the output. Result from the parameter 
of water will be displayed on Blynk once the dc 
current given to the kit ESp32 and the device that had 
been installed with the Blynk connected together with 
the with the ESP32 through hotspot provided. 

C. Project Softwares 

There have 4 types software that had been used to make 
this project working well. 

• Arduino IDE. This software is the most important 
thing in this project. From this software program can 
be created based on embedded c language then, it 
can be transferred into ESP32 board. 

• Easy EDA. This software was used to plan the 
schematic circuit before connected it into the real 
circuit. 

• Blynk App. This application can be downloaded it 
from android smartphone. This app was chosen as 
the IoT because it is flexible, easy to maintain can 
free downloaded. 

• AutoCAD. This software was performed to create 
hardware casing for Water Quality Monitoring 
System machine before make it reality. 
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D. Flowchart System 

 

 

Figure 3: Flow Chart operation system 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 4: Installation 

 
F. Mechanical Design 

 
DS18B20 sensor, Turbidity Sensor, pH Sensor, and DTS 

Sensor will put side by side of the PVC Box based on the 

sketch below. On/Off button will put at the front of pvc box 

for it to connect the power between batteries in the pvc box 

to esp32through usb power module. Then from esp32 it will 

give power for all the sensor and give command to sensor 

based on the pin that had been decide from coding. From 

sensor, it will transfer the value to esp32 and then it will 

transfer the data through apps. 

 

 

The flowchart shows that the operation of the system. The 

first operation of the system is switch on the devices. Firstly, 

DS18B20 will detect the temperature of water to make sure 

the temperature of water is fit for sensor to monitor the 

water. Then turbidity, pH and DTS sensor will monitor the 

water to determine its pH, turbidity and ppm level. The 

value from sensor will appear on the apps. 

 
E. Prototype Development 

 
The development of small scale of water quality 

monitoring system which is in Politeknik Sultan Idris Shah 

where the main idea of this project is to use the application 

that will be downloaded from smartphone as a monitoring 

method for water quality. The smartphone will be the tools 

for user to get the value of water quality. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Back view prototype of IOT Based Water 

Quality Monitoring System 

 
 

Figure 5: Prototype view of wireless charger source 
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There is wireless charger receiver at the back side of device. 

When the charger receive attach to wireless charger 

transmit, there will become an electromagnetic wave which 

is the source power can transmit into batteries through these 

transmission line. 

 
G. Sustainability Element in The Design Concept 

 
This product more efficient, friendly and reliable 

because firstly it is light and can be portable from other 

device which is it is use rechargeable batteries as power 

supply. Secondly, it is use wireless charging so it will no use 

of cable power to connect the device into charging station. 

Lastly, its value can record as well from apps and save it in 

excel form for experiment report purpose. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

 
This chapter will be showing the finding of the hardware 

project and also the result after experiment using this 
product. 

A. Installment of Components 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Installation of components 

 

This diagram shows all the main board ESp32 flash memory 

are connected with all the sensor data board including the 

battery as the power input and put it into one pvc box. 

 
B. Casing Installation 

 

Figure 7: Casing Installation 

 

 

 
The function of the casing is to protect the device from 

external hazard, and it is a protective for the sensor module 

and ESP32 in order to make sure that the sensor not to be 

broken. The casing is made up by using the PVC box with 8 

x 16 cm as a casing to protect the microcontroller. 

 
C. Result 

 

 

 
Figure 8: Output appears if temperature sensor 

above 25°c 

 
 

 
Figure 9: Output value from sensor into Blynk App 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusion of this project is to be focusing 

monitoring of quality of water and our action in order to 

keep the water remains clean for our daily life. There are a 

lot of things that have been learned from the experience in 

order to finish this project. After completed the project, 

what we can conclude is, not necessarily what we have 

planned before will make the result based on our expected. 

So, we had to make another plan in order to back up the 

defects from our project. For example, my power supply for 

wireless transmitter. I found that my wireless power 

transmitted can’t release the voltage into receiver transmitter 

because the circuit had become reverse bias. So, in order to 

make the wireless transmission succeeded, I had change the 

power supply 5v to phone power adapter to connect into 

wireless transmitter so that my device can receive power 

from transmitter in order to charge the battery in it. 
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Abstract— Using an Arduino Nano microcontroller, create 

a motorbike security system using a fingerprint sensor. Most 

motorcycle security systems simply utilize an ignition to start 

the motorcycle. As a result, it is often destroyed by criminals 

attempting to steal a motorbike while it is parked. A 

fingerprint sensor is used to build a motorbike security system 

that improves security on motorcycles that use a two-channel 

relay module as a connection between hardware and software. 

A fingerprint sensor is a tool that matches a person's 

fingerprint pattern with a pattern recorded in the sensor's 

memory, and it may also be used to start the motorbike instead 

of the ignition key. The Arduino Uno is built on a 

microcontroller as a tool to receive answers and execute 

instructions depending on the responses received so that the 

security system utilizing this fingerprint can only switch on the 

motorbike if the owner's fingerprints are recorded in the 

fingerprint sensor. The security system will be dual, with the 

ignition key acting as a handlebar lock and the vehicle entry 

rights being controlled by fingerprints. To switch on the 

motorbike, a fingerprint sensor that is initialized as a 

fingerprint identification is utilized, capable of reading the 

detection of sensitivity to the user's fingerprint. The success 

rate of the user's fingerprints in gaining access to the 

motorbike is 95 percent. 

 

Keywords—motorbike, fingerprint, Arduino 

I. INTRODUCTION 

According to research, a fingerprint is one of the essential 
usage systems in the nation in terms of worker safety and 
attendance. Workplaces are one of the most frequent 
locations where this fingerprint technology is used, for 
instance, in a school or workplace setting. Fingerprint 
recognition is a technology that recognizes a user's biometric 
print. Every individual has a unique fingerprint. Because this 
method will provide numerous advantages to those who use 
it, the usage of this fingerprint has grown popular across the 
globe. As a result, the fingerprint system may assist a nation 
in resolving issues connected to worker safety or presence in 
the workplace. Finally, based on our findings, we want to 

develop a fingerprint-based bike starter. After registering a 
biometric fingerprint with the system, only specific people 
are allowed to use the bike starter. 

This initiative aims to minimize the danger of motorbike 
theft, which is on the rise. This problem gives problems to 
motorcycle users to ride their motorcycles anywhere. So this 
project came up with this idea so as to make the rider more 
confident and feel safe. Moreover, those who lose the key or 
carelessly put the key. With this project, the problem will be 
solved because they no longer have to worry because they 
only need to use their own fingerprints. Motorcycles are 
easily stolen, and motorcyclists face negligence and loss of 
keys [1]. 

The main objective is to improve the existing security 
system on motorcycles. This project is clearly safe because 
only the owner or selected fingerprints are programmed to 
start the motorcycle. Other than that, my product will make it 
easier for users who have problems with key loss and 
negligence. More specifically, the principal objective of this 
research is to upgrade the safety system for motorcycles and 
ease the operation of ignition motorcycles. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Arduino Nano 

The Arduino Nano is an open-source microcontroller 
board based on the Microchip ATmega328 microcontroller 
and developed by Arduino. Cc. Arduino boards are often 
used in robotics, embedded systems, and electrical 
applications where automation is a key component. These 
boards were created for students and those without technical 
expertise. The board has a number of digital and analog 
input/output (I/O) pins that may be used to connect to other 
expansion boards (shields) and other circuits. The board 
contains 22 digital I/O pins (6 capable of PWM output), eight 
analog I/O pins and is programmable through a type small B 
USB connection using the Arduino IDE (Integrated 
Development Environment). It may be powered by a USB 
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cable or an external 9-volt battery, with voltages ranging 
from 7 to 12 volts. It's also comparable to the Arduino Uno 
and Leonardo. The hardware reference design is accessible 
on the Arduino website under a Creative Commons 26 
Attribution Share-Alike 2.5 license. Some versions of the 
hardware have layout and manufacturing files accessible as 
well. [6][7] Therefore, this component is ideal for 
Fingerprint Bike Starter to provide a connection between the 
fingerprint sensor and relay or D.F. Player. 

B. Fingerprint Module 

This is a fingerprint sensor module with a TTL UART 
interface for direct connections to a microcontroller UART 
or a P.C. through a Mini-USB Type-B Serial adapter. The 
127-fingerprint data may be stored in the module, and it can 
be set in 1:1 or 1: N mode to identify the individual. The F.P. 
module may connect to a 3v3 or 5v microcontroller directly. 
Interfacing with a P.C. serial port necessitates the use of a 
level converter (Type-B). Optical fingerprint imaging 
includes utilizing visible light to capture a digital picture of 
the print. In essence, this sensor is a specialized digital 
camera. The touch surface is the top layer of the sensor 
where the finger is put. A light-emitting phosphor layer lies 
underneath this layer, which lights the finger's surface. The 
light reflected by the finger travels through the phosphor 
layer to a solid-state pixel array (a charge-coupled 16 device) 
that captures a visual picture of the fingerprint. A fingerprint 
picture may be ruined by a damaged or filthy touch surface. 
The imaging capabilities of this kind of sensor are influenced 
by the condition of the skin on the finger, which is a 
drawback. A filthy or marked finger, for example, is difficult 
to picture correctly. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The methodology is a broad research plan that defines 
how research will be conducted and, among other things, 
specifies the techniques that will be utilized. These 
methodologies specify the techniques or modes of data 
gathering, as well as how a particular outcome is to be 
computed. Even while considerable emphasis is paid to the 
nature and types of processes to be followed in a particular 
operation or to achieve a goal, methodology does not specify 
specific techniques. When used in the context of a 
methodological research, such processes provide a useful 
general framework that may be broken down into sub- 
processes, merged, or rearranged. In the same way that a 
methodology is a constructive framework, so is a paradigm. 
The creation of paradigms meets most or all of the 
requirements for methodology in theoretical study. A 
constructive framework is also a kind of algorithm, such as a 
paradigm, in which the building is a logical rather than a 
physical array of linked components. 

A. Block Diagram of the Project 

This paper utilizes the fingerprint sensor to start the 
motorcycle engine. This project used interface circuit 
between the main controller and ignition circuit to start the 
motorcycle engine. The fingerprint user will be scanned and 
analyze by a software. If the fingerprint is matched, the 
systems then send the signal to the interface circuit via the 
parallel port cable. Figure: 

 

 

Figure 1: block digram 

B. Flowchart of the Project 

It is show that Flow chart of operation of the system. 
First, the user will place the fingerprint that has been set by 
the system. If the fingerprint inserted is correct, the user can 
turn on the motorcycle. Otherwise, the user will be given 
three attempts to place a fingerprint. If the wrong fingerprint, 
the system operation is not performed. Figure: 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2 : Flowchart 

C. Project Description 

Fingerprint Bike Starter uses very important equipment 
such as Arduino Nano, Relay, fingerprint sensor, D.F. 
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Player, speakers and 12V power supply. Arduino Nano is 
used to store databases and system programming. Relays are 
used to perform Logic Function (Logic Function) in other 
words is a switch. In this project, 2 relays are used as output. 
The two relays use SPDT type. The first relay replaces the 
lock house switch to connect and disconnect the electric 
current on the motorcycle. The second relay replaces the 
motor hand starter which serves to turn on the motorcycle 
engine. The 9V power supply is used to supply electrical 
current to the Arduino in order to function. The fingerprint 
sensor is used to detect the user's fingerprint when they want 
the system ON / OFF and the starter moves the engine on the 
motorcycle. Fingerprint Bike Starter will also be used by 
others but before that they need to store the data in a 
fingerprint database. D.F. Player is an MP3 player module 
for Arduino that has a small size and the output can be 
directly attached to the speaker. In this project D.F. player 
stores some audio in mp3 file format as a voice to tell the 
fingerprint scanning process. Connected at the same time the 
speaker will issue a sound that has been set such as 
"welcome back sir please tap you finger again to start this 
engine". To save the audio, an S.D. card is required. Speaker 
as an output that produces audio or sound connected to D.F. 
player. In this project the selection of speakers should be 
appropriate so that the D.F. player can operate properly. 

D. Schematic Circuit 

There are five main hardware which are Arduino Nano 
board, fingerprint scanner, 2 relay, D.F. Player and speaker. 
fingerprint scanner are the features used to access the 
motorcycle system. While the Arduino board platform is a 
platform that is designed to be used for testing by connecting 
the features to its I/O pins and uploading program to the 
Atmega328 microcontroller. The function of speaker is to 
notification the output connected to D.F. Player and the USB 
cable is used to communicate the Arduino programming 
language and the Atmega328 microcontroller. 

This system uses only one circuit, This circuit consists of 
5 components such as Arduino Nano, 2 relays, fingerprint 
sensor, D.F. Player, speaker and 9V battery. 2 relays will be 
divided into 2 operations on the motorcycle system. The first 
relay will be connected to on the contact key motorcycle 
wire and the second relay will be connected to the hand 
starter wire. Figure: 

 

Figure 3: schematic circuit 

IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

In this project, figure the circuit of fingerprint bike 
starter. For the power supply, we had to use the 12V battery 

motorcycle to connect Arduino Nano shield board. Which is 
connected to the D.C. power jack. The 12V voltage will be 
reduced to 5V and 3.3V using voltage regulators LM7805 
and LM11173.3. Then the fingerprint sensor is connected 
according to the correct pin. There are 4 pins namely VCC, 
TX, R.X., and GND. Then, the D.F. Player module is 
connected according to the correct pin and connected to the 
speakers. For the relay part, the first relay is connected to the 
cable to turn on the motorcycle system and the second relay 
is connected to the cable to turn on and off the engine. 
Project analysis done after the project is completed. This 
analysis is carried out to see whether the project objective 
achieved or not. To prove fingerprint bike starter to function 
effectively we have to do some testing. 

 

 

Figure 4: Installation system 

A. Step of operation system 
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B. Question Analysis 

1. Have you heard of any motorbikes being stolen? 

This issue concerns people's knowledge of stolen motorbike 

incidents in our nation. 

2. Do you believe that the motorbike safety system should be 

upgraded? 

This topic seeks responses on whether or not the motorbike 

safety system should be upgraded. 

3. Do you believe it's a good idea to use a fingerprint to start 

a motorbike to reduce the number of stolen motorcycles? 

This question inquires about the respondent's thoughts on 

using a fingerprint to start a motorbike since it is a new or 

contemporary method in comparison to the previous 

motorcycle safety system. 

4. Do you believe a motorbike alarm system is necessary? 

This question asks the responder consider whether or not an 

alarm system is necessary for their motorcycle's safety. 

5. Do you believe that more motorbike safety measures are 

required? 

This inquiry is about contemporary and fresh new safety 

measures, which is a positive step toward lowering the 

incidence of stolen bikes. 

Advantages 

Here we are proposing a model which utilizes the concept of 

fingerprint recognition in the vehicle to enhance the security 

level. This lock pattern is unique in itself i.e. it is only 

unlocked by special and specific fingerprint.[9] 

 
• It provides better reliability than the traditional 

locks. 

• It is cheaper than the other lock system. 

• It is easy to use. 

 
V. CONCLUSIONS 

The aim and objectives of this project has been achieved. 

Then, we have concluded that decrease the risk of bike theft 

nowadays. In keeping with modernity, I should likewise 

update the safety system. Motorcycle theft will become 

more difficult and time-consuming as a result of this. 

Furthermore, even if the safety mechanisms have been 

upgraded, motorbike theft may still occur if the user is 

negligent and does not pay attention to motorcycle safety. 

Finally, we believe that this initiative will reduce the danger 

of motorbike theft and provide new technologies that will 

benefit the motoring globe.[1] 
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Cats are among the favourite type of animals to keep as a pet 

whether it be for children or adults. Although cats are known for 

taking care of their hygiene, when it comes to cleaning the litter 

box, the pet owners themselves must perform it regularly as an 

unkempt litter box can become a health hazard for both cat and 

pet owner. The conventional method of cleaning the litter box can 

be quite tedious and it exposes the owner to dangerous bacteria 

which can cause serious health problems. Although there are 

automatic cat litter boxes currently in the market, besides the high 

selling prices, automatic cat litter boxes require some time to get 

used to, and cats can get easily frightened by the noise produce by 

the automatic litter box. Therefore, this project aims to design an 

innovative cat litter box, i-Katzenklo, which can help reduce the 

hassle when cleaning the litter box. The design for i-Katzenklo 

includes a pedal-operated sifter that helps separate the cat litter 

which will then slide into a box for disposal. The working 

operation for i-Katzenklo was also simulated for this project. i- 

Katzenklo’s innovative design will replace the conventional 

method of individually scooping out the litter and prevent direct 

exposure to the litter. i-Katzenklo’s design is very contemporary 

and will give cat owners a viable option when wanting to purchase 

a litter box. 

Keywords— design, innovative, cat, litter, box 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, it is common to hear or see people owning a 
pet. This may be because of the benefits which come with 
owning a pet [1,2]. A study on the effects of owning a pet [3] 
had shown that pet owners have slightly higher self-esteem 
when compared to people not owning a pet. For twelve (12) 
countries in Asia, cats were among the top domestic animals 
which are kept as pets in an online survey conducted by 
Rakuten Insight [4]. In Putrajaya, Malaysia, a study on 
assessing the status of pet ownership [5] showed that most 
animals kept as pets were cats at 72%. Although there are 

advantages when keeping cats as pets, it also comes with its 
disadvantages [6]. 

 
 

A. Problem Statement 

Among common problems faced by cat owners were the 
hassle of cleaning the litter box [7,8]. Although cleaning the 
litter box can be a troublesome chore, it must be done 
regularly. This is because an unkempt litter box can become a 
health hazard for both cat and pet owners [9,10]. The 
conventional method for cleaning litter boxes includes 
manually scooping and disposing of the litter [11]. This 
method could not only be tedious but also exposes the pet 
owners to harmful bacteria which can cause health problems, 
such as Toxoplasmosis [12]. 

Although there are already automatic or self-cleaning litter 
boxes available in the market today [13], besides the high 
selling prices, it requires some time for not only the cats but 
also the owner to be accustomed to it [14]. Cats can also be 
frightened by the litter box when in operation. Purchasing self- 
cleaning or automatic litter boxes might also not be suitable 
for certain cat types and behaviours [15]. Also, in 
development are smart litter boxes [16,17]. 

 

B. Objectives 

The objectives for this project are to produce a 3D 
modelling of an innovative litter box using the Solidworks® 

software by Dassault Systemes, and using the simulation 
feature in Solidworks®, the 3D model will then be simulated 
to show the working operation or animation of the product. 

The expected results for this project are a complete 3D 
model of an innovative cat litter box which when produced 
will help reduce the hassle of cleaning the litter box and using 
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the simulation feature will help visualize the working 
operation for the product. 

 

 
II. METHODOLOGY 

The entire duration for the project took around 14 weeks 
to complete. The project workflow is shown in Fig. 1 below. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Highest Nett Score Design Concept 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Project Workflow 

 

A. Design Concept Generation 

The method used to generate design concepts for this 
project was by using the morphological chart. In the 
morphological chart, important features such as body, 
entrance shape, filter mechanism, working mechanism, etc. 
were identified. A total of five (5) design concepts were 
generated by exploring the combinations based on the 
identified features. 

 
B. Design Concept Evaluation 

Once the five (5) design concepts were generated, they are 
then evaluated using the Pugh chart. The design concepts were 
evaluated based on the following criteria, appearance, 

 

C. 3D Design Modelling and Working Animation 

3D design modelling was achieved by using the 
Solidworks® software from Dassault Systemes. The software 
used was licensed to the College of Engineering, School of 
Mechanical Engineering, UiTM Cawangan Johor, Pasir 
Gudang Campus. The specifications for the software are 
shown in Table 2 below. 

TABLE 2. SOLIDWORK SOFTWARE SPECIFICATIONS 
 

Item Details 

Software name Solidworks® 

Software developer Dassault Systemes 

Software version Premium 2017 x64 edition 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3 i-Katzenklo 3D Design Modelling (isometric view) 

Top cover (1) 
III. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

The results and findings for this project will be explained 
in this section. 

functionality, ease of use, and marketability. Each of these 
criteria was assigned a weightage in terms of its importance. A. P3eDdalDsieftseirg(n3)Modelling 

Body (2) 

Compared to the datum design, the design concepts were then 
given marks ‘+’, and ‘-’. The design concept with the highest 
nett score was considered the best concept design. Fig 2 below 
shows the concept design with the highest nett score. 

The 3D design modelling for i-Katzenklo is shown in Fig. 

3 and Fig. 4 below. Fig.3 shows the isometric view i- 
Katzenklo from the front (a) and, back (b), while Fig. 4 shows 
the exploded view for i-Katzenklo highlighting the major 
components. 

Sandbox (2) Collection box (5) 
 

Fig. 4 i-Katzenklo 3D Design Modelling (exploded view) 

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

• Questionaire/Survey 

• Literature Review 

DESIGN CONCEPT GENERATION 

• Morphological chart 

DESIGN CONCEPT EVALUATION 

• Pugh chart 

3D DESIGN MODELLING 

• Solidworks software 

3D DESIGN SIMULATION 

• Solidworks software 
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Fig. 5 i-Katzenklo 3D Design model (uncovered) 

As shown in Fig. 5, located at the rear of i-Katzenklo is t 
edal which will operate the sifter for removing the litter. Al 
ocated at the rear of the product is the collection box whe 
he litter will be collected be being disposed of. This featu 
ill reduce the hassle of individually scooping out the litt 
om the box. 

 

. 3D Design Working Animation 

The simulation feature in the Solidworks® software w 

sed to illustrate the working operation for i-Katzenk 

onducting the simulation also helped to identify a 

Pedal pressed 

 

Based on the 3D design model in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, i- 
Katzenklo includes a top cover as part of the design. Although 
an earlier study [18] suggested that cats do not show any 
preferences between covered or uncovered litter boxes, a more 
recent study [19] assessing the preference of single-housed 
cats with regards to the type of litter box, showed that the cats 
prefer covered litter boxes for defecation. Therefore, that is 
why the 3D design model includes a top cover as part of the 
design. 

The final 3D design for i-Katzenklo also shows that there 
is a slight modification to the top cover design when compared 
to the chosen design concept in Fig. 2. This is because after 
evaluating the potential manufacturing processes required to 
fabricate the product in the future, it much easier to fabricate 
the top cover for the design in Fig. 3. This change in design 
does not affect the overall function for i-Katzenklo as it is 
more to the aesthetic value of the product. 

As shown in Fig.4, the major components for i-Katzenklo 
are top cover (1), body (2), pedal sifter (3), sandbox (4), and 
collection box (5). In total, are five (5) major components that 
makes up the product. Fewer components will result in the 
easier assembly of i-Katzenklo. 

 

(a) (b) 

 

 
he 

p so 
l re 
t re 
w er 
fr 

 

B 

as 

u lo. 
C ny 

required    desigFnig. 6mSooldidiwfiocraktsi®onsimuolratioinmlapyroouvt ement    for    i- 

Katzenklo. Fig. 6 shown the layout when conducting the 

simulation using the software. 

One of the problems which were discovered during the 

simulation was the inability of the pedal to return to its 

original position after being pressed on. To overcome this 

problem, springs were added at both arms of the pedal to 

allow it to return to its original position. The location of the 

spring is shown in Fig. 7 below. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7 Spring location 

The working operation for i-Katzenklo is quite 

straightforward. Once the cat has finished its defecation, the 

owner must only step on the pedal to allow the litter to slide 

along the sifter and fall into the collection box. The angle 

formed during this action is approximately 45°. Releasing the 

pedal will return it to its original position. The illustration for 

the working operation is shown in Fig. 8 below. 

 

(a) (b) 
 

Fig. 8 i-Katzenklo Working Operation 

IV. CONCLUSION 

From the project, it can be concluded that both objectives 
were achieved. Using the Solidworks® software a 3D design 
modelling for an innovative litter box, i-Katzenklo was 
produced and using the simulation feature, a simulation on 
how i-Katzenklo operates was animated. Although the design 
for i-Katzenklo is simple, it is still contemporary and will be 
provide a viable option when purchasing a new litter box. 
There is also room for improvement for i-Katzenklo, for 
example including a design for counting the number of times 
the product was used. This will help the owners to be aware 
of when to clean the litter box to prevent any potential health 
hazards for the pet and themselves. The fabrication and 
production for i-Katzenklo are also planned in the future. 
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Abstract— Instant messaging application is commonly used 

by the users to communicate with each other. However, the 

users might suffer from shoulder surfing where thieves steal 

your personal data by spying over your shoulder as you use 

any electronic device in public. It is said to be one of the 

common methods, where no tools needed to launch the attack. 

To prevent shoulder surfing, the developer proposed a new 

instant messaging application that implements front-end 

encryption. This application is named in French, 

CrypteLéMessage, which means encrypts the message as this 

application applies encryption of the message content. The 

message that is requested to be encrypted will be shown in an 

unreadable state and can be decrypted back by a true receiver. 

No one else can read the message in plaintext except for the 

sender and the receiver themself. Additional feature includes 

self-destruction option where the user can set the message to be 

automatically deleted after the receiver has successfully read 

the message. The reason of applying this front-end encryption 

is to ensure data confidentiality and at the same time reduce 

data breach possibility through shoulder surfing practice. 

 

Keywords—confidentiality, instant messaging, encryption, 

AES, self-destruct 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Data breach happens when the information is accessed 
without authorization as discussed in [9]. In the year of 2020, 
a technical report from IBM found that 52% data breaches 
were the result of hacking. According to the report, the 
average cost of a data breach in 2020 is $3.86 million [7]. In 
April 2020, another data breach incident happened in one of 
the video conferencing platforms, Zoom. According to [1], 
there were over 500K accounts been compromised and sold 
on the dark web. 

Instant messaging application is commonly used by the 
users to communicate with each other. However, the users 
might also suffer from some hacker attacks due to the lack of 
security measures implemented in the application or the 
improper use of the application. An instant messaging 
application, Telegram is said suffered from data breach in 
June 2020 [14]. The data stored in the database has been 
exposed. To highlight, one of the attack vector that leads to 
the breach will be as simple as shoulder surfing. Shoulder 
surfing is a criminal practice where thieves steal your 
personal data by spying over your shoulder as you use a 
laptop, mobile phone, ATM, public kiosk, or other electronic 
device in public. It is said to be one of the common methods, 
where no tools needed to launch the attack. 

 
II. DOMAIN RESEARCH 

 

A. Messaging system 

Communication happens in our daily lives. In today’s 
society, instant messaging applications such as WhatsApp, 
Facebook Messenger, WeChat, Viber, Telegram and others 
are one of the communication channels. According to [3], 
there are over 41 million mobile messages are sent in an 
online minute as of March 2019. These instant messaging 
applications support for the web and the mobile application. 
It makes the communication much easier as the users are 
allowed to access to the chat either through web or mobile. 

 

B. Web application 

A web application is a program that is delivered over the 
Internet and accessible through a browser [16]. This concept 
was introduced in the Java language in 1999 because of the 
ability to add dynamic elements on the client side [2]. 
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However, HTML5 is the one been using in present-day for 
the web application development which was finalized in the 
year 2014 [20]. The web application architecture is as 
illustrated in Fig 1. There must be a frontend or the client 
side and backend or the server side in the web application. 

 

Fig 1: Web Application Architecture [5] 

The server side is made up by two main components, 
user interface application component and the structural 
component [13]. The structural component consists of the 
presentation layer, application layer and the persistent layer. 
Web application is more flexible than the mobile application 
as it is accessible over Internet, also, responds dynamically to 
the screen size [18]. 

 
C. Possible attacks 

According to [17], shoulder surfing is an attack of 
obtaining the information by looking over the victim’s 
shoulder. This type of attack can be performed with or 
without the use of tools depends on the distance and no skills 
needed. An example of the shoulder surfing is when an IT 
support asks for the credentials to login and the user enters 
the credentials in front of the IT support and the credentials 
can be obtained by looking over the user. 

Eavesdropping is another type of attack where the 
communication is being intercepted by an unauthenticated 
third party over network [6]. The attacker will use tools such 
as Burp Suite to do eavesdropping. It can be either passive or 
active attack. Nothing is changed or modified in passive 
eavesdropping attack and is not easily been detected [12]. 
The attacker only intercepts the communication. On the other 
hand, active attack might modify the information [10]. One 
of the active eavesdrop attack is the Man-In-The-Middle 
attack. 

Another common type of web application attack is SQL 
Injection (SQLi). SQLi uses of malicious SQL code to access 
and retrieve the information from the database. Fig 2 below 
shows the example of the SQLi attack. 

 

Fig 2: Example of SQL Injection [4] 

Another common type of attack is social engineering 
attack. In this attack, the attacker makes use of social 
influence to change the victim’s behaviour. The prevention 
of social engineering attack is a bit tricky as it involves 

human. There are many vectors, for instance, vishing, 
phishing, smishing, and impersonation. The vishing is 
actively performed by the attacker during the pandemic [15]. 
Vishing, voice phishing is performed by calling to the victim 
to obtain the information. Phishing is also common, but it is 
mainly through the email. The attacker will send a malicious 
link which will direct the victim to the legitimate website and 
when the user clicks on it and enters the credentials, the 
attacker is able to retrieve the information. 

 

D. Methods to Protect Data Confidentiality 

To prevent the possible attacks such as those mentioned, 
it is essential to implement the security countermeasures 
based on this framework. There are lots of preventive ways 
such as using privacy screens, using a strong password, 
biometrics authentication, hashing, digital signatures, 
encryption, audit trial, access control, and others. The user 
can use the privacy screen on their devices such as laptop or 
smartphones so that others are unable to read the messages 
easily. Using a strong password can prevent others to break 
into the devices and a strong password requires more time 
for attacker to break it [11]. The password is recommended 
to be at least 8 digits with a combination of alphanumeric 
and the special character. 

To prevent social engineering attack such as phishing 
attack, users are strongly advised not to open the link or the 
attachments that from the untrusted sources. For vishing 
attack, users are advised to authenticate their identity before 
doing anything. The most useful prevention method of the 
social engineering attack is to be mindful of the risks. User is 
the key in preventing this attack. 

 

E. Similar systems 

WhatsApp is a messaging application that was created in 
2009 for IOS users and available for Android users 2010 [8]. 
This application supports mobile, web and desktop version. 
The desktop version requires users to download an 
application in their desktop or laptop. WhatsApp is not only 
for messaging purpose, but the users can also use it to make a 
voice-call or a video-call and file sharing. The 
communication happens only over the Internet. WhatsApp 
applies the encryption on every single chat where the end-to- 
end encryption is built in the application [21]. This feature 
makes WhatsApp considered as secure as the information 
shared is only available for both parties, not others. 

The new feature that WhatsApp has is to delete the 
messages after 7 days. However, this feature is not 
compulsory for all users. The user must switch ON the 
feature manually. Previously, WhatsApp allows users to 
delete the sent messages for both users just in about an hour. 
An hour later, the messages only can be deleted for itself. 
The disappearing messages seems to be a good feature as it 
auto deletes it from both users right after 7 days [21]. 
Although the new feature is good to protect the information, 
but the messages can be forwarded to other users and taken 
screenshots without notifying the users. 

Telegram, another messaging application for IOS users 
was launched in August 2013, followed by the android users 
in October 2013. This application can be run on the mobile, 
desktop or web. This application applies end-to-end 
encryption feature and self-destruct timers from the 
beginning [19]. However, these two features are only 
applicable to the secret chat. There are two types of chat in 
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Telegram, normal and secret chat. This application has most 
of the features as WhatsApp where voice-call, video-call, file 
sharing and messaging are allowed for users. As what has 
been mentioned before, the secret chat is much more secure 
than the normal chat. Normal chat is not affected when 
opening the application in web, but the secret chat is 
affected. As it is secret chat, the chat will be shown only in 
the mobile that started this secret chat as it is device specific . 

The self-destruct timer in the secret chat is a good 
feature. Once it is enabled, the messages sent will be deleted 
from both users in the pre-set timer. Another advantage of 
the Telegram is the ability to delete the messages from both 
users without the time limitation unlike WhatsApp with 
about an hour limitation. Also, in the secret chat, no message 
forwarding is allowed. All the information shared in this 
chatroom are not able to be forwarded. Screenshots can be 
taken, but the users will be notified on this. Most of the 
features are almost the same as the WhatsApp except the 
secret chat and the features in the secret chat. 

 
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

As mentioned earlier, CrypteLéMessage as shown in Fig 
3 is a web-based messaging platform where the front-end 
encryption and self-destruct timer act as the optional features 
for users to applied. There will be a detailed discussion on 
the features and the elements of this messaging system. Since 
this is a web-based, users are allowed to access to it without 
installing the application. 

CrypteLéMessage comes with light and dark mode. User 
can choose based on their preference. Besides, there are 
theme colours for all the users. Users can choose on the 
theme colour from time to time, there is no limitation on 
changing the theme colour. 

 

Fig 3: CrypteLéMessage Application 

The core feature of CrypteLéMessage is to send message 
to each other. Users will be able to send message to the target 
receiver and it will be a real-time chat. User will be able to 
know whether the message is read by the receiver as if it is 
read, it will have double tick instead of one tick. 

Next, front-end encryption feature as shown in Fig 4. 
This is the main feature of CrypteLéMessage. However, this 
feature is optional for users to apply. When the user applies 
this feature, the message will be converted to ciphertext and 
it can only be decrypt with a click on the button. 

 

 
 

Fig 4: Front-end Encryption and Decryption Feature 

Another proposed feature is the self-destruct timer. It is 
also one of the main features in CrypteLéMessage where 
user can choose to delete the message automatically by 
choosing the time duration for removing it. Self-destruct 
timer will take effect on both users, sender, and receiver as 
described in Fig 5. 

 

 

Fig 5: Self-destruct Timer 

CrypteLéMessage allows users to send files and images. 
Users are allowed to send file with the extension of .zip, .rar, 
.pdf and images with the extension of .png, .jpeg, .jpg. If the 
file or the images extensions are not allowed in the system, it 
will fail in sending. 

CrypteLéMessage also allows users to delete selected 
message and the whole conversation. User can delete the 
selected message by clicking on the trash icon. Delete 
conversation is shown in the info tab. Either sender or 
receiver clicks on the ‘Delete Conversation’ hyperlink, the 
whole conversation will be deleted from both sides. 
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Apart from these, there is no need to add the contacts as 
once there is a newly registered user. All the contacts will be 
updated automatically. User will have to know the name of 
the target receiver in order to be able to send the message. 
There is a search function for searching the user. As 
mentioned before, there is no need to add the contacts, users 
need to type the target receiver name in the search bar and 
the users that matched will be shown. 

 
IV. CRYPTELÉMESSAGE RELEASE PLAN 

Version 1.0 

Version 1.0 of CrypteLéMessage released in the first 
week of May 2021. This version allows the user to register 
an account, login and logout. There will be validation in the 
login and register page where user must meet all the 
condition before being registered and login successfully. 
User will be directed to the home page right after she/he 
registers successfully. Once the user logout, it will be 
directed to login page. Features included in version 1.0: 

• Login page 

• Register page 

• Home page 

• Logout page 

Version 2.0 

Version 2.0 of CrypteLéMessage released in the first 
week of May 2021 as well. This version includes more 
features including allowing user to update the settings and 
the ability to search for the user. In this version, user will be 
able to upload their profile picture, change the theme color 
also, choosing either dark or light mode. The user will be 
able to search for the newly registered user in the search bar 
provided. Features included in version 2.0: 

• Search function 

• Upload profile picture 

• Change the theme color 

• Choose dark mode or light mode 

Version 3.0 

Version 3.0 released in the second week of May 2021. 
This improved version includes the feature of starting a new 
conversation, sending a normal message, encrypted message 
and the message that is set to be self-destructed. The message 
includes files. As the message needs for decryption, so the 
decryption feature is included here. Features included in 
version 3.0: 

• Start a conversation 

• Sends a normal message 

• Sends an encrypted message 

• Sends a message that is set to be self-destructed 

• Decrypts an encrypted message 

Version 4.0 

Version 4.0 released in the third week of May 2021. In 
this version, user will be able to check for the user’s status 
and the status of the message sent. For the user who is active 

currently, there will be a green dot. User will be able to 
identify whether the receiver has read the message. The two 
ticks at the end of the message box means that message has 
been read by the receiver. Besides, user will be able to 
favorite a user in this version and checks for the information 
of the receiver. Also, this version allows user to delete a 
selected message or the whole conversation. Features 
included in version 4.0: 

• Check another user’s status 

• Check the status of message sent 

• Favorite a user 

• Checks a user’s information 

• Deletes a message 

• Deletes conversation 

The completion of these four version brings the 
completeness of CrypteLéMessage. CrypteLéMessage 
allows the user to send a message where user is given the 
choices to apply encryption and self-destruct timer on the 
message sent. A note to be taken on the encryption feature, 
the user must use the same key to decrypt the message and 
the key is advised to be spread in another channel such as 
through phone calling or email. 

 
V. UNIT TESTINGS AND USER ACCEPTANCE TESTING 

CrypteLéMessage has passed all unit testing and several 
results from the main functionalities test can be seen in Table 
I,II and III below. 

Table I: Unit Testing for Message Encryption 
 

Table II: Unit Testing for Message Decryption 
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Table III: Unit Testing for Self-Destruct Timer 
 

The developer invited three testers working as web 
developers to test on the application as part of the User 
Acceptance Testing (UAT). Overall, all three testers were 
satisfied with CrypteLéMessage, with some recommendation 
to further enhance the group chat function, auto focus 
function while the dialog box is opened up and the way of 
showing the converted plaintext. Fig.6, 7 and 8 show the 
results coming from the UAT. 

 

Fig 6: UAT Result I 

 

 

Fig 7: UAT Result II 
 

Fig 8: UAT Result III 

 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 

CrypteLéMessage, a web-based messaging application is 
deployed as the final outcome of this research. As proposed, 
this application aims to decrease the data breaches over 
messaging platform by giving the options to encrypt and 
decrypt the data shared. The key feature of the proposed 
system is front-end encryption feature. It is critically 
important as if the user does not apply this, there is no 
protection on the front-end and the aim is not achieved. 
Another feature is the self-destruct timer. This feature is 
good when both users are sharing confidential information. 
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Both users do not need to worry for the data breach as the 
message will be auto deleted. The implementation of both 
features in CrypteLéMessage makes the aim to be 
achievable. CrypteLéMessage is a web based instant 
messaging platform, these two features have to be the 
optional features to be applied by the user. The developer 
will also improve and implement proposed features as 
suggested in UAT in the next version of CrypteLéMessage. 
The developer will allow for the auto focus, as it is easier for 
the user to start typing right after clicking on the receiver, 
adding in the group chat function where the user can create a 
group and chat with others instead of one-to-one 
conversation, and the developer will display the message in 
plaintext once the user decrypts it but return it to the cipher 
text when the user leave from the conversation. 
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Abstract— Nowadays, eLearning is the use of technologies to 

enable people to learn anywhere and anytime. Two types of 

online learning namely synchronous and synchronous online 

learning, are majorly compared but for online learning to be 

effective and efficient, instructors, organizations and 

institutions must have comprehensive understanding of the 

benefits and limitations. Some teachers and students don’t 

have their own platform for file sharing specially to upload and 

submit their file due to limitation of some sources. Due that 

problem this idea was to create e-learning web application for 

teachers and students to make their mission in learning process 

will achieved successfully. This web application developed as a 

platform to manage file management system systematically by 

the teachers and students. 

 
Keywords—eLearning, web application 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Teachers are supposed to integrate technology into the 
classroom to engage learners who are called digital natives, 
due to the rapid growth of technology. Online learning 
platforms are frequently utilized as a complement to help 
students learn independently. According to the P21 
approach, mastering information, media, and technology 
skills is one of the four factors of skills required for students' 
outcomes. Students are expected to be familiar with skills 
related to information, media, and technology, such as 
accessing and evaluating information, using and managing 
information, analyzing media, creating media products, and 
effectively applying technology, because they are considered 
digital natives and people nowadays live in a technology and 
media-driven environment (Partnership for 21st Century 
Learning, 2009). 

UURL e-Learning consists of the words 'Upload', 
'Update', 'Read', and 'Learn'. This system is a learning system 
for schools, where this system allows teachers to upload their 
questions for students no matter where and when. The 

system also aims to make it easier for students to submit 
assignments or homework using only their fingertips. The 
system uses the concept of virtual storage of data or 
information and will only be accessible to certain 
individuals. In addition, there are several advantages of using 
the concept of virtual data storage that the data stored will 
remain secure, accessible no matter where and when. 

 
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Manual information storage has the difficulty of 
combining irrelevant and duplicated data. They continue to 
rely on manual information storage systems, which has 
resulted in the corruption and loss of student data. The user 
may submit the file using ‘WhatsApp' or ‘Telegram,' which 
may make recovering and locating files difficult. Some 
teachers and students are prone to forgetting the due date, 
causing time management issues. 

Thus, platform e-learning should be able to develop by 
use technology creatively to meet the requirements of their 
students. Furthermore, language learning should not be 
limited to the classroom, teachers and students can employ 
technology gadgets to aid language learning. 

 
III. OBJECTIVE 

The following objective were to achieved in this project. 

i. To develop web application system for submission 
assignment through online. 

ii. To provide file management system with 
capabilities to manage individual or group files. 

iii. To keep record on assignment submission base on 
date and time schedule that have been set. 
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IV. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Distance education has become more accessible because 
of rapidly changing technology. (McBrien et al., 2009). Most 
of the terms (online learning, open learning, web-based 
learning, computer-mediated learning, blended learning, m- 
learning, for ex.) have in common the flexibility to use a 
computer connected to a network, it allows you to find out 
from anywhere, at any leisure, in any pace, and with any 
device” (Cojocariu et al., 2014). Students attend live lectures, 
there are real-time interactions between educators and 
learners, and there's the prospect of quick feedback in a very 
synchronous learning environment, but asynchronous 
learning settings aren't neat. Learning content isn't available 
within the kind of live lectures or courses in such a learning 
environment; instead, it's available through various learning 
systems and forums. 

Learning experiences in synchronous or asynchronous 
environments using various devices (e.g., mobile phones, 
laptops, etc.) with internet access. Students can survive in 
these situations be able to learn and communicate with 
teachers and other students   from   anywhere 
independently (Singh & Thurman, 2019). 

The following software and programming language were 

used to design this project. 

 

i. Adobe Dreamweaver 

Adobe Dreamweaver is a web development and 

design application for front-end developers. It 

combines a powerful design surface with a code 

editor to make it simple to code, build, and 

maintain websites. The user interface (UI) has been 

developed with usability in mind, with light and 

dark options to choose from and support for 

modern web workflows. 

 

ii. XAMPP 

XAMPP is a popular cross-platform web server 

that allows programmers to build and test 

applications locally. XAMPP allows a local host or 

server to test a website or client on computers and 

laptops before publishing it to the main server. It's 

a platform that uses the host's system to test and 

evaluate the functionality of projects written in 

Apache, Perl, MySQL, and PHP. 

 

iii. PHP Programming Language 

PHP is a server-side scripting language that can be 

used to create static, dynamic, or web-based 

applications. The acronym PHP stands for 

Hypertext Preprocessor, which was previously 

known as Personal Home Pages. A PHP file 

contains PHP tags and ends with the extension “. 

php”. 

 

iv. Hypertext Markup Language 

HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) is a 

computer programming language that is used to 

construct most web pages and online applications. 

A hypertext is a piece of text that refers to other 

pieces of text, whereas a markup language is a 

collection of symbols that notify web servers about 

the style and structure of a document. Files with the 

extensions.html and.htm are HTML documents. A 

web browser reads the HTML file and produces the 

content for internet users to see. HTML elements 

are a collection of tags and attributes that appear on 

every HTML page. HTML elements are the 

building blocks of a web page. An attribute 

describes an element, whereas a tag tells the web 

browser where it starts and ends. 

 

v. Cascading Style Sheet 

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a language for 

describing the appearance of Web pages, such as 

colors, layout, and fonts, in order to make our web 

sites appealing to users. CSS manage the color of 

the text, font style, paragraph spacing, how 

columns are scaled and laid out, what background 

pictures or colors are used, layout designs, display 

variants for different devices and screen sizes, and 

a mess of other effects. 

 

vi. JavaScript 

JavaScript is an interpreted, lightweight 

programming language. It is intended for the event 

of network-centric applications. It works in tandem 

with and complements Java. Because JavaScript is 

interwoven with HTML, it's incredibly simple to 

use. It's free to use and cross-platform. JavaScript 

aids in the creation of stunningly and lightning-fast 

websites, as well as the development of websites 

that have a console-like look and feel and provide 

the finest Graphical User Experience to users. 

 
vii. MySQL Database 

A relational database organizes data into one or 

more data tables where data types can be associated 

to one another, allowing the data to be structured. 

SQL is a computer language that enables 

programmers to build, modify, and extract data 

from relational databases while also controlling 

user access. In addition to relational databases and 

SQL, an RDBMS like MySQL works with an 

operating system to implement a relational 

database in a computer's storage system, manages 

users, permits network access, and simplifies 

database integrity testing and backup generation. 
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V. METHADOLOGY 

Agile scrum methodology was used in this project. 

Agile software development is described as iterative and 

incremental because all phase is revisited throughout the life 

cycle (Sonia et al., 2013). 
 

Fig. 1. Sprint Methodology 

Source image by: Think Interactive, Inc. 

 

Agile scrum methodology could be a project 

management system that depends on progressive 

development. every iteration consists of two- to four-week 

sprints, wherever every sprint's goal is to make the foremost 

vital options and are available out with a doubtless 

deliverable product. additional options square measure 

designed into the merchandise in future sprints and square 

measure adjusted supported neutral and client feedback 

between sprints. 

 
A. Sprint 1 

a) Design 

In design phase, start by creating a flow of the 

project’s requirement this is include designing a 

flow chart, ERD diagram, story board, and sketch 

an interface of the system. 

b) Develop 

This phase is start to develop the system based on 

the system flow in design phase that has been 

made. Example of development tools that can be 

use are Adobe Dreamweaver, and Notepad++ for 

interface of the system. Meanwhile, for database 

are XAMPP localhost, Microsoft Access, and SQL 

Server. 

c) Test 

The developed program that has been made on 

build phase will be test in this phase to ensure all 

requirement are met and to make sure the system is 

functioning well, and bugs free. 

 
B. Sprint 2 

a) Design 

Based on sprint one will determine the loophole of 

the system, The design of the system must be 

accurate with all the requirement that has been 

discussed. If the design is perfect then proceed to 

next phases. 

b) Develop 

This phase is to fix and develop new functions and 

features of the system based on the requirements 

that have been discussed. 
c) Test 

The developed program that has been made on 

build phase will be test in this phase to ensure all 

requirement are met and to make sure the system is 

functioning well, and bugs free. 

 
C. Sprint 3 

a) Design 

Based on sprint one will determine the loophole of 

the system, The design of the system must be 

accurate with all the requirement that has been 

discussed. If the design is perfect then proceed to 

next phases. 

b) Develop 

This phase is to fix and develop new functions and 

features of the system based on the requirements 

that have been discussed. 
c) Test 

The developed program that has been made on 

build phase will be test in this phase to ensure all 

requirement are met and to make sure the system is 

functioning well, and bugs free. 

 

VI. DESIGN 

 

A. Logical Design 

The flowchart of the teacher's user used in this project is 

shown in Figure 2. Teachers must first create an account 

before using the system, as this is the standard procedure for 

preserving user data. They may accomplish their scope in 

this project after logging in, which includes creating classes, 

adding assignments, and viewing the students' assignments. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Flowchart of teacher’s user. 
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Meanwhile, Figure 3 illustrates the user flowchart 

of a student. Before they could use the system, they must 

first register. They can view the latest assignments that need 

to be submitted, along with the due date. As a student, 

they may also access notes from the teachers. 

 

 

Fig.6. List of student’s classes 

 

Fig. 7. Teacher’s page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. Flowchart of student’s user. 

 
B. Physical Design 

 
The following figure illustrates some of the project's 

interfaces. 
 

Fig. 4. Main interface 

 

Fig. 5. Login page 

 

Fig. 8. Upload Assignment’s page 

 
 

VII. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

The findings from this project indicate the teachers and 

students show positive response towards the use of this 

leaning platforms. This projects facilitate them with the 

features allowing them to work independently and response 

for each task effeciently. Besides the teachers and students 

think that using this project is effective since it saves time 

and effort. File management also more organized and easy 

to access. 

 

Some fo the recommendation are suggested which is this 

project need to enhance with the variety of purpose as a 

online learning tools.The features for example having 

message and announcement that facilitate teachers to 

interact with their students. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

UURL e-learning project will be able to address the 

problems that schools and IPTs are having with data storage 

that is still done manually or in the old way. Students will 

feel more at ease and relaxed doing their assignments or 

homework at home, and they will be able to apply their 

assignments at any time without fear of other students 

copying them. Furthermore, teachers can upload notes and 

previous year's exam questions, which students can 

download and review more effectively on their own. 

Additional equipment in the future although a variety of 

advanced equipment is available in the market. 
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Abstract— Cafe is a food service that serve variety foods for 

student. The manual cafe system that has been used before is 

student must queue up before placing their order. Usually, cafe 

gets crowded by students when it's a lunch or dinner time. 

Hence, ordering and preparing food will take a long time to be 

done. Nak Makan is an online ordering food service from cafe. 

The system provides various menu and student can place their 

order online through Nak Makan. Student can choose between 

self-pickup or delivery option. The proposed online food 

ordering system developed with the aim to ease the process for 

students to order their meals. This system also assists the staff 

to go through the orders in real time and process it efficiently 

with minimal errors 

 
 

Keywords— Online Ordering Food 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An Online Food Ordering System is proposed here which 
simplifies the food ordering process. The proposed system 
shows a user interface and update menu with all available 
options to ease the process. Nak Makan is an application 
developed using android studio. The main objective is to 
make it easier for student of Politeknik Sultan Idris Shah to 
order food from cafes via online. This application provides 
the menu online, where the student can choose any food that 
they like to order by scrolling and navigating the menu and 
they can easily place the order by just tapping on their smart 
phones step by steps. Customer can choose more than one 
item to make an order and view order details before making 
an order confirmation. The upcoming new order will be 
received by cafe owner. The order is placed in the queue and 
updated in the database and returned in real time. With the 
facilities provided, students can save time waiting for food to 
be ready. In addition, students can also choose either to pick 
up their own or delivery to the KAMSIS with extra charges. 
This application also allows the administrator which is the 

cafe owner to update the menu and manage the customer 
orders in a more organized manner. 

 
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

i. Student have to order food manually at the counter. 

ii. Students need to wait for a long time for their order 

to be done especially during lunch and dinner 

hours. 

iii. Cafe became crowded because queue spaces was 

too small. 

 

III. OBJECTIVE 

The following objective were to achieved in this project. 

i. To develop online ordering system using Android 
Studio. 

ii. To notify customer when order is ready. 

iii. To minimize number of people in the cafe when 
ordering food. 

 
IV. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The online food ordering system sets up a food menu online 

and customers can easily place the order as per they like. 

Also with a food menu, online customers can easily track 

the orders. The management maintains customer’s database, 

and improve food delivery service environment The online 

food ordering system also overcomes the disadvantages of 

the traditional queueing system. (Adithya R,2017). 

 

The online food ordering these days has one of the fastest 

growing market. Since there are online food ordering 

businesses, placing orders for food online has become a lot 
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easier than before. In this era of modern technology, the 

consumers have come to expect everything they want to buy 

to allow them to place orders online. If there is a business 

that does not have an online ordering system, they are 

already missing out on the opportunities to grow their 

business. 

 

The following software and programming language were 

used to design this project: 

 
i. Android Studio 

Android Studio is the official Integrated 

Development Environment (IDE) for android application 

development. Android Studio provides more features 

that enhance our productivity while building Android 

apps. Android Studio was announced on 16th May 2013 

at the Google I/O conference as an official IDE for 

Android app development. It is a replacement for 

the Eclipse Android Development Tools (E-ADT). 

 
ii. Firebase 

Firebase is a development software that enables 

developers to develop IOS and Android application. It is 

designed to make life easier for developers by handling 

much of the pushing and pulling of data. Firebase is 

categorized as a NoSQL database program, which stores 

data in JSON-like documents. 

 
iii. JAVA Programming Language 

Java is a powerful general-purpose programming 

language. It is used to develop desktop and mobile 

applications, big data processing, embedded systems, 

and so on. Android applications are developed using the 

Java language. Java was released by Sun Microsystems 

back in 1995 and is used for a wide range of 

programming applications. 

 

V. METHODOLOGY 

The methodology used in this project is Agile. Agile 

methodology is a collection of values, principles and 

practices that is tailored for a particular software 

development project. (Vaishnavi Patil,2016) 

is more flexible than traditional modelling methods, making 

it a better fit in a fast-changing environment. It is part of the 

agile software development tool kit. 

 
Agile modelling is a supplement to other agile development 

methodologies such as Scrum, extreme programming (XP), 

and Rational Unified Process (RUP). It is explicitly included 

as part of the disciplined agile delivery (DAD) framework. 

 

A. Project Planning 

In planning phase, it starts with gathered information 

from client, AZ Memori Enterprise who own a cafe that 

needs help in managing their ordering system. It includes 

the plan on how the online system runs and features that will 

provide for ordering process to be easier. 

 
B. Project Design 

In design phase, create a flow of the project based on 

client requirement. It includes designing a flow chart and 

story board of the project. 

 
C. Project Development 

The development phase start with building the 

application with coding using JAVA programming language 

and android Studio. Firebase is used to store all data like 

user, admin, menu and order information. 

 
D. Project Testing 

Before the system release, it must be tested first to 

ensure the system works well or otherwise. If an error 

occurs in the system, back to develop process to fix the 

problem until the system can run properly. 

 
E. Release Project 

The system will be released after all the condition and 

functionality had been checked and runs well. In this phase, 

user and client can search and download Nak Makan Apps 

on Google Play Store and use the features that have been 

design for them. 

 
F. Project Feedback 

Receive feedback from client and customers and share 

it with the entire team before the next iteration begins for 

improvement. 

 

 
Figure 1: Agile Methodology 

 

 
A. Logical Design 

VI. DESIGN 

Agile modelling (AM) is a methodology for modelling and 

documenting software systems based on best practices. It is 

a collection of values and principles, that can be applied on 

an (agile) software development project. This methodology 

The aim of this project is to increase the efficiency of the 

food ordering and reduce human errors and provide high 

quality services to the customers at the cafe. Figure 2 shows 

the user flowchart; user must create an account before using 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eclipse_(software)#Android_Development_Tools
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the system. Once completing login task, the customer will 

place their order. 
 

Figure 2: User Flowchart 

 

Figure 3 shows admin flowchart. Based on flowchart below, 

only registered admin has the authority to manage their 

menu by themselves include adding, updating, removing 

and uploading image of their menu and services. 

flow. The following figure below shows some of the Nak 

Makan interfaces. 

 

1) User Section 
 

Figure 4:Register and Login Page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Admin Flowchart 

 
B. Physical Design 

The physical design is a kind of system design. It is a 

graphical illustration of the system, representing external 

and internal entities of the system with to and from data 

Figure 5: User Home Page 

 
 

Figure 6: Menu Page 
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Figure 7: Cart Page 

 
 

2) Admin Section 
 

Figure 8 : Admin Home Page 

 
 

Figure 9 : New Orders Page 

Figure 10 : Notification Page 

 

 
VII. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

The findings from this project indicate users and client 

agree that Nak Makan applications can solve the issues that 

exist in traditional queueing system.This project provide 

customer with easy ordering process as it allows customer to 

place an order via online. With the facilities provided, 

students can save time waiting for food to be ready and at 

the same time it will help cafeteria staff to minimal delay 

while serving their customers. 

 

There are several recommendations that can be considered 

to further enhance the Development of Nak Makan 

application for example provide this application in IOS 

version so IOS user can expand and use the facilities 

provided by this application. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

Nak Makan is developed where the customer can place an 

order and avoid the hassles of waiting for the order to be 

taken. Using the app, the end users can register online, read 

the E-menu card and select menu from the e-menu card to 

order food online. Once the customer places their order with 

selected menu, the chef will be able to see the orders on the 

screen and start processing the food. This application 

nullifies the need of a waiter or reduces the workload of the 

waiter. The advantage is that in a crowded cafeteria there 

will be chances that the waiters are overloaded with orders 

and they are unable to meet the requirements of the 

customer in a satisfactory manner. 

 

This project can later be expanded on a larger scale. It is 

developed for cafeteria to simplify their routine managerial 

and operational task and to improve the dining experience of 

the clients. This also helps the cafeteria owners develop 

healthy customer relationships by providing reasonably 

good services. The system also enables the cafeteria to know 

the items available in real time and make changes to their 

food inventory based on the orders placed and the orders 

completed. 
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Abstract— In general, blind people are using walking stick 

for their aid to prevent from collided with any objects or wall. 

This project aims to innovate the existing walking stick aids 

into smart device for helping blind people to walking as well as 

their guardian to detect the location of the user. The design 

aids utilize Arduino UNO microcontroller with ultrasonic 

sensor for obstacle detection. The output of this system were 

vibration module and buzzer to alert the blind people. In 

addition, the GPS module also used to update the position of 

the user through guardian smart phone. This system will 

benefit to the blind people for a convenient daily travelling 

without worrying their guardian. 

Keywords— ultrasonic glove, Arduino UNO, embedded 

system 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Normally, blind people have a problem to walk and to 
know the condition or obstacles surrounding them. They 
were used stick in order to have stable and safe movements. 
Also, they depend on other people helps to move around. For 
example, they are using stick to walk, and senses the 
obstacles while walking. Blind people can usually estimate 
the obstacle in front of them without knowing the actual 
distance of the obstacle from them. The mobility for the 
blind people can be defined as the mobility to move safely 
and easily through the environment without having to rely on 

others. The most used. But, there are problems with this 
navigation supported. The stick offers the user a limited 
preview and as a result, the user needs to be more careful in 
walking and moving very slowly. As for the guide dogs, the 
training and the coordinating the dogs with the blind people 
is a difficult task and the result is minimal. 

An efficient method for walking or moving 
independently is highly demanding for visually impaired 
person or blind people. According to report derived by 
World Health Organization on October 2017, the estimated 
number of people live with vision impairment is about 253 
million; 36 million are totally blind while 217 million suffer 
from moderate to severe vision impairment [1]. 

Blind people can usually estimate the obstacle in front of 
them without knowing the actual distance of the obstacle 
from them. The mobility for the blind people can be defined 
as the mobility to move safely and easily through the 
environment without having to rely on others. The most 
used. But, there are problems with this navigation supported. 
The stick offers the user a limited preview and as a result, the 
user needs to be more careful in walking and moving very 
slowly. As for the guide dogs, the training and the 
coordinating the dogs with the blind people is a difficult task 
and the result is minimal. 
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From literature, many techniques were developed on 
walking aid for blind people moving that utilize ultrasonic 
sensor to detect obstacle. Research in [2], applied ultrasonic 
sensor on the walking stick to alert the blind people while 
walking if the stick reach the obstacle. Research in [3] 
applied ultrasonic sensor on blind person’s spectacle. This 
method benefits to the user for walking with a free hand and 
secure the user head from hitting an object. In a meanwhile, 
research in [4] applied the ultrasonic sensor to a smart glove 
that user could wear on their hand and freely walking to 
avoid the obstacle. In addition, there are also innovation 
specialty for walking disabilities special for blind people was 
done in [5] that applied ultrasonic and others sensors on 
automatic wheelchair. 

Regarding towards the industrial revolution 4.0, the 
ubiquity of advanced Wireless Sensor Network and 
information technologies has been widely explored by 
researchers for collecting physical items in a system 
equipped with “Internet of Things (IoT)”. There are 
convenient to applied this technology into walking aid for 
enhance the system performance as well as help the 
guardians to monitor their love ones like RFID [2] and GPS 
[4] . This project aims to design an embedded obstacle 
detection glove for blind people. In addition, the designed 
glove was equipped with GSM system for user’s guardian to 
locate their love ones. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the designed system. 

This system has two part which are hardware and 

application of IoT. For hardware part, the ultrasonic sensor, 

GPS module and Bluetooth module as the input and Light 

Emitting Diode (LED), buzzer and vibrator as the output. 

While for IoT part, the application is using phone as a 

medium to the user to know the information. 

The system utilizes Arduino UNO microcontroller as a 

processor unit. The main sensor of this system is ultrasonic 

sensor. There are three units of ultrasonic sensor used to 

fully utilized the 360° of detection coverage. On the other 

hand, Bluetooth module was used for user to give the order 

to the system for turn on the LED lights. Lastly, GPS and 

GSM module were used for getting the location of the 

device and could be traced by the guardians of the user. In 

this system, if there are an obstacle detected, the vibration 

module and buzzer will give an output to the user. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Block diagram of embedded obstacle detection device 

 

Fig. 3 represent the flow of the system. When the 

ultrasonic sensor received the data of obstacle at a setting 

range of 1 cm, the vibration module and buzzer will produce 

the output to alert the user. The GPS module will update the 

location of the device, and user’s guardians could access the 

location by using GSM messenger. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3 Flowchart of the overall system 

 

III. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

 
Fig. 4 show the constructed system prototype. Fig. 4a is 

a back view and Fig. 4b is the front view of the walking aid 

system installed on the glove. In this project, when the user 

approaching the obstacles, the sensor will detect and the 

gloves will inform the user and vibrate it. The LED is used 

for the user safety during the nighttime. When the LED is 

turned on, surrounding people will notice the user and if the 

user has to travel alone, their guardian can keep track of the 

user by simply requesting the location through SMS. GPS 

data will send the coordinate of the user’s location to the 

guardian’s phone through GSM module. 
 

 

 

Fig. 1 Block diagram of embedded obstacle detection device 

 

Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram of the designed system 

run on proteus software. All inputs and outputs utilize 

digital pin of the Arduino UNO microcontroller. 

Meanwhile, the GPS module was connected to the serial 

communication pin. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, an ultrasonic walking aid for blind person 
was presented. The designed system utilized ultrasonic 
sensor, Bluetooth module, GPS module and GSM module 
installed on the glove for blind person walking aid. The 
system was powered by using battery at 5 V of operating 
voltage. The design system helps blind person to walk with 
free hand and ease their guardian to trace the location of the 
user. 

 

a b 
Fig. 4 Prototype of the constructed system. 

 

Fig. 5 shows the details information from the GSM services 

that guardians of the user could access to locate their love 

ones. The locating services can be access via messaging 

system. Another option of adding the Bluetooth system into 

the designed system is to ease the user to communicate with 

the device in order to turn on the LED during night for safety 

purposes. 

 
Fig. 5 GSM service interface through messaging system 
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Abstract- The cyber security talent gap is still widening every 

year. The only way to close the gap is to nurture young talent 

through education. Problem arise when learning penetration 

testing requires a huge amount resources to run virtualization 

program. This project proposes the idea of having a centralized 

learning platform in which students and lecturers can deploy a 

vulnerable virtual machine as a dummy target in penetration 

testing learning process. The end-product will be a web 

application developed with NodeJS, Express.js as web 

development framework and MySQL as DBMS. The 

application will also include a virtual network environment 

managed with VirtualBox and utilize OpenVPN to provide a 

secure connection between clients and virtual machines. 

 

Keywords—CTF, Penetration Testing, Hacking Lab, 

Learning Platform, IT Security, Virtual Machine 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As the number of internet users grows rapidly, the number 
of cybercrime cases increases to the point where privacy could 
no longer be guaranteed. In 2019, Data breaches exposed over 
4 billion records in the first six months, over 60% of 
businesses experienced phishing and social engineering 
attacks and over half of breaches in 2019 featured hacking [1]. 

Statistic shows that cybersecurity is something businesses 
need to invest on. This is because of the threat of data breach 
and hacking could disrupt businesses. Small businesses, big 
businesses, all types of businesses are exposed to cyber 
threats. This is due to cybersecurity talent shortage across 
sectors. In 2019, International Information System Security 
Certification Consortium projected that to meet global 
demand, number of cybersecurity talents needs to grow by 
145%. Approximately 4 million talents to close the gap [2]. 

Currently, to simulate penetration testing during lab 
session, every student and lecturer will have to deploy their 
own isolated victim machines and their attacking machines. 
They will utilize the virtualization technology on their device 
to deploy their victim and attacking machine as Virtual 
Machines. Virtual Machines are virtual computer system 
which will have their own virtualize CPU, memory, storage, 
and network interface by consuming the real hardware of the 

 
main computer [3]. Virtual Machine enable user to run 
multiple operating system with the same hardware. The usage 
of virtual machine is also to isolate the attack from harming 
any real infrastructure. 

This method of simulating a penetration testing activity is 
not problem-free. Running Virtual Machine requires a lot of 
memory and processing power from the physical machine. 
Running multiple Virtual Machines on a machine with low 
specification hardware could slow down and even crash the 
whole system [4]. A 64-bit OS will require memory not less 
than 4GB [5]. Looking at students and lecturer’s devices 
today, there are still many of them using a device with 
memory as low as 4GB to 8GB. Devices like this may only be 
able to run one Virtual Machine smoothly, running multiple 
Virtual Machines may cause the system to slow down and 
create more problem. 

Especially with the current pandemic situation, every 
student will have to learn from home. They do not have access 
to university’s computers in lab. They are forced to use their 
own laptop to do task given by lecturers in class. Here is a case 
to give a better overview, a cyber security student is on 
penetration testing lab session, the lab session will require the 
student to run Kali Linux Virtual Machine as attacking 
machine and vulnerable Windows 10 as victim machine. This 
student only has a laptop with 8GB memory, each Virtual 
Machines will take up at least 2 to 4 GB memory to run, this 
will leave the main machine with 2GB of memory making it 
slow and nearly unusable for doing anything else such as 
report writing and opening another app to support the learning. 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

This project proposes the idea of having a centralized 
platform to simulate penetration testing activity for IT 
security/cyber security students. The platform will be a web- 
based platform that can be accessed anywhere in the world. 
The platform will allow lecturer to deploy a victim VM in a 
server and make it accessible to student to simulate 
penetration testing activity. Lecturer will also be able to 
specify questions and instructions for students to do, making 
it easier to know whether a student is doing the task given or 
not. Hosting the victim machine in a server on cloud lessen the 
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required resources needed to do penetration testing 
simulation. VPN technology will also be implemented to 
provide secure connection between users and vulnerable 
victim VM inside the server. Additionally, the platform will 
also adopt the concept of gamification. Points and levels 
system will be implemented to make learning more fun and 
attractive for students. 

A. Target Users 

• IT Security Lecturers 

• IT Security Students 

B. Proposed System Features 

• Allow the student and lecturer to register and login as 
a member inside the system. 

• Allows the lecturers to create classes/rooms for 
students to join. 

• Allows lecturers to upload, start and stop a victim 
machine that will be attacked by students. 

• Allows      the      students      to perform basic 
network penetration testing simulation in a secure 
environment. 

• Allows the students to gather points from tasks they do 
in classes. 

• Allows lecturers to specify task, questions, and points 
inside a specific class. 

• Allows the students and lecturers to discuss the 
material inside classes using the group chat feature. 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

To support the project, a proper literature review will be 
done. In this project, literature related to penetration testing, 
penetration testing training and e-learning platform will be 
discussed. Researcher aims to get as much information as 
possible to gain a proper view on those topics. The review will 
also open the possibility of alternative way to simulate 
penetration testing in a penetration testing training/learning 
process. Researcher will also dig deeper information on the 
role of learning platform in supporting learning in university. 

A. Penetration Testing 

Penetration Testing or ethical hacking is a term to refer to 
an activity in which an actor will try to breach security control 
and system to gain an assurance of it [6]. It is used to gain 
assurance in an organization’s vulnerability assessment 
process. In other words, penetration testing is similar to 
financial audit in finance. Penetration testing is what the world 
knows as a hacking activity with a good intention. 

B. Virtual Machines Role in Pentesting Training 

VMs plays a huge role in penetration testing training and 
simulation. Since it is considered unethical to attack a real 
infrastructure, training providers and students can use virtual 
machines to recreate vulnerable infrastructure and simulate 
penetration testing attack to the virtual machines. This allows 
students to have a hands-on experience on penetration testing 
without breaching ethical values. 

 

 
 

Asia Pacific University 

C. Existing Penetration Testing Training and Simulation 

1) Offensive Security Certified Professional 

OSCP is a foundational security certification offered by 
Offensive Security. The program consists of two phases, the 
learning phase, and the exam. During the learning part, student 
will get access to the learning materials and multiple 
vulnerable machines hosted in Offensive Security’s isolated 
VPN network. The isolated network is also being used during 
exam. Students will be required to compromise several 
vulnerable machines inside the network and write a full-length 
penetration testing report. 

2) Practical Ethical Hacking (Udemy) 

Practical Ethical Hacking is one of penetration 
testing/ethical hacking course with the most student in Udemy 
[7]. In this course, students are expected to be able to set up 
their own hacking lab locally. Different from OSCP which has 
their own dedicated network accessible for students. In this 
course, students will have to set up their own virtual machines 
as the main component of hacking lab. 

3) Pentester Academy 

Pentester Academy provide training for individuals and 
enterprise based on subscription. The website hosted 
thousands of videos of cyber security related materials [8]. 
Subscribed students will have access to their Attack and 
Defense Lab in which they host both attacking and victim 
machine on the server. It is all accessible through web 
browser. 

D. Gamified Hacking Learning with CTF 

Capture the Flag (CTF) is a contest in which participants 
will have to solve IT security problems by performing cyber- 
attack to the challenge. In CTF, a challenge will carry points 
which can be collected by participant by successfully perform 
some type of an attack to the challenge. Participant with the 
most point in the end of the competition wins. Depending on 
the difficulty level, CTF is a common method for new students 
to learn new techniques and attacks. It is great for learning 
because the point system can make student more motivated 
and engaged. 

E. Importance of Online Learning Platform 

Online learning platform can be defined as a set of 
integrated interactive education services offered for learner, 
trainer and other involved parties providing better 
accessibility for information, resources, and tools, thus, 
enhancing education management and delivery [9]. Online 
learning has given student a better learning experience. This 
statement is supported by a research conducted by Aixia & 
Wang [10] which discuss about the students attitudes towards 
e-learning environment. The study concludes that vast 
majority of students are satisfied with the implementation of 
the online learning platform. It is influenced mainly by the 
quality of the course and the functionality of the platform. 

F. Gamification in Online Learning 

Gamification is implementing game psychology 

dynamics, and mechanics in a non-gaming context [11]. 

Based on [12], gamification is considered as an effective 

growth-hacking method. In learning platform, gamification 

can be spotted by looking at game elements such as badges, 

leaderboards, social features and challenges. From [13], 

Oktavianti & Jaharadak concludes that 15 from 18 gamified 

learning platform had shown positive impact. 
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G. Preliminary Research 

In this project, research will be done to confirm the 
features defined above. The research will adopt Qualitative 
method and will gather information through a series of 
interviews with target users as interviewees. In details, 
interviewees for the research will be: 

• 2 IT Security Lecturers 

 

No Questions Objectives 

  line utility to control virtual 

machines 

2) Research Result 

From four sessions of interview, it can be concluded 
that the problem stated in the beginning of this project was 
confirmed by all interviewees. The idea of having a 

• 2 IT Security Students 

1) Interview Questions 

The interview question will follow a semi-structured 
interview pattern. This means the questions will be open- 
ended enabling interviewee to elaborate the answers 
depending on their experience. 

 
TABLE I. INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

centralized learning platform to simulate penetration 
testing is accepted and the decision regarding the technical 
requirements and features of the proposed system were 
also accepted. 

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN 

A. Architecture 

 

Fig. 1. Architecture Design of APU H4CVKERSITY 

 
 

Fig. 1 describes the deployment architecture for the 
proposed system. As mentioned as technical requirements, the 
system will have web, virtualization, and VPN server. The 
web server and virtualization server will be one physical 
server. The web application will be hosted inside the web 
server using Express built in HTTP server utility. The web app 
will be communicating with the database which can be 
deployed inside outside the same physical server. The virtual 
machine instance will be controlled directly by the web 
application. Clients will be able to access the web application 
through internet. To be able to access the virtual machine 
instances, clients will have to be connected to the VPN server. 
The details networking topology design for the virtual 
machines and VPN will be included in the virtual network 
design. 

No Questions Objectives 

1 
Would you please introduce 

yourself? 

To understand interviewee 

background 

 

2 

What do you think about the way 

penetration testing simulated 
during ethical hacking class 

now? 

To understand interviewee’s 

opinion about the current 
way of simulating 

penetration testing during 
class 

 
3 

Have you ever faced difficulties 

during simulating penetration 

testing in class? Especially in 
setting up Virtual Machine? 

To outline problems related 

to simulating penetration 

testing and the current usage 
of Virtual Machine 

 
4 

Have you seen your 

friends/students faced the same 

type of difficulties? 

To outline problems related 

to simulating penetration 

testing and the current usage 
of Virtual Machine 

 This project aims to build a 
centralized hacking learning 

platform in which lecturers could 

deploy a victim virtual machine 
and assign task for students. 

 
Explanation of the proposed 

system 

 
5 

Do you think having a centralized 
platform to simulate penetration 

testing is a good idea to eliminate 
those problems? 

 

To get interviewee’s opinion 

about the proposed system 

 

6 

What do you think about having 

a group chatting as additional 

feature to support the learning 
process and enhance the learning 
experience? 

 

To get interviewee’s opinion 

about proposed unique 
additional feature 

 To provide a secure connection 
between clients and victim 

virtual machines, Virtual Private 

Network (VPN) technology will 
be implemented. 

 
Explanation of the 

implementation of VPN 

 

7 

What is your opinion regarding 
the implementation of the Virtual 
Private Network? 

To get interviewee’s opinion 
about the implementation of 

VPN 

 
8 

In your opinion, what are the 

challenges in implementing VPN 

technology? 

To get interviewee’s opinion 

about the challenges related 
to the implementation of 

VPN 

 To control the virtual machines 
inside serves, the project will 
utilize the command line utility 

of VirtualBox 

Explanation of the usage of 

virtualization software, 
VirtualBox 

 
9 

What is your opinion regarding 

the usage of VirtualBox as the 

main virtualization software? 

To get interviewee’s opinion 

about the decision of using 
VirtualBox as main 

virtualization software 

 
10 

In your opinion, what are the 

challenges in implementing the 
virtualization technology through 
command line utility? 

To get interviewee’s opinion 

about what could get wrong 
while using the command 
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B. Virtual Network Design 

 

Fig. 2. Virtual Network Design of APU H4CVKERSITY 

 

 
Fig. 2 explained the network topology of the VPN and 

virtual machine instance’s virtual network. To be able to work, 
the router/gateway of virtual machines will have to be 
connected to the VPN. Clients and gateway VM instance 
which are connected to the VPN will have IP address ranged 
from 10.8.0.100 to 10.8.255.254. VM instances which are 
connected to gateway VM will have IP address ranged from 
10.10.0.1 to 10.10.255.254. Inside the VPN server, a specific 
configuration will be used to expose VM instances to VPN 
internal network. 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Technical Requirements 

1) Programming Langugage 

To fulfill the requirements of the proposed app a 
modern and robust programming language is needed. 
JavaScript is a highly known language used in web 
development. It is one of the fastest dynamic language 
available with only 2-7 times slower than C++ [14]. 
JavaScript was only available for client-side functionality 
but with Google Chrome V8 Engine, JavaScript can server 
as server-side code using NodeJS runtime. This project 
will use NodeJS as the main programming language to 
built the product. 

To make development faster and simplified, 
Express.js web framework will be used. Express.js is a 
lightweigth framework which works perfectly on top of 
NodeJS. It is available through NodeJS NPM package 
manager. Express.js offers common API needed in web 
development such as HTTP request handling, Routing, and 
Middlewares. It is one of the most used framework with 
well-written documentation accessible via internet [15]. 

2) Database Management System 

Database Management System is a software 
designed as an interface to interact with database [16]. It 
provides the functionality to add, edit, remove, and 
manage data inside database. It can also manage the 
database engine and the schema to make it easier to 
manipulate data inside the database. In this project, a 
relational DBMS will be used. RDBMS is distinguishable 
by how it structures the data. The data will be stored in 

tables with relations between tables. MySQL will be used 
as the main DBMS in this project. 

3) Servers 

This project will require three types of servers, web 
server, virtualization server and VPN server. Web server 
and virtualization server will be on the same physical 
server and the VPN server will be on separate physical 
server. This is due to the web application itself needs to 
communicate directly to the virtual machines. To achieve 
the project goals, Linux will be chosen as the main 
operating system for all servers. Linux is chosen because 
it is open-source, and it has access to all tools required in 
this project. The Linux distribution that will be used in this 
project is Ubuntu 20.04 LTS which is the latest long term 
support version of Ubuntu. 

4) Virtualization Management Tool 

To run VMs, this project will use VirtualBox as the 
main virtualization management tool. VirtualBox is an 
open-source software developed by Oracle which supports 
virtualization of both x86 and AMD64/Intel64 [17]. 
VirtualBox is easy to use, and it includes tools and features 
which is needed by the project. 

5) Virtual Private Network 

To provide a tunneled connection between client and 
the VMs, VPN is necessary in this project. To achieve that, 
this project will implement OpenVPN. OpenVPN is an 
open-source software to implement VPN technology. 
OpenVPN is the industry standards for now and it has a 
huge community which can help the development process 
of the product of this project. 

B. Screenshots 

1) Landing Page 
 

Fig. 3. Landing Page of APU H4CVKERSITY 

 

Landing page is the first page users will see when they 
access the website. The landing page for the product includes 
useful information regarding the product. It has several 
explanations related to the features and also several buttons 
and links to direct user to useful external resources or to 
authentication page. 
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2) Class Page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Class Page of APU H4CVKERSITY 

VI. SYSTEM VALIDATION 

A. User Acceptance Testing 

User Acceptance Testing is done to determine whether the 
product of this project is ready to be released or not. This 
testing will be done by external tester which are the target 
users. Tester will grade the product based on the given 
parameters such as performance, features and user experience. 

1) Tester 

• 2 IT Security Lecturers 

• 2 IT Security Students 

2) User Acceptance Testing Form 

 

Class details page contains all information related to 

specific class. It also includes the chat box on the right and 

VM control buttons on top for lecturer. The student will not 

see the VM control buttons, but they will see the status of the 

VM. 

3) Access Page 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. UAT Form for Lecturers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Access Page of APU H4CVKERSITY 

 

This page is where users can generate and download their 
VPN configuration file. It includes useful information related 
to the VPN technology and how to use it. 

4) Virtual Machine Page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 8. UAT Form for Students 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 6. Virtual Machine Page of APU H4CVKERSITY 

 

Virtual Machine page includes the machine name, 

description, operating system and also a download button to 

download the OVA file uploaded by lecturers. It also shows 

the author/uploader of the machine on the right side with a 

button that redirects to the author’s profile. 

B. Result 

Based on the UAT form filled by testers, the system works 
perfectly fine but sometimes it faces some performance issue. 
This is due to low-spec server in which the system is deployed 
currently. Lecturers also added some feedback to add “edit 
class” feature in the next iteration of the product. In average, 
lecturers gave 4.5/5 points and students gave 4.9/5 points. 

From the points given by both lecturers and students, it can 
be concluded that the proposed system achieved the goal to 
solve the problem in the current way of simulating penetration 
testing. It satisfied the requirements which are necessary in a 
penetration testing learning platform. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

After going through a long journey of researching, 
designing, implementing and testing, this project can now be 
considered as finished. The product offers the solution of the 
problem of current way penetration testing learning being 
done in university. The product was developed based on a 
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deep research on penetration testing, existing penetration 
testing training and simulation, importance of online learning 
and the advantage of gamification in learning platform. It has 
passed testing done by the users and it is ready to be released. 
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Abstract—RF absorber materials in the RF/microwave 

industry offer the design with a non-modifiable and non- 

biodegradable materials. Design of economy and modifiable 

electromagnetic (EM) shielding structures, required for EM 

interference (EMI) reduction is a complex problem. On the 

other hand, additional use of biodegradable material can 

preserve the friendly-environment by reducing the pollution. 

This project proposes a new approach to address the challenges 

in the design of microwave absorbers by implementing a new 

multi-slot technique on hollow biomass pyramidal microwave 

absorber in order to improve its absorption performance. The 

fabricated microwave absorbers are coated with carbon which 

is derived from coconut shell. The material contains carbon that 

can allow good electrical conductivity. Two different multi-slot 

designs are invented as new alternative technique to improve the 

efficiency of microwave absorption performance. The 

absorption is measured using Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) 

in the frequency range of 1GHz to 12GHz. The vertical slots 

design exhibits good absorption performance at C-band and X- 

band, which is -63.67dB and -46.78dB in respectively. While, the 

horizontal slots design proves to have better absorption 

performance than vertical slots design at S-band, which is - 

16.92dB. The results indicated that both designs are frequency- 

dependent since horizontal slots improve maximum absorption 

performance at low frequency while vertical slots perform 

better at high frequencies. The findings justify the potential for 

slotted and economical microwave absorbers for achieving good 

absorption characteristics over a wide range of frequencies. The 

potential of both design performance is proven to address the 

existing constraints in suppressing EMI from unknown 

directions efficiently to the lowest possible level. 

Keywords—microwave absorber, slotted, electromagnetic, 

absorption, biomass 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The EMI is the unavoidable problem in the present 
wireless communication scenario. As a result, developing a 
good solution to this challenge is in high demand. In general, 
EMI can be addressed in two different ways: one by 
preventing it through the use of a reflective screen and the 
other through the use of absorbers. While the first approach is 
the simplest, it only avoids EMI in one direction by reflecting 
it and does not reduce EM pollution, whereas the second 
option reduces EMI by absorbing it completely. 

In addition to microwave absorbers, electromagnetic 
shielding is a common approach for dealing with 
electromagnetic pollution. By reflection or absorption of 
electromagnetic radiation, electromagnetic shielding is 
intended to act as a barrier to the penetration of radiation 
travelling through any medium [1]. These materials inhibit 
electromagnetic radiation by suppressing the electromagnetic 
wave signal, resulting in higher quality performance without 
affecting the functional and long-term performance of 
electrical equipment. There are several concepts for designing 
electromagnetic wave absorbers, in which an incoming 
electromagnetic wave passes through an absorbing material 
and experiences three processes: reflection, absorption and 
penetration. During the absorption phase, electromagnetic loss 
fillers will transform the electromagnetic energy to other types 
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Non-slot 

Horizontal slots 

Vertical slots 

of energy. As a result, the incident wave cannot be reflected 
or transmitted [1], [2]. 

A slot is defined in principle as a radiating element that is 
used to excite the electromagnetic wave. A slot is designed to 
reflect, transmit, or absorb electromagnetic wave based on the 
frequency [3]–[6]. Currents flow around the slot, 
accumulating the charge on one side and causing an electric 
field to form across the slot. The current flowing through the 
slot has an effect on the field across the gap. By placing a slot 
in the path of the currents, the slots can be excited and 
radiated. An incoming plane wave is either transmitted 
(passband) or reflected (stopband), entirely or partially, 
depending on the characteristics of the array element [7], [8]. 
This happens when the electromagnetic wave aligns with the 
resonance frequency of the slot feature [9]. As a result, the slot 
can pass or block electromagnetic wave in a certain frequency 
band in free space [7], [8], [10]. 

II. RESEARCH METHOD 

desired frequency of 4 GHz, 8 GHz and 12 GHz. The purpose 
of this research is to study the effect of multiple slots with 
different slots arrangements towards absorption performance 
over frequency of 1 GHz to 12 GHz. 
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A. Design of Microwave Absorber 

The microwave absorbers are commonly designed in a 
pyramidal shape due to its suitable pattern towards 
electromagnetic cross section of electromagnetic wave. The 
single pyramid design parameter is set to 20 cm (length) x 20 
cm (width) x 40 cm (height) while the base height is 6 cm to 
absorb EM wave from 1-12 GHz. The proposed absorber 
design is configured with two different slots arrangement 
which are horizontal and vertical. Both designs have an 
identical rectangular slot size implemented on biomass hollow 
pyramidal microwave absorber as shown in Figure 1 and 
Table 1. 

 

Figure 1. Multi-slot on Biomass Hollow Pyramidal 
Microwave Absorber (a) horizontal slots (b) vertical slots 

Table 1. The dimension of Pyramid, Base and Slot 
Dimension 

(cm) 

Pyramid Base Slot 

Width 20 20 0.3 

Length 20 20 2.5 
  Height  40  6  -  

B. NRL Arch Free Space Measurement 

The measurement was performed to determine the 
absorption performance. The absorption measurement is 
carried out at 0° to observe the effect of the slot array towards 
absorption of the desired frequency range of 1 GHz to 12 GHz. 
Both designs are measured by using the free space method of 
NRL arch. An antenna is connected to a microwave 
transmitter and the other is connected to a microwave receiver 
at the NRL arch. The microwave energy sent through the 
transmitting horn is transferred to the material, absorbed 
partially and dispersed into the receiving horn. 

III. RESULTS AND FINDING 

This study looked at rectangular pattern slots in horizontal 
and vertical orientation. The slot size was determined using 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

Frequency (GHz) 

 

Figure 2. Absorption performance of non-slot, horizontal and 
vertical slots 

Figure 2 shows the measurement analysis results of 
multiple slots in horizontal and vertical array design on 
biomass hollow pyramidal microwave absorber compared to 
the original absorber without slot. The graph in Figure 4 shows 
that the absorption performance comparison of both designs 
of multiple slots varies at different frequency band. The 
maximum absorption of -63.67dB is obtained by multi-slots 
with vertical array design at 5.37 GHz throughout the 
frequency range of 1 GHz to 12 GHz. 

 
 

Figure 3. Maximum absorption performance of horizontal 
and vertical slots 

Statistical analysis is used to compare the results of 
maximum absorption performance achieved by multiple slots 
horizontal array and vertical array design. As demonstrated in 
Figure 4, there is a substantial difference in maximum 
absorption performance between horizontal slots design and 
vertical slots design at S-band, C-band and X-band, and their 
improvement behavior from the original absorber without slot. 
However, due to the L band’s low frequency range of 1GHz 
to 2GHz, the difference in maximum absorption performance 
of both designs ranges is too small. According to the bar chart 
above, the maximum absorption performance obtained by 
vertical slots design is -63.67dB at C-band and -46.78dB at X- 
band, which is better performance than horizontal slots design. 
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Meanwhile, horizontal slots design lead to a higher maximum 
absorption performance than vertical slots design at S-band, 
which is -16.92dB. Due to the greater slot length of the 
incoming incident wave, the horizontal slots design performs 
better at low frequencies while vertical slots vertical slots 
design performs better at high frequency because it has a 
narrow slot length for the incoming incident wave. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Contribution of multiple slots in improving the absorption 

performance by the hollow pyramidal microwave absorber 

with varying orientations in desired frequency band have 

discovered and presented. The multi-horizontal slots design 

achieves the highest absorption at low frequency S-band 

which is -16.92dB, whereas the multi-vertical slots design 

obtains the best absorption at high frequency C-band and X- 

band which is -63.67dB and -46.78dB in respectively. The 

results of this study reveal that by modifying the slot 

orientation, the frequency band absorption performance may 

be altered. Generally, both designs of absorbers with different 

slot orientations have been observed to absorb undesirable 

electromagnetic wave at certain frequency. This result has 

provided a potential guideline to be used as alternative design 

method in order to improve the absorption performance. 
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Abstract—The food, beverages and tobacco manufacturing 

industry are one of the main sectors contributing to Industry 

Revolution 4.0. Due to the Covid-19 pandemic outbreak and 

implementation of Movement Control Order (MCO), the food, 

beverages and tobacco manufacturing performance could be 

affected for a long time. This study aims to perform a time series 

analysis on the performance towards the food, beverages and 

tobacco manufacturing in Malaysia. The data of three 

performance indicators which are sales value, number of 

employees engaged and salary paid in the manufacturing were 

collected from January 2019 to October 2020. Time series 

statistical modeling which includes Autoregressive Integrated 

Moving Average (ARIMA) and time series regression were used 

to predict the future performance in this industry area. In 

conclusion, the future performance of food, beverages and 

tobacco manufacturing in Malaysia would be expected to be 

good despite there is an impact due to the implement MCO in 

the Covid-19 pandemic. 

 

Keywords—ARIMA Model, Time Series Regression, 

Manufacturing, Sales Value, Employees Engaged, Salaries Paid 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

The manufacturing sector is one of the main sectors that 

will affect the gross domestic product (GDP), external trade 

and job opportunity in a country. It has been rapidly 

developing since the early 1980s when the country 

transitioned from an agrarian society to an industrial economy. 

In addition, Malaysia has begun to adopt a strategy to diversify 

its economy, to become a country focused on higher-value- 

added economic activities while also reducing its over- 

reliance on commodities imports [1]. 

The food and beverages manufacturing industries had 

contributed to Industry Revolution 4.0 and the nation's 

economy. It is represented as one of the sectors majoring 

dependent on the agricultural sector and important for the 

processing of primary agricultural such as dairy products and 

beverages into new products [2]. This caused the Malaysian 

government has emphasized the development of food and 

beverages industries is one of the biggest strategies to achieve 

a full industrialized nation in the year 2020 [3][4]. 

Not only that, the tobacco exportation of Malaysia is 

recorded as the highest among all ASEAN countries [1]. The 

economic activity generated by tobacco production and 

consumption stimulates the nation’s economy and also 

generates significant tax revenue for most governments, 

particularly in high-income countries, as well as job 

opportunities in Malaysia’s tobacco business. This caused the 

Tobacco taxes toward tobacco or cigarette industries to have 

contributed to GDP in Malaysia and increase the profit of the 

country increase year by year. While all of the food, 

beverages, and tobacco manufacturing performances were 

measured by a timely, time series analysis on the food, 

beverages, and tobacco manufacturing performance in 

Malaysia focused on in this study. 

 

A. Problem Statement 

In the year 2020, the operation in the manufacturing 

sectors are greatly affected by the Movement Control Order 

(MCO) that was declared by Malaysia’s government on 18 

Mar 2020 due to outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic. The 

regulations of MCO have influenced a huge effect on 

Malaysia’s manufacturing sector's profit included food, 

beverages and tobacco. There is caused an uncertainty and 

instability of future nation’s manufacturing performance with 

the various indicators to stimulate the progress of the 

recovery nation’s economy. A total of three indicators would 

be emphasized as Malaysia’s manufacturing performance in 

food, beverages and tobacco manufacturing such as sales 

value, the number of employees engaged and salaries & 

wages paid. These three performance indicators will act as 

the main reference for performance in Malaysia’s 

manufacturing sector. As a consequence, the purpose of this 
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1 

p 

q 

study is to perform a time series analysis on the future 

performance towards the food, beverages and tobacco 

manufacturing in Malaysia during the Covid-19 pandemic as 

 

 
where, 

y '
t   

= y
t 

− y
t −n

 (1) 

well as to predict the sales value based on the influence of 

other indicators in this manufacturing sector by using time 

series regression analysis. 

II. METHODS 
 

A. Data Description 

The data collected for this study is about the 

manufacturing performance of food, beverage and tobacco in 

Malaysia [5]. These data were collected from the open data 

provided by the Department of Statistics Malaysia. All data 

are in monthly time series data and cover the period from 

January 2019 to October 2020. There are a total of 3 

performance indicators used in the manufacturing sector as 

shown in Tab. I. 

 

TABLE I. VARIABLE IN THE DATA 

y 't = Differenced value at time 𝑡 

yt = Variable value at time 𝑡 

n = Number of differencing 

After the first differencing, a unit root test will be carried 

out for the data of each variable to test the stationarity. If the 

data is non-stationary after the first differencing, consecutive 

differencing is performed to the data until stationarity is 

reached. 

 

E. ARIMA Model 

Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) 

model is a predictive model to forecast future time series data 

based on historical data [8]. In this study, the ARIMA model 

and any related calculation were completed by using R. The 

equation of the ARIMA model will be shown as follow [7]: 

ŷ
t
 = c +  y 

t −1 
+ (2) 

 

 

 

 

 
 

B. Data Visualization 

For the first analysis, the data was presented in time-series 

where, 

ŷt  = Forecast value of the variable at time 𝑡 

c = Constant value 

1 = Coefficient for AR(1) 

y
t −1 

= Variable value at time 𝑡−1 

y
t − p 

= Variable value at time 𝑡−𝑝 

graphs using Minitab software. All three variables, Sales 

Value, Employee and Salaries Paid was presented in a 

separated time series graph individually. These time series 

graphs are used to show the trend and pattern of the data from 

January 2019 to October 2020 based on each variable. 

 

C. Unit Root Test 

The unit root test is used to test the stationarity of the time 

series data for each variable. The unit root test used in this 

study is the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test by using R. 

This test will be performed to show the p-value of each 

variable separately. The correlated p-values tested in 

hypothesis testing to determine whether each variable has a 

stationary time series. For the ADF test, hypothesis testing for 

the ADF test is shown as following [6]: 

H0: The time series data is not stationary. 

H1: The time series data is stationary. 
 

D. Data Transformation and Differencing 

In order to achieve time series assumption, data 

transformation is required to transform the non-stationary 

time series data into stationary. In this study, the differencing 

method is used to differentiate the time series data until all the 

data of three variables achieve stationary. This method was 

carried out using R. Equation (1) is the differencing formula 

as follow [7]: 

 = Coefficient for AR(𝑝) 


1 
= Coefficient for MA(1) 

et −1 = Error value at time 𝑡−1 

 = Coefficient for MA(𝑞) 

e
t − q 

= Error value at time 𝑡−𝑞 

et = Error value at time 𝑡 

In the model ARIMA(𝑝,𝑑,𝑞), each term has the 

description as follows [8]: 

 
TABLE II. ARIMA TERMS AND DESCRIPTIONS 

 

Term Description 

𝑝 
The order of Autoregressive (AR) term, also known as lag 

order. 

𝑑 
The number of differencing required to make the time series 

stationary. 

𝑞 The order of the Moving Average (MA) term. 

 

The value of 𝑑 term was indicated by the number of 

differencing done in the data transformation. In order to 

determine the value of 𝑝 and 𝑞 term in the ARIMA model, 

autocorrelation function (ACF) and partial autocorrelation 

function (PACF) for data of each variable will be plotted 

separately by using R. The determination of the ARIMA 

model is based on the behaviour of the pattern of the ACF 

and PACF as shown in Tab. III. 

+  y 
p    t − p 1   t −1 

+  e + +  e 
q   t −q t 

+ e Performance 

Indicator 

Variable 

Name 

Type of 

Variable 
Unit 

Sales value of own (Ex- 

factory) 
Sales Value 

Quantitative 

(Continuous) 

RM 
Million 

Number of employees 
engaged at end of period 

Employee 
Quantitative 
(Discrete) 

People 

Salaries & wages paid Salaries Paid 
Quantitative 

(Continuous) 

RM 
Million 
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TABLE III. ARIMA MODEL BASED ON ACF AND PACF 
 

ACF PACF Model 

Decay to zero with 

exponential pattern. 
Cuts off after lag 𝑝. AR(𝑝) 

Cuts off after lag 𝑞. 
Decay to zero with 
exponential pattern. 

MA(𝑞) 

Decay to zero with 
exponential pattern. 

Decay to zero with 
exponential pattern. 

ARMA(𝑝, 𝑞) 

 

 
F. Time Series Regression Model 

Time series regression is a statistical modelling for 

predicting a future value of a dependent variable based on the 

historical data and the transfer of dynamics from other 

predictor variables [7]. The stationary data is processed for 

each variable in Tab. I used in the time series regression 

modelling. The same highest differencing will be used in 

order to preserve interpretability [7]. In this study, the sales 

value as the dependent variable, Employee and Salaries Paid 

are the independent variables in the time series regression 

model. Equation (3) represents the model equation of the time 

series regression [9]: 

graphs. Some interpretation of results completed to identify 

the future food, beverage and tobacco manufacturing 

performance. Fig. 1 represents the whole flow of the analysis. 

(s1t − 

where, 

s1t = Value of variable Sales Value at time 𝑡 

s2t = Value of variable Employee at time 𝑡 

s3t = Value of variable Salaries Paid at time 𝑡 

l = Number of differencing 

a = Coefficient value for variable sales value 

b = Coefficient value for variable employee 

c = Coefficient value for variable salaries paid 

et = error value at time 𝑡 

(3) 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the analysis. 

 

III. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 
 

A. Data Visualization 

The first analysis is data visualization to represented the 

trends and patterns of the 3 performance indicators in the food, 

beverages and tobacco manufacturing in Malaysia. The time 

series graph for sales value, number of employees and salaries 

& wages paid from January 2019 to October 2020 were shown 

in Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively. 

After that, construction of the ARIMA error will be 

performed. The regression model in Equation (3) constructed 

was based on the ARIMA model of error. To determine an 

ARIMA model of error, a proxy time series regression model 

will be constructed. ACF and PACF for the error model will 

be plotted to identify the behaviour of the error by using R. 

The guideline to determine the ARIMA error would refer to 

Tab. III. 

There are additional diagnoses that can be done to further 

determine the best fitted ARIMA model of error. Except for 

the ARIMA models error from the proxy time series 

regression model constructed, other possible ARIMA models 

errors will also be constructed with a combination of different 

𝑝 and 𝑞 terms. The corrected Akaike’s Information Criteria 

(AICc) and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) were 

calculated for every model constructed. The model with the 

lowest AICc will be chosen as the best-fitted model. 

Then, the best fitted ARIMA model of error was used for 

time series regression modelling. The time series data 

collected (from January 2019 to October 2020) would act as 

historical data and be used to time series regression modelling 

and forecast the sales values of the manufacturing sector from 

November 2020 to December 2021. The time series graph is 

then plotted. Besides, a 95% upper and lower prediction 

interval also be calculated and plotted in both time series 

 

 

Fig. 2. Time series of sales value. 

− s1t −l ) = a + b(s2t − − s2t −l ) + c(s3t − − s3t −l ) + et 
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Fig. 3. Time series of employees engaged. 
 

Fig. 4. Time series of salaries and wages paid. 

 

Based on Fig. 2, the trend of sales value in food, beverages 

and tobacco manufacturing is unstable which is a decrease in 

January and February and then increase after March in both 

2019 and 2020. Since the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic in 

March 2020, the sales value had a significant drop to 

RM17,239 million, however, the sales value had a dramatic 

increase from March to October 2020. This implies that the 

performance in this sector had returned to the former state in 

a short period during the pandemic. 

In 2020, the number of employees employed in food, 

beverages and tobacco manufacturing has significant variation 

compared to 2019. There is a dramatic decline in the number 

of employees from 302 thousand employees in January to 294 

thousand employees in May 2020. However, even though the 

trend returns to normal and stable from Jun to September 

2020, there is a dramatic decline again in October 2020. 

For the salaries & wages paid, there is a sharp rise from 

RM838 million in November 2019 to RM907 million in 

December 2019. The trend is then a slight decline in the 

salaries & wages paid to a normal state from January to June 

2020. For the other period, there is no significant variation in 

the salaries & wages paid to employees in the area of food, 

beverages and tobacco manufacturing. 

 

B. Unit Root Test 

In general, the trend of time series for these three 

variables were nonstationary. In order to strengthen our 

hypothesis, the unit root test which is also known as 

Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test was conducted for 

every variable and the result as shown in Tab. IV. 

 
TABLE IV. ADF TEST FOR ALL VARIABLES 

 

Variable ADF Statistics p-value Hypothesis Result 

Sales Value 0.7822 0.9913 Non-Stationary 

Employee -1.7443 0.4085 Non-Stationary 

Salaries Paid -1.9138 0.3256 Non-Stationary 

 

From the result, it can conclude that all variables were 

accepted the null hypothesis due to the p-value were greater 

than 0.05 level of significance. This implies that the time 

series of these variables were non-stationary. 

 

C. Data Transformation and Differencing 

Since the time series for all variables were non-stationary, 

the data transformation and differencing were performed 

until all variables achieve stationary. In order to achieve this, 

the first differencing for all variables is calculated. After that, 

the result of the ADF test after first differencing for every 

variable is presented in Tab. V. 

 
TABLE V. ADF TEST FOR ALL FIRST DIFFERENCING VARIABLES 

 

Variable ADF Statistics p-value Hypothesis Result 

Sales Value -5.0953 0.01 Stationary 

Employee -3.9452 0.0253 Stationary 

Salaries Paid -2.4786 0.39 Non-Stationary 

 

As shown in Tab. V, the ADF test for sales value and 

employee variable were rejecting the null hypothesis due to 

the p-value less than 0.05 level of significance. Thus, these 2 

variables need to perform first differencing in order to 

achieve the stationary requirement. However, the time series 

for salaries paid need to further differencing since the 

hypothesis results of the ADF test is non-stationary. Tab. VI 

presents the ADF test of second differencing for salaries paid 

variable. 

 
TABLE VI. ADF TEST FOR SALARIES PAID SECOND DIFFERENCING 

 

Variable ADF Statistics p-value Hypothesis Result 

Salaries Paid -3.4018 0.0078 Stationary 

 

The ADF test for salaries paid variable was to reject the 

null hypothesis due to the p-value less than 0.05 level of 

significance. Hence, the time series of salaries paid need to 

perform second differencing in order to achieve the stationary 

requirement for further time series analysis. 

 

D. Time Series Regression 

The result of the time series differencing reveals that the 

variables for sales value and employees need first 

differencing to achieve stationary. For salaries paid variable 

need to perform second differencing to achieve stationary. 

However, since all variables are in a different number of 

differencing, the variables for sales value and employees 

were performing second differencing in order to make sure 
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t t −1 

t t −1 t − 2 

+e − e 

t t −1 t − 2 

that all variables in time series regression are stationary and Sales Value = 2Sales Value − Sales Value 
 
 

t − 2 

also at the same level of differencing. −0.0247(Employee − 2Employee + Employee ) 

Next, a proxy regression model with ARIMA(2,2,0) error 

as a begin to identify the most suitable ARIMA model for the 

regression. This means the model for the errors is start AR(2) 

+5.6095(Salaries Paid − 2Salaries Paid  + Salaries Paid  ) 

 
t t −1 

 
(4) 

and with a second differencing. Fig. 5 presents the plot of 

errors obtained from regression change in sales values and 

also ACF and PACF plot for assuming a proxy of 

ARIMA(2,2,0) error model. 
 

Fig. 5. Errors obtained from regression change in sales values for proxy 
ARIMA(2,2,0) model. 

 

The ACF plot in Fig. 5 shows the graph is decay 

exponentially and there is one significant lag for the sales 

value variable. However, the possible order of moving 

average in the ARIMA error model is 0 because of the trend 

of decay exponentially. The PACF plot shows that there is 

only one significant lag and then cut off after the first lag. 

Thus, the possible order of autoregressive in the ARIMA 

error model is 1. The differencing for all variables is 2 times. 

From this information, it can be deduced that the suitable 

error model is ARIMA(1,2,0). The results of ARIMA(1,2,0) 

and other possible ARIMA error model for the time series 

regression is shown in Tab. VII. 

 
TABLE VII. ALL POSSIBLE ARIMA ERROR MODEL 

 

Error Model AICc MAPE 

ARIMA (1,2,0) 371.21 6.9964 

ARIMA (2,2,0) 373.98 6.3562 

ARIMA (0,2,0) 370.49 7.0621 

ARIMA (1,2,1) 368.35 5.3449 

ARIMA (1,2,2) 372.58 5.3473 

ARIMA (0,2,1) 364.78 5.3433 

ARIMA (2,2,1) 371.43 5.1210 

ARIMA (0,2,2) 368.14 5.2183 

 

It can be seen from the results in Tab. VII that 

ARIMA(0,2,1) reveals the lowest AICc value which is 

364.78. Thus, this model would be used to fit the time series 

regression of sales values based on the change in both the 

number of employees engaged and salaries paid in food, 

beverages and tobacco manufacture in Malaysia from 

January 2019 to October 2020. The equation of the time 

series regression as: 

From Equation (4) it can interpret that the trend of sales 

values in food, beverages and tobacco manufacture in 

Malaysia would influence by the previous trends themselves. 

The trend of the number of employees engaged at end of the 

period would have decline influence towards sales value. The 

amount of Salaries & wages paid would have a positive 

influence on the sales value. The MAPE for the time series 

regression with error fit with ARIMA(0,2,1) is 5.34 imply 

that the error between the actual value and fitted value is only 

5.34%. Hence this error model is acceptable. 

After that, the forecast of sales values from November 

2020 to December 2021 is calculated based on the time series 

regression in Equation (4). The future value for each predictor 

is assumed that it is the mean of all training values for the 

corresponding variable. Therefore, the future value for the 

number of employees engaged is 296 thousand people and for 

salaries and wages paid is RM838 million. Fig. 6 presents the 

time series plot of the forecast of the sales value in food, 

beverages, and tobacco manufacturing in Malaysia from 

November 2020 to December 2021. 
 

Fig. 6. Forecast of the sales value of own (Ex-factory). 

 

From the time series in Fig. 6, the blue line is the actual 

number of sales value, the red line is the fitting value for 

January 2019 to October 2020 and the forecast value from 

November 2020 to December 2021. The forecast of sales 

value in November 2020 is RM23,939 million which is 

slightly higher than the actual sales value in October 2020 

which is RM23,834 million. It is expected the future sales 

value with considering the influence by both number of 

employees engaged at the last period and salaries & wages 

paid in food, beverages, and tobacco manufacturing in 

Malaysia is RM26,302 million in December 2021 (increase 

RM2,468 million or 10.35% compared with October 2020). 

 

E. Impact of Covid-19 Pandemic towards Food, Beverage 

and Tobacco Manufacture Performance 

Based on the findings, the future trend of sales value time 

series in food, beverage, and tobacco manufacturing is 

expected to increase slowly despite there is economic impact 

by the Covid-19 pandemic. The main reason that affects this 

trend is the salaries & wages paid to the employees. Based on 

the regression time series in Equation (4), if there is an RM1 

million increase on all differencing salaries paid variable, it 
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will be expected to contribute the increase of RM5.61 million 

towards sales value. 

It is expected the future sales value with considering the 

influence by both numbers of employees engaged and the 

salaries and wages paid in food, beverages, and tobacco 

manufacturing in Malaysia is RM26,302 million in December 

2021. The previous sales value trend, the number of 

employees engaged, and the salaries and wages paid were the 

key contributors to the future trend of sales value. Salaries and 

wages paid is the performance indicator that highly 

contributes towards the sales value in this manufacturing area. 

Thus, it can be concluded that although there is an economic 

impact on the Covid-19 pandemic, the development in this 

manufacturing sector in Malaysia would still be positive. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Food, beverages, and tobacco manufacturing play an 

important role in the competitiveness of the Malaysian 

manufacturing industry. The prediction for the future sales 

value by using time series regression analysis shows an 

increasing trend despite there is an impact due to the 

implement MCO in the Covid-19 pandemic. This depicts a 

good vision for Malaysia’s manufacturing sector and is not 

much affected by the regulations of implementing MCO. 

Salaries and wages paid to employees is recorded as the 

performance indicator that highly contributes towards the 

sales value in the manufacturing sector. 

The analysis of time series regression modelling 

undertaken has extended the knowledge of applying statistical 

analysis, mathematics and technology to analyse a 

manufacturing sector's development. Besides that, this study 

is suitable for analysing long-term manufacturing 

performance and able to identify the main indicators that 

influence manufacturing performance. 

The analysis approach from this study makes several 

contributions to society. First, time series regression analysis 

is able to analyse a manufacturing sector's performance. This 

statistical modelling approach would identify the hidden 

relationship of performance indicators and even perform 

forecasts towards the overall performance of the 

manufacturing sectors. Second, analysis of manufacturing 

performance is able to ensure sufficient food supply and avoid 

food scarcity crisis during the MCO period. Third, the findings 

highlight the awareness of the welfare of employees and 

salaries in the manufacturing sectors can be attended by the 

government and the authorities. Fourth, prediction of 

manufacturing sales value would be conducive to formulating 

strategies to attract investors to invest in the manufacturing 

sector. 

The present study provides some commercial potentials 

for in-depth analysis of the influence of the number of 

employees engaged and wages paid towards the 

manufacturing sales value. Besides that, this study promotes 

the manufacturing sectors have the potential to become the 

main contributor to our country's GDP. The significant 

potentials are this analysis is suitable to apply in other 

manufacturing sectors to discover the relationship between 

performance indicators. Lastly, this study has the potentials to 

improve the manufacture's long-term development and high 

sustainability of profit and income. 
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Abstract- Malaysia is undeniably struggling with waste 

management issues. A summary report of Waste Management 

in Asian Countries published by The United Nations 

Environment Programme (UNEP) indicated a projected urban 

waste generation in some ASEAN countries. Based on the 

projection, by 2025 Malaysia will finish on the second place 

with highest Kg per capita per day of waste, only behind 

Thailand. The latter issue is growing worryingly and needing 

an assistance. The objective of this system is to assist 

community on managing waste accordingly and educating the 

importance of preserving the environment. As Malaysia 

lacking in efforts to handle waste management issue, this 

system arises as an idealization to assist and playing its roles on 

managing waste issues.   The system consists of several tools 

that progressively improving managing waste unlike before 

and targeting to educate Malaysian community to preserve the 

environment. This system is ideally can be commercialized and 

even assisting the government to achieve a whole-wide progress 

in Malaysia. 

Keywords- Preserving environment, waste management, 

nature awareness, ASEAN, waste issue 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Malaysia is undeniably struggling with waste 
management issues. A summary report of Waste 
Management in Asian Countries published by The United 
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) indicated a 
projected urban waste generation in some ASEAN countries. 
Based on the projection, by 2025 Malaysia will finish on the 
second place with highest Kg per capita per day of waste, 
only behind Thailand. The latter issue is growing worryingly 
and needing an assistance. Waste management issue is close 
related to environment and thus needing to expedite and 
mitigate the issue. 

Continuity to the above issue, Waste Management 
System or E-Bin system is proposed. This system is 

proposed in hoping to assist the issue and leading to a better 
environment. E-Bin system is a system to assist user on 
managing waste management. Currently, Malaysian people 
only exercising one activity, which is throwing trash off to 
their bin. There is very little interaction provided in this 
activity. There is no feedback on the process, no rating 
included and limited to requesting waste collecting service. 
Most of problems stem from the process and that is the 
reason on proposing E-Bin, which is to smoothen and 
improving waste management process unlike before. 

The main purpose of E-Bin is to assist user on managing 
waste management and leading to a better environment. E- 
Bin is proposed to operate initially in Kelantan. This system 
is targeted to operate in Kelantan as its first step and will 
continue to expand its availability to other state in the future. 
E-Bin system is not only visioning to improve the 
environment, but also to educate Malaysian people. A proper 
education to people can lead to awareness and by using this 
system, it will assist the environment and hoping for a 
cleaner world. 

 
II. METHODS 

The system development will apply traditional method 
over agile methods. The system analyst assess that agile 
methods are not quite compatible to apply for the project. 
The developers will apply traditional Waterfall SDLC to 
establish this system. Despite several potential problems may 
arise by applying traditional method, the system analyst 
assess that it is reasonable and doable to develop the project. 
Traditional method will commence analyzing, designing, 
implementation and maintenance. 

The developers will first commence with analyzing. The 
developers ought to study and conducting research on current 
systems and identify on which parts can be enhanced. Next, 
designing takes places on two types of design: logical design 
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and physical design. Logical design would focus on software 
and hardware platform while physical design transform 
logical design into technology-specific details to accomplish 
system construction. Implementation would take place when 
the system is coded, tested and installed. Lastly, the system 
will be under maintenance phase from which it will be 
repaired and improved onwards. The system analyst will 
include the required project phases as above into Gantt chart. 
Units 

 
III. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

 

According to the Resource Conservation and 

Recovery Act (RCRA), they state that "solid waste" 

means any garbage or refuse, sludge from a wastewater 

treatment plant, water supply treatment plant, or air 

pollution control facility and other discarded material, 

resulting from industrial, commercial, mining, and 

agricultural operations, and from community activities. 

It is important to note that the definition of “solid 

waste” is not limited to wastes that are physically solid. 

Many wastes are liquid, semi-solid, or contained gaseous 

materials. Waste can be categorized based on material, 

such as plastic, paper, glass, metal, and organic waste. 

Categorization also may based on hazard potential, 

including radioactive, flammable, infectious, toxic, or 

non-toxic wastes. It can also pertain to the origin of the 

waste, whether industrial, domestic, commercial, 

institutional, or construction and demolition. 

However, several materials are excluded from the 

definition of solid waste, which is the materials cannot be 

hazardous waste if it does not meet the definition of solid 

waste. These materials are excluded for a variety of 

reasons, including public policy, economic impacts, 

regulation by other laws, lack of data, or impracticability 

of regulating the waste. Proper waste management is an 

essential part of society’s public and environmental 

health. Regardless of the origin, content, or hazard 

potential, solid waste must be managed systematically to 

ensure environmental best practices. As solid waste 

management is a critical aspect of environmental 

hygiene, it must be incorporated into environmental 

planning. 

According to the research publish by Brunel 

University London on 29 July 2020 title as “Malaysia vs 

Waste”. Malaysia will be in a huge crisis in managing 

solid waste. Malaysia is reportedly generating an 

immense amount of Municipal Solid waste, around 

33,000 t/d, which is equivalent to 1.17 kg/person per 

day. With this calculation, Malaysia is on track to miss 

its 2020 targets to divert 40% of waste from landfill and 

increase recycling rates to 22%. According to the most 

recent stats available, almost 90% of waste was 

reportedly disposed to sanitary landfills, while only 

10.5% was recycled. These targets were set out as far 

back as August 2005 in Malaysia’s National Strategic 

Plan (NSP) for Solid Waste Management. 

 

According to Malaysian state officials, in 2018 

more than 250 shipping containers of plastic waste were 

imported illegally to Malaysia from many countries, 

including the UK. These were allegedly claimed to have 

been shipped back to their origin, but the reality is that 

this is challenging once the containers have passed 

custom controls. This situation has alarmed the 

government, which is expected to look to increase public 

awareness, tighten the control of imported foreign waste, 

close illegal plastic recycling factories, and promote 

sustainable solid waste management. This increases the 

amount of solid waste in Malaysia. 

 

Malaysian people do give a big impact to the solid 

waste in Malaysia, and it make the situation becomes 

worst. Mountains of garbage piling up, rubbish began 

overflowing when shops started disposing of their 

inventory. (TheStar, 2015) This is the example how 

unmanaged solid waste can cause a big damage and 

harm the environment. 

 

An article published from newspaper about floods 

in 2014 that damaged east coast of Malaysia include 

Kelantan, Terengganu, and Pahang. The article states 

that one of the reasons floods in Kelantan are the worst 

in the past decade because the rubbish dumped into the 

river by irresponsible parties causes the river to become 

polluted and clogged (Marimuthu, 2015) 

 

According to Nazri Abu Bakar, people throw up 

their rubbish on the main road to enter the village to 

make sure garbage truck can pick up the rubbish because 

the truck does not enter the village. The condition 

became worst because those actions cause the 

surrounding area to be dirty, uncontrolled, thus inviting 

the breeding of mosquitoes. This proofs that people need 

a proper way and guidance to dispose their waste 

accordingly. 

 

Quoting newspaper excerpts written by Khidir 

Zakaria, in 2018, the cleaning contractor only collects 

the rubbish in the bins every time they come to the 

village area, while the rubbish scattered outside is left 

behind. The residents did not intentionally throw rubbish 

out of the bins, but the given bins were limited and 

unable to accommodate the waste, forcing resident to 

leave rubbish in the area. Unfortunately, the workers of 

the cleaning company left the rubbish scattered and it 

kept growing. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Solid waste management system or E-Bin system is 

a system that is proposed to help users to manage their 

solid waste disposal while leading towards a better 

environment. As discussed in chapter 1, the solid waste 

system in Malaysia is on poor level. this system is 

targeted to operate in Kelantan for as a start and will 

continue to expand its availability to other states in the 

future with further improvement of the level of 

effectiveness of this system. 

The system is proposed to assist of helping people 

to manage their solid waste disposal more systematically 

while moving towards a cleaner environment. This 

system has many benefits and not only to the individual, 
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but also to the society and the country. With this system 

in place, the garbage will no longer pile up somewhere 

and take a long time to be collected by the authorities. 

The system will help users to experience a completely 

interesting way to ensure their solid waste disposal is 

better. 

With this system, the users will be able to provide their 

rating and comments regarding the garbage dump in their 

area whether they are in a clean condition or otherwise. 

Furthermore, the users can also view the garbage collection 

schedule to prevent garbage from piling up in large 

numbers, especially on festive days or public holidays. In 

addition, the system also offers a 'book my bin' service, 

which is a service where user can apply for bins for certain 

areas from the authorities without having to make an 

appointment or bother to go to the authorities' office. 
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Abstract—The teaching method used for preschool 

students’ age between 4 to 6 years old is the conventional 

teaching method and learning through play to engage 

preschool students’ attention in learning English. The learning 

material is based on books and flashcards without using 

interactive multimedia. Preschool students did not show their 

interest in learning English, having difficulties with English 

words and pronunciation, including not being motivated to 

complete the exercises. The English web-based multimedia 

application is created for preschool students to make it easier 

for them to learn English. The content of courseware was 

developed based on the syllabus provided by MOE. The 

ADDIE model has been used as the development model to 

encourage the implementation of the courseware. The theory 

used is Gagne’s Nine Events of Instruction as a guideline in the 

development of the courseware. The courseware consists of 

lessons, videos and exercises to help preschool students in 

learning English. The courseware was tested successfully by 

the developer and end-user of the courseware which is 

preschool student aged 5 years old. Expert and user evaluation 

have been conducted to determine the efficacy and acceptance 

of the courseware. The user evaluation consists of 8 constructs 

which are interface, navigation, content, text, graphic, 

animation, video and audio. Based on the result of user 

evaluation, all respondents were agreed with elements and 

contents included in the e-EPS as well as meet the needs of 

users. 

 

Keywords—courseware, ADDIE model, English, Gagne’s 

Nine Events of Instruction, multimedia 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Web-based multimedia application are widely utilized in 
this contemporary education environment. The utilization of 
multimedia application could ensure the effectiveness of the 
educational process. The developed multimedia application 
consists of several elements such as interactive graphics, 
audio, animation and sound that make it more attractive and 
fun to the users especially to the kids. English is the world's 
first language, said to be the world's first lingua franca and 
probably the world's most commonly used language. English 

commonly used in international business and 
telecommunications, diplomacy, science journals, 
newspapers and other books [18]. Although many students 
are fluent in the abstract structures of grammar, the 
continuing challenges of transferring them into real discourse 
have become the greatest difficulty for students of the 
English language [16]. Five fundamental challenges faced by 
a student who began studying English are spelling, 
pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary and sentence 
development [15]. 

Preschool students learn English according to the 
Kurikulum Standard Prasekolah Kebangsaan (KSPK) 
provided by Ministry of Education (MOE) for 30 minutes of 
lesson per class twice a week. The module covers listening 
and speaking skills, reading skills and writing skills. During 
the learning session, some students did not show any 
interests and show no involvement. The teacher teaches their 
students using conventional teaching method and learning 
through play. Books and flashcards are used as additional 
teaching materials to teach the students. As a consequence, 
students get bored straightforwardly as there are no 
fascinating and entertaining images and animations used. 
Preschool students often have difficulties with English word 
grammar and pronunciation, find it hard to follow and 
understand teacher’s pronunciation. Students often having 
problems with sight words such as “your”, “here”, “have” 

 

Fig. 1. Kurikulum Standard Prasekolah Kebangsaan 

(KSPK) from Malaysia Ministry of Education 

(MOE). 
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and “the”. Some of the students were unable to complete the 

exercise provided because they had difficulties in 
learning English. Fig. 1 shows the module KSPK provided 
by MOE. 

 

 

 
 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

A. Elements in Multimedia 

The use of multimedia technologies previously 
intensified in many industries such as economics, research, 
technology, education, health, culture, advertising, 
entertainment and music. The combination of elements in 
multimedia such as text, video, audio and animation can help 
in cultivating students’ understanding [4]. Three experts 
agree on the correct choice of colors and text, continuous 
animations, plain graphics, good audio and video with 
appropriate application of letters leads to the incorporation 
teaching methods that can be used by instructors [4]. 

The first element in multimedia is text. The mixture of 
these four main elements which are text, video, audio and 
image gives the student good result in education and 
determined that text as the most preferred multimedia 
elements [2]. The second element in multimedia is graphic. 
Images and illustrations can only support learning if they are 
viewed in a task-appropriate manner that can assist in solving 
potential task [10]. Thirdly, the element in multimedia is 
animation. Macromedia Flash and Swish Max are offered for 
immersive multimedia and animation processing applications 
[19]. Video media for motion graphics is more powerful than 
traditional learning [11]. The last element in multimedia is 
audio. Audio sound can also improve users' consideration of 
details that can be accessed in other forms of media. 

 
B. Web-Based Multimedia Application 

Web based multimedia application is known to be a 
website that incorporates more than one medium category 
such as text, animation, audio, video and graphic images. 
Web-based learning is also known as online learning or e- 
learning because it includes content from an online course 
[14]. The feature of web-based multimedia application is the 
website might have hyperlinks to move to other page of the 
web, allowing a vast range of web-based content to be 
viewed. Furthermore, students feel encouraged to learn since 
they can listen to music, view video, display text, animation 
and graphics synchronously through the use of multimedia 
tools [5]. 

 
C. Multimedia in English Teaching 

During the educational session, multimedia-assisted 

English essentially uses computers or other interactive 

resources with the aid of multimedia elements such as 

graphics, audio, images, animation and text to help students 

learn in a fun environment to allow students to develop new 

knowledge and learn skills. In learning sessions, the use of 

multimedia will make conceptual material more realistic and 

support students into a pictorial world. Multimedia- 

supported teaching of English will increase their interest and 

increase their comprehension of vocabulary or phrases [9]. 

The multimedia will encourage students to move into a 

successful way of individually learning English, retaining 

the development of inspiration and excitement in learning 

English to make students really enjoy English, really free 

from English learning's passive learning environment [21]. 

 
D. Gagne’s Nine Events of Instruction 

Gagne’s Nine Events of Instruction comprises of nine 

events introduced by Robert Gagne which are gain attention, 

inform the learner of the objectives, stimulate recall of prior 

knowledge, present stimulus material, provide guidance, 

elicit performance, provide feedback, assess performance 

and enhance retention and transfer. It describes a set of 

unique educational activities that align with essential 

learning circumstances, offering a model that can maximally 

strengthen the learning process, maximize the flow of 

sessions and ensure that priorities are completely addressed 

[7]. This theory will facilitate learner engagement, as well as 

a framework or outline for the designer to organize the 

content delivery. 

 

The first event is gain attention of the students. The 

learners must be engaged before learning session such as 

discussion prompt, showing a video or discussing current 

events [13]. The second event is inform the learner of the 

objectives. If the objectives are to be effectively expressed, 

they must be placed into words or photographs if 

appropriate that can be commonly understood by the student 

[8]. Next, the third event is stimulate recall of prior 

knowledge. The third event may be achieved by referring to 

previous guidelines or by using conversation as a segue 

between previous content and new content on previous 

topics [13]. The fourth event is present stimulus material by 

applying the use of techniques to present and cue lesson 

material. Stimulus presentation includes the use of different 

examples for learning concepts and laws [8]. After that, the 

fifth event is provide learner guidance. Instructors may 

provide comprehensive rubrics or provide specific guidance 

on learning background criteria and the completion 

timetable [13]. 

 

The sixth event is elicit performance. In utilizing 

Gagne’s Nine Events in designing multimedia on each units 

of modules, the course involves a measure of achievement 

in eliciting the performance event [6]. Students can access 

their awareness and attitude to learning about the 

multimedia teaching method through the achievement test. 

Next, the seventh event is provide feedback. Students should 

be provided with guidance as needed during the simulations 

[12]. Besides that, the tutorial automatically reacts with an 

audible cue. The eighth event is assess performance. It is 

important to keep monitoring in order to comprehend 

whether the predicted learning effects have been obtained. 

Lastly, the ninth event is enhance retention and transfer. In 

each unit of a module, attempts were made to include 

numerous examples during the lesson so that students could 

connect these examples to their own art or design [6]. It is 

necessary to provide online support and detailed guidance 

for the students to finish the task. 

 

The existing English web-based multimedia application 

for preschool students are Learn ABC, Sentence 
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Unscramble and Uppercase & Lowercase Letter Matching. 

TABLE I shows the summary of comparison similar 

existing web-based multimedia application with the English 

web-based multimedia application based on several criteria 

such as interactivity, user guideline, user friendly, 5 

elements of multimedia which are text, graphic, animation, 

video and audio, main menu and functional buttons. 

 
 

TABLE I. SUMMARY OF COMPARISON SIMILAR EXISTING WEB-BASED 

MULTIMEDIA APPLICATION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 
 

A. ADDIE Model and Development 

ADDIE model is chosen as the methodology in the 
development of e-EPS. ADDIE model is one of the most 
common project development methodology used as a guide 
in constructing a design [3]. The utilization of ADDIE model 
can help the instructor or designer for educational contents to 
develop an innovative and productive teaching design. There 
are phases in ADDIE model can be divided into five which 
are namely analysis, design, development, implementation 
and lastly evaluation. 

In the analysis phase, the designers need to identify their 
target audience’s need, such as the learner’s current 
knowledge and what they need to expertise at the end of 
establishment of the web-based multimedia application. The 
design phase requires the designers to focus on the practical 
construction of the web-based multimedia application to 
satisfy the needs of the student. The theory and models of 
instructional design can help to explain how the intended 
user can improve and enhance learning [1]. Navigation map 
and storyboard were designed since it help the developer to 
pre-visualize the project. 

During the development phase, designers need to 
construct a product in order to convey the details and 
information. There are three areas that are emphasized in the 
development phase which are drafting, production and lastly, 
evaluation [17]. The evaluations in the development stage 
have contradictory emphasis than the real evaluation that 
takes place during stage 5 of the ADDIE process. The fourth 
phase in the ADDIE model is implementation. This stage 
allows for all components to be evaluated and measured. By 
doing this way, it will be easier to assess whether they are 
well-functioning or not and suitable for the target audience. 
Without performing an evaluation and required 

modifications in the implementation process, no product, 
course, or program will be effective [17]. 

Lastly, the fifth phase in the ADDIE model is evaluation. 
In evaluation phase, the designer needs to specify whether 
the problems have been solved and whether the objectives 
have been reached. At the end of the program, summative 
assessment is conducted to extensively consider its effect on 
students' learning outcomes and the level of learning [20]. 
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the interfaces of e-EPS and example 
of exercises provided. 

 

Fig. 1. Interface of e-EPS. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Guess the Animal exercise in e-EPS. 

 

 

 
 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The e-EPS was developed successfully according to the 
syllabus provided by the MOE. The application can be used 
by the preschool students aged from 4 to 6 years old to learn 
English. The web-based multimedia application that have 
been developed can be used to increase the preschool 
students’ interests to learn English. The multimedia elements 
such as text, video, audio, animation and graphic that 
implemented in the application can intrigue preschool 
students to learn English. Besides, this web application also 
can be accessible through the Web. TABLE II shows the 
comparison before and after the development of web-based 
application based on three criteria which are method of 
teaching, teaching material and multimedia element. 

 

Criteria 

 
Learn 

ABC 

Sentence 

Unscramble 

Uppercase 

& 

Lowercase 

Letter 
Matching 

English Web- 

Based 

Multimedia 

Application 
(e-EPS) 

Interactivity Yes Yes Yes Yes 

User 

Guideline 
No Yes Yes Yes 

User 
Friendly 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

5 Elements 
of 

Multimedia 

No 

video 

 

No video 

 

No video 

 

Yes 

Main Menu Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Functional 
Buttons 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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TABLE II. COMPARISON OF BEFORE AND AFTER DEVELOPMENT OF 

WEB-BASED MULTIMEDIA APPLICATION 
 

Criteria Before After 

 

Method of 

Teaching 

 
Write on whiteboard 

Using web-based multimedia 

application that can be 

accessed through the Web by 
using computer and tablet. 

Teaching 

Material 

Using books and 

flashcards 

Using the web-based 
multimedia application to 
learn and do exercises. 

Multimedia 

Element 

Graphic, audio and 

text 

Five elements of multimedia 

which are text, audio, video, 
animation and graphic. 

 

The user evaluation is conducted by distributing 
questionnaire to a total number of 30 users. The 
questionnaire for user evaluation consists of 8 constructs 
which are interface (A), navigation (B), content of the web- 
based multimedia application (C), text (D), graphic (E), 
animation (F), video (G) and audio (H). The highest mean 
value among the 8 elements in construct of question is 
content of web-based multimedia application with value of 
4.9 (SD = 0.31). It indicates that most of the respondents 
rated “Strongly Agree” which means that the respondents 
find that the content of e-EPS is useful. The courseware was 
tested by two types of user which are expert and end user. 
One expert tested the courseware and give reviews with 
comment and suggestions for further improvements. The e- 
EPS was tested by the end-user of the courseware which is a 
preschool student aged 5 years old. Fig. 4 below shows the 
result of user evaluation on content of the web-based 
multimedia application. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Result of user evaluation on Content of the Web-Based Multimedia 

Application. 

 

 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

The English web-based multimedia application can be 

used as additional learning material in learning English for 

preschool students aged 4 to 6 years old. The developed 

English web-based multimedia application for preschool 

students can give a lot of benefits to the students, teacher 

and parents itself. As for the limitation of the project, the 

web-based multimedia application still requires some 

improvement and the recommendations can be use as the 

inspiration and ideas to enhance the web-based multimedia 

application in the future. 
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Abstract— The purpose of this “Bijak order system” is to help 

the B40 business owners such as food hawkers as able to 

simplify their menu as well as improve the dining experience of 

customers. This system is also able to assist the majority of the 

B40 business owners to incorporate their business menu in the 

computerized food ordering systems. So, in this app, from the 

food owner’s perspective, they need not provide or pay for food 

delivery apps such as Food Panda and Grab Food. Apart from 

that, the owners need not worry about communication 

problems with customers. From the customer’s perspective, the 

app will help the customer to save their money by not paying 

for the food delivery app and they can easily go and pick up 

their food whenever they want. Besides that, the customers can 

make an order to dine in when they enter the respective food 

shops and they need to click the respective shop inside the app. 

This will help the customer not necessarily to wait for the table 

when they are in the shop especially when post-pandemic. 

Bijak order system plays an important role as a solution for 

few problems which raises among food vendors and customers. 

Some of the problems are many food stalls, there are long 

queues with many customers, therefore it was difficult for the 

food stall owners to maintain the social distancing. On the 

other hand, the usual way or traditional way of food ordering 

is time-consuming especially when a business has many 

customers. Other than that, as we can see some of the food 

delivery apps applies delivery charges to make a food order 

which our system does not have. Furthermore, most of the 

Malaysian fancy restaurants are only able to offer delivery 

services and reservation booking services if compared to low- 

budget restaurant owners especially those who are in the B40. 

Keywords—food delivery, system, hawker, business, B40 

business 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

“Bijak Order System” is an app that can help the 
B40 business owners such as food hawkers to receive an 
order from the customers anywhere or wherever the user is 
through the app. this project is to help the B40 business 
owners such as food hawkers which can help them to 
simplify their menu as well as improve the dining 
experience of customers. This is also that majority of the 

B40 business owners never used the computerized food 
ordering systems. So, in this app, from the food hawker’s 
perspective, they no need to provide or pay for food delivery 
apps such as Food Panda and Grab Food. Apart from that, 
the owners no need to worry about communication problems 
with customers. From the customer’s perspective, the app 
will help the customer to save their money by not paying for 
the food delivery app and they can easily go and pick up 
their food whenever they want. Furthermore, customers are 
more concerned about food safety and delivery hygiene 
during the COVID-19 pandemic when the food is delivered 
to their place. So, this app will help them to keep safe and 
healthy when they pick up their food by own. Customers are 
usually charged fees in addition to the cost of the food when 
ordering through an online delivery service. A booking fee, 
fees for crowded areas, and even a gratuity for the delivery 
driver are examples of these expenses. 

Besides that, the customers can make an order for 
dining in when they enter the respective food shop and they 
need to click the respective shop inside the app. This will 
help the customer not necessarily to wait for the table when 
they are in the shop. Moreover, the problems are many food 
stalls are queuing with a lot of customers, therefore it was 
difficult for them to maintain the social distancing. On the 
other hand, the usual way or traditional way of food orders 
is time-consuming especially when a premise was queued 
up with a lot of people. Other than that, as we can see some 
of the food delivery apps applies delivery charges to make a 
food order which our system does not have. Furthermore, 
most of the Malaysian fancy restaurants are only able to 
offer delivery services and reservation booking services if 
compared to a low budget restaurant who are in the list of 
B40 receiver. 

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

A. Food delivery system 

Online food delivery service enables consumers to 

explore a variety of food selections regardless of time and 
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place in a simple way. It benefits the customer with 

necessary and updated information about the restaurant, 

their dishes, and previous customer experience by reviews 

and ratings. Moreover, it also enables the customer to track 

their order. And this shows that it is very essential for 

restaurant owners to improve, modernize and innovate their 

business operations to adapt to new customer needs during 

the Covid era. The food SMEs ' temporary closure is caused 

by movement control strategies such as social distancing, 

self-isolation, and travel restriction. [3] 

The hawker businessman was mostly affected by fear of 

business loss during the movement order restriction period. 

The author's findings show movement restriction in 

Singapore makes extreme fall in sales and affects the 

hawker to progress. The author finds that Inertia also 

affected the hawker entrepreneur. Inertia was known to be 

fear of the risk of technological changes. [6] The 

coronavirus outspread make Micro SME’s experienced low 

customer, unstable economy, and inconsistent business hour 

had affected their income. The author finds that Micro SME 

businesses switched from traditional to online marketing 

with a social media platform. They even offer free delivery 

to nearby residency. The implication of this strategy makes 

more income and more customers. [4] 

Short-term covid 19 impacts on business are product 

expiry, low capital, operational cost, and business hours. [2] 

Online food delivery services save time and help consumers 

to place an order from any location. The author concludes 

the rise in online ordering makes online food delivery 

services enlarge businesses, increase employees' 

productivity and build a huge customer database. [5] 

III. METHODS 

 
In process of product development, System 

Development Life Cycle (SDLC) was used as methodology. 
For developing any information system, a System 
Development Methodology should be used which will 
provide a structured way for the development of IT-based 
systems. SDLC refers to the System or Software Design 
Life Cycle. It is phases of processes taken down to build a 
system properly. The main aim of the SDLC process is to 
help provide an effective system, cost-efficient, and of high 
quality. SDLC methodologies typically have the following 
stages: Analysis (requirements and design), construction, 
testing, release, and maintenance (response). 

But the phases can be changed in deference SDLC 
mythologies. There are many software developments 
models for different types of projects. In the following lines, 
only the popular three will be discussed. Extreme 
Programming starts with the planning stage. In this phase, 
the requirements for the system have been collected and 
documented. In this step, the plan, time, and costs of 
carrying out the iterations are prepared. In this phase of the 
SDLC, the logical model of the database and the interface of 
the system is designed. The normalization of the database 
schema is done in this phase. The requirements documented 
in the previous phase are studied in this phase and the 
system design is prepared. In this method, the analysis, 
design, and implementation phases are performed 
concurrently and repeatedly in a cycle until the system is 
completed. 

With this methodology, the basics of analysis and 
design are completed. Then the work on the system 
prototype begins immediately. So that, many bugs and 
problems remained on the system. After that, the users or 
project sponsors provide comments on the system. Then, the 
system is reanalyzed, redesigned, and implemented based on 
feedback. This process continues until the users or project 
sponsors are satisfied with the system 

The Bijak Order system is related to the food 
industry and this system relates mobile applications and 
websites as a tool for users to make the order. 2 different 
interfaces will be created; one is for the customer another is 
for the vendor. At the beginning stage of development, a 
low fidelity framework will be designed to show as a basic 
prototype of this software. Then I will be followed by 
developing high fidelity framework for both websites and 
also mobile applications. To develop the prototype, the 
software is known as wireframe will be used. For the 
website, wix.com or godaddy.com will be used. The 
prototype of this software will be able to present the entire 
ordering process as a demo. 

The fifth phase of SDLC is testing. In this project, 
test the prototype and website is required to get feedback 
from the audience about the software developed. 3 testing 
methods were used in this project and they are; usability 
testing, A/B testing, and survey. These 3 are the most 
minimum viable that can be easily done at the beginning of 
this project. These 3 tests are applied for both websites and 
also the prototype mobile application. 

The last phase in SDLC is deployment in the 
market and maintenance. Deployment of this software to 
market will be done after developing the actual coding of 
this project. This minimum viable for this project can be 
done in developing a progressive web application (PWA). 
PWA can create with PHP and can function well in both 
iOS and Android devices. Maintenance of the software is 
can be split into 2 parts; one is bug fix the will be software 
updates. Bijak order system is a start-up project where it 
begins with the minimum viable products to build this. 
R&D is always required for introducing many other features 
in the future. 

 
IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

Herefore as for solution, we decided to design an app 
namely “Bijak Order” that can help the B40 business 
owners such as food hawkers to receive an order from the 
customers anywhere or wherever the user is through the app 
and the “Bijak Order” app will send the order confirmation 
to registered food hawkers or food vendors whom also will 
use the app to retrieve the order. “Bijak Order” will be 
having three user interfaces which are for the customer, 
business owners like food hawkers, and also for the kitchen 
digital kiosk. The first interface which is for the customer 
will include food hawkers' names with the location together 
with business operating hours and menus available for the 
day or time. The second interface is for business vendors 
which contain customers details and confirmation orders, 
types of payment choices and table number for dine-in with 
several pax while for pick up or delivery will have specific 
code number indicates the user identity due to same user 
name might appear in the order list. The third interface will 
be for the kitchen digital kiosk which contains orders and 
table numbers together with ordering numbers. 
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As for payment gateway, the “Bijak Order” app will be 
offering cashless and contactless payment such as online 
banking, electronic wallet payment, and debit/credit card 
payment. Next for dine-in, the customer will use the “Bijak 
Order” app to make an order for dining in when they enter 
the respective food shop and they need to click the 
respective shop inside the app, select the table number, 
confirm the number of pax or eater and select the menu. 
Then the “Bijak Order” will send the confirmation order to 
the cashier and kitchen system to prepare the food and 
billing. Last but not least, as this Bijak Order app mainly 
assists B40 business owners, therefore it will be included 
with the tutorial on how to use the app for both customers 
and food hawkers as well. 

 

A. Figures 

 

Fig 1: System Interface of the “Bijak Order System” 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 2: Content Page of “Bijak Orderg System” 

 

 
V. CONCLUSIONS 

The “Bijak Order System” is to help the B40 business 

owners in ensuring their business can increase the visibility 

of their business through this system. This system will be a 

great innovation for the hawker business owners as they get 

an opportunity to be able to explore online business or 

cashless business besides allowing their customers to make 

online ordering through this system. This will provide better 

revenue generation to B40 business owners. Besides that, 

the system will be very useful to computers too as they will 

be able to make online ordering directly using the system to 

business that earlier was not present in any online platform. 
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Abstract— The conventional plastic bears unavoidable 

responsibility for the massive scale generation of garbage. The 

bulk of the market is mostly made up of fossil-based plastics 

and the worldwide environmental pollution generated by them 

is growing increasingly problematic. Agro-waste product is 

probably a good way to make bioplastic. In fact, biodegradable 

plastic is indeed a good alternative to replace the petroleum- 

based plastics. Besides, making good use of agriculture waste 

can assist in diminishing waste accumulation. Cassava peel is a 

type of waste from cultivating activities that has the potential 

in making bio-based plastics. This research will focus on the 

preparation and characterization of bioplastic from cassava 

peel. 

 

Keywords—Bioplastics, cassava peel, agro-waste 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Plastic is a reliable product where it has lightweight, 
highly durable and chemically resistant. Nowadays, plastic is 
always used every day and is very useful in our daily life 
especially in the food packaging industry, textiles, consumer 
products, automobiles, and electronic equipment. However, 
the high usage and demand for plastics made from non- 
renewable fossil fuels will result in waste accumulating and 
pollution problems that impact the environment and the 
whole world. Over the last few decades, the world's 
understanding of natural resource scarcity and pollution 
problems has grown. In truth, the demand for plastic is said 
to be continued to rise, with the latest figure indicating that 
368 million tons of plastic were manufactured globally in 
2019 [1]. Thus, the attempt to solve the unrenewable and 
non-corroding properties of fossil-based plastics by 
producing bioplastics. Bioplastics are bio-based plastics 
which are a type of biodegradable plastics. Bioplastics are 
produced entirely or sometimes partially from green biomass 
sources and agricultural waste product sources like 
sugarcane, corn, coconut husks, cassava peel or from 
microbes like yeast [2]. The term “biomass” refers to non- 
fossilized and biodegradable organic material yield from 
plants, animals, and microorganisms. Additionally, 
biodegradable plastics are clarified as substances with 
biodegradable characteristics that will decay and degrade 
when exposed to water and with the presence of carbon 
dioxide and oxygen [3]. Indeed, bioplastics are known to 
contribute to reduce the reliance on the usage of fossils fuels 

and petroleum supply and the worrying carbon dioxide 
emissions. This is because bioplastics are produced from 
renewable materials that can be recycled naturally through 
decaying and biological processes, reducing the use of fossil 
fuels and improve the quality of the atmosphere. Until today, 
bioplastics have become essential in almost all industrial 
applications covering cultivation activities, garbage bags for 
waste composting, food packaging and electrical products. 
As global plastic use is on the rise, more effort and research 
are being devoted to the exploration of renewable materials 
and improved approaches to process them in producing 
bioplastic. There is the necessity to produce bioplastic with 
comparable characteristics and properties to petroleum-based 
plastic. 

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Petroleum-based plastics have been causing a rapid 
increase in environmental issues and pollution of solid waste 
pollution. In addition to that, pollution in the environment by 
the use of plastic is known to difficult to decay. Thus, an 
abundance of agricultural residue causes the world to be full 
of waste. Even though plastics are useful in our daily lives, 
the increase in the usage of plastic bags is damaging our 
environment. It is known that plastics bags use up a lot of 
natural resources of the Earth, consume a numerous of 
energy to manufacture but also on the other hand create a lot 
of litter and trash on the landfill waste. 

The plastic degradability issues relating to littering and 
resource use is also the main obstacle. Chitosan has a number 
of remarkable features which are biodegradability, 
biocompatibility, chemically inert, mechanically strong, 
strong film-forming capabilities, and cheap [3]. Chitosan was 
as filler in production of bioplastic in this project is because 
according to Ginting et al., 2018 [4], it was proven that 
including chitosan in producing bioplastic will increase the 
value of tensile strength. Chitosan acts as thickener in 
bioplastic which affects the bioplastic chemical bond and 
increases its tensile strength. 

The advantage of choosing cassava peel as based for 
production of biofilms is that the starch derived from cassava 
peel odorless, non-toxic and tasteless [5]. By that, the 
biofilms produced can be widely used in many fields 
especially in food packaging. The importance of this research 
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project is to gain knowledge in every process including 
preparation and characterization of irradiated bioplastic by 
making good use of the agriculture waste product. Since the 
Earth has this concerning issue of solid waste pollution 
caused by an abundance of thrown plastics, biodegradable 
plastics will become the main substitution for the usage of 
plastics. 

 
III. METHODS 

circular economy, which aims to eliminate waste and ensure 

the continued use of resources. This present trend is being 

fuelled by more stringent rules and consumers' increased 

environmental consciousness. This bioplastics growth trend 

is projected to continue, with certain materials finding 

acceptable uses. Agro-industry is critical to any country, as 

it is the foundation of most countries' economic 

development. Waste that would pollute the environment has 

been created because of the processing and production in the 

agriculture sector. These agricultural wastes have emerged 

as an appealing alternative source for the creation of value- 

added goods. With the advancement of science and 

technology, uses for agricultural wastes have been 

developed in a variety of sectors, including the bioplastic 

sector 
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Fig.1 Research Methodology 

 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Over the years, the biopolymer sector has grown in 

response to economic and environmental worries about our 

reliance on non-renewable resources. The development of 

novel bioplastics is one approach to contribute to the 
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Abstract—In this research, the Langmuir Blodgett 

technique will be used to produce a film. Conductive 

polyaniline is the main raw material in this research. Some 

chemical solutions and additives also will be used to complete 

this study. Hydrochloric acid will be used to synthesis the base 

polyaniline to conductive polyaniline with different 

concentrations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Biosensors are increasingly being used in a variety of 
healthcare settings. New improvements of biosensor 
applications were studied by the researchers with different 
methods and techniques. A range of transduction techniques 
such as electrochemical, optical and acoustic can be used for 
biosensors. The characteristics of the biosensors are 
selectivity, stability, sensitivity, duplicability and linearity 
[1]. To improve biosensor selectivity, high-affinity reagents 
like enzymes and synthetic biomolecules can be combined 
with the transducer. Nanotechnology has a significant 
influence on current biosensing technology advancements. 
Certain conducting polymers have exceptional electrical 
conductivity and transfer electrical charge from redox 
enzymes to electrodes. Highly conductive polymers are used 
as electrode materials for supercapacitors as the example are 
polypyrrole, polyanilline, polyacetylene, polythiophene. 
Polyaniline is one of the most popular conducting polymers 
among the others because of its high sensitivity, ease of 
synthesis, flexibility and good performance in biosensor 
applications. The properties of polyaniline are the key 
elements of the successful biosensor in sensing various 
biomolecules. Electrically conductive conjugated polymers 
have been studied since the early 1960s, including René 
Buvet and Marcel Jozefowicz on polyaniline [2]. Polyaniline 
is known as a conducting polymer because of its 
conductivity towards biosensor applications. Its 
characteristics and behaviour are almost the same as the 
other conducting polymers such as polypyrrole, 
polythiophene and poly (p-phenylene) and many more. 
However, polyaniline is not entirely perfect with its poor 
physical and mechanical properties. Its uses are restricted by 
various of factors like poor solubility in many solvents, low 
adhesion to a different substrate and, protonic acid doping’s 
weak chemical reactivity, which can only occur in a very 

acidic environment (pH≤4)and also low conductivity [3]. A 

doping approach using functionalized protonic acids such as 
hydrochloric acid or dodecylbenzene sulfonic acid (DBSA) 
can be utilized to increase solubility and induce fusibility of 
the stiff chain of this polymer. Polyaniline powder is a kind 
of conductive polymer that does not melt well in most 
solvents as a result, it is not adhesive on a variety of 
substrates, except for a few organic solvents such as 
Hydrofluoric acid and Dimethyl formamide. At the end of 
the research, the aim is to identify the electric conductivity of 
the polymer. So the process for preparing the polyaniline is 
very important to achieve good conductive polyaniline. 

 
II. SCOPE OF STUDY 

This research should be performed to encourage the 
following research to use as the reference that might improve 
some new applications in conducting polymer regions. 
Furthermore, conducting polymers are one of the most 
promising materials that may be used to improve the 
analytical properties of sensors. Through this research, 
conjugated polymer-based molecular imprinted polymer- 
based sensors have been produced with selectivity and 
sensitivity that are almost identical to biosensors based on 
the use of biological materials. Some conducting polymers 
have exceptional electrical conductivity and the ability to 
transmit electric charge from redox enzymes to electrodes in 
a unique way. The production of polyaniline grafted 
biodegradable nanocomposite materials in the future is likely 
to open up new avenues for their remarkable uses. 

In this scope of the study, the research is focused on the 
conductive polyaniline characterization and properties. The 
pH level will be measured using a portable pH meter, and the 
temperature will be measured too using a thermometer. Next, 
the synthesis of polyaniline will use hydrochloric acid as the 
protonic acid and ammonium persulfate as the oxidation 
reagent. Synthesizing play an important role in this part of 
the research because more time synthesizes the polyaniline’s 
higher conductivity to achieve. The drying process is also 
important to produce powder from the synthesis of aniline 
solution, which is polyaniline emeraldine salt (green powder) 
and polyaniline emeraldine base (blue powder) will come 
out. Besides that, X-ray diffractometry (XRD) and scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) are used to evaluate the impact 
of synthesis conditions on the structural and morphological 
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properties of polyaniline emeraldine base (PANI-EB) and 
polyaniline emeraldine salt (PANI-ES). The electrical 
conductivity of doped samples will be measured. The 
deposition for monolayer or multiple polyaniline layers will 
use the Langmuir Blodgett technique which is the glass 
substrate dipping vertically into the solution in the 
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). The conductivity or 
electrical properties of the polyaniline film will be 
investigated. Data and analysis will be collected as the result. 

 
III. METHODS 

 
 

Fig.1 Research Methodology 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Polyaniline synthesized using the chemical oxidation 

method as ammonium persulfate is the reagent. 

Hydrochloric acid is the protonic acid that has been used in 

the doping process of polyaniline. The different 

concentrations of hydrochloric acid which act as a dopant 

can help to increase the conductivity of polyaniline. From 

the synthesis processing, we can see that the polyaniline 

exists in a different colour with different electrical 

conductivity. The morphological properties of the 

polyaniline in PANI-EB and PANI-ES states can be seen 

through SEM, which show different characteristics and 

attributions. When synthesizing produces higher electrical 

conductivity, the reaction time can give some good 

influence on conductivity. When using four-probe methods 

to evaluate conductivity, it was discovered that if too large a 

current is utilized, the recorded potential for the film sample 

will fluctuate over time. This shows that the sample is being 

heated by ohmic resistance during the measurements. As a 

result, the sample's conductivity is temperature dependent in 

these circumstances. 
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Abstract—Mechanical and physical testing was carried out on 

tinted film made of Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) as well as 

the use of natural colors from onions. It aims to analyze the 

properties that it has whether it is suitable for use on windshields 

and helmet visors like other tinted films that are on the market. A 

total of three types of tests are conducted, the first is the lux meter 

test which will determine whether the tinted film has the desired 

percentage of Visible Light Transmission (VLT). Next, the 

thickness test and burst strength test. For the tinted film sample, 

three types of tinted film are required which have a percentage of 

VLT in the range of 30%, 50%and 70%. The number of samples 

for each test conducted was three samples. Therefore, the total 

number of tinted film samples for this study was 9 samples. For 

statistical analysis, all data will be shown in the table and chart. All 

findings are analyzed to compare the total sample performance. 

 

Keywords—Tinted, helmet, visor 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The use of tinted film on car mirrors or helmet visors is 
very commonly seen in any country. The main purpose of 
users choosing a tinted film is to filter or control the amount 
of sunlight especially that enters the vehicle or helmet. This 
is because the tinted film will give a darkening effect on the 
windows while providing good privacy for users. The degree 
of darkness for a tinted film can be measured as Visible 
Light Transmission (VLT) [1]. The light intensity can rise as 
the percentage of VLT increases. As a result, visibility will 
gain. 

Regarding the effect of a tinted film that can darken the 
window, its use must be acceptable and following the road 
rules established by the respective national authorities. This 
is to ensure the welfare of all road users as well as to deter 
any potential criminal activity. The tinted film is mostly 
made of Polyester Terephthalate (PET) due to its benefits. 
Polyester Terephthalate (PET) film, also known as polyester 
film, is a versatile plastic used in a wide range of 
applications, including packaging (e.g., food, 
pharmaceutical, health care, medical, industrial, and 
chemical packaging), electrical (photo-sensitive resistors, 
insulators, cable and wire wrap, capacitors, and circuits), and 
imaging (X-ray film, instant photos) [2]. 

For motorcyclists, the use of a helmet is mandatory 
because apart from protecting the head from any impact in 

the event of an accident, it can protect the face, ears and so 
on. The visor on the helmet also plays an important role 
because it protects the face where insects, foreign matter, 
dust or wind can injure the face and disturb the rider [3]. In 
addition, most visor helmets are equipped with a construction 
that can protect the rider from sunlight and other bright light 
incidents on the eyes [4]. However, each helmet on the 
market is produced by a different manufacturer, so each one 
has its own set of benefits and drawbacks. One of the flaws 
that must be addressed is the helmet visor's ability to cause 
more serious injuries to the rider due to its shattering effect. 
This also happens for other types of vehicles where the glass 
fragments injured the victims. 

 
II. BACKGROUND STUDY 

Based on the results of previous studies, Malaysia is 
located on the equator, with the lowest and highest 
temperatures of 23.1°C and 35.7°C, respectively. The stated 
temperature is in Peninsular Malaysia, and the reported 
temperatures are from the Malaysian Meteorological 
Department (Met Malaysia). Because of the constant 
recorded temperatures, road and highway users were obliged 
to install and utilise a covering or cover of the inside of their 
cars to ensure a smooth and comfortable ride to their 
destination. As a result, coloured glass is an alternative to 
that inner layer of protection. However, the topic of tinted 
glass is often addressed at the moment. The usage of tinted 
glass has several of advantages and problems. 

Taking into account the need for vehicle owners to use 
tinted film either on vehicle windows or on helmet visors, it 
is permissible based on established rules. The windscreen of 
a car can be tinted under Rule 5(1) of the Motor Vehicles 
(Prohibition of Certain Types of Glass) Rules, 1991, 
although it must allow transmission of at least 70% visible 
light, while side windows, including rear glass, must enable 
50% light transmission. 

In the plastics sector, colour selection is one of the most 
crucial factors to consider. Colour is an essential component 
of the plastic material, and it should not be overlooked. A 
comprehensive systems approach must be used to deal with 
the entire system of coloration. Although the colour 
improves the part's usefulness, it also has the potential to 
damage some material attributes such as impact strength if 
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not applied appropriately. Dyes and pigments are the 
colourants that are utilised in the plastic industry. Colour is 
produced through visible light absorption and scattering in 
both dyes and pigments. 

Referring to the updated road rules, the tinted film is 
allowed on vehicle windows with the minimum visible light 
transmission (VLT) percentages are 70% for the front 
windscreen, 50% for the front side windows, and 30% for the 
rear windows and the rear windscreen. This was allowed as a 
result of so many requests to bend the rules and allow darker 
tints to ward off the heat and the authorities have considered 
that. However, no tolerance is given on the front side 
windows and windshield. Yet, many still look down on and 
ignore the rules that have been set. As a result, every year 
many lawsuits involving the misuse of tinted film are filed 
against road users. Therefore, the tint level is very important 
to emphasize because comfort is the second priority after 
safety in all respects. 

When it comes to plastic components, there is a lot 
written about the importance of material selection. However, 
while it may appear complex at first, appropriate material 
selection may make a significant difference in the results. 
The material used in the process of making the tinted film 
will be something that affects the final quality of the product. 
The strength, flexibility and functional requirements of the 
product must be considered to ensure they can be fulfilled by 
the material used. Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) is often 
used as the basic material for making tinted films. It is based 
on the characteristics it has. PET film has several of desirable 
properties, including high tensile strength, flexibility, 
physical retention over a wide temperature range, electronic 
insulation characteristics, durability, heat resistance, gas- 
barrier characteristics, size resistance, chemical inertness, 
optical clearness and relatively low moisture absorption. 

SRWF, also commonly known as anti-shatter film or 
security film, is one of the existing laminates products that 
used to improve post-failure performance of existing 
windows. This is because, broken mirrors can cause injuries 
or various types of danger to vehicle users. Applied to the 
interior or exterior face of glass, SRWF holds the fragments 
of broken glass together in one sheet, thus reducing the 
projectile hazard of flying glass fragments (System 
Assessment and Validation for Emergency Responders 
(SAVER) Shatter-Resistant Window Film Market Survey. 
Although vehicles have been equipped with various 
technologies to minimize the impact of accidents, yet with 
these window coatings help keep together shards of glass 
after an accident or when a window shatters, offering an 
extra layer of safety for drivers and passengers. 

 

 

 

III. METHODS 
 

 
Fig. 1 Research Flowchart 

 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 
The importance of this study is to produce tinted films 

for windshields and helmet visors that comply with safety 

guidelines (MS1). This study covers Polyethylene 

Terephthalate (PET) which is used as a raw material in the 

manufacture of tinted films which are mostly used in the 

processing industry. Malaysia's hot and humid conditions 

have made the tinted film an option for the majority of 

vehicle owners. This is because the tinted film can affect the 

temperature drop in vehicles or motorcyclists who use 

helmets. It can also minimize sunlight or light from outside 

that can interfere with the comfort and focus of road users. 

Moreover, with the advancement of technology 

nowadays, most of the natural materials that were originally 

used as materials in manufacturing are modified using 

synthetic materials. However, the move is seen as one of the 

causes of environmental pollution due to the chemicals it 

contains. Therefore, natural dyes will be used in this study 

as a measure to reduce the use of chemicals in universal life. 

This natural dye will determine whether the tinted film 

produced can comply with safety standards or not. A total of 

three parts of the tinted film will be tested to obtain values 

of 30%, 50% and 70% of visible light transmission (VLT). 

Finally, apart from providing protective comfort to 

users on the road, this study is also to ensure that the tinted 

film produced can minimize the impact of accidents. 

Shattered vehicle mirrors and helmet visors as a result of an 

accident can inflict more serious injuries on the victim. 

Therefore, the tinted film used can grip the fragments of the 

mirror so as not to scatter badly 
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Abstract— There has been an increasing interest in 

environmentally friendly and energy efficient systems in the 

construction sector in recent decades. As climate modifiers, 

buildings are usually designed to shelter occupants and achieve 

thermal comfort in the occupied space backed up by 

mechanical heating and air-conditioning systems as necessary. 

Several operational phase aspects, such as the efficiency of the 

air conditioning system, window resistance, door thermal 

insulation losses of the thermal bridge and thermal 

performance, have accounted for most of the energy 

consumption in buildings. This paper review the fundamental 

study of future palm oil tree fiber. 

 

Keywords— Palm oil tree, fiber, fiberglass 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, thermal insulation performance in the 
building sector has become a major interest to researchers 
concerned about energy consumption. Thermal insulation is 
a significant contributor and a practical measure for 
achieving energy efficiency, particularly in buildings located 
in places with harsh climatic conditions. As a result, several 
alternatives have been proposed to identify sustainable 
construction materials alternatives for ecologically friendly 
and energy-efficient structures. The best way to attain this 
aim is to employ green building materials and eco-products. 
Forecasting research predicted that in 2035, roughly 75 
percent of total energy would be generated by fossil fuels, 
while numerous other studies indicated that commercial and 
residential structures utilize 48 percent of electrical energy. 

In December 2012, Malaysia owned 5.08 million 
hectares of oil palm plantations and increased by 11.8% 
compared to 2008 and accounted for 39% of total world 
palm oil production and 44% of world exports (Aljuboori, 
2013). An important concept of waste management is 
limiting and recycling waste while returning as much energy 
as possible. However, large amounts of oil palm trunk (OPT) 
production produce large amounts of biomass waste, posing 
a major disposal problem. The selection of construction 
materials with the environmental impact is critical to a 
country's growth. Researchers are now investigating 
recycled, low-cost and natural materials as building to 
optimize building performance efficiency. In general, palm 
oil trees are a material that should be employed to enhance 
the performance of a structure. 

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Past research has shown most thermal insulators used are 

fiberglass, but there were some issues with fiberglass and 

caused new ideas to emerge. Fiberglass insulation contains 

carcinogenic chemicals that cause cancer. Carcinogens are 

capable of producing cancer in live tissue and may provide a 

cancer risk to persons installing the insulation. The majority 

of fiberglass insulation materials are supplied with a warning 

that there may be health concerns. Fiberglass inhalation is a 

major issue. Inhaling tiny fibers can cause them to become 

lodged in the lungs, causing damage and impairing 

breathing. Next, the value of fiberglass insulation fluctuates 

with time. Thus, it severely reduces its efficacy. The 

effectiveness of the insulation method is measured in R- 

value. R-value determines the ability of heat to pass through 

the insulator. If the fiberglass has been installed for a long 

period of time, the R-value will decrease as the insulation 

settles or compacts. Finally, while fiberglass insulation may 

save energy once installed, the production process is not 

environmentally friendly. Fiberglass insulation consumes 

three times as much energy as cellulose insulation, which 

also has the advantage of being made primarily of recycled 

resources. Cellulose insulation is made of 75 percent 

recycled newspapers, while fiberglass insulation is made of 

new materials. As described above, the use of fiberglass has 

a detrimental effect on humans and the building. The use of 

thermal insulators from cellulose is preferable. 

This research is to determine the thermal conductivity and 

effects of fibers after being irradiated at different times. This 

research is done to see the level of thermal conductivity of 

plum oil fibers. Generally, when the material’s thermal 

conductivity is low, the potential for use as a high thermal 

insulator. Raw material samples are placed in containers and 

then tested using a thermal conductivity testing machine. 

Since the specimen volume is constant, the specimen's 

density is changed by adding or removing fibers from the 

specimen. In this way, the thermal conductivity of palm 

fibers at different densities can be determined. Next, put the 

sample under the scanning electron microscope (SEM). 

SEM is a type of electron microscope that produces images 

of a sample by scanning the surface with a focused beam of 
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electrons. The electrons interact with atoms in the sample, 

producing various signals containing information about the 

sample's surface topography and composition. The intention 

for this part is to see the sample's characteristics. 

Afterwards, to see the radiation sample, it needs to go 

through several processes. First, the freezing process is to 

facilitate research. Next, the pretreatment process. The 

purpose of this pretreatment is to isolate cellulose, 

hemicellulose and lignin. This radiation is done to get the 

cellulose content in the oil palm fiber. Next, radiation in 

time-varying can be done by putting the sample in the 

GammaCell 220 exposure chamber to see the change 

occurring while the gamma-ray value is fixed at 25kGy 

 

Cellulose insulation is one of the most environmentally 

friendly types of insulation. Recent research on cellulose 

suggests that it might be an effective solution for reducing 

fire damage. Because of the material's compactness, 

cellulose contains no oxygen. Since there is no oxygen in 

the material, the amount of damage caused by a fire is 

reduced. As a result, cellulose is not only one of the most 

environmentally friendly kinds of insulation, but it is also 

one of the most fire-resistant kinds of insulation. Following 

that, cellulose insulation is somewhat more mold resistant 

than fiberglass and certain other materials. It is a prevalent 

misperception that crude borates in cellulose insulation give 

the product pest control qualities. As a result, cellulose is a 

low-cost and effective insulator. 

 
 

III. EXPECTED RESULTS 

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) used is to see the 

characteristic oil palm fiber. Based on the figure, this is the 

expected result that will be obtained in this research work. 

Since all the samples are taken from different parts, so all 

samples are different. 
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IV. METHODS 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Research Methodology 
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Abstract— This web application system is based on the 

Pregnancy Check-up Book (Pink Book) under Malaysian 

Health Government which allow periodic health check when 

user's pregnancy is confirmed. Both mothers' and babies' 

health will be taken care of by the trained staff at health clinics 

and hospitals. This system presents the purpose of the current 

version of Pink Book into digital or online Pink Book and 

facilitates the obstetrician as well as the parent. Hence, this 

makes it easier and shortens the processing time for pregnant 

mothers to register for Pink Book online. Moreover, there are 

features for reminding the parent on the coming appointment 

to ensure that they are not missed and always alert with their 

appointment. Also, all the important medical information was 

recorded in the system, so if mothers do not remember to bring 

their Pink Book, the mother who wants to give birth in an 

urgent can go to the hospital directly then the health staff can 

get the information through this system. 

 

Keywords—pregnancy, information system and monitoring. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

In Malaysia, expectant mothers are expected to register 
for antenatal check-ups before 12 weeks of pregnancy. For 
some cases, someone with higher risks or who is having 
complications such as pre-existing diseases would be 
expected to have more visits. In fact, the earlier the better, as 
proper care can be initiated earlier to ensure optimal growth 
of your unborn child. However, no matter how many visits 
are made, the important thing is that these visits are of good 
quality and thus, it is important that mothers are aware of 
what these visits demand. This web application system is 
based on the Pregnancy Check-up Book (Clinician’s Pink 
Book) under Malaysian Health Government or Ministry of 
Health Malaysia (MoH) which allow periodic health check 
when user's pregnancy is confirmed. Both mothers' and 
babies' health will be taken care of by the trained staff at 
health clinics and hospitals. 

This system presents the purpose of the current version of 
Pink Book into digital or online Pink Book that may 
facilitate the obstetrician as well as the parent. Hence, this 

makes it easier and shortens the processing time for pregnant 
mothers to register for the Pink Book at the counter. 

 
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

A. Registration 

The current process for registering the Pink Book took a 
bit of time. Patients are required to make two copies of the 
Pink Book which are likely to result in double entry 
paperwork in the registration. Patients are required to bring 
the physical Pink Book with them during the appointments 
for check-ups. 

 

B. Missing Schedule 

Parents frequently missed their scheduled appointments. 
There is the possibility of extending the wrong treatments 
due to the missed appointments, and missing and unclear 
records. 

 

C. Inefficient Management 

Physical storage space is required within the hospital to 
store the Pink Books for several years may cause important 
entries not easily searched, may be lost and the content may 
have faded, and hidden among other contents of the books. 
The records will be not easily accessible when in an 
emergency or when the patients are unable to communicate 
or unconscious. 

 
III. OBJECTIVE 

E-Pregnancy Pink Book is developed to resolve the 
problems mentioned on statement of problems above and to 
acquire these following objectives: 

i. To develop a system that can ease mothers’ 
registration. 

ii. To evolve a system of the pink book that can keep 
the essential information and necessary details more 
secure and efficient. 
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iii. To implement the system to the specific location. 

 

 
IV. INTERFACE DESIGN 

The application was developed using PHP programming 
language and MySQL database. The followings are the 
interface design of the application: 

 

 

Fig. 1. Administrator Screen 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. User Registration Record 

 

Fig. 3. User Dashboard 

 

 
Fig. 4. Glukose Level Monitoring 

 

 

 
Fig. 5. Maternal Health Monitoring 

 

 
Fig. 6. Hospital Dashboard 

 

 
Fig. 7. Setting and Maintenance Screen 

 

 
Fig. 8. Patients’ Record Search Bar 
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Fig. 9. Patients’ History Data 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This system provides so many benefits to each of our 

target users, which is patient and medical and health staff. 

First, from creating an invitation to checking in attendees, it 

is important to our users that your event registration process 

is seamless. This can help to increase registration rates, and 

reduce the workload of the main administration. Second, a 

user-friendly system for appointments’ bookings and 

cancellations results in fewer double bookings and data 

entry errors, resulting in more accurate data and a more 

professional user experience. The third benefit is we can be 

rated and gather feedback for continual improvement by 

using the platform to send out personalized emails, and 

check-in users’ attendees in real-time. 

Exemplarily, there are features that create better ways to 

manage and offers choice and flexibility for users such as 

reminding the parent of the upcoming appointment to ensure 

that they are not missed and always alert with their 

appointment date. Furthermore, all important medical 

information will be recorded in the system, so if mothers do 

not remember to bring their Pink Book, the mother who 

wants to give birth in an urgent can go to the hospital 

directly then the health staff there can get the information 

through this system. 
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Abstract—Touchless Smart Barrier (TSB) is an 

automatically programmed 3 in 1 bar system. TSB is 

programmed to ensure customers comply with SOP procedures, 

control of incoming movement and physical distancing control. 

The TSB entrance is specially designed not to open if TSB 

identifies customers who ignore one of the programmed SOP 

procedures, the temperature exceeds 37.5 ℃ and the number of 

customers in the premises does not exceed the set limit. The TSB 

exit route will count the number of existing customers. TSB can 

not only be used during a Covid-19 outbreak, but can even be 

applied to control the amount of inbound movement at theme 

parks, carnivals or expos conducted on a large scale. TSB design 

is very compact, light and easy to install (plug and play) 

according to the suitability of the environment and place, not 

burdensome and more commercial value. TSB is modified to be 

easier and user -friendly to be used with rechargeable battery, 

battery power bank or electrical socket to turn on all programs. 

 
Keywords— TSB, SOP, program, control, Covid-19 

 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

The title of this innovation is Touchless Smart Barrier 

(TSB). This innovation is a bar system that will open the 

entrance and exit routes automatically after the user follows 

the SOP that has been programmed. This Touchless Smart 

Barrier is very useful to save customer’s time. Customers able 

to scan mySejahtera QR code, contactless scanning body 

temperature with accurate reading, and auto-sanitize hands. 

The system will auto-reset the program if the customer unable 

to complete the SOP and allow next queuing person to use. 

This product also very efficient in enforcing customers to 

comply with the programmed SOPs and counting the number 

of customers in to and out from the premise which able to 

control the quantity of customers below the limit so that they 

are not congested in the premises to reduce the risk of covid- 

19 infection. The bar is just a symbolic and the system can be 

integrated with automatic door or boom gate for a larger scale 

of premise, e.g; Shopping Mall, Stadium etc. 

 
II. MATERIALS 

• To eliminate interaction between shopkeeper and 

customers at entrance 

• to control of incoming movement and physical 

distancing in the premise. 

B. Problem Statement 

• No SOP monitoring of customer entry into the 

premises in an orderly manner 

• The risk of infection during interactions between 

shopkeepers and customers in terms of physical 

distancing. 

• Customer negligence in complying with SOPs when 

entering the premises 

C. Cause Of Problem 

• Manpower constraints at the entrance of the 

premises. 

• Premises require shopkeepers to perform each 

procedure manually 

• No monitoring of each SOP step was performed 

before entry permission granted resulting in risk of 

unhealthy person entering the premise and infect 

others. 

D. Components 

Touchless smart barrier is very easy and simple to be 

assembled. It uses Arduino programming and a combination 

of several components readily available on the market such 

as ultrasonic sensors, buzzers, LED screens and high - 

precision touchless remote body temperature sensors. The 

physical structure utilizing durable, lightweight and 

waterproof PVC materials. All of these components are 

installed and programmed into SOP compliance procedures, 

physical distancing through inbound movement and 

outbound control. 
 

 

 

A. Objectives 

• to ensure customers comply with SOP procedures 
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No Components and materials Quantity 

1 
Set Arduino board with wire jumper 

and USB cable 
1 

2 Breadboard 1 

3 Ultrasonic Sensor 5 

4 Buzzer 1 
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No Components and materials Quantity 

5 Screen LED 1 

6 
Contactless long range Temperature 

sensor MLX 90614-DCI 
1 

7 5 way fitting 1 

8 End cap 4 

9 Elbow 4 

10 Tank connector 3 

11 
Junction box 

150MM *200 
1 

12 
Junction box 

100MM*150MM 
1 

13 Conduit 20mm (8 ft) 1 

14 Conduit 10mm (3ft) 1 

 

III. METHODS 

A. Programming 

This innovation is a bar system that opens the entrance and 

exit routes automatically after following the programmed 

SOPs. 

Touchless smart barrier is specially invented to control the 

number of customers who go through the entry and exit routes 

to comply with the limit that has been set. 

Entrance will only be open if the customer follows the 

SOP as follows: 

• Scan the barcode displayed on the premises 

• Scans body temperature automatically 

• Using automatic hand sanitation 

• The total number of customers in the store did not 

reach the maximum level 
 

Touchless smart barrier will not open if: 

• The customer does not follow the programmed SOP 

steps 

• Body temperature exceeds 37.5 degrees Celsius, 

although the number of customers in the premises 

has not yet reached the maximum limit. 

• The number of customers in the premises reaches 

the maximum limit. Customers must wait for 

customers inside to decrease then Touchless smart 

barrier will allow customers to scan temperature, 

scan barcodes, hand sanitation and enter 

 

This innovation is designed to be compact, light, and easy 

to install (plug and play) so that it is easy to use according to 

the suitability of the environment and place, does not burden 

the shopkeeper and is more commercially valuable. This 

innovation is also very user -friendly where it allows 

shopkeepers to use rechargeable batteries, battery power 

banks or electrical sockets to turn on all programs. 

B. Programming Flowchart 

 

 

 

 
 

C. Field Observation Method 

Field studies were conducted at two places, at school 

washroom and at premise A. Two type of method performed, 

manual and using Touchless Smart Barrier at a different time. 

 
D. Interview Method 

The user interview method was performed to get user 

feedback on the problems encountered and customer 

acceptance using Touchless Smart Barrier. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

 

A. Observation at School Washroom 

With the manual method, the toilets were found to be 

crowded because there was no monitoring of the number of 

students entering. 
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With Touchless Smart Barrier, the number of admissions 

is limited to 3 students at a time. All students follow the SOP 

steps that are programmed to enter the toilet. The results of 

the study found that indirectly the physical imprisonment of 

students can be practiced by limiting the entry of students in 

the toilet. 

 
B. Observation at Premise A 

We have also obtained cooperation with the owner of 

Premise A to make observations and take data on the number 

of customers who follow the SOP below: 

a. Scanning the temperature, 

b. Record entry in mySejahtera notebook/application, 

c. Sanitize hands 

Premise A used the manual method for 2 days 

(25/6/2021-26/8/2021) and used the Touchless Smart Barrier 

for the next 2 days (27/8/2021-28/8/2021). 

The findings are as shown in tables 1 and 2 below. Refer 

for the results of observations in the form of Graphs. 

 
TABLE I. MANUALLY BEFORE USING TSB IN PREMISE A 

 

 
Date 

 
 

Time 

Number of customers 

Record 

entry 

 Scanning  

   Temp.  

    Hand  

 sanitizing  

   Total of  

 customers  

 

 
25/8/21 

7.00 am 
– 

9.00 am 

 
8 

 
4 

 
5 

 
12 

4.00 pm 
– 

6.00 pm 

 

8 

 

0 

 

6 

 

15 

 

 
26/8/21 

7.00 am 
– 

9.00 am 

 

12 

 

3 

 

3 

 

17 

4.00 pm 

– 
6.00 pm 

 

5 

 

0 

 

4 

 

13 

 

 

 

TABLE II. SOP AUTOMATICALLY USING TSB IN PREMISE A 
 

 
Date 

 
 

Time 

Number of customers 

Record 

entry 

 Scanning  

   Temp.  

    Hand  

 sanitizing  

   Total of  

 customers  

 

 
27/8/21 

7.00 am 

– 
9.00 am 

 

8 

 

8 

 

8 

 

8 

4.00 pm 

– 
6.00 pm 

 

7 

 

7 

 

7 

 

7 

 

 
28/8/21 

7.00 am 

– 
9.00 am 

 

12 

 

12 

 

12 

 

12 

4.00 pm 

– 
6.00 pm 

 
8 

 
8 

 
8 

 
8 

 

CUSTOMER ENTRY GRAPH TO THE 

PREMISES 
(7.00AM - 9.00 AM) 

20 

 
15 

 
10 

 
5 

 
0 

25/8/21 26/08/2021 27/08/2021 28/09/2021 
 

Record entry Scanning 

Temperature 

Hand sanitizing Total of customers 

 

 

 

CUSTOMER ENTRY GRAPH TO THE 

PREMISES 
(4.00PM - 6.00 PM) 

16 15  

14 13 

12 

10 8 8 8 8 8 

8 6 
7 7 7 7 

6 5 
4
 

4 

2 0 0 

0 

8/25/21 8/26/21 8/27/21 8/28/21 
 

Record entry Scanning 

Temperature 

Hand sanitizing Total of customers 

 
 

The results of the observation found that the customers did 

not comply with the set SOPs due to the lack of SOP control 

at the entrance by manual method. Only 7 out of 57 people 

(12.3%) implemented all three SOPs when entering the store. 

The number of incoming customers is also not the same as 

the number recorded in the customer record book or scanned 

on the MySejahtera app and the number who scan the 

temperature and who sanitize the hand. 

Customers were more compliant with SOPs after using 

Touchless Smart Barrier in Premise A. It was found that the 

number of customers entering was equal to the number of 

customers who recorded entering the premises, scanning the 

temperature and hand sanitizing (100% compliance). 

 
 

C. Interview Feedback 

The user interview method was performed to get user 

feedback on the problems encountered and customer 

acceptance using Touchless Smart Barrier. 

 17   
  

12 12   
8 8 8 8 

12 12 12 12 

8   

 

 
3 3 

 

   
 

       
 4 5      
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The results of the interview found: 

 

User 1: 

Mr. Osman, 71, found the Touchless Smart Barrier very easy 

to use because all the SOPs were programmed. The customer 

only needs to follow the SOP procedures used without 

involving contact on any surface. 

 

User 2: 

Mr. Khalid, 35, found the Touchless Smart Barrier to be user 

friendly and easy to understand because all SOPs have been 

programmed and are suitable to be applied in other public 

places. 

 

User 3: 

Hakeem, 16, said he felt safe because there was no need for 

body contact and congestion in an area and physical 

imprisonment could be practiced. 

 
User 4: 

Mr. Zulfikri as a shopkeeper feels that Touchless Smart 

Barrier helps him to control the movement of customers, 

especially during peak hours which involve many customers. 

 

User 5: 

Ms. Najihah, 25 years old as an employee can do technical 

work in the shop without using her manpower at the entrance 

thus reducing the risk of infection because she must face the 

public and do temperature screening manually 

 
In overall, the users gave positive feedback after using 

Touchless Smart Barrier when entering the premise. The 
instruction provided by TSB via LCD screen is easy to 
understand and users able to follow and complete the SOP in 
short time. They hope this product can be used at all premises 
so that the infection of Covid-19 can be reduced. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Touchless Smart Barrier in overall, will give a great benefit 

to human being in facilitating human tasks and reducing 

covid-19 infections. TSB gives a positive impact to the public 

in order to meet government requirement to comply with the 

SOP. 

TSB familiarizes at the same time, enforces people with new 

norms that need to be practiced without negligence, take it 

easy and be more responsible.TSB can not only be used 

during a Covid-19 outbreak, but can even be applied to 

control the amount of inbound movement at theme parks, 

carnivals or expos conducted on a large scale. 
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Abstrak— Semasa kecemasan, seseorang individu 

berkemungkinan akan menjadi panik atau bertindak di luar 

kawalan. Untuk mengatasi krisis yang ada, satu tindakan yang 

awal dan pantas perlu diambil. Kawasan yang terlibat dengan 

bersesuaian.  

 
II. PENYATAAN MASALAH 

bencana seperti kemalangan, kebakaran, kecederaan mahupun 

keselamatan perlulah dicegah dari akses yang tidak 

dibenarkan untuk melindungi mangsa, peralatan atau premis 

yang terlibat. Disamping itu kerja-kerja awal pembendungan, 

penyelamatan dan pertolongan cemas juga dapat dilaksanakan 

dengan lancar. Tugas awal ini dipikul oleh Pasukan Tindakan 

Kecemasan atau Emergency Response Team (ERT). Antara 

pegawai yang bertanggungjawab atau Person in Charge (PIC) 

di dalam ERT ialah Fire Team, First Aider, Searcher and 

Rescuer dan lain-lain. Berdasarkan hasil soalselidik awal 

dikalangan pelajar dan kakitangan, didapati terdapat 

beberapa kelemahan terutama melibatkan komunikasi dengan 

PIC bersama bidang tanggungjawab serta kompetensi. Hal ini 

akan menyebabkan pemakluman dan tindakan ketika 

kecemasan akan menjadi lambat dan tidak lancar. Justeru itu, 

satu inovasi perlu dibangunkan bagi mengatasi kelemahan ini 

dengan matlamat memudahkan akses dan penyampaian 

maklumat yang tepat dan pantas kepada PIC mengikut 

kompetensi. Inovasi yang dibangunkan ini diberi nama i- 

inmergency Response Alert Notification atau singkatannya i- 

RAN. Ia dibangunkan dengan menggunakan teknologi 

Internet of Things (IoT). i-RAN akan bertindak sebagai satu 

alat komunikasi antara pengguna kepada telefon PIC dan ahli 

ERT melalui platform blynk. Penyaluran maklumat dan 

pemberitahuan (notification) yang cepat (berkenaan situasi 

kecemasan dan tempat) membolehkan PIC dan pasukan ERT 

bertindak dengan pantas dan efisien bersama peralatan yang 

bersesuaian. 

 

Kata Kunci— Komunikasi, Emergency Response Team 

(ERT), Internet of Things (IoT) 

 
I. PENGENALAN 

Berbagai jenis krisis atau kecemasan telah terjadi di 
tempat kerja akibat fenomena semula jadi atau kecuaian dan 
kelemahan manusia yang menyebabkan kehilangan nyawa 
dan harta benda. Fenomena ini termasuk kecederaan dan 
kebakaran akan berterusan di tempat kerja atau industri 
sekiranya keselamatan diabaikan . Ketika situasi kecemasan, 
masa bertindak merupakan faktor yang kritikal [1]. Justeru 
itu, inovasi i-RAN dibangunkan bagi memudahkan sistem 
komunikasi dengan penyaluran maklumat yang tepat dan 
pantas kepada PIC dan ERT mengikut kompetensi yang 

Daripada soalselidik awal, terdapat kelemahan dalam 
sistem komunikasi dari segi pemakluman awal dan 
pengenalpastian PIC yang kompeten ketika berlakunya 
kecemasan. Ini menyebabkan pemakluman dan tindakan oleh 
Pasukan Tindakan Kecemasan atau Emergency Response 
Team (ERT) akan menjadi lambat, terganggu dan tidak 
efisien [2]. Impak jangka panjang berkemungkinan akan 
menyebabkan kerugian dari segi kehilangan nyawa dan harta 
benda. 

 
III. OBJEKTIF 

Objektif penghasilan i-inmergency Response Alert 
Notification (i-RAN) adalah untuk: 

i. Satu sistem komunikasi yang boleh memberi 
makluman pantas kepada PIC dan ERT berkenaan 
kecemasan, keperluan dan lokasi. 

ii. Mudah diakses oleh pengguna terutama ketika 
kecemasan (keadaan panik/luar kawalan). 

iii. Dibangunkan selaras dengan teknologi terkini 
tanpa melibatkan kos yang tinggi. 

 
IV. PENGHASILAN INOVASI 

Jadual 1 menunjukkan komponen asas dalam 
pembangunan inovasi i-RAN. Antara komponen utama yang 
digunakan ialah microcontroller ESP32-WROOM Series, 
penurun voltan arus terus DC Step Down LM2596, bateri 
dengan kapasiti 3.7V 4800mAh, lampu penunjuk L.E.D, suis 
butang, buzzer, dan Suis Kuasa Mini. Perisian perantaraan 
yang digunakan ialah Blynk. 

Lakaran litar asas i-RAN adalah seperti di Gambar 1. 
Modul utama pembangunan inovasi i-inmergency Response 
Alert Notification atau i-RAN ialah ESP-WROOM-32. 
Modul ini sangat sesuai untuk aplikasi sambungan 
berasaskan Wi-Fi dan Bluetooth / Bluetooth LE dan 
memberikan prestasi dwi-teras yang kukuh [3]. i-RAN 
melalui teknologi IoT akan berkomunikasi dengan telefon 
melalui platform blynk [4]. i-RAN mempunyai 3 butang 
akses iaitu  FIRE (kebakaran), INJURY (kecederaan) dan 
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juga SAFETY (keselamatan). 

 

 

 
Jadual 1: KOMPONEN ASAS PENGHASILAN I-RAN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gambar 1: Litar Asas i-RAN 

V. HASIL INOVASI 

i-RAN mempunyai ukuran spesifikasi 15.5cm panjang, 
5cm lebar dan 9.5cm tinggi bersama berat 225 gram seperti 
yang ditunjukkan di Jadual 2. 3 masukan utama i-RAN ialah 
butang-butang kecemasan yang mewakili Fire, Injury dan 
Safety. Keluaran pula diwakili 3 lampu penunjuk LED dan 
buzzer. Gambar 2 dan 3 di bawah menunjukkan padangan 
hadapan dan sisi hasil inovasi. 

Jadual 2: SPESIFIKASI I-RAN 

Gambar 2: Pandangan Hadapan i-RAN 

 
 

 

Gambar 3: Pandangan Hadapan i-RAN 

 

Gambar 4 dibawah menunjukkan carta alir penggunaan 

i-RAN. Penggunaan i-RAN dimulakan dengan analisis 

situasi kecemasan oleh pengguna. Situasi kecemasan yang 

biasa berlaku terutama di bengkel dan makmal ialah 

kebakaran, kecederaan/ancaman nyawa dan juga 

keselamatan. Berdasarkan situasi kecemasan ini, pengguna 

mempunyai dan dapat membuat pilihan berdasarkan 

keadaan semasa. 

 

Apabila salah satu butang kecemasan ditekan (FIRE, 

INJURY atau SAFETY), lampu LED akan menyala dan 

buzzer berbunyi menandakan sistem i-RAN sedang 

berfungsi. Pada masa yang sama, satu notifikasi akan 

dihantar ke telefon pintar PIC yang berkenaan melalui 

pelantar IoT Blynk. Notifikasi yang dihantar mengandungi 

maklumat seperti lokasi dan keadaan kecemasan. 

Berdasarkan maklumat yang diperolehi, PIC yang kompeten 

dan mampu menangani keadaan kecemasan akan bertindak 

lebih awal dengan membawa keperluan serta peralatan yang 

perlu. 

SPESIFIKASI 

Ukuran 15.5 cm Panjang x 5.0 cm Lebar x 9.5 cm Tinggi 

Berat 225 gram 

Masukan 3 butang kecemasan (Fire, Injury, Safety) 

Keluaran 3 lampu penunjuk L.E.D dan 1 buzzer 

SENARAI KOMPONEN 

Komponen Fungsi Unit 

ESP32- 
WROOM Series 

Microcontroller dan boleh di program 

melalui aturacara mengikut kesesuaian 

dan kehendak. 

 

1 

DC Step Down 

LM2596 
Menurunkan voltan bekalan 1 

Bateri 3.7V 
4800mAh 

Bekalan voltan arus terus 2 

L.E.D Lampu petunjuk 3 

Suis butang Butang kecemasan 3 

Buzzer Bunyi petunjuk 1 

Mini Power 

Switch 
Suis mula/tutup 1 

Perisian IoT 

Blynk 
Perantara/penghubung antara 

microcontroller dan penerima (telefon) 

 

Percuma 
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Gambar 4: Carta Alir Penggunaan i-RAN 

Sebagai contoh jika berlaku kecederaan, PIC yang dilatih 

sebagai First Aider akan bertindak dengan membawa 

bersama peti pertolongan cemas serta peralatan lain yang 

perlu. Dengan ini; situasi kecemasan dapat ditangani dengan 

lebih cepat dan efisien dan mengelakkan kehilangan nyawa 

dan harta benda. i-RAN telah diujilari dan diaplikasikan di 

dalam Bengkel Pendawaian Elektrik, Kolej Komuniti 

Kuantan seperti yang ditunjukkan di dalam Gambar 5. 

Berdasarkan simulasi rawatan kecederaan di bengkel, dalam 

keadaan kecemasan hampir 60% pengguna iaitu pelajar 

cenderung menggunakan i-RAN berbanding alat 

telekomunikasi lain. 
 

Gambar 5: Penggunaan i-RAN di Bengkel Pendawaian Elektrik 

 

Kos per unit inovasi i-RAN ialah RM54.00 seperti yang 

ditunjukkan di dalam Jadual 3. Terdapat banyak komponen 

yang diguna semula seperti papan litar dan juga kabel. 

 
Jadual 3: KOS PER UNIT I-RAN 

iv. Aktiviti kawalan, pembendungan, penyelamatan 
dan rawatan awal dapat dilakukan dengan lebih 
sempurna oleh unit ERT 

Inovasi i-RAN ini mempunyai potensi komersil iaitu; 

i. Penggunaan i-RAN akan diperluas ke tempat yang 

strategik lain seperti bengkel, makmal dan juga 

dapur. 

ii. Pada masa hadapan, potensi i-RAN boleh 

dikembangkan dan dinaiktaraf dengan ciri-ciri 

makluman automatik dengan penambahan sensor 

(haba, gas dan lain-lain). Hal ini akan 

mempelbagaikan fungsi i-RAN. 

iii. i-RAN juga boleh dipasarkan ke pengguna 

domestik (rumah) dan komersil (industri). 

 

VII. PENUTUP 

i-inmergency Response Alert Notification (i-RAN) 

direkabentuk atas inisiatif mengatasi masalah komunikasi 

yang dihadapi dalam menangani situasi kecemasan. Ia 

seterusnya dapat membantu meningkatkan kecekapan 

tindakan PIC dan unit ERT dalam menangani situasi 

kecemasan. Pembangunan inovasi ini menggunakan bahan 

dan kos yang minima, dapat mencapai objektif serta 

memberi impak yang signifikan. Konsep yang digunakan ini 

berbeza dengan alat atau peralatan sediada di pasaran 

semasa. Produk inovasi ini memberi impak positif dan 

berjaya membawa pembaharuan kepada pengurusan 

Keselamatan dan Kesihatan Pekerjaan di Kolej Komuniti 

Kuantan dan boleh dimajukan dengan kepelbagaian fungsi 

serta penggunaannya akan diperluaskan ke domestik dan 

juga pihak industri. 

 

PENGHARGAAN 

 

Penulis merakamkan ucapan terima kasih kepada Kolej 

Komuniti Kuantan di atas sokongan yang diberikan dalam 

pembangunan inovasi ini. 
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VI. IMPAK DAN POTENSI KOMERSIL 

Penghasilan inovasi i-RAN ini mempunyai impak yang 

positif iaitu; 
i. Pemberitahuan atau notifikasi yang pantas kepada 

PIC berkenaan lokasi dan keadaan kecemasan. 

ii. Mudah digunakan walaupun dalam keadaan panik 
dan tidak terkawal 

iii. PIC dapat bertindak pantas dan efisien dengan 
peralatan yang sesuai ketika kecemasan 
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“The importance of emergency response training: A case study,” 
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SENARAI KOMPONEN 

Komponen Unit Harga/Unit (RM) 

ESP32-WROOM Series 1 16.50 

DC Step Down LM2596 1 3.50 

Bateri 3.7V 4800mAh 2 8.50 

L.E.D 3 0.50 

Suis butang 3 0.80 

Buzzer 1 2.50 

Mini Power Switch 1 0.60 

Kotak Projek 1 10.00 

Papan Litar Guna Semula Guna Semula 

Kabel Guna Semula Guna Semula 

Perisian IoT Blynk Percuma Percuma 
 JUMLAH 54.00 
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Abstract—Agricultural modernization has gained 

significant attention for high crop yields performance depends 

on optimal nutrient, soil moisture, soil pH, and other climatic 

factors. This paper aims to present an innovative automated 

blending system for Solanum Lycopersicum. This system 

implies control, and the condition-based system consists of an 

intelligent, innovative programmable logic controller (PLC) 

and three primary high-density sensors such as a pH, moisture, 

and electrical conductivity (EC) meter. This system allows 

automatic delivery of precise nutrients dosage based on crops 

needs. This system includes four stepwise stages; preparation 

of the stock tanks, fertilizer mixing, drip irrigation, and 

optimization. The result shows the automated blending system 

efficiently accommodates optimal nutrients for the plant, 

controls the medium, and increases crop yields. The measured 

parameters are plant height, number of leaves, the weight of 

fruits (crop yields), and stem diameters. This intelligent system 

drives down the water conservation at optimal as low as 17.94 

kg/m3 at a minimal 27% or 44.42L of nutrients in producing 

one kg Solanum Lycopersicum. In conclusion, this precise 

system minimizes cost and water-saving about 30% to 50 %, 

soil degradation and maximizes significant profit with high 

crop yields. 

 

Keywords— Fertigation, Automated Blending System, Smart 

Fertigation System, Control-based, Nutrient Losses, Water 

Runoff, Crop Yields 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

The current agricultural production depends on fertilizers 
to provide essential mineral elements to ensure progressive 
crop growth and increase harvesting products. However, if 
the fertilizer is used excessively, the fertilizer will be 
leaching into the water runoff and cause nitrogen pollution. 

Fig. 1 shows the significant incidents of nitrogen pollution 
and the eutrophication process. The origin of this pollution 
comes from the use of fertilizer in agriculture. The fertilizer 
consists of nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), and potassium (K). 
This nutrient is divided into two types of fertilizers: fertilizer 
A and B in solid or liquid forms. The problem is excessive 
nutrients, especially nitrogen, being irrigated without 
knowing the specific nutrients needed by the plants. 

Consequently, the excessive nutrients will be absorbed 
into the soil and flow into the river. This excessive nitrogen 
in the water cause algae blooms and blocks the dissolved 
oxygen (DO) and sunlight from penetrating the water. This 
will cause hazards to human health, soil contamination, 
water quality problems, and destruction to aquatic organisms 
such as suffocating fish. 

 

 
Fig. 1: The major incident of nitrogen pollution and the eutrophication 

process. 
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Hence, to effectively provide the water and nutrients 
source without interfering with the water life ecosystem in 
water, the soluble nutrient solution will be mixed with the 
water and supply it to the plants by an automatic irrigation 
system called a fertigation system [1]. Drip irrigation can 
save irrigation water by 30% to 50% compared with surface 
irrigation, if it is designed, installed and operated correctly, 
and can also increase crop yields and crop quality [2]. 

The first scientific application of fertigation was the use 
of sprinklers in the United States in 1958. The combination 
of drip irrigation and drip irrigation was first applied to 
tomato crops in Israel [3]. However, the revolution of the 
fertigation stage was divided into three stages, as illustrated 
in Fig. 2; the first stage is conventional agricultural 
agriculture, which is the beginning of this stage in 1924 [4]. 
The second stage, smart agriculture, was first launched in 
2009 to improve agricultural management [5], and thirdly is 
precision agriculture was first known in the United States 
around 1990 [6]. 

 

 
Fig. 2: The revolution of fertigation stage. 

In this work, an automated blending system was 
developed to investigate the effects of the product and to 
evaluate the performance of a control-based automated 
blending system by analyzing plant growth and water 
saving. Several researchers have conducted studies to 
determine the management of fertilizer using fertigation but 
have not previously considered the nitrogen pollution effect 
in their analytical method. The novelty of this work is to 
present a precise automated blending system control by 
programmable logic controller and smart sensors to reduce 
the nitrogen loss and water runoff. Therefore, this study 
aims to present the systematic methodology for a smart 
fertilizer blending system with the plant's accurate nutrient 
need without affecting environmental pollutions. 

 
II. METHODOLOGY 

Fig. 3 demonstrates the systematic methodology of the 
automated fertilizer blending system. This methodology 
comprises three mains stepwise, including conceptual design 
of the automated blending system, the pilot test, and the 
analysis of the physical and biophysical parameters. It is 
expected to design a model to a minimum the excess nutrient 
and water runoff. The input is the requirement of the 
fertilizer need by the plant, and the output is to produce the 
high-yield plant with minimal environmental impacts. 

Fig. 4 depicts the process flow chart of the automated 
blending system. The automated blending system consists of 
a pH sensor, moisture sensor, electricity conductivity (EC) 
meter, programmer logic controller (PLC) panel box, 
preparation of the stock tanks, automated blending tank, and 
drip irrigation process into the plant. 

This close loop system has three stages. The first stage is 
preparing three stock tanks consisting of fertilizer A, 
fertilizer B, and water. In the second stage, the nutrients and 
water are pumped into the blending tank for the mixing 
process. The EC meter measures the concentration of the 
dissolved nutrients. Once the nutrient is mixed well, the 
dissolved nutrient is irrigated into the plant by the self- 
dripper method in the third stage. 

The pH sensor and moisture sensor were probed into the 
soil. The PLC receives the sensor's signal and determines if 
the input is within the current range required by the plant. If 
the measured signal of soil moisture content or pH is not 
within the required range, the output valve of the blended 
nutrient solution will be fully closed or open until the 
suitable range of the plant is achieved. 

 

Fig. 3: Systematic methodology of smart automated fertilizer blending 
system. 

 

Fig. 4: The schematic diagram of automated blending system. 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The collected data includes the physical and biophysical 
properties, plant growth performance, and nutrient uptake 
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NPK. All the data are the data from the literature. The 
physical and biophysical properties, plant growth 
performance, and nutrient uptake NPK are collected and 
were tabulated in Table 1 for the tomato plant. The target 
properties of the plant for a pH range of about 5.5-6.8 and 
an electrical conductivity meter of 1.8 ds/cm [7], and 
moisture content of 60% [8]. 

These physical and biochemical properties are important 
to plants, so it can be a benchmark for suitable soil 
conditions for plant roots. The data obtained helps to reduce 
acidification or alkaline soil, which will affect the plant's 
growth. 

Other than that, the target properties of the plant growth 
are also documented, consisting of average crop yields per 
plant 3.49 kg, the height of plant 67.43cm, and an average of 
fruit weights 98.62g. All these data prove the efficacy of 
plant growth. The nutrient uptake documented based on the 
plant's area (hectare) consists of nitrogen at 166.83kg/ha, 
phosphorus at 41.59kg/ha, and potassium at 183.08kg/ha. 
[9]. These three nutrients are important nutrients that need to 
be taken by the plant for leaf or vegetative development, root 
and organic product creation, cold hardiness which is more 
resistant to any environmental extreme such as low 
temperature., disease resistance, and general durability [10]. 

   Table 1: The expected outcome result for possible parameters of the plant.  

growth had been dropped due to excess nutrient apply which 
led to toxicity range to the plant. These excess nutrients also 
cause the nutrient loss into the water runoff and create the 
nitrogen pollution. Instead of that, this also cause the 
negative effect to sustainability of people in human health, 
planet in danger or fatal to aquatic organism, and profit in 
wastage the fertilizer cost. 

 

 
Fig. 5: The correlation between crop yield or growth plant and nutrient soil 

concentration in fertigation. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Conclusively, an automated blending system is a good 
alternative for precise fertigation management to save water 
and nutrients with enhanced nutrient uptake, growth, yield, 
and quality of the crops. A systematic methodology for an 
automated blending system has been developed in this study. 
This system can effectively reduce costs by supplying 
accurate fertilizers and help farmers make decisions for 
sustainable plant growth, technical production, economics, 
and environmental management. Therefore, this automated 
blending system potentially increases agricultural profit and 
controls environmental pollution for sustainable farming 
practices. 
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The efficient fertigation management is to satisfy the 
crop need and minimize the nutrient loss. This correlation 
between crop yield or plant growth and nutrient soil 
concentration requirement is shown in Fig. 5 [3]. The graph 
shows that from the minimum to maximum optimal 
concentration received by the plant at the best nutrient 
supply which the crop yield at adequate range. The 
maintaining of a constant nutrient optimal concentration 
over the crop cycle reduces the risk of nutrient losses from 
the root zone, due to excessive rainfall or irrigation. After 
that maximum optimal nutrient concentration, the crop yield 
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Abstract—The assistance of secondary metabolites helped to 

produce many new natural products which can be an 

alternative to chemical and synthetic pesticides which can 

bring harm to human. Cyperaceae is considered as an 

aggressive group of weeds as it is very invasive which can cause 

loss to rice yield. However, some of the species in this genus 

have been proven to be used treating diseases. Cyperus 

rotundus were commonly known worldwide to has many 

biological activities. This study is to determine the insecticidal 

activity of C. rotundus in controlling S. oryzae in stored rice 

products. Antioxidant activity was determined by its DPPH 

radical scavenging activity and contact toxicity test was 

determined by the mortality of insects. C. rotundus showed 

273.84 μg/ml. DPPH radical scavenging assay showed that C. 

rotundus possess antioxidant properties. C. rotundus has the 

highest contact toxicity against adults of S. oryzae with 

mortality of 20% within 48 hours. All the weeds have the 

ability to kill and control the rice stored product insect. 

 

Keywords—Cyperaceae, secondary metabolites, antioxidant 

activity 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Cyperaceae is known as sedge and it includes 3000 

species and there are 220 species that were identified as 

weeds. Cyperus has about 650 species and it is amongst the 

most important genus in this family 1. Cyperus has many 

biological activities due to the abundant content of 

secondary metabolites, thus the reason it is being used in 

traditional folk medicine and also as food source (Abdullah, 

et al., 2021)2. C.  rotundus is a famous species in  this 

genus. Studies showed that C. rotundus possessed α- 

cyperone, cyperene, cyperotundone, and β-selinene. 

However according to 3, it has been proven that C. 

rotundus is efficient to be used in insecticidal activity hence 

the reason why Cyperaceae family are scarcely damaged by 

insects. Rice weevil (Sitophilus oryzae L.) is a rice stored 

product insect which is known as a grain-feeding species. 

They can cause 50% of damages in rice storage. This is 

where plant derived materials are important in controlling 

stored product insect without damaging the food. Essential 

oils (EO) were often used by organic farmers and 

environmentally-conscious consumers. EOs possesses many 

bioactive compounds which have insecticidal, nematicidal 

or antifungal properties. Mint was proven to be potent to be 

used in organic food protection 4. Antioxidant is defined 

as compound that protect against oxidation process. This 

study is to determine the antioxidant activity of C. rotundus 

in controlling S. oryzae in stored rice products. Antioxidant 

activity was determined by its DPPH radical scavenging 

activity and contact toxicity test was determined by the 

mortality of insects. C. rotundus showed 273.84 μg/ml. 

DPPH radical scavenging assay showed that C. rotundus 

possess antioxidant properties. C. rotundus has the highest 

contact toxicity against adults of S. oryzae with mortality of 

20% within 48 hours. All the weeds have the ability to kill 

and control the rice stored product insect. 
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II. MATERIALS 

 
1. Crude 

The solvent that used was ethanol. Pulverized plant sample 

was extracted with ethanol by maceration. The ethanolic 

extract was concentrated in rotary evaporator. 

2. Antioxidant test 

The crude extracts will be tested using 2,2-diphenyl-1- 

picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) radical will be determined by UV 

spectrophotometry at 518 nm. Different concentrations of 

the plant extracts will be prepared using analytical methanol 

(1, 3, 7, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 80, and 100 𝜇gmL−1). Vitamin C 

will be used as an antioxidant standard. Same amount of 

methanol and DPPH was mixed to prepare the blank 

solution. The radical scavenging activity was calculated 

using the following formula: 

% inhibition = ((Ab-Aa)/Ab) x 100 

in which 𝐴𝑏 is absorption of the blank sample and 𝐴𝑎 is 

absorption of the extract. 
3. Contact toxicity test 

The samples powders were put in sachet. 10 adults of S. 

oryzae were introduced into the plastic containers. The 

plastic containers were covered with cotton cloth held with 

rubber bands. The mortality of insects was recorded for 24 

hours and 48 hours. 

4. Preparation of product 

The weeds were collected and cleaned under tap water. It is 

then boiled in hot water until wilted. After that, the boiled 

weeds were mixed with a few drops of mint essential oils 

and it is then compressed using a mold and a pressure was 

put onto the mold to ensure that the compression is 

compressed nicely. Lastly, it is packed and is ready to use. 

 

III. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

C. rotundus had significant scavenging effects with 

increasing concentration in the range of 100-500 ppm when 

compared with Ascorbic acid and BHT. Antioxidant assay 

of C. rotundus extracts displayed ability to inhibit DPPH 

free radical formation. 

 

Table 1. IC50 Value (μg/ml). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Percentage of scavenging activity. 

 

followed by C. rotundus and BHT. Our antioxidant result 

analyses showed the presence of antioxidants and DPPH 

radical scavenging activity, which is denoted in phenolic 

compounds from plants and responsible for the radical 

scavenging activity (Oladipupo, 2014). Table 2 below 

shows the result for contact toxicity test. We can see that 

most of the insect tested started to decrease after 24 hours. 

The amount continue to decreasing after 48 hours and 72 

hours. 

 

Table 2. Result on contact toxicity test. 

 

24 hours 8014.79 

48 hours 5528.7 

72 hours 4033.17 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The study indicates that even C. rotundus has been 

considered as an invasive weed, the results provide evidence 

that it contains antioxidants properties. The insect mortality 

results also strengthen the effectiveness of these weeds. 

Therefore, these weeds can be the alternatives to control rice 

weevils and further study need to be done for other 

insecticidal test to strengthen the result on the potential for 

all the weeds. 
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The IC50 value 247.25 μg/ml obtained for Ascorbic acid 

and 287.62 μg/ml obtained for BHT as the standard and for 

C. rotundus was 273.84 μg/ml. The lower IC50 suggests 

that it has a higher antioxidant capacity. The result showed 

that Ascorbic acid showed the strongest antioxidant activity 
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Abstract— A study to find the optimum level of Palm Boiler 

Ash (POBA) as sand and cement replacement in concrete has 

been conducted by investigating the pozzolanic activity, the 

compressive strength, and the microstructure of the concrete 

blends. This pozzolanic reaction is obtained by mixing tested 

pozzolan with an ordinary Portland cement (OPC) solution 

produced by mixing ordinary Portland cement with water. For 

comparison, three replacement level of sand and cement which 

are 5%, 10% and 15% of POBA has been employed. It is 

found that the pozzolanic activity increases, as the amount of 

percentage POBA replacement increases. 5% of POBA in the 

concrete blends was found to be the optimum level of sand and 

cement replacement, where it performed the best compared to 

10% and 15% of POBA percentage, with less pore’s generation 

and improved compressive strength. 

 

Keywords—palm boiler ash, pozzolanic, compressive 

strength, concrete 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

To date, the demands of cement increase proportionally 
to human population and development. 7% of carbon dioxide 
(CO2) gas emissions are caused by cement production 
processes in factories, which undoubtedly increases the 
greenhouse gaseous [1], where the production of cement has 
been considered as the second biggest contributor to CO2 
gas emissions worldwide. The challenge in reducing the gas 
emissions emitted by cement production has thus paved the 
way by partially replacing the cement and sand with 
supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs), which often 

sourced from industrial or agricultural wastes [2]. Palm oil 
boiler ash, a local by-product created by the palm oil 
industry, is one of the industrial wastes that are abundance, 
resulted from the combustion of kernel shells, fibers, and 
empty palm fruit bunches from the palm oil fruit [3]. Few 
studies have been carried out over the past few years to 
evaluate the compressive strength of lightweight concrete by 
fully, or partially replacing the cement and the sand with 
palm oil shell (OPS) [4-6], palm oil kernel shell (PKS) [7] 
and palm oil fuel ash (POFA) [7, 8]. However, to date, no 
study has been conducted or found on utilizing the palm oil 
boiler ash (POBA) as natural and sand replacement in 
lightweight concrete. Therefore, this study is focused on the 
feasibility and the optimum percentage of POBA as sand and 
cement replacement in concrete, with reference to its 
pozzolanic activity, compressive strength, and 
microstructure. 

 
II. MATERIALS 

 

A. Materials and Sample Preparation 

Table I shows concrete mix ratio of cement, sand 
aggregate used in this paper. Ordinary Portland Cement 
(OPC) was used as a binder to bind sand and aggregates 
together. Two different sizes of POBA (5 mm and 90 µm) 
were used for sand and cement replacement, respectively. 

 
TABLE I. CONCRETE SAMPLE MIXTURE BY WEIGTH PERCENTAGE 
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Sample 

name 

OPC Sand POBA (g) 

(g) (g) 90 µm 5 mm 

CM 14.56 27.94 0.00 0.00 

CM5 13.84 26.54 0.73 1.40 

CM10 13.11 25.14 1.46 2.79 

CM15 12.38 23.75 2.18 4.19 

III. METHODS 
 

A. Pozzolanic Activity of POBA and OPC cement 

Pozzolanic activity of POBA and OPC cement has been 
assessed based on the method of assessing its electrical 
conductivity of POBA and OPC suspension in water. Table 
II shows the samples name and its mixtures. All samples 
evaluated on its pozzolanic activity for a period of 6000 s 
and POBA size of 90 µm was used. The temperature of the 
sample solution was kept at 50 °C ± 4 °C. 

 
TABLE II. MIX PROPORTION OF POZZOLANIC ACTIVITY TEST. 

additional impact of this percentage of POBA replacement 
can be further verified by assessing its compressive strength. 
Results for compressive test reveals that all samples 
demonstrate an increasing trend on the compressive strength 
until 28 of curing days. However, sample CM5 (5% of 
POBA replacement) and CM10 (10% of POBA replacement) 
reached a compressive strength above 30 N/mm2 after 28 of 
curing days, which is above the compressive strength of the 
control sample (CM). Nevertheless, when comparing among 
the three percentage of POBA replacement, CM5 performed 
the best, resulting in the highest compressive strength over 
the control sample (CM) at all test ages. 

 
V. CONCLUSIONS 

The present study on utilizing palm boiler ash (POBA) 

as sand and cement replacement in concrete blends shows a 

promising result in concrete manufacturing. The 

compressive strength of the concrete samples demonstrates 

a decreasing pattern as the percentage of POBA increases, 

due to the pore’s generation and size. Nonetheless, it is 

recommended to study the effect of different POBA particle 

size on the concrete mixture’s compressive strength and the 

stability of the concrete on the temperature treatment for 

future development. 

 
 

 

 

 

 
B. Compressive Strength 

All samples were tested for compressive strength using 
manually operated compression testing machine according to 
ASTM E4 standard. Three replicated of each age were used 
for determining the average and experimental bounds of the 
data. 

 

C. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Analysis 
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IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

 
The pozzolanic activity of all samples show that the 

electrical conductivity of POBA15 (15% replacement of 
POBA) was found to be higher compared to POBA10 (10% 
replacement) and POBA5 (5% replacement), resulting from 
the increased of salt and conductivity of the solutions. This 
can be further supported by the microstructures obtained 
from SEM analysis. Results from SEM portrays that there is 
an increase in pores generation and pores size from 0% to 
15% of POBA replacement in the concrete blends. The 
increment percentage of POBA replacement increases the 
pores generation in the concrete blends, hence decreases the 
density of the concrete and affects its pozzolanic activity. An 
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Sample 

name 

OPC POBA 

(g) (g) 

OPC 1.00 0.00 

POBA5 0.95 0.05 

POBA10 0.90 0.10 

POBA15 0.85 0.15 
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Abstract—This study is motivated by the improper disposal 

of Waste Cooking Oil (WCO), affecting the aquatic ecosystem. 

Recycle to make a product like soap is one of the approaches to 

solve this issue. Soap productions consist of three processes 

which are filtration WCO, saponification, and solidifying 

process. Solidifying process is indeed taking a lot of time. 

Therefore, this study aims to develop a soap waste cooking oil 

based (SWOB) with beeswax and palm wax to speed up the 

solidification process. An improvement is observed at 65% for 

the hardening process compared to SWOB without adding 

palm wax and beeswax. A combination of WCO, beeswax, and 

palm wax, A combination of WCO, beeswax, and palm wax, is 

an excellent choice to be used in the superb choice for soaps 

making as they are an environmentally safe organic material. 

 

Keywords— Waste Cooking Oil (WCO), beeswax, palm wax, 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Vegetable oils such as palm oil, peanut oil, and corn oil are 
the most used in cooking oil. Based on Malaysian Palm Oil 
Board (MPOB) data, palm oil is the most frequently used 
cooking oil [1]. Waste cooking oil (WCO) is a form of 
domestic or industrial waste created when edible vegetable 
oil is consumed to cook and fry food. WCO discharge into 
sea and landfill [2], which is not managed correctly, makes 
severe environmental consequences [3]. 

The main significant environmental concerns that arise 
are that the aquatic life will be affected as the sea’s surface 
will be covered with a layer of oil, preventing sunlight and 
oxygen supply from penetrating the sea [2]. Furthermore, 
due to oil degradation by-products, the combination of oil 
and water will increase chemical oxygen demand (COD) of 
water and make it toxic. Despite the adverse effects of WCO 
on the ecosystem, it can be recycled to create new value- 
added products such as biodiesel, lubricants, biopolymers, 
and soap [4]. 

WCO is an excellent alternative to be used in the soap- 
making substance. It is usually less costly and abundantly 
available than other oils. A crucial step in soap making is the 
saponification process to create a soap base [5]. During the 
saponification process, triglycerides are combined with a 
solid base to generate fatty acid metal salts. The triglycerides 
in oils are converted in the presence of a base which is 
typically sodium hydroxide (NaOH), to form fatty acid salts 
(soaps), glycerol, and free fatty acids [6]. The last step in 
soap making is the solidification process. During this 
process, the mixture was poured into the desired mould. 

However, in solidifying process, it is indeed taking some 
time for the mixture to harden. Therefore, an addition of a 
hardener can speed up the solidifying process, which is 
beeswax and palm wax. Therefore, this paper aims to 
develop a Soap Waste Cooking Oil Based (SWOB) and 
investigate the effect of addition palm wax and beeswax on 
SWOB. 

 
II. MATERIALS 

 

A. Ingredients 

Table 1 explained the materials and blending ratio of the 
samples used in the SWOB making process where the main 
ingredients are WCO, NaOH, beeswax, and palm wax with a 
ratio of 5:1:1:1. Four samples were produced: SWOB, 
SWOB with beeswax, SWOB with Palm wax and SWOB 
with beeswax and palm wax. 

 
TABLE I. BLENDING RATIO OF THE SAMPLES 

 

 
Samples 

Ratio (5:1:1:1) 

WCO 
(g) 

NaOH 
(g) 

Beeswax 

(g) 

Palm 

wax (g) 

SWOB 50 10   
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Samples 

Ratio (5:1:1:1) 

WCO 
(g) 

NaOH 
(g) 

Beeswax 

(g) 

Palm 

wax (g) 

SWOB + Beeswax 50 10 10 
 

SWOB + Palm wax 50 10 
 

10 

SWOB + Beeswax + Palm 

wax 
50 10 10 10 

III. METHODS 

Fig 1 illustrates the flowchart for the SWOB-making 
process where it consists of three main steps: filtration of 
WCO, followed by saponification process, and lastly, 
solidifying process. Filtration of WCO is an important step to 
be done to remove any significant substances. 

Next, the second step in the soap-making process is the 
saponification process [5]. 10g of NaOH (Lye) was dissolved 
in 50g of water [7] until a transparent solution appeared. The 
solution was cooled to room temperature [8] before being 
mixed with WCO. A milky solution was observed as the 
WCO was continuously mixed with the solution of NaOH. 

Final step is the solidifying process, where the mixture 
was poured into the desired mould to be solidified to produce 
the end product of SWOB. The previous steps were repeated 
by adding beeswax, palm wax, and a beeswax and palm wax 
combination. This step is the novelty for these products in 
order to reduce time n solidifying process. 

taken for the samples to harden is SWOB with palm wax 

and beeswax at 17 hours. Meanwhile, the longest time for 

the mixture to solidify is SWOB without any addition of 

palm wax and beeswax at 48 hours. It is observed that the 

most significant improvement of time taken to harden is 

65% of SWOB with palm wax and beeswax compared to 

SWOB only. It indicates that a combination of palm wax 

and beeswax can speed up the solidification process of 

SWOB. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Time taken of the samples in solidifying process. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Soap Waste Cooking Oil Based (SWOB) has been 

successfully developed, and the effect of adding beeswax 

and palm wax towards SWOB was investigated. It can be 

concluded that adding beeswax and palm wax towards 

SWOB has improved the time taken for the samples to 

solidify. The fastest time for the samples to solidify is 

SWOB with the addition of palm wax and beeswax at 65% 

compared to SWOB. Palm wax and beeswax are a great 

choice to be mixed with SWOB as they are organic and non- 

toxic materials. Further study on reusing the WCO should 

be focused more on researchers to develop other beneficial 

products such as candles, organic plastic, and bio-based 

plasticizers. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Flowchart for SWOB making process 

 

IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

Fig 2 shows the four SWOB samples: SWOB, SWOB 
with beeswax, SWOB with palm wax, and SWOB with 
beeswax and palm wax. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Soap Waste Cooking Oil Based (SWOB) 

 
Fig 3 shows the results for the time taken of the four 

samples to be solidified. Based on the graph, the fastest time 
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ABSTRACT – This study aims to promote students’ 

independent learning by implementing the use of AR 

technology in helping students to gain better 

understanding in Chemistry concept, particularly in 

the topic of 3D orbital diagrams. The AR app 

“Molecular Shape 3D” is an interactive mobile app 

that was developed using UNITY with C# language. It 

can be found in the Google Play Store and is free to 

download. The interactive AR application involves 

scanning the pre-generated QR codes via smartphones 

and enables students to visualize the 3D orbitals in AR 

view, understand and successfully draw the accurate 

3D orbital diagrams. The analysis was carried out 

based on the pre- and post-test among pre-university 

students. Respective sets of pre- and post-test 

questions were administered to the students. The data 

was collected and analyzed quantitatively using SPSS 

version 23 and paired sample t-test was applied. From 

the analysis, the value of SPSS for cohort 19/20 is 

t(54)=27.071, p<0.05 and for cohort 20/21 

t(55)=28.01, p<0.05. For both cohorts, a significant 

effect shown by the students’ performances convinces 

that this AR app is able to assist students to understand 

better and draw 3D orbital diagrams. A quantitative 

data was collected using interviews to acquire 

students’ perception on using the AR app in 

supporting them to draw the 3D orbital diagrams. 

 
Keywords: AR, Molecular shape 3D, orbitals, QR 

codes 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

Most of the topics and concepts in Chemistry are 

abstract in nature and the conventional way of teaching and 

learning process does not support students’ ability to 

visualize and imagine the scientific content. As such 

educators as well as the students are seeking for more 

advance technologies to support the teaching pedagogy and 

learning process. Dunwill (2016) revealed that 

advancement of technologies in this 21st century keeps on 

changing and transforming the teaching and learning 

method into more technology centered, including the usage 

of online system to record students’ progression, to store 

teaching and learning materials, perform assessment and 

many more. This significantly reflects the transformation 

of our conventional education into education 4.0 which 

also corresponds to the Industrial Revolution 4.0 (Faruku 

and Corrienna, 2020). The trend of learning based on 

Education 4.0 incorporates remote and personalized 

learning; e-learning classroom; diversified assessment; 

project-based learning and etc. This results in the shift of 

the role of a teacher from teaching into facilitating in this 

era (Fisk, 2017; Aziz, 2018). 

 

In line with the revolution, the technology becomes 

more accessible to everyone with many blooming free or 

paid applications and software in App Store or Play store. 

By implication, one of the technologies which has 

becoming more commonly used in education in this 21st 

century includes augmented reality. 

 

Augmented reality is a technology where digital 

information, content and graphic are virtually overlaid into 

physical environment to provide a 3-dimensional and 

interactive view to the users via IT appliances, typically 

smartphones or tablets (Derek et. al., 2018). AR application 

is believed to make learning Chemistry subject more 

engaging and interactive. Faruku and Corrienna (2020) 
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supported that using AR in the process of teaching and 

learning could be mind-blowing and enable students to 

explore various way of learning experiences via 3- 

diemensional visualization. It is also convinced that the use 

of the AR application could increase the motivation, 

attention, confidence and satisfaction of the students in 

acquire an abstract concept (Tasneem et. al., 2019). 

Therefore, in this study, we focused on the use of AR 

application to assist students in drawing the orbital 

diagrams in 3-dimensional. 

 

2.0 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
 

The general objective of the study is to create 

an augmented reality mobile app to aid students 

performing better in drawing 3D orbital diagrams. The 

specific objectives are: 
 

• To facilitate students’ imagination in 

visualizing 3D orbitals. 

• To assist students understanding the 3D 

orbitals. 

• To ensure students are able to draw 3D 

orbitals correctly. 

3.0 METHODLOGY 

Design & Development; The mobile apps and 

augmented reality 3D orbitals were developed using 

UNITY and the function of the app was programmed 

using C#. Then the app was uploaded into Google Play 

Store. 

In order to view the 3D orbitals via this AR app, QR 

codes were generated beforehand. Students will then 

use the AR apps to scan each QR codes and its 

respective 3D orbitals, in AR view, will appear on the 

screen of their smartphones. 
 

Picture 1: Molecular Shape 3D apps 
 

Picture 2: QR code is scanned using Molecular Shape 

3D apps downloaded in the smartphone. 

 

Picture 3: One of the QR codes was scanned and s 

orbital appears in 3-dimensional. 

 
Samples; The study was conducted using 54 students 

from cohort 19/20 and 55 students from cohort 20/21 

who took Chemistry Course. 

 

Implementation; The study was conducted in 2 cycles. 

In the first cycle, for students of cohort 19/20, the topic 

of 3D orbital diagrams was taught via conventional 

method (chalk-and-talk) in a face-to-face setting and 

after that a pre-test were given. Out of 54 students, 32 

students were unable to achieve a satisfactory result in 

the pre-test. To continue with the study, all the 

students were then introduced with the AR apps. An 

interactive and blended learning took place in this 

phase. Post-test, consists questions with similar 

difficulties as the pre-test, were distributed to this 

cohort after applying the AR apps. The pre- and post- 

test results were analyzed and a few students were 

randomly selected to do a short interview to obtain 

their perceptions towards the AR app. 

 

For the second cycle, the same method and procedure 

were applied for students from cohort 20/21. For pre- 

test results, 34 out of 55 students were unable to 

achieve satisfactory results. The following procedures 

were carried out same as in the first cycle. 

 

Data Collection Procedure; The data was collected 

using qualitative and quantitative methods. The main 

instrument for quantitative measurement is by using 

pre- and post-test questions with similar and 

comparable difficulties while for qualitative method, 

the data was collected using interviews. 
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4.0 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 

The data was analyzed using SPSS version 23 

and more specifically paired sample t-test was applied. 

 

Table 1: Paired sample statistics cohort 19/20 

 

 

 

 
 

The data above shows a significant difference 

between the students’ performances in the post-test in 

comparison with the pre-test t(54)=27.071, p<0.05. 

This means the introduction of the AR app has a 

noteworthy effect on the students’ performances. 

 
Table 2: Paired sample statistics cohort 20/21 

 

 

 

 
 

Likewise, another set of data also reveals a 

significant difference between the students’ 

performance in the post-test in comparison with the 

pretest t(55)=28.01, p<0.05, which indicate a 

significant effect as well. In short, both set of data 

illustrate that the students were more able to visualize 

and understand the abstract 3D orbital and manage to 

draw the 3D orbital diagrams more accurately by using 

the AR application. 

 
Furthermore, a few students were randomly 

selected and the outcomes of the interviews are 

recorded as followed: 

 

Student 1: “I like this app because it gives me clear 

illustration on orbitals in 3D especially for d-orbitals.” 

 

Student 2: “I understand the concept so much better; 

this app aids to visualize 3D representation of orbitals. 

The most important part is I am able to draw correct 

3D orbitals.” 

 

Student 3: “This app is user friendly and I did not feel 

bored using this app.” 

 

Student 4: “Me and my friends could use this app 

together and we can discuss and help each other to 

draw 3D orbitals.” 

Student 5: “I am able to illustrate, understand and draw 

3D orbitals without lecture presentation.” 

 

5.0 CONCLUSION 
 

This study reveals the outcomes of the 

implementation of a blended learning approach using 

AR application in learning the introductive topic of 3D 

orbital diagrams. We found that AR application is a 

very useful innovation; a combination of learning 

techniques to provide solutions to students’ problems 

on visualizing, understanding and answering the 

questions related the 3D orbital diagrams. From the 

findings and figures analysis, the students who used 

the AR application demonstrated a better performance 

compared to those who did not. The comparative study 

thus clearly shows a remarkable positive achievement. 

On the commercial side, we are confident that our 

innovation has its high potential and could benefit the 

educators and students from other educational 

institutions that offer Chemistry subject. 
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Abstract - In today’s world, graduates’ students need to have 

competencies and job skills for them to be competitive in the 

working industry. To increase the ability to work, the 

industrial training program was introduced to strengthen 

graduates’ competencies. Throughout this program, students 

are required to record and keep track of their daily activities in 

the provided logbooks. The logbook acts as proof that certain 

activities occurred at specific times. The hard copy of the 

logbook has been used for years manually to record the 

activities. The development of the i-Prac Digital Logbook using 

the system will facilitate students to log activities in the system 

as compared to previous ways which used hardcopy logbook. 

The reflection of using the i-Prac Digital Logbook has 

streamlined and facilitated the process of submission to the 

faculty especially during pandemics like Covid-19. 

Keywords: i-Prac Digital LogBook, Covid 19, Industrial Training 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Industrial training is one of the courses offered in the sports 

science and recreation program. In order to fulfil the 

requirements of the degree programme, industrial training is 

compulsory for the student to complete before the degree 

can be conferred. Industrial training courses require students 

of sports science and recreation to gain sufficient practical 

experience that confirms theoretical knowledge by 

application to fieldwork. The courses expose students to 

real-life sports science and management activities involving 

problem-solving, communication skills, work and 

professional ethics, human relation and others. In 

consideration of preventive measures and social distancing 

 

norms during the COVID19 pandemic, the i-Prac Digital 

Logbook for record and keep track of daily activities during 

industrial training are presented. The reflection of using the 

i-Prac Digital Logbook has streamlined and facilitated the 

process of submission to the faculty especially during 

pandemics like Covid-19. 

 

II INNOVATION METHODS 

The steps of the i-Prac Digital Logbook used for is as 

follows: 
 

 

The development of the i-Prac Digital LogBook using the 

system will facilitate students to log activities online as 

compared to previous ways which used hardcopy logbooks. 

Firstly, students need to sign-up in the system of i-Prac 

Digital LogBook. 
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Students need to log in their basic information including 

their details and information about their industrial training. 

 

 

 

Template of industrial training logbook to fill up by the 

students and they will upload at i-Prac Digital LogBook 

system. 

Students need to upload their industrial training log report 

before clicking the submit button. Their industrial training 

log report is successfully saved. 

 

 

Supervisors will be brought up to this page after they logged 

in. They will see the figures relating to the submitted report, 

recorded students and registered staff. 

 

 
 

 

Supervisors can see the submission of the report by the 

students from the Student Report’s tab. This system stored 

the data that have been logged in by the students. 
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recreation students. Electronic logbooks could improve the 

accuracy of evaluations and are more time-saving than 

paper-based logbooks (Ehsan, Javad, Ali, Maziar & Narges, 

2020). Therefore, this system could help both parties’ 

students and supervisors (lecturers) to be more productive 

and systematic. 
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III. CONCLUSION 

 

In conclusion, i-Prac Digital LogBook can positively 

improve the efficiency of the information management 

industrial training logbook for faculty of sports science and 

Details of students who submitted a report in the system will 

appear when clicking details. 
 

 

For supervisors and coordinators who want to access the 

data, they need to log in their staff ID and password 
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Abstract— A sustainable natural insect repellent (NIR) 

consists of 50% waste cooking oil (WCO), 30% palm wax, and 

20% bioactive agent extracted from natural plant-based. NIR 

minimizes cost and maximizes efficiency. Bioactive agents 

known as oleochemicals are the aromatic organic compounds 

extracted from clove, neem, and citronella grass that generate 

aromatherapy scent deters the insects in the natural method 

without bug spray. The research aims to investigate the 

effectiveness of blended WCO and bioactive agents to be as 

insect repellents. Repellent contour analysis with different 

degrees as an image detection was implemented to determine 

the pattern recognition of the insects that went away from NIR. 

Conclusively, NIR is efficient in deterring insects and eco- 

friendly to the environment. 

 

Keywords— Insect Repellent, Natural Herbs, Oleochemical, 

Organic Candle 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

In Malaysia, cooking oil played a crucial role in all sorts 
of cuisine, particularly fried dishes. Restaurants, food 
producers, and homes are the primary consumers of cooking 
oil. The impact of this waste when it is disposed to sewerage 
system or even river and sea could cause an environmental 
impact on nature [1]. It is estimated that around 500, 000 
tons per annum of WCO were discarded in Malaysia [2]. It is 
of great interest to utilizing this waste as a profitable and 
useful end product. In this study, WCO is recycled and 
produced natural insect repellent (NIR). Most insects cause 
problems to the human body due to their biting behaviors. 
An example of those insects is the Mosquito aegypti, one of 
the main species responsible for transmitting dengue fever, 
Zika, Chikungunya, and yellow fever. Managing the spread 
of this species is a massive concern since it is very robust 
and has high environmental adaptability [3]. 

Insect bites can produce local or systemic consequences 
in humans and animals, resulting in infectious or 
inflammatory reactions [4]. The unpleasantness of an allergic 
response with skin rashes, edema, and pruritus and the 

transmission of diseases possibly comes with insect bites [5]. 
Applying an efficient and safe insect repellent formulation in 
an indoor or outdoor environment through the day and at 
night might reduce the behavior of insect biting [6]. An 
insect repellent is a compound that prevents insects from 
biting human or animal skin locally or at a distance [5]. The 
use of insect repellents has become one of the most effective 
methods of preventing disease transmission and the 
discomfort caused by insect bites [4]. 

The repellents are oily volatile compounds that must be 
administered through the skin in a physiologically 
appropriate carrier. The repellent’s direct application to the 
skin might increase cutaneous toxicity and systemic side 
effects. Gel, lotion, and spray are the most common carriers 
for these formulations [6]. DEET (N, N- 
dimethylmetatoluamide) is the most widely used synthetic 
repellent first introduced in 1944 and has been regarded as 
the gold standard for insect repellent. The military initially 
utilized it during World War II before being marketed in 
1957 [7]. Even though DEET has been the most widely used 
personal insect repellent for over 60 years, it has been linked 
to several human health problems, notably in babies and 
pregnant women [4]. 

Clove (syzygium aromaticum), neem (azadirachta 
indica), and citronella grass (cymbopogon nardus) essential 
oils (EOs) were the first plant-based insect repellent to be 
efficacious. Biocide activity, repellent, and irritability are all 
deadly or sublethal effects resulting from EOs and insects' 
components. EOs include insecticidal substances that result 
in hyperacivity and tremor as a consequence of energy 
depletion, whereas paralysis and immobility because of 
oxygen depletion led to insect mortality [8]. Due to increased 
regulations and to grow bad public view of synthetic 
chemical repellents and insecticides like DEET, there is a 
great deal of interest in creating plant-based repellent with 
higher potency and longer residual activity [4]. Because 
plant-derived insecticides are usually biodegradable, 
ecofriendly, more effective, less expensive, and more readily 
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accessible, they appear to be a viable alternative to chemical 
insecticides [5]. 

The usage of natural insect repellent sustainably extracted 
from plants has captivated the public’s attention in Malaysia 
and worldwide. In this paper, the repellent efficacy of natural 
insect repellent by combining EOs from clove, neem, and 
citronella grass has been studied. The EOs will be added to 
WCO in preparing the insect repellent cubes and will be 
tested against the sugar ant usually found in kitchen 
households. The bioactive chemical compounds found in the 
EOs which responsible for the repellent efficacy have been 
discussed. 

 
II. MATERIALS 

 

A. WCO, bioactive agents, and palm wax 

The WCO was collected from a Malaysian domestic 
household kitchen. The WCO is mainly from edible cooking 
oil used for the traditional Malay food preparation process, 
such as deep-frying fried chicken, fried fish, curry puffs, 
fritters, and frozen foods. The EOs of clove, neem, and 
lemongrass were purchased from a pharmaceuticals company 
in Malaysia. The essential oil from clove and lemongrass 
was produced by steam distillation on an industrial scale, 
whereas the cold-pressed technique was used for neem 
essential oil. Palm wax used in this project was obtained 
from EvaChem. 

 

B. Test Insects 

Sugar ant colony commonly found in Malaysian local 
household is by putting the fruit waste as bait to gathered 
them. The apple residue was put inside an open 1.9L 
rectangular transparent container and was left in the kitchen 
area of a house. After five minutes, the ant colony 
surrounded the apple, and the experiment was started 
immediately by placing the natural insect repellent cube. 

 
III. METHODS 

 

A. Insect Repellent Preparation 

The WCO, palm wax, and combined EOs of clove, neem, 
and citronella grass were prepared and measured by the 
volumetric ratio of 50%, 30%, and 20%. The WCO was 
heated and subjected to reaction with palm wax to solidify 
the mixture. The EO is added after the mixture was dissolved 
well and the aesthetic additives such as organic dye were 
incorporated into the mixture. The mixture was then ready to 
be molded into cubic and candle types, where it will take up 
to 30 minutes for the mixture to solidify completely. The end 
product was taken to be tested for repellency efficacy. 

Bioactive agent compounds in the combination of EOs 
employed in the natural insect repellent are accountable for 
the efficacy test results. The primary compounds for clove 
EOs are eugenol, caryophyllene, and eugenol acetate [9]. 
Clove EOs have been investigated for their insecticidal 
effects and have been harmless to humans and ecologically 
friendly [10]. Neem EOs often contains azadirachtin; the 
principal compound accounted for the toxic effect on insect 
[11] and insect development disruptor [12]. The limonoids in 
neem EOs are considered responsible for their insecticidal 
properties [13]. Citronellal, citronellol, geraniol, and eugenol 
have belonged to the class of oxygenated terpenes, whereas 

d-limonene from the monoterpene family are all the main 
components of citronella grass EOs [14]. Apart from having 
fragrant features, the EOs generated from the leaves of 
citronella grass has various properties, including detrimental 
impact on insect development and insect repellent effect 
[15]. 

 

B. Repellency Efficacy Test 

The insect repellent cube was placed beside the apple 
residual once the sugar ant colony surrounded the apple. The 
result of repellency efficacy is simply by showing that the 
sugar ant colony started to reduce when the insect repellent 
cube was put right next to them. 

 
IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

The end product of the natural insect repellent is shown 
in Fig. 1. The product is available in two types, (a) cubic and 
(b) candle. Since there were many drawbacks of applying 
insect repellent directly to the skin, this product is innovated 
to improve the application of natural insect repellent. The 
enhanced production of both the cubic and candle is safe to 
be used because they do not need topical usage onto the skin. 

 

 
 

 
(a) Cubic 

 

 
(b) Candle 

Fig. 1 Natural insect repellent in two types 

The repellency efficacy test proved that the natural insect 
repellent has good promising repellency towards the sugar 
ant colony, as displayed in Fig. 2. Initially, before the insect 
repellent was placed, at which time taken was 0 minutes, the 
ants were still not moving out as in Fig. 2 (a). After the cube 
was placed and the time taken was 10 minutes, the ant started 
to reduce to about 50% from the initial numbers shown in 
Fig. 2 (b). Finally, Fig. 2 (c) depicts that the natural insect 
repellent cube was repelling 100% of the sugar ant colony 
after 20 minutes. 

 
V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, the repellent efficacy of combined EOs 
from clove, neem, and citronellal grass in natural insect 
repellent against the sugar ant colony was investigated. 50% 
of WCO, 30% of palm wax, and 20% of combined EOs were 
incorporated into a solid cube of natural insect repellent. The 
repellent efficacy was tested, and it was proved that 100% of 
the ant was successfully repelled against the natural insect 
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repellent cube. The longer the contact time of insect and 
natural insect repellent cube, the better the effectiveness of 
the natural insect repellent cube. Citronella EOs has an 
effective dosage equivalent to DEET; however, the oils 
evaporate quickly, resulting in effectiveness shortages and 
short-term protection. The addition of clove and neem EOs, 
which contain large molecules, will reduce the release rate of 
the volatile oil, and hence the protection duration can be 
significantly extended. 

 

 
(a) Before 

 
(b) After 10 minutes 

 
(c) After 20 minutes 

Fig. 2 Result of repellency efficacy after the natural insect repellent 
cube was placed. 
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Abstract— Laboratory Video 360º Application for Teaching 

and Learning is a virtual learning application produced for the 

use of students in semesters 3 and 4 who take the course 

DJJ30113 Materials and Science Engineering at Sultan Mizan 

Zainal Abidin Polytechnic. This video contains four practical 

video displays that need to be implemented to meet the 

requirements of the course and is also supplemented with some 

practical related content such as lab sheets, results data, 

equipment used, and also the actual laboratory room 

conditions. The need for the production of 3600 virtual video 

aims to overcome the problem where students are supposed to 

undergo physical internships but due to the constraints of the 

COVID-19 pandemic, students have to undergo virtual 

internships to meet the requirements of the course. With the 

use of this 360º virtual video, students can be shown the actual 

practical that should be done physically before and in the 

actual laboratory place where the practical are conducted. As a 

result of the use of this 3600 video, it helps the teaching staff to 

implement the teaching and learning process more effectively 

and can save the time of teachers and students. In addition, it 

has also improved student achievement with better 

achievement results. In the future, it is hoped that the use of 

this virtual video can be further expanded to other 

polytechnics. (Abstract) 
 

Keywords— Video 360º, virtual, learning, teaching, practical 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

The education situation of the new norm era that 
drastically occurred in the middle of 2020 has changed in 
line with the situation of the COVID-19 epidemic which is 
increasing day by day. To this day, the epidemic has claimed 
hundreds of thousands of lives around the world and has 
directly created unrest in society. Concerning that, to curb 
the spread of this epidemic to be more aggressive, the Prime 
Minister of Malaysia, Tan Sri Muhyiddin Yassin has 
declared the Movement Control Order (PKP) which came 
into effect on 18 March 2020. The implementation of this 
PKP has resulted in the closure of all educational institutions 
including nurseries, kindergartens, government and private 
schools including day schools, boarding schools, 
international schools, tahfiz centers, primary, secondary 
schools, pre-universities, colleges, and institutions of higher 

learning. The implementation of this PKP has been extended 
several times following the increase in positive cases of 
COVID - 19. Then followed by the Conditional Movement 
Control Order (PKPB) on 4 May 2020, the announcement of 
the Rehabilitation Movement Control Order (PKPP) began 
10 June 2020 and returned to PKP again but school nor are 
schools still allowed to operate by the government. During 
this PKP period, the people of this country have to abide by 
and obey the instructions from the government so that it has 
influenced their daily routine. For example, almost all 
citizens are not allowed to come to the office to work and 
have to work from home (WFH), students at the primary 
school level as well as secondary schools including 
institutions of higher learning cannot acquire knowledge face 
to face with their teachers or lecturers. Following the closure, 
instructors were advised to apply the virtual tteaching and 
learning pattern at home as a new and best method due to 
wanting to respond to the government’s call to break the 
chain of COVID-19 transmission in the country. Thus, online 
learning continues to take place to replace face-to-face 
meetings. The process seems easy, but there are challenges 
faced by instructors as well as students. especially teaching 
and learning which involves practical methods. To that end, 
to diversify teaching and learning methods virtually, 
innovation materials have been designed to adapt to these 
new normative conditions. Indirectly, making the instructor a 
very creative person to produce teaching aids for the success 
of this virtual teaching and learning process runs smoothly. 

 
II. MATERIALS 

 

A. Wondershare Filmora X 

One of the main materials used in editing Laboratory 
Video 360º Application for Teaching and Learning is 
Wondershare Filmore X software, which is one of the 
software that is very easy to use in video editing. In this 
project, Wondershare Filmore X software version 
10.0.10.20(6.0.0.26.X75) is used in editing four practical 
videos which is one of the main materials in this 3600 video. 
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B. Virtual Reality Interactive 3600 

The Blended Learning is a form of the teaching model 
that combines the use of technology with student-centered 
learning pedagogy. In case of that, interactive 3600 is one of 
the teaching methods that comply with the student-centered 
classroom. For this teaching method, a student at home, will 
be asked to experience an interactive 3600 virtual tour and 
answer some embedded questions (practical work) to assess 
their understanding. 

It is an alternative way to the traditional media 
mentioned, the interactive 360-degree can help students 
immerse into a place such as a laboratory room using a 
virtual reality headset. In this way, a teacher can create a 
better learning experience with the students and allow the 
students to fully empathize with the situation that they are in. 
Empathy is the goal here. Our project is produced to make 
the students feel like they are in that particular situation or 
place and hence giving them a new experience and improve 
understanding. 

So, for this project, we are using the 3D Vista Virtual 
Tour Suite software version 2018.2.4 (Win 64 bits). 

 
III. METHODS 

The 360 ° video development process consists of five (5) 
main stages starting with the activity of collecting learning 
materials, the editing process, function testing, application, 
and ending with the analysis process. The following is a 
detailed description of the development stage of 360 ° video 
innovation: 

 
A. Collection of teaching and learning materials 

First, the materials that need to be uploaded into the 
production of this 3600 video by editing lab video using 
Wondershare Filmora X, collecting and sorting according to 
other content items such as virtual tours using Virtual 
camera, learning outcomes, apparatus, experiments, data, and 
credits. This process takes about two months. 

 
B. 3600 video editing 

Once all the necessary teaching and learning materials 
have been collected and sorted according to the content, the 
3600 video editing process begins. This process uses 3D 
Vista Virtual Tour software that has been provided by 
Polytechnic Management. This process is quite challenging 
and takes quite a long time which is about 3 months to 
complete. 

 

Fig.1. The front page of the 3600 video innovation display. 

C. 3600 video function testing 

Upon completion of editing the 3600 video, its 
functionality was tested by asking several lecturers to view 
its functionality before being given to students selected as 
survey respondents. 

 

D. Use of 360 ° video. 

Once the testing activities were carried out, the 3600 
video innovation application was found to be ready for use 
by the respondents. The video has been uploaded into an 
8Gb Pendrive because the content of this 3600 video 
innovation is quite large at 5.88Gb. After that, it is marketed 
online using the Shoppe platform for respondents to buy it. 
The respondents are 3600 video innovation users with a total 
of 38 people consisting of three programs, namely Diploma 
in Mechanical Engineering (DKM), Diploma in 
Manufacturing Mechanical Engineering (DTP), and Diploma 
in Mechatronic Mechanical Engineering (DEM) semester 3 
who took the course DJJ30113 Materials Science and 
Engineering for the December 2020 session. 

The implementation of the use of this 3600 video 
innovation is used to the maximum in practical time as the 
main tool of teaching and learning via online. In the Pendrive 
has also been included ancillary materials such as an e-book 
lab sheet and data obtained from the last semester's practical 
session for the use of respondents in making practical 
reports. 

 
IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

The analysis of the use of this 3600 video on respondents 
who use it during the practice is divided into two categories 
of analysis, namely: 

 

A. Pre and Post Test 

The test is a written test consisting of objective questions 
and a set of procedures to assess the level of understanding 
of the respondents regarding the practicals conducted. This 
test is conducted before the implementation of the internship 
begins (pre-test) and after the completion of all internships 
conducted (post-test). It aims to measure students' overall 
understanding of the topics they have studied. The evaluation 
was tested on 32 students from three programs, namely 
DKM, DTP, and DEM who took the course DJJ30113 for 
the December 2020 session and the results of this evaluation 
can be seen in graph 1. 

 
 

Fig.2. Graph 1 Pre and post test results. 
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B. Achievement Analysis Course Learning Outcomes For 

The Course. 

This 360º video laboratory application for teaching and 
learning is applied in the DJJ30113 Materials Science and 
Engineering course at Sultan Mizan Zainal Abidin 
Polytechnic. In this course, to fulfill two-course learning 
outcomes, namely CLO2P; performed appropriate material 
testing according to the Standard Operating Procedures, and 
CLO3A; demonstrate the ability to work individually and in 
groups to complete assigned tasks during the practical work 
session, students need to undergo practical training and also 
need to make a report. But because of the COVID-19 
pandemic, students had to go through it online. 

Therefore, for the December 2020 session, this 3600 
video has been applied to students who take the course. The 
results of the comparison of the achievements of the two 
CLOs between the two semesters before the use of video and 
after the use of video can be seen in the table below: 

TABLE I. CLO ACHIEVEMENT ANALYSIS FOR MATERIALS 
SCIENCE & ENGINEERING COURSES 

 

 

As a result of the course learning outcomes analysis, there is 
an increase in achievement compared to the previous session 
where the video has not been used yet. 

 

C. Comparison Of Methods Before And After The 

Implementation Of The Use Of This Innovation. 

The following is a comparison of methods before 

and after the implementation of the use of this innovation: 

 
TABLE II. COMPARISON OF METHODS BEFORE AND AFTER 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Laboratory Video 360º Application for Teaching and 

Learning was developed as a teaching aid for Material 

Science and Engineering (DJJ30133). With the existence of 

the production of this innovative material, students can 

understand the course of a practical easily without 

maximum supervision from the lecturer. 

With the Laboratory Video 360º Application for 

Teaching and Learning, it can fully benefit students during 

the internship period that cannot be conducted face to face 

in the Polytechnic area. This is because the content in this 

innovation is specially designed for the needs of students by 

involving the various senses of students. 

After all, the use of visuals accompanied by audio will 

involve the senses of seeing and hearing. This is important 

for students to understand the practical procedures and be 

taken to explore the metallurgical laboratory virtually so that 

students can see the actual equipment and physical condition 

of the laboratory. This sensory involvement can improve 

students' comprehension and memory. 

For course lecturers, the implementation of online 

teaching and learning this year will be improved as the 

experience of course lecturers last year can be used as 

teaching. With this, the innovative production of Laboratory 

Video 360º Application for teaching and learning is the best 

option in online teaching and learning to replace face-to- 

face practical implementation as Covid-19 positive case 

statistics are increasing. 
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Abstract—Pandemic Covid-19 has transformed teaching 

and learning that requires students and academicians to meet 

virtually. Academicians need to encourage active participation 

and engagement among students to stimulate enthusiasm 

towards the subject. Game-based edutainment is designed to 

keep the fun momentum and empowers learning. Students can 

be versatile with the game-based to maintain their interest and 

motivate youthful minds via hands-on edutainment. The 

Interactive Games of Information Management Education (i-

GIME) is introduced online with games, news, knowledge on 

the library, and information management discipline. i-GIME is 

a tool to assist academicians and students for self-learning in 

an entertaining way to improve the educational quality. i-

GIME potential commercialization is for the academician, 

Faculty of Information Management undergraduate students, 

and public. i-GIME is significant in encouraging students’ 

engagement to ensure the learning outcomes of the subjects are 

achievable. 

 

Keywords—Games-based edutainment, Interactive Games of 

Information Management Education, i-GIME 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Games are one of the tangible manifestations of the use 
of technology. A game is a type of play defined by rules so 
that someone wins and someone loses, usually in a non- 
serious context or with the aim of refreshing. A learning 
method is used in analysing interactions between several 
players and individuals that show rational strategies. It can 
be seen that game creation has an extraordinarily significant 
impact on society year after year, especially when the Covid- 
19 pandemic struck the world. There's nothing like a game to 
get your adrenaline pumping and your brain working 
overtime [1]. Games are physical or mental competitions, 
with a purpose or objective, played according to a 
framework, or rule, identifying what a participant may and 
cannot do within the game world [2]. Games are a proven 
gimmick. Furthermore, games provide a practical training 
setting for real-world organizations that require collaborative 
problem-solving [3]. A game is a type of entertainment 
frequently utilized to relieve mental tiredness induced by our 
daily activities and routines. 

 
The Internet's widespread use has hastened recent 

advances in information technology. Several studies have 
shown that incorporating games into the learning process is a 
very positive and practical approach to learning. The concept 
of edutainment has been introduced to the field of education. 
It is a portmanteau of the words "education" and 
"entertainment" refers to entertainment materials in 
education. Many of these materials seek to make education 
more appealing for young people and students in online 
learning. There are several definitions to the term 
"edutainment"; as in [4], defines books, television shows, 
and especially computer software are examples of items that 
simultaneously educate and entertain. While, as in [5], states 
that the term "edutainment" is a combination of the words 
"entertainment" and "education." The purpose is to use 
entertainment to help support educational initiatives. This 
statement agrees with [6], who stated that the term 
'edutainment' or entertainment-education is composed of two 
words' education' and 'entertainment' which describe the way 
or method of teaching and learning process that takes place 
which can bring 'enjoyable' pleasure and reduce solemn 
atmosphere. 

Edutainment can assist the student in acquiring the 
skillsets in digitally based existence and enhancing their 
abilities. With the harmonious combination of education and 
games, edutainment is a learning process that the content is 
designed to create more interactive so that learning feels 
more fun. Fun learning is usually conducted with humor, 
games, role-playing, and demonstrations, but it can also be 
enjoyable. Accompanied by information technology facilities 
developing in Malaysia education, edutainment can help 
realize learning and teaching to achieve the subject learning 
outcome. 

 

A. i-GIME 

Edutainment is a technology feature implementation of 
modern forms of entertainment in open and distance learning 
(ODL). It could be another word for learning engagement. 
Mixing education with entertainment is vital to achieving the 
feel of enthusiasm and excitement about learning. 
Edutainment is a hybrid genre that combines learning with 
joy. It largely depends on visual content, narrative or game- 
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Fig. 2. Home Menu Fig. 2. Home Menu 

like formats, and more informal, less didactic 
communication styles [7]. Classes and activities are held in a 
technology-based approach. Edutainment can take place in a 
cafe, park, museum, library, or even at home, where you can 
learn about any topic in a casual ambience. 

Many countries are currently transitioning to more 
interactive, engaging, and immersive learning approaches in 
education. Even though there are many open sources for 
online learning provided, i-GIME is a support tool that 
complements conventional teaching methods to improve the 
learning experience in education. Moreover, i-GIME also 
teaching other skills such as following rules, adaptation, 
problem-solving, interaction, critical thinking skills, and 
creativity. At this point, we should note that entertainment is 
not the goal but rather a means of enhancing instruction in 
education [8]. Furthermore, games are beneficial in 
developing students' self-confidence [9]. As an educational 
tool, i-GIME is constructive as they liven up conventional 
teaching methods which considered boring among students. 

i-GIME is developed using applications such as Google 
Sites, Wordwall, Liveworksheet, and interactive websites. 
This application is user-friendly and easy to use. Content in 
i-GIME needs to be based on the subject syllabus to achieve 
learning outcomes. i-GIME is engaging learners' emotions 
through a computer monitor full of vibrant colours 
animations to grab and hold their attention. The usage of i-
GIME encourages the student to believe that it is good in 
enhancing their skills in a range of disciplines through 
explicit educational promises. The learning may be enjoyable 
for the students. 

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Game-based edutainment, also known as game-based 
learning, has become gradually important and captures many 
educators’ intentions. Not only can it boost students’ learning 
motivations and attention, but it also improves their learning 
efficiency and effectiveness [10]. Hence, the previous study 
shows that social interaction and collaboration can support 
learning in games [11]. Thus, alternate reality games can be 
seen to combine voluntary learning, problem-solving, 
teamwork and, even peer learning. This game-based 
edutainment offers an opportunity for educators to engage 
students in learning tasks [12]. Moreover, all games analyzed 
delivered knowledge mainly in two ways: text descriptions 
and pattern recognition. The primary difference between the 
high-scoring games and the low-scoring games was the 
context in which the information was displayed [13]. While 
ending the game, students would have a high-quality 
bibliography that they could utilise to write the research 
paper. A faceted taxonomy was developed for rating 
bibliographies and showed a positive impact on this. Thus, a 
good Information Literacy education game should be 
composed of games that follow the game design principles. 
The content of Information Literacy education should be 
interweaved with the tasks of each game, and the theme of 
the game should be attractive to the undergraduates of this 
era [14]. Finally, the ability to retain a learner engaged for 
longer while offering the freedom to explore and experiment, 
and the opportunity to customize and change their learning, 
is essential and valuable [15]. 

III. METHODS 

The method used in this innovation is by referring to the 
syllabus of the Faculty of Information Management. The 
design of this innovative website is by using Google Sites. In 
implementing the interactive ways of learning and making 
them relevant and applicable to academicians, university 
students, and the public, the use of the website to enhance 
education is a priority and compulsory. Therefore, to make it 
more engaging among students, built-in games-based 
edutainment is embedded in this website. Websites that can 
create online games, such as wordwall.net and 
liveworksheet.com, are consistently helpful for 
academicians, students, and the public to have a fun learning 
environment. 

For this innovation, the chosen courses from a list of 
syllabuses are Introduction to Information Skills (IMD111) 
and Introduction to Cataloging (IMD223) due to students' 
need for hands-on and engaging tutorials. Understanding and 
applying the concept is the key to ensuring the students 
understand and use it correctly. Thus, the tutorials in games- 
based are reasonable to let the students more participate and 
engage with the topic learned. 

 
IV. DESIGN 

The design of this innovation is by using the Google Sites 
from Google, and it is web-based. Fig. 1 shows the website 
interface of interactive games of information management 
education or i-GIME, which indicates the home menu, 
courses, tutorials, and external links. 

 

Fig. 1. Website interface of i-GIME 

 

 

Fig. 2 shows the home menu, leading to the introduction 
of i-GIME, which provides detailed information on this web- 
based edutainment. Besides, there is the welcoming 
information embedded and the information related to the 
information management and syllabus. 

 

The courses menu explains the subjects: Introduction to 
Information Skills (IMD111) and Introduction to Cataloging 
(IMD223), as illustrated in Fig. 3. Introduction to 
Information Skills is a subject that needs critical skills, 
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Fig. 10. Terms, discover it! Menu 

including literacy skills, citation skills, and reference skills. 
At the same time, Introduction to Cataloging is a subject that 
concerns describing the library materials by following the 

 
 

 
Fig. 3. Courses Menu 

 

standards. 

Furthermore, each of the courses has tutorials. In these 
tutorials, which is games-based, the students will play a 
game to be more understand the topic. Fig. 4 shows the 
various games for IMD111, which are; Info Hunt, Reshelf it! 
Cite it! And, Where is it? According to the topic discussed, 
these games are using the available platform to create the 

 

Fig. 4. IMD111 Tutorials 

games in an interesting way. 

 
 

Fig. 5 illustrates the game of info hunt, whereby students 
have to find words hidden in a letter grid as fast as they can 
by reading the clue given. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Info hunt for IMD111 

 
Reshelf it! need the students to drag and drop words to 

rearrange each sentence into the correct call number order, as 
demonstrates in Fig. 6. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Reshelf it! Menu 

In Fig. 7, Cite it! is the game in which the player must tap 
the matching answer to eliminate it. Then, the students need 
to repeat until the answers are gone. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Cite it! Menu 

 
Where is it! as in Fig. 8 is a maze chase, which student 

needs to find where to refer to, which they need to run to the 
correct answer zone, whilst avoiding the enemies. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Where is it? Menu 

The other hand, in the IMD223 course, there are a variety 
of games, such as Info Hunt, Terms, Discover it!, Access 
Point, and Catalog it! for the students to participate and learn 
in this course. Fig. 9 shows the info hunt game, enabling 
students to play and enjoy a crossword puzzle about 
cataloging. The students need to read the clues and then type 
the answers into the crossword puzzle. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Info hunt for IMD223 

 
Fig. 10 illustrates the Terms, Discover It! game, where 

students will identify terms in bibliographic records, with 
drag and drop the pins to their correct place on the image. 
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In the Access Points game, the students must identify the 
main entry and added entry/ies correctly, as displayed in 
Fig. 11. 

 

 
Fig. 11. Access Point Menu 

 

Fig. 12 describes the Catalog it! Students will try to 
catalog books, sound recordings, and continuing resources 
from the game and, they can even check their answers or 
email them to their educator. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Catalog it! Book Menu 

 

External link menu listed menu such as Did you know, 
Blogs, Directory, and References. In the menu, Did you 
know, as illustrated in Fig. 13, there is an interesting sharing 
about libraries. 

 
 

Fig. 13. Did you know? Menu 

 
In Blogs, as shown in Fig. 14, there are links to blogs 

related to library and information management. 

 
 

Fig. 14. Blogs Menu 

Fig. 15 describes the directory. It includes the link to 
information agencies, such as libraries, archive, and museum. 

 

Fig. 15. Directory Menu 

In the References menu, there is a list of references used 
in this innovation, as illustrated in Fig. 16. 

 

Fig. 16. References Menu 

 

The design of i-GIME is to let the students experience 
that learning is fun and enjoyable. Besides, to capture their 
attention and focus in understanding and comprehend the 
topics. Thus, this will encourage the student’s engagement in 
the learning process. 

 
V. IMPLEMENTATIONS 

i-GIME is a technology that caters to education in the 
entertainment form which will carry the role of providing 
understanding upon all subjects to the students. The student 
will start with checking on the syllabus, courses menu that 
explains subjects in detail from the i-GIME web. Then 
lecturer will proceed with online lectures, and after that, 
those students will be given ample time to explore the games 
thus enhancing the understanding of the subject covered. 
There are game-based tutorials, which are; Info Hunt, 
Reshelf it! Cite it! Where is it? The term, discover it, Access 
Point Menu, and Catalog it. The result will be automatically 
generated from the web, some will be auto-submitted to the 
lecturers for markings. Students will get more understanding 
and comprehension from the subject while get to maintain 
their momentum and get amused as well. Thus, the i-GIME 
comes with an external list that will assist students with their 
queries such as; Did you know page, Blogs, Directory, and 
References. It has been observed that these interactive 
edutainment games will benefit students and also the 
lecturers which will help in the learning and teaching 
process. Thus, this kind of game allows lecturers to 
continuously monitor and control their progress through 
feedback. Computer games for players can develop 
cognitive, motor, and spatial skills, and also help to improve 
ICT skills [16]. It will also creates strong engagement 
among students, lecturers and the subject while they can 
challenge their understanding based on their phase. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Overall, the results of studies from previous researchers 
have proven that the use of edutainment is very effective and 
brings a positive impact on teaching and learning. Students 
are actively involved in play activities that have been 
planned by the educators and successfully helped them 
acquire knowledge or skills more efficiently than 
conventional teaching and learning. Edutainment can make 
the atmosphere of the learning process more relaxed, stress- 
free, and fun. The implication of edutainment, especially the 
type of interactive game, can attract interest and motivate 
students to learn and be more focused on the learning 
process. In addition, student-centered learning to explore the 
realm of knowledge and information independently and train 
self-reliance among learners is appropriate and meets the 
concept of digital learning. 

The development of edutainment games in i-GIME is a 
learning support material or a learning aid outside of lecture 
time. Students can use a smartphone, tablet, or laptop to play 
the games are available in i-GIME. Apart from games, 
students can also get information related to library 
management and information management when accessing 
i-GIME. The primary mindset that this website tries to 
impart is thinking of the game as a part of an enhancing 
educational process. i-GIME use alternative and innovative 
teaching method through digital games and playing games as 
part of learning for students. Educators' competencies in 
expanding academic aims to comprehend and support the 
entire student, not just their subject knowledge and skills but 
also their social, emotional, and behavioural skills, are being 
developed. This flexible learning method meets the needs of 
21st-century learning, that is, learning without being bound 
by space and time. 
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Abstrak— Satu aplikasi telegram yang dinamakan UPIM 

Bot telah dibangunkan bagi tujuan mengurus urusan dokumen 

di Unit Pengajian Islam, Politeknik Sultan Idris Shah. Satu 

kajian berbentuk kuantitatif telah dilaksanakan kepada 14 

orang responden terdiri dari kalangan pensyarah bagi melihat 

tahap penerimaan responden selepas menggunakan aplikasi 

tersebut. Suatu set soalan berasaskan Model Penerimaan 

Teknologi (Technology Acceptance Model) telah diedarkan 

bagi mengukur 5 komponen iaitu ini iaitu kemudahan untuk 

mengakses UPIM Bot, persepsi kegunaan UPIM Bot, 

penyampaian arahan dalam UPIM Bot, komunikasi dan 

interaksi dalam UPIM Bot dan kepuasan pensyarah 

menggunakan aplikasi UPIM Bot. Hasil kajian mendapati 

secara purata kesemua responden sangat bersetuju dengan 

kesemua komponen yang diukur. 

 

Kata Kunci— Telegram Bot, Technology Acceptance Model 

 
I. PENGENALAN 

Ledakan kemajuan teknologi maklumat pada hari ini 
memungkinkan perubahan terhadap pengurusan dokumen 
sesuatu institusi bagi meningkatkan tahap kecekapan 
penyampaian maklumat yang telah sedia ada.Hal ini kerana 
teknologi merupakan semua ciptaan manusia bertujuan untuk 
meningkatkan keberhasilan sesuatu kerja (Kline,2003). 
Menurut Ruziah, Dom dan Hashim (2018), kemajuan 
teknologi juga dilihat berperanan penting dalam 
menghubung jalin keperluan kepentingan yang wujud antara 
agensi dan masyarakat. 

Setiap agensi perlu mempunyai sistem pengurusan rekod 
secara teratur dan memenuhi kehendak dan keperluan 
mereka. Sektor awam khususnya mampu melaksanakan 
transformasi pengurusan dokumen melalui sistem 
pengurusan dokumen dan rekod secara elektronik (Nguyen, 
Swatman & Fraunholz, 2008). Bagi merealisasikan 
keperluan pengurusan dokumen yang mapan, pada tahun 
2021 buat pertama kali pensyarah-pensyarah di Unit 
Pengajian Islam dan Moral, Politeknik Sultan Idris Shah 
diperkenalkan kepada satu aplikasi telegram yang 

menggunakan teknologi chatbot yang diberi nama UPIM 
Bot. 

Telegram merupakan aplikasi perhubungan yang tidak 
asing lagi. Aplikasi telegram telah diperkenalkan pada 14 
Ogos 2013 dan boleh digunakan pada peranti iOS dan 
Andriod bermula 20 Oktober 2013 (Tuan Sharifah, Mohd 
Mahzan dan Abdul Razaq, 2019). Telegram bukan sekadar 
perbualan ringkas tetapi ianya merupakan sebuah platform 
untuk sentiasa berhubung (Nicholas, 2018). Aplikasi ini 
membenarkan setiap pengguna mewujudkan sehingga 500 
kumpulan dan menyebarkan maklumat tanpa batas 
(Vivienne, 2016). Dalam masa yang sama aplikasi ini juga 
sangat menekankan tahap kelajuan dan sekuriti dalam masa 
yang sama mudah untuk memuat naik dan memuat turun fail 
(Sajad, Hossein dan Azizeh, 2019). 

Kini aplikasi telegram menyediakan fungsi servis 
penyampaian menggunakan teknologi chatbot (Arash, Negar 
dan Mahmood, 2017). Teknologi chatbot dibangunkan 
dengan menggunakan arahan pengaturan atau kecerdasan 
buatan (artificial intelligent) yang menghubungkan pengguna 
melalui paparan teks (Rashide dan Anik, 2017). 

Bot yang ada dalam telegram merupakan perisian 
kecerdasan buatan (artificial intelligence) yang boleh 
menghasilkan suatu bentuk perbualan dalam pelbagai 
aplikasi sama ada melalui laman web dan aplikasi telefon 
pintar (R. Khan dan A. Das, 2018). Bot adalah satu bentuk 
program komputer yang dibina bagi membolehkannya 
berinteraksi dengan satu atau lebih pengguna sama ada 
menggunakan teks mahupun audio (Tresna dan Achmad, 
2021). Dengan menggunakan input kod perintah, program 
komputer berkebolehan untuk meniru cara manusia 
berkomunikasi secara real-time (A.M.Turing, 1950). 

Kini teknologi berbentuk chatbot, sistem dialog, 
pembantu peribadi dan arahan pengendalian suara menjadi 
semakin terkenal(Boris, 2019). Dengan menggunakan 
teknologi chatbot, terbukti mampu meningkatkan 
pengalaman berinteraksi antara pengguna (manusia) dan 
penyedia perkhidmatan (Akhil, 2019). 
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II. KAJIAN LITERATUR 

Menurut Haji Setiaji dan I.V Paputungan (2018) kajian 
mereka terhadap penggunaan aplikasi telegram bot di 
Jabatan Penerangan, Universiti Islam Indonesia mendapati 
telegram bot mampu melaksanakan tugas secara berulang 
seperti meminta dan mengesahkan maklumat dalam 
pengkalan data sedia ada. Penggunaan telegram bot di 
Siliwangi University Tasikmalaya Indonesia telah 
mempercepatkan proses mendapatkan maklumat dan dalam 
masa yang sama paparan yang ada mudah untuk digunakan 
(Rianto, Alam dan Teguh, 2019). 

Sistem chatbot yang ada dalam telegram juga telah 
digunakan di Universitas Mataram, Lombok Indonesia bagi 
membolehkan pelajar mendapatkan maklumat berkaitan 
kampus, tugasan akhir pelajar, projek akhir dan sebagainya 
(Ariyan dan Ramdani, 2019). Pengguna sangat berpuas hati 
dengan Smart Campus apabila aplikasi telegram bot bagi 
mendapatkan maklumat berkaitan kampus, jadual pengajian 
dan sebagainya (G. Sastrawangsa, 2017). 

 
III. METODOLOGI KAJIAN 

Kajian yang dilakukan adalah kajian berbentuk 
kuantitatif secara numerikal yang menggunakan kaedah 
statistik serta boleh diukur. Dengan memilih bentuk kajian 
ini maka pengkaji mampu menilai dan mengukur data yang 
diperoleh bagi mencapai objektif kajian yang hendak dikaji. 

Dari segi pensampelan, sejumlah 14 orang 
pensyarah daripada Unit Pengajian Islam Dan Moral, 
Politeknik Sultan Idris Shah dilibatkan sebagai responden. 
Setiap pensyarah didedahkan berkenaan penggunaan 
telegram UPIM Bot dan diberi pengalaman 
menggunakannya pada sesi pengajian Disember 2020 
sebelum kajian dilaksanakan. 

Kajian yang dilaksanakan adalah kajian berbentuk 
kuantitatif di mana satu set soal selidik telah dibangunkan 
menggunakan Model Penerimaan Teknologi (Technology 
Acceptance Model - TAM). Model ini dibangunkan 
bertujuan memberi penerangan dan jangkaan terhadap 
penerimaan sistem komputer di tempat kerja (Davis, 1993). 
Dengan menggunakan model ini kita mampu mengenal pasti 
dua jenis pemboleh ubah baharu (new variable) iaitu merasai 
sesuatu itu berguna dan merasai sesuatu itu mudah untuk 
digunakan (Michael, John, Gregory, Waithaka, dan 
Wilkister, 2015). 

Set soal selidik disediakan menggunakan Google Form 
dan diedarkan bagi mengukur 5 komponen utama dalam 
kajian ini iaitu kemudahan untuk mengakses UPIM Bot, 
persepsi kegunaan UPIM Bot, penyampaian arahan dalam 
UPIM Bot, komunikasi dan interaksi dalam UPIM Bot dan 
komponen terakhir iaitu kepuasan pensyarah menggunakan 
aplikasi UPIM Bot. 

Setelah data diperoleh, kesemua data dianalisis 
menggunakan Statistical Package for Social Studies (SPSS) 
Version 22 . Penganalisaan dilaksanakan secara deskriptif 
bagi mendapatkan nilai min bagi setiap soalan yang 
diajukan. Hasil analisis akhir tersebut diterjemah dan dihurai 
pada bahagian dapatan kajian dalam penulisan ini. 

IV. DAPATAN KAJIAN 
 

 
Jadual 1 diatas menunjukkan dapatan daripada kajian 

yang telah dilaksanakan bagi menilai komponen pertama 
dalam set soal selidik iaitu kemudahan untuk mengakses 
UPIM Bot. Nilai min tertinggi iaitu sebanyak 4.93 terletak 
pada item soalan pertama dan kedua. Sebanyak 92.9% 
responden memilih ‘Sangat Setuju’ dengan kenyataan 
bahawa ‘Mudah untuk masuk (Sign-in) ke UPIM Bot’ dan 
kenyataan bahawa ‘Mudah untuk mencapai bahan dalam 
UPIM Bot’ manakala selebihnya sebanyak 7.1% memilih 
‘Setuju’. 

Bagi item soalan ketiga hingga ke lima pula merekodkan 
nilai min kedua tertinggi iaitu sebanyak 4.86. Sebanyak 
85.7% responden memilih ‘Sangat Setuju’ bagi kenyataan 
‘Mudah untuk berkongsi bahan daripada UPIM Bot’, 
‘Mudah menggunakan UPIM Bot’ dan ‘Mudah untuk 
memahami sistem UPIM Bot’. Responden selebihnya iaitu 
sebanyak 14.3% memilih ‘Setuju’ bagi item-item berkenaan. 

 

Komponen kedua yang dinilai dalam kajian ini adalah 
berkenaan persepsi kegunaan UPIM Bot dimana data-data 
dari 5 item soalan diterjemahkan ke dalam jadual 2 di atas. 
Nilai min tertinggi dicatat pada item ke 5 iaitu sebanyak 4.86 
iaitu sebanyak 85.7% responden memilih ‘Sangat Setuju’ 
manakala selebihnya memilih ‘Setuju’ bagi kenyataan 
‘Kandungan subjek adalah konsisten dengan kandungan 
UPIM Bot. 

Nilai min terendah pula dicatat pada item soalan kedua 
iaitu dengan nilai 4.57. Item soalan kedua merujuk kepada 
kenyataan ‘Keberkesanan kerja bertambah baik’ dimana 
responden memilih ‘Sangat Setuju’ sebanyak 64.3%, 
‘Setuju’ sebanyak 28.6% dan ‘Tidak Pasti’ sebanyak 7.1%. 
Secara keseluruhan, kesemua item soalan bagi komponen 
kedua dalam jadual 2 masih mencatatkan nilai min yang 
tinggi. 
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Jadual 3 menunjukkan data-data yang dikumpul dan telah 
dianalisa bagi menilai penyampaian arahan dalam aplikasi 
UPIM Bot. Item soalan pertama bagi komponen ini 
mencatatkan nilai min tertinggi iaitu 4.93. Sebanyak 92.3% 
responden memilih ‘Sangat Setuju’ bagi kenyataan 
‘Penyampaian arahan dalam sistem adalah jelas dan mudah 
difahami’. Selebihnya sebanyak 7.1% responden memilih 
‘Setuju’ terhadap kenyataan berikut. 

Bagi item kedua hingga kelima mencatat nilai min kedua 
tertinggi iaitu sebanyak 4.86. bagi setiap item, sebanyak 
85.7% responden memilih ‘Sangat Setuju’ dan 14. 3% 
responden memilih ‘Setuju’. Item-item tersebut menilai min 
bagi kenyataan ‘Penggunaan menu bar dalam UPIM Bot 
memudahkan pencarian maklumat’, ‘Penyampaian arahan 
dalam UPIM Bot adalah mudah dan tidak mengelirukan’, 
dan ‘Tidak memerlukan tunjuk ajar dalam memahami arahan 
dalam sistem UPIM Bot’. 

 
 

 

Jadual 4 di atas menunjukkan dapatan dari soal selidik 
bagi item-item soalan bagi komponen ke empat yang menilai 
tahap komunikasi dan interaksi pengguna dalam UPIM Bot. 
Dapat dilihat bahawa item ketiga berkenaan kenyataan 
‘Boleh berinteraksi dengan sistem UPIM Bot dengan cekap 
dan efisien’ merupakan kenyataan yang paling tinggi nilai 
min iaitu 4.93. 85.7% responden memilih ‘Sangat Setuju’ 
manakala hanya 7.1% responden memilih ‘Setuju’. 

Min terendah dicatatkan pada item soalan ke lima iaitu 
dengan nilai 4.79. Sebanyak 78.6% responden memilih 
‘Sangat Setuju’ manakala selebihnya sebanyak 21.4% 
memilih ‘Setuju’ bagi kenyataan ‘Boleh berinteraksi dengan 
admin UPIM Bot bagi menyampaikan maklumat’. 

Bagi item soalan pertama, kedua dan keempat mencatat 
nilai min yang sama iaitu sebanyak 4.86. Item-item tersebut 
mengukur respon dari kalangan pensyarah bagi kenyataan 
‘Merasa selesa menggunakan UPIM Bot’, ‘Tidak merasa 
sukar dalam menggunakan UPIM Bot’ dan ‘Sistem UPIM 
Bot adalah mesra pengguna’. 

 

 
Komponen terakhir yang dinilai dalam kajian ini adalah 

berkenaan kepuasan pensyarah ketika menggunakan aplikasi 
UPIM Bot. Merujuk Jadual 5, nilai min tertinggi dicatat pada 
item soalan pertama dan kedua iaitu pada nilai 4.92. 
Sebanyak 92.9% responden menyatan ‘Sangat Setuju’ 

terhadap kenyataan ‘Saya berpuas hati dengan penggunaan 
aplikasi UPIM Bot’ dan kenyataan ‘UPIM Bot memudahkan 
lagi tugasan saya yang telah sedia ada’. Baki sebanyak 7.1% 
memilih ‘Setuju’ bagi kedua-dua kenyataan tersebut. 

Item-item bagi soalan kedua hingga kelima mencatat 
nilai min sebanyak 4.86 iaitu seramai 85.7% responden 
memilih ‘Sangat Setuju’ dan 14.3% memilih ‘Setuju’ bagi 
kenyataan ‘Saya setuju penggunaan UPIM Bot digunakan 
secara meluas’, ‘Saya akan mencadangkan penggunaan 
Telegram Bot seperti UPIM Bot digunakan kepada unit atau 
pihak lain’ dan ‘Saya suka UPIM Bot ini dijadikan sebagai 
salah satu inisiatif penambahbaikan dalam sistem pengurusan 
dalam UPIM’. 

 

 
Berdasarkan data yang terkumpul dapat diperhatikan 

bahawa semua 5 komponen yang diukur mencatatkan nilai 
min yang sangat tinggi di antara nilai min 4.70 hingga 4.89. 
Dapatan ini menunjukkan secara keseluruhan responden- 
responden sangat bersetuju terhadap semua soalan yang telah 
diberikan. 

Secara tidak langsung dengan merujuk Model 
Penerimaan Teknologi (Technology Acceptance Model) 
sebagai model untuk mengukur tahap penerimaan responden, 
kesemua responden menerima dengan sangat baik 
penggunaan UPIM Bot sebagai sistem pengurusan dokumen. 

 
V. KESIMPULAN 

 
Teknologi yang berkembang pesat setiap masa banyak 

mempengaruhi dan mempermudahkan urusan manusia. 

Khususnya di era Revolusi Industri ke 4 (IR4.0), pengguna 

boleh memanfaatkan perkembangan teknologi yang ada 

dalam urusan seharian. Malah pada sudut pandang yang 

lain, pengguna kini tidak seharusnya ketinggalan dalam 

menerima dan mengaplikasi penggunaan teknologi yang 

sesuai dan memenuhi keperluan mereka. 

Dalam kajian yang telah dilaksanakan, UPIM Bot 

yang dibina menggunakan aplikasi telegram ternyata 

diterima baik oleh penggunanya iaitu dari kalangan 

pensyarah di Unit Pengajian Islam dan Moral, Jabatan 

Pengajian Am, Politeknik Sultan Idris Shah. Penggunaan 

aplikasi seumpama ini seharusnya diperkenalkan dan turut 

dimanfaatkan kepada institusi lain bagi meningkatkan 

kecekapan dan pengurusan dokumen. 
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Abstract— e-InductionUni is a gem born amidst the 

pandemic to welcome the newly registered university students 

virtually. To give students a first-hand experience of using 

potential applications or Learning Management System (LMS) 

before lectures commence, this e-module contains a step-by- 

step simulation of the anticipated use of the said applications 

and platform. e-InductionUni further serves its novelty by 

offering CampusTour (e-CT) which takes students on a virtual 

ride to explore the university campus. This e-module helps 

diminish students’ anxiety in adapting to university life and 

Open and Distance Learning (ODL) class, lecturers’ concern in 

dealing with students’ ODL readiness, and the university 

management’s pressure in providing an outstanding 

orientation experience. Commercialisation opportunities can 

be grabbed by approaching the related organisations. In brief, 

the innovation has also been presented at the international 

conference funded by the university grant. 
 

Keywords— e-Module, e-Induction, Open and Distance Learning 

(ODL) class, induction, new student orientation 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

The uninvited Covid-19 arrival has forced Malaysia to 
implement the Movement Control Order (MCO) in March 
2020. The enforcement has shifted most physical business to 
online interaction including the educational operation. All 
educational institutions were required to interact and engage 
with their students through various online applications since 
the face-to-face class was impossible to take place (Yusof, 
Bakar, Amat, Othman, Sumery, & Sarijari, 2021). Thus, a 
face-to-face induction program was also impossible to be 
executed. 

Since the Covid-19 outbreak occurred, the whole 
educational system over the world has made new 
transformations to all facets of knowledge transfer. This 
surprising pandemic has given Malaysia huge impacts on 
both the educators and students which affect their 

 

experiences, feelings as well as teaching and learning 
environment. As stated by Ismail, Abu Bakar, et.al. (2020), 
ODL has shaken the students from low-income families to 
suffer more physically and mentally because of the drastic 
changes in online teaching delivery. On the bright side, ODL 
gives a brighter chance for educators to be more creative and 
innovative while students are challenged to be more 
independent. According to Musa, Rosle, Baharuddin, & 
Ibrahim (2020), “by creating an environment in which 
students feel comfortable with the idea of technology-based 
learning, universities can facilitate the development of a skill 
set that will enable graduates to continue to develop 
throughout their careers”. Today, with the new practices of 
open and distance learning, a wide range of technological 
tools is also available to all distance educators with many 
fresh and interesting lessons being implemented to cater to 
the students’ needs. 

Bell and Tight (1993) stated that distance learning 
involves wholly or mostly in isolation from tutors and 
students, thus relevant instructions are needed to support the 
students in becoming ‘self-directed learners’. After having 
the “third generation of open and distance learning”, both 
educators and students have positively prepared themselves 
with the new online teaching and learning methods as ODL 
has gradually been accepted as a new norm of the learning 
environment. In a study by Zalat, Hamed, & Bolbol (2021), 
it is found that ODL has been perceived as useful and 
convenient as a step towards evolution and change. 

Lee and Dawson (2011) stated that the transition from 
school/college to university life is one of the most difficult 
phases in a student’s life, which could influence the success 
or withdrawal of a student’s study. Thus, induction must be 
taken seriously and be improved based on current needs. 
According to Durham University (2019), effective induction 
is a vital fundamental in providing supports for students to 
go through their university life. It is recognized as a part of 
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the transition from secondary to higher education which 
usually takes place in the first weeks of the students’ study 
plan and covers aspects of academic matters and student 
services. According to Hallam (2019), the purposes of 
conducting induction are to create awareness among students 
on the type of skills and knowledge that are expected to be 
developed by them in order to succeed in their studies and to 
inform the new students about the available resources and 
support provided by the faculty or university in helping them 
to develop the skills. She also added that the induction 
courses should cover topics such as technology for studying 
online, digital literacy, academic, organizational, and time- 
management skills, referencing and scholarship, library 
resources, and other student support services. Lee and 
Dawson (2011) reported that some of the students’ 
preferences on their induction session are to include social 
elements, to have mentors/ academic advisors be involved in 
the session, and to hear from successful alumni during their 
induction. At the end of their study, Lee and Dawson (2011) 
reported that 90% of the students agreed that the ‘Welcome 
Week’ induction both motivated the students and prepared 
them for their lectures. 

The aforementioned issues have triggered worries among 
the university management in welcoming their newly 
registered students to the campus. Likewise, the educators 
are also puzzled by the students’ readiness in facing Open 
and Distance Learning (ODL). In brief, the main characters 
which are the new students will not just be challenged by the 
social adaptation issue, but also the ODL readiness 
expectation. 

The other area that has been explored is student 
orientation that is done online and its impact on student 
readiness (Liu, 2019). According to Liu (2019), readiness is 
closely related to the success rate of learning in online 
environments. Liu (2019) also concluded that when students 
undergo an online orientation course successfully, student 
readiness in technical, social, and communication domains 
increases. This indirectly highlights the need of embedding 
these domains in designing online student orientation. 
Similar results have been found by Rodriguez (2021) which 
indicates that online student orientation can be a device that 
helps readiness in new students escalate. 

E-induction is the evidence of an instant shift in UiTM 
history and therefore, an online module is the most relevant 
at the moment in order to shed great health risks for all 
parties particularly students and responsible staff. According 
to Colman (2021), a training module is a solution since 
everyone cannot be present eye to eye due to certain 
circumstances. This particular module is created to mold 
specific skills or topics for success using various types of 
platforms for an instance video tutorials, online kinesthetic 
interaction, and even virtual demonstration. A module is 
capable of supporting a course goal and its objectives, a 
concept, and even a theme that consists of a very organized 
collection of content (Arceo, 2020). He further adds that it 
differs from a course in a simple understanding that a course 
could have modules packages. Module development is in 
need of holistic and mutual understanding from the 
stakeholders to create wonders. According to Vergara 
(2017), the selection of materials should have lifelong values 
that could benefit the participants which eventually becomes 
inspirational. Identifying problems and setting objectives are 
the two most prevalent areas that need to be catered to before 

finding the most ideal module to be used. This selected 
module serves a great deal of benefits and one of them is 
granting students, in particular, to grasp information more 
systematically and practically (Reddy, 2008). 

e-InductionUni is an interactive e-module innovated to be 
used in the online induction session to replace the impossible 
face-to-face traditional induction program during the 
pandemic attack. This e-module does not only sketch the 
campus management and facilities but the potential ODL 
applications will also be presented. 

 
II. MATERIALS 

 

A. e-InductionUni: Template 

e-InductionUni was created using the most user-friendly 
application, Microsoft PowerPoint Presentation (PPT). PPT 
template was chosen since this project aims to provide an 
editable template for the users to add or edit the content 
based on the suitability of their program objectives. Other 
than that, there were also numerous interesting infographic 
templates and icons that could be chosen by the users in 
presenting their online induction in more creatively and 
fascinatingly. Therefore, it fulfills the needs of the students, 
educators, and institutions at once. 

 

B. e-InductionUni: Content 

e-InductionUni exposes the students to the use of several 
common ODL applications namely Telegram, Google Form, 
Google Meet, and Microsoft PowerPoint Presentation. 

Besides, a virtual campus tour (e-CT) is also included in 
the e-module to serve the virtual needs of the students. In 
addition, it will also be good preparation for the students 
once they are allowed to come and stay in the university 
hostel. 

Other than that, some brain workout activities are also 
included to further grab the students’ attention and interest. 

 
III. METHODS 

e-InductionUni comprises five areas to be conquered by 
the participants with the help of at least one instructor. The 
instructor will be guided by the notes provided on each 
applicable slide. With the simple instructions and pictures 
attached, the instructor can be guaranteed a smooth 
experience of a virtual induction command. 

In completing all the five areas mentioned, the instructor 
needs to set up an online meeting room; e.g.: Google Meet, 
Cisco Webex, or other available online meeting applications. 

 

A. 01 Let’s break the ice 

Area 01 is the ice-breaking session where the participants 
are required to; 

• strike a pose for a photo session 

• join the Telegram group which has been created 
earlier 

• answer a poll question on Telegram about their 
readiness and motivation to start the induction 
program (the instructor will comment on the poll 
results and encourage the participants to join the 
discussion) 
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• answer some questions for brain workout activities 

 

B. 02 Virtual Campus Tour 

Area 02 is the Virtual Campus Tour session where the 
participants will be introduced to the university management 
and fetched virtually for sightseeing around the campus. In 
this area, the students are required to; 

• answer a poll question on Telegram about their 
readiness and motivation to explore the area (the 
instructor will comment on the poll results and 
encourage the participants to join the discussion) 

• watch the information on the university management 
presented by the instructor 

• watch the e-Campus Tour (e-CT) video for a virtual 
campus sightseeing 

• answer a poll question on Telegram about their 
motivation after exploring the area (the instructor will 
comment on the poll results and encourage the 
participants to join the discussion) 

 

C. 03 Oh My ODL! 

Area 03 is the introduction to the common ODL 
applications used by educators. In this area, the students are 
required to; 

• answer a poll question on Telegram about their 
readiness and motivation to explore the area (the 
instructor will comment on the poll results and 
encourage the participants to join the discussion) 

• pay attention to the common ODL online meeting 
applications presented 

• pay attention to the common ODL class attendance 
recording applications presented 

• pay attention to the common ODL tasks/assignments 
submission applications presented 

• answer a poll question on Telegram about their 
motivation after exploring the area (the instructor will 
comment on the poll results and encourage the 
participants to join the discussion) 

 

D. 04 Manner Miner 

Area 04 is the area for bits of advice to the participants in 
presenting their manner while attending ODL class. In this 
area, the students are required to; 

• answer a poll question on Telegram about their 
readiness and motivation to explore the area (the 
instructor will comment on the poll results and 
encourage the participants to join the discussion) 

• pay attention to the importance of keeping a track of 
their ODL attendance record 

• pay attention to the common ODL class attendance 
recording applications presented 

• pay attention to the importance of participating in 
ODL class 

• pay attention to the importance of respecting the 
educators in ODL class 

• answer a poll question on Telegram about their 
motivation after exploring the area (the instructor will 
comment on the poll results and encourage the 
participants to join the discussion) 

 

E. 05 Have a blast! 

Area 05 is the closing session of the whole virtual 
induction. In this area, the students are required to; 

• answer a survey on their satisfaction and motivation 
after completing e-InductionUni 

• strike a pose for a photo session 

 
IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

Every new practice often possesses different approaches 

and opportunities in order to reach market needs. This is 

also important to thrive and prosper in a continuously 

changing and unpredictable online distance learning 

environment. e-InductionUni is a new norm induction 

module and a fantastic way of getting to know and meet 

new friends. 

Based on the previous collaboration with the Academy 

of Language Studies, UiTM Cawangan Johor which 

involved the Diploma in English for Professional 

Communication (LG120) Part 1, 2, 3 students, e- 

InductionUni has garnered encouraging feedbacks. 90% of 

the participants agreed that e-InductionUni was an excellent 

virtual induction module and should be executed again for 

future induction programs. Some of the participants 

expected the virtual induction to be dreary as the common 

induction program, however, they were mesmerized by the 

captivating elements inserted in e-InductionUni. 

The variables and issues related to e-InductionUni were 

studied and published in the International Journal of 

Academic Research in Business and Social Sciences (ERA - 

indexed) and the 2nd Kuala Lumpur International 

Conference on Management, Education and Technology 

2021 proceeding. 

This e-module would also benefit the faculty or 

department, hostel management, club and society, and other 

related organizations that are keen on welcoming their new 

members to the group. 

A. University Management/Faculty 

e-InductionUni provides the necessary information. It 

helps the new members of the faculty to get all the 

necessary information about the campus and faculty. Apart 

from that, this application would help clarify the 

university’s expectations of them. This helps new students 

to understand the culture, work norms, policies and 

procedures of the university and faculty in a new online 

setting i.e. introduce the lecturers, subjects, academic 

advisors, academic-related materials, academic facilities, 

and the culture and practices of the program registered. 
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B. Hostel Management 

e-InductionUni helps in establishing good 

communication among the resident staff and the students 

who stay on campus. It helps to provide a safe environment 

for the students to ask questions and build supportive 

relationships during the online induction program. This e- 

InductionUni gives the new students the exposure to 

experience the challenges of being alone and be responsible 

for themselves through the exchange of stories by the 

seniors i.e. introduce the staff residents, rules and 

regulations, non-academic facilities, campus life 

expectations. 

 
C. Club/Society 

e- InductionUni creates the feeling of being respected 

and valued. It gives a warm welcome to the new members of 

the club and society as they will feel comfortable and 

belonged to the organization. This session can also help in 

clarifying all doubts of the organization. e-InductionUni 

helps in introducing new ideas among the members at its 

most appropriate time. New members of the organization 

are able to get to know the specific information on their 

responsibilities i.e. introducing the clubs and society that are 

available on campus, how they are being run and what are 

the activities done by the society. 

 

In reference to the listed potential collaborators, e- 

InductionUni is believed to venture into a huge 

commercialization potential too. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In sum, e-InductionUni helps diminish students’ anxiety 
in adapting to university life and Open and Distance 
Learning (ODL) class, lecturers’ concern in dealing with 
students’ ODL readiness, and the university management’s 
pressure in providing an outstanding orientation experience. 

With the e-CT video attached, e-InductionUni is hoped 

to aid students once they are allowed to come and stay on 

campus. Apart from the prior knowledge gained on the 

university management and the facilities offered, navigation 

around the campus is made easier since they would get some 

ideas of the location of offices and facilities. 
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Since January 2019, the Malaysian school system was severely 

affected by the Covid19 Pandemic. As a result, schools are 

closed, and teachers as well as students went through the new 

norms of schooling where they have to conduct teaching and 

learning from home. For Upper-Level Vocational Program 

(PVMA) students, this new method is very difficult especially 

when the course content involves 70% practical. Innovation 

Intelligence Board 3.0 (IB3.0) was specially developed for the 

Phase 1 Electrical Wiring course by answering the challenge if 

other students can bring home books, then they can also bring 

a wiring bay like in the Electrical Workshop back home. Using 

second-hand and readily available materials such as A4 files, 

electrical accessories and connecting wires, the IB3.0 

manufacturing cost which is as low as RM35.00 makes the 

IB3.0 a very practical and innovative wiring wall. The main 

objective of this IB3.0 development is to help increase 

understanding, enhance skills and allow users to experience 

doing electrical wiring for themselves. The learning from home 

process of students and teachers of this course also became 

smoother as IB3.0 covers 4 of the 6 subject modules. The 

effectiveness of IB3.0 was demonstrated with a study using a 

power-experimental design to look at student’s achievement in 

electrical wiring. A total of 20 samples of students from SMK 

Tun Tijah were taken and underwent diagnostic tests. Score 

data were analyzed quantitatively through descriptive analysis 

and resulted in 70% for the students passed where a total of 5 

students were able to make electrical wiring through electrical 

drawing compared to 0% from the control group. This 

indicates that the use of IB3.0 greatly helps to improve skills in 

making electrical wiring connections. The IB3.0 has the 

potential to be marketed as an exciting and user-friendly 

teaching aid. 

 

Keywords: Intelligence Board 3.0, electrical wiring, PVMA, 

wiring bay, 

I. INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1) 

In 2017, the Ministry of Education Malaysia under 

the Technical and Vocational Development Division has 

allocated several schools throughout Malaysia to open 

Upper Secondary Vocational Education (PVMA) skills 

courses. This PVMA course is held in an alternative daily 

secondary school to students who are interested in 

vocational skills but are not qualified to enter Vocational 

College. 

But, most of the PVMA course students are those 

who are from Form 3 where their PT3 results are C, D and E 

for all subjects. 

Therefore, academically weak student flow 

complicates the delivery for teachers in learning and 

facilitation (PdPc). Students find it difficult to comprehend 

learning in theory where it will make it difficult in applying 

theory to practice, especially in the field of skills. 

This issue continued until the beginning of January 

2019 where the Malaysian school system was severely 

affected by the Covid19 Pandemic. Students and teachers 

conducted Teaching and Learning from Home (PdPr). For 

Upper Secondary Vocational Program (PVMA) students, 

this PdPr method is more difficult when the course content 

involves 70% in practical because all hand tools, wiring 

accessories, and wiring bay are in the school. Students are 

not encouraged to use their own home’s electrical 

appliances for safety factors. 

II. MATERIALS 

The innovative design consists of several electrical 

wiring accessories. Each of the parts of the circuit board has 

its own function. 

 
A. Wiring Assesories 

• 1 gang switch 

• 2 gang switch 

• Intermediate switch 

• Dimmer switch 

• Bell switch 

• Lamp base 

• L and N connector 

• Build in power bank 

• Buzzer 

• Cable connector 

• Connection wires (Red and black) 

B. Other Tools 

• 120mm A4 document case 

• Krystal Aerosol Spray Paint 400ml (purple) 

• Alphabet Sticker. 

C. Hand Tools 

• Philips screw driver 

• Iron ruler 

• Pencil 
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• Cordless drill 

 

Electric current is generated by a power bank that 

is placed on the back of this board. The switch (M) is used 

to turn the indicator light on or off. S1 and S2 are 1 gang 

switches, S3 and S6 are 2 gang switches, S4 and S5 are 

intermediate switches, DS is a dimmer switch, and BS is a 

push-close switch. These switches serve to turn on the 

indicator light (L1, L2, or L3) or sound the buzzer (BZ). 
 

Picture1: The Intelligence Board 3.0 

 

III. METHODS 
 

A. Activity 1 

In activity 1, students need to refer to the wiring 

circuit diagram card. The display on the card depicts the 

wiring connections which serve as a reference for making 

actual cable connections on the IB3.0. 

 

• Observation: 

Students were seemed to be more interested and 

proficient in reading and translating wiring circuit diagrams 

compared to reading schematic circuit diagrams because the 

wiring circuit diagrams provided were complete with circuit 

connection holes and were easy to read. 

B. Activity 2 

In activity 2, students are required to connect the 

IB3.0 holes according to the selected wiring circuit diagram 

card according to the designated place by using a test pen. 

 

 

• Observation: 

Students did not require teacher’s help when 

making electrical wiring connections on the IB3.0 holes and 

they are only guided by the wiring circuit diagram card that 

has been selected. Students seem to enjoy themselves more 

and they can easily understand compared to the theory 

teaching that was taught to them beforehand. 

C. Activity 3 

In activity 3, students tested the effectiveness of 

wiring circuit connection installation on IB3.0. The 

indicator light illuminates to indicate a successful 

installation. If the indicator light does not come on, then the 

students need to repair the connection. 

 
• Observation: 

Students learned to fix the wiring connection by 

themselves. 

IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

The instrument of this study used a quasi- 

experimental design. The purpose of the quasi-experiment 

was to look at students ’academic achievement on the 

treatment group and compare the effects of the traditional 

approach on the control group. In the design of this study, 

the sample is taken from students who have made a 

diagnostic test 1. 

To explain the concept of unbalanced diagnostic 

test design, students from group A will be used as the 

treatment group and students from group B will be used as 

the control group. This design is used to look at the 

differences or effectiveness of teaching using IB3.0 and 

traditional approaches. 
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Students’ achievement is assessed based on 

diagnostic 1 and diagnostic 2 tests that were conducted. 

Diagnostic test 1 was used to obtain data indicating 

students’ weaknesses concerning electrical wiring 

installation. Diagnostic test 2 aimed to look at progress and 

weaknesses after performing the intervention and look at the 

effectiveness of the use of IB3.0. 

This gadget can help teachers in the process of 

PdPc and PdPr because this gadget has a monitoring circuit 

that can notify students of wiring connection errors. 

Furthermore, students can do some drills on their own using 

this gadget without supervision from the teacher. They will 

be able to assess their own abilities and improve their 

knowledge in stages according to their ability level. 

In addition, this gadget has a convenient size and is 

easy to carry. It can also be operated in power bank mode 

and is safe to use as it can operate in low current ratings. 

Teachers do not have to worry about the safety of students 

because the electrical power used is low and teachers can 

ask students to practice electrical wiring connection at 

home. 

Many parents of students agree to the use of this 

gadget because they know about the activities that their 

children carry out at school. Parents can also monitor the 

level of education of their children at home and they are 

more confident that their children will be able to do the 

wiring at home later. 

 
 

 

 

Graph 1: Comparison of Group A and Group B Grade 

Findings from Diagnostic Test 2 

 

Findings from Graph 1 have shown that there is a 

positive improvement in student achievement. This is 

supported by the increase in the number of students 

obtaining grade A (80-100) as well as the decrease in 

number of students who failed (<40). A total of 10/10 

students got B and above in group A after being given 

treatment while group B 2 students who obtained B and 

above. 5 students who got A were able to group A answer 

the question correctly without any error while 5 students 

who obtained B, their error was on the connection label. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

An electrical circuit is a special type of network 

that has a closed-circuit loop that provides an alternative 

current (AC). Most circuits do not have its own self- 

inspection that can indicate the connection is proper or not. 
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Abstract— Getting students engaged and motivated 

throughout remote learning is a challenge as factors like 

Covid-19 fatigue and screen fatigue could disrupt the students’ 

focus. Using Gamilab, a free online platform, SVAthlon was 

 

 

 
A. Gamilab 

 

II. MATERIALS 

designed to test students’ knowledge of Subject-Verb 

Agreement (SVA) rules. There are three chapters to complete, 

and each chapter presents a distinct challenge and layout based 

on the assigned themes. Educators of ESL may implement 

SVAthlon in their classrooms as a gamification lesson or a 

game-based learning instruction. SVAthlon aimed to enhance 

motivation and engagement in learning the structure of the 

English language as an alternative to the traditional approach. 

The game received positive feedback from the students because 

of its ease of use, interactive features, and interesting content. 

However, some students pinpoint the weakness of some 

features in the game and its content. This shows that SVAthlon 

can be further improved to cater to the students’ needs. 

 

Keywords—Gamification, Gamilab, SVAthlon, Subject-Verb 

Agreement, ESL 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Today’s generation, especially, is the leading contributors 
to mobile game downloads and are no stranger to online 
games. This created the basis for SVAthlon given the 
opportunity created by the online gaming industry that has 
manifested in the lives of most youths today. In the 
educational context, gamification is integrated to improve 
learners' motivation and engagement by combining game 
design features (Dichev & Dicheva, 2017). Albeit getting 
good results like increase learners’ engagement, retention, 
knowledge, and cooperation through gamification, there are 
reported weaknesses that are the opposites of the said 
outcomes (Smiderle, Rigo, Marques, Peçanha De Miranda 
Coelho, & Jaques, 2020). This means having a specific 
objective to cater to the students’ needs when developing the 
games is vital. While aiming for better engagement, 
motivation, and knowledge, the main goal for SVAthlon is to 
get the students to have fun and learn in a stress-free 
environment. 

The game SVAthlon was developed using a free online 
platform that provides tools to create educational games. By 
creating an account, users can create games by preparing 
questions and use the template and features available. There 
are three templates to choose from, namely King of the, 
Explore, and Bike Race. From the templates, users can 
choose a theme or background that they prefer. Gamilab lets 
the host track the players’ progress and results. This creates 
systematic record-keeping to track the students’ progress 
while the students can view their results from the leaderboard 
upon completing the game. Once a game is created, the 
educator can share the play code with the students. 

 
III. METHODS 

SVAthlon was created with the aim of engaging the 
learners while assessing their knowledge concerning Subject- 
Verb Agreement rules. When completing the game, students 
will go through three chapters based on different themes and 
contexts. For Chapter 1 (SVA Hike), the students need to 
answer 7 questions focusing on environmental facts in the 
present tense form. Next, Chapter 2 (SVA Marathon) has 10 
questions in the past tense form based on historical facts. 
Finally, Chapter 3 (SVA Tour) has 20 questions focusing on 
facts about different places in the world in mixed tenses 
forms. The multiple-choice questions have 2 options to 
choose from as the answer. As the level progresses, the 
number of questions and difficulty of the game advances. 

Upon setting up SVAthlon using Gamilab, students were 
invited to try the game and share their feedback. They were 
given the play code and played the game using their laptop or 
smartphone. The students who tested the game were diploma 
students taking an English proficiency course as a 
requirement for their programme of study. Once they have 
completed the game, they were given a link to Google Forms 
to respond to some survey questions. 
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A. Acronym 

• ESL – English as a Second Language 
 

IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

The feedback received from the students showed they 
enjoyed using Gamilab to play SVAthlon. In total, 45 
students responded to the feedback form using Google 
Forms. The students’ feedback is summarised in Table I 
below. 

 
TABLE I. SUMMARY OF STUDENTS’ FEEDBACK ON SVATHLON 

 

 

 

a. 
Data retrieved from Google Forms to collect students’ feedback. 

 

The primary purpose of SVAthlon was to enhance 
motivation and engagement in learning the structure of the 
English language. Based on Table I, the feedback received 
from the students highlighted the SVAthlon platform is 
accessible, promotes self-engagement and evaluation, and is 
attractive. This indicates that game-based learning instruction 
indeed brings benefits to second language learners. The 
excerpts in Table I present firm evidence that SVAthlon is a 
great learning tool to motivate students to learn and master 
the target language by completing all the activities presented 
on the platform. 

The present study was in line with the findings of 
Hakulinen and Auvcinen (2014); game-based approach in an 
educational context encourages engagement, user retention, 
knowledge, and cooperation. In addition, Perry (2015) found 
that a self-designed gamified tool can be a powerful 
motivator for students. It was discovered that implementing 
gamification in second language learning shows a positive 
influence on the students. 

 
TABLE II. SUMMARY OF STUDENTS’ SUGGESTIONS ON SVATHLON 

 

Students’ Suggestions 

Category Excerpts 

 

 

 

 

 
Features 

- Maybe for the SVA Tour, can 
make the bicycle move faster? 

- For SVA Hike and SVA 

Marathon, can make 
improvements like we can control 

it just like SVA Tour. 

- The tour was so slow. I hope it 

can automatically move forward 
after we answer the questions. 

- SVA Tour controls - Because it's 

hard to handle the player and it 
gets slower even though there is 
still energy left. 

 

 

Content 

- Maybe you could add more 

questions so we can learn more, 

but so far everything's great! I'm 
having so much fun playing those 

games. 
- Would be nice if instructions on 
how to play the games are given. 

b. 
Data retrieved from Google Forms to collect students’ feedback. 

 
 

Table II above shows the proposed suggestions by 
students who had tried SVAthlon. One suggestion 
highlighted on the feature of SVAthlon is to make changes to 
the pace of the game. Another student suggested it would be 
more interesting if the players are given the ability to control 
the character’s movements for the SVA Hike and SVA 
Marathon manually, just like the SVA Tour. These 
suggestions indicate that the implementation of gamification 
in second language learning must engage learners through 
meaningful and attractive activities to help them stay focused 
and motivated. 

Students’ Feedback 

Category Excerpts 

 - There are no time restrictions to 

answer the questions. 
- Because I have the edge to know the 

correct answer. 
- Can reselect the answer options. 

 

Students’ Feedback 

Category Excerpts 

 

 

 
Accessibility 

- It's fun and easy to access it. 

- No need to register or log in to our 
email while using it. 

- It's fun to play and easy to learn from 

it. 
- The content is so interesting and easy 
to access without log in to too many 
pages 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Features 

- It was fun, and the panda is cute. 
- It’s fun because we can cycle online! 

- It is very interesting and I enjoy the 
visuals of the game. 

- The graphics in the games are so fun 

and the questions are also interesting 

and simple. There is a leaderboard that 

shows the rank in the bicycle game, 
making it more competitive among 

players. 

- Because it's quite challenging and we 
can control the game. I love cycling so 

yeah, I chose the SVA Tour among 
three. Not forgetting the questions help 

me gain more general knowledge. 

- The graphics are cute, this game tests 

my patience and I gain knowledge 

from it. 

- I like it because we need to control 
the character’s movement and it makes 

sense. When you go downhill the 

bicycle goes fast. 

- I can control its movement by myself 

which is very fun for me because I 
love that kind of games! Hehe 

- If I get low energy. I want to find 
boosters to end the game so I must get 

the mystery box (quiz) to get the 
energy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Content 

- The questions given can improve my 

understanding on how certain ‘words’ 
can be used in sentences. 

- The content is so interesting and easy 

to access. 

- Very interesting game and from the 

game I know more about other 

countries’ histories and cultures. 

- Learn new facts about world history, 
fun, and interesting. 

- It’s fun and the game can improve 

our knowledge on grammar. 
- It was very fun, and easy to learn 

English grammar. 

- It's so fun and I enjoy playing it. At 
the same time, I can improve my 

English grammar. 

-IT IS VERY USEFUL AND 
MEANINGFUL TO ME BECAUSE I 
CAN LEARN GRAMMAR. 

Self-evaluation 
- Because it helps me realise that my 
grammar is not correct. 
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Based on the excerpts that emphasise on the SVAthlon 
content, one student suggested that more questions should be 
presented on the platform. Another student said that there 
should be clearer instructions on how to play SVAthlon. 
These excerpts show that the current platform could be 
improved by adding more questions or items to be answered, 
and also to add instructions so that students can explore the 
platform without difficulties. 

The suggestions made by the students are crucial to 
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the present game. 

 
V. CONCLUSIONS 

SVAthlon promotes high participation in teaching 

instruction and is applicable for the schools as well as the 

university classes due to its engaging nature. On the other 

hand, it is proven to help students to stay focused and 

motivated in learning, specifically while learning Subject- 

Verb Agreement. In hope, the application of SVAthlon in 

the English language classes would improve the grasp of 

grammar among the language learners in Malaysia. 
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Abstrak— Realiti Terimbuh (AR) Teknologi Bangunan 

Hijau (AReGB) merupakan satu aplikasi bagi e-pembelajaran 

dengan menggunakan peranti mudah alih untuk 

meningkatkan pengembangan kreativiti, kolaborasi, inovasi, 

motivasi, penyertaan, dan minat pelajar. Kesan pandemik 

Covid-19 dan pembelajaran secara atas talian memerlukan 

penyesuaian pedagogi dalam pendidikan tinggi seiring dengan 

kemahiran pembelajaran abad ke-21 dan revolusi industri 4.0. 

Idea utama AReGB ialah elemen konsep teknologi bangunan 

hijau yang dipaparkan secara maya menggunakan aplikasi 

blippAR. Keberkesanan aplikasi AReGB telah dinilai oleh 30 

orang pelajar Semester 2 Politeknik Ungku Omar 

menggunakan Google Form. Dapatan menunjukkan aplikasi 

AReGB membantu serta meningkatkan kefahaman pelajar 

berkaitan asas teknologi bangunan hijau. Penggunaan AReGB 

menghasilkan pengalaman visual dalam proses pembelajaran 

yang interaktif dan komprehensif secara modular kerana 

dilengkapi dengan nota ringkas, video pendek dan elemen 

pentaksiran. 

 

Kata Kunci—Realiti Terimbuh, Teknologi Bangunan Hijau, 

internet benda (IoT), pendidikan abad 21. 

 
I. PENGENALAN 

Pendidikan dengan penggunaan realiti terimbuh (AR) dan 
internet benda (IoT) terbukti dalam meningkatkan motivasi 
pelajar dalam proses pengajaran dan pembelajaran (PdP) 
secara interaktif mahupun secara atas talian [1]. Kemajuan 
teknologi seiring percambahan perkakasan dan perisian telah 
menjadikan AR sesuai diterapkan dalam sektor pendidikan 
tinggi [2,7]. Situasi pandemik Covid-19 juga menyebabkan 
keperluan kaedah pendidikan maya yang lebih kreatif dan 
berkesan. Selain itu, penggunaan AR sebagai model PdP 
dilihat lebih memenuhi keperluan pelajar pengajian tinggi 
pada abad ke-21[1,9,15]. Aplikasi AR dalam pendidikan 
kejuruteraan awam juga masih belum meluas dan perlu 
diterokai sebagai alat bantu mengajar (ABM) yang interaktif 
dengan pembelajaran berpusatkan pelajar secara atas talian 
[3,4,5]. Oleh yang demikian, aplikasi Augmented Reality for 
Green Building Technology (AReGB) telah dibangunkan 
untuk menyampaikan pengetahuan teknologi bangunan hijau 
secara realiti maya. Objektif penghasilan inovasi ini adalah 
untuk membangunkan aplikasi untuk visualisasi info 
bangunan hijau dengan teknologi AR yang menerangkan 

konsep teknologi bangunan hijau, alat penilaian bangunan 
hijau dan elemen bangunan hijau dengan penerokaan pelajar 
politeknik secara maya yang mempelajari kursus DCC50232 
Engineering in Society di bawah topik Environment and 
Sustainability in Civil Engineering serta menilai 
keberkesanan AReGB dalam kalangan pelajar Politeknik 
Ungku Omar. 

Realiti terimbuh (AR) ialah teknologi yang melibatkan 
interaksi manusia, komputer, telefon pintar dan realiti dengan 
membiarkan objek digital dan fizikal wujud secara bersama 
dan memberikan rasa intuitif tentang pengalaman dalam 
persekitaran animasi untuk pelajar kejuruteraan awam [8]. 
Kajian oleh [2,9] menunjukkan AR juga dapat meningkatkan 
kualiti pengajaran berkaitan bangunan. Namun, untuk 
mengelakkan pembatasan AR pada teknologi tertentu, AR 
didefinisikan sebagai sistem yang mempunyai ciri-ciri seperti 
menggabungkan nyata dan maya; interaktif dalam masa 
nyata dan dalam 3-D [3,4]. Definisi ini bertujuan untuk 
membenarkan teknologi lain, seperti teknologi mudah alih, 
selain itu tindihan (overlay) maya 2-D di atas video dapat 
dilakukan pada kadar interaktif, tetapi tindihan tidak 
digabungkan dengan dunia nyata dalam 3-D [4,5]. Walau 
bagaimanapun, definisi ini membenarkan antara muka 
berasaskan monitor, sistem monokular, peranti yang 
dipasang di kepala atau peranti mudah alih [5,7,8]. 

Bangunan hijau merupakan tren yang relatif dalam 
mencapai kelestarian dalam industri pembinaan seiring 
dengan Sustainable Development Goal (SDG 2030). 
Bangunan Hijau memberi tumpuan kepada peningkatan 
kecekapan penggunaan sumber tenaga, air, dan bahan sambil 
mengurangkan kesan bangunan terhadap kesihatan manusia 
dan alam sekitar selama kitaran hidup bangunan, melalui 
reka bentuk, konstruksi, operasi, penyelenggaraan, dan 
penyingkiran tempat duduk yang lebih baik [10,12]. Oleh itu, 
bangunan hijau direka untuk menjimatkan tenaga dan 
sumber, mengitar semula bahan dan meminimumkan 
pelepasan bahan toksik sepanjang kitaran hidupnya [6]. 
Keharmoniannya dengan iklim, tradisi, budaya dan 
persekitaran dapat mengekalkan dan meningkatkan kualiti 
kehidupan manusia sambil mengekalkan keupayaan 
ekosistem di peringkat tempatan dan global [12]. Ia juga 
menggunakan sumber yang cekap; mempunyai penjimatan 
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operasi yang signifikan dan meningkatkan produktiviti serta 
menghantar mesej yang tepat untuk menjadi komited, teratur 
dan bertanggungjawab untuk masa depan [10,11]. 

 
II. BAHAN PENGHASILAN INOVASI 

 

A. Paparan AReGB 

Peralatan seperti tablet atau telefon pintar biasa boleh 

digunakan untuk mempraktikkan AR dengan skrin peranti 

sebagai antara muka yang nyata untuk memperlihatkan, 

beroperasi dengan butang interaktif, memainkan video serta 

model 3D. Dengan menggunakan gambar penanda seperti 

gambar 1, aplikasi AreGB akan menghasilkan realiti 

terimbuh yang memaparkan kandungan aplikasi seperti yang 

ditunjukkan oleh gambar 2. Terdapat lima bahagian utama 

iaitu START, LEVEL1, LEVEL 2, LEVEL 3 dan FINISH. 
 

Gambar 1: Gambar Penanda untuk menggunakan AReGB 

 

Gambar 2: Kandungan AreGB 

 

Pada paparan START akan menunjukkan hasil 

pembelajaran dan maklumat asas berkaitan AreGB. Paparan 

LEVEL 1 pula akan menunjukkan info berkaitan konsep 

teknologi bangunan hijau dan video contoh model bangunan 

hijau. Kemudian, paparan LEVEL 2 pula mempamerkan 

maklumat berkaitan alat pengukuran bangunan hijau serta 

video ringkas mengenainya. Seterusnya LEVEL 3 

menunjukkan elemen-elemen penting bangunan hijau dan 

contoh video 3D. Akhir sekali bahagian FINISH yang akan 

memaparkan profil dan sijil kepada pennguna yang 

mendapat markah penuh bagi tiga permainan disetiap 

peringkat. Satu pengujian ringkas diadakan pada peringkat 

LEVEL 1 hingga ke LEVEL 3 untuk menguji kefahaman 

pelajar tentang kandungan AreGB seperti gambar 3. 

 

 
Gambar 3: Contoh pengujian ringkas setiap peringkat 

B. Infografik Maklumat Teknologi Bangunan Hijau 

Setiap peringkat dalam AreGB dilengkapi dengan 
maklumat infografik asas berkaitan bangunan hijau. 
Maklumat ini akan dipaparkan secara maya apabila 
pengguna menekan butang kandungan yang ada disetiap 
peringkat paparan. Paparan ini akan memaparkan gambar 
bangunan dengan ikon ‘i’ disekilingnya. Ikon ini akan 
memarkan maklumat yang berkaitan mengikut peringkatnya 
seperti gambar 4 dan gambar 5 berikut. 

 

Gambar 4: Maklumat konsep bangunan hijau 
 

 

Gambar 5: Maklumat alat pengukuran bangunan hijau 

 
 

III. KAEDAH PENGHASILAN/KAJIAN 

Kaedah penghasilan AreGB adalah dengan menggunakan 
perisian grafik untuk mereka bentuk model asas bangunan 
hijau seterusnya menghasilkan infografik dengan 
menggunakan Ms. PowerPoint dan Canva. 

 

A. Perisian Rekabentuk Model Bangunan Hijau 

Penghasilan rekabentuk contoh bangunan hijau dibuat 
dengan menggunakan dua perisian iaitu Revit 2020 dan 
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SketcUp Pro 2020. Rekabentuk 3D bangunan hijau ini 
memfokuskan elemen-elemen asas bangunan hijau serta 
gambaran bentuk bangunan hijau yang boleh diaplikasikan 
dalam perancangan pembinaan terkini yang menekankan 
elemen hijau seperti gambar 6 dan gambar 7 berikut. 

 

 

 

 

 
Gambar 6: Model 3D Bangunan menggunakan Revit 2020 

 

Gambar 7: Model 3D Bangunan menggunakan SketcUp Pro 2020 

B. Penghasilan Infografik Maklumat Teknologi Bangunan 

Hijau 

Infografik maklumat teknologi bangunan hijau ini 
dihasilkan dengan menggunakan Ms. PowerPoint dan Canva 
seperti gambar 8 dan gamabar 9. Kesemua maklumat ini 
disusun terlebih dahulu dan dipastikan keaslian sumbernya 
untuk tujuan sitasi dan menepati keperluan silibus 
DCC50232, topik Environment and Sustainability in Civil 
Engineering. 

 

Gambar 8: Pembangunan Infografik menggunakan Ms. PowerPoint 

 

 

Gambar 9: Pembangunan Infografik menggunakan Canva 

 

C. Membangunan AR Teknologi Bangunan Hijau 

Realiti terimbuh bangunan hijau ini dihasilkan dengan 
menggunakan perisian sumber terbuka iaitu blippAR. Bahan 
infografik dan video 3D teknologi bangunan hijau yang 
dihasilkan telah dimuat naik ke perisian ini kemudian 
disusun dan diubah suai mengikut hasil pembelajaran yang 
hendak dicapai bagi kursus DCC50232 seperti gambar 10 
dan gambar 11 berikut. 

 

Gambar 10: Pembangunan paparan AReGB 
 

Gambar 11: Pembangunan paparan kandungan blippAR 

 

D. Sampel dan pembangunan instrumen 

Penilaian keberkesanan AReGB telah diuji lari terhadap 

30 orang pelajar Politeknik Ungku Omar (PUO) yang 
mengambil kursus DCC50232 pada sesi Disember 2019. 
Kemudian populasi sampel sebenar seramai 56 orang pelajar 
semester dua daripada dua kelas Diploma Kejuruteraan 
Awam (DKA) seperti saranan [17,18] adalah mencukupi 
dengan teknik persampelan bertujuan telah dilaksanakan 
secara atas talian menggunakan google form. Pengesahan 
inovasi ini menggunakan instrumen soal selidik yang 
mengandungi 2 bahagian; I dan II. Bahagian I mengandungi 
maklumat demografi. Bahagian II mengandungi tiga item 
berkaitan tahap pengetahuan pelajar tentang teknologi 
bangunan hijau serta realiti terimbuh dalam bentuk soalan 
pra dan pasca seperti gambar 12. 
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Gambar 12: Instrumen soal-selidik 

Nilai Alpha Cronchbach dirujuk sebagai indeks 
kebolehpercayaan sesuatu instrumen yang diterima nilainya 
jika melebihi 0.70. Pembangunan soal selidik mengunakan 
skala likert seperti Jadual 1 berikut. 

 

 

 
Jadual 1: SKALA LIKERT 

 

Pemboleh Ubah Skor 

Cemerlang 5 

Baik 4 

Sederhana 3 

Lemah 2 

Sangat Lemah 1 

 

Data yang diperolehi daripada soal selidik, disusun dan 
dianalisis dengan menggunakan perisian Microsoft Excel 
bagi interpretasi nilai skor min seperti Jadual 2 dan nilai 
sisihan piawai. Tahap skor min ini ditentukan dengan 
merujuk kepada kajian oleh [19]. 

Jadual 2: TAHAP SKOR MIN 
 

Pemboleh Ubah Interpretasi (Tahap) 

1.00 – 2.33 Rendah 

2.34 – 3.67 Sederhana 

3.68 – 5.00 Tinggi 

 

IV. HASIL PENEMUAN KAJIAN 

Hasil penemuan kajian inovasi ini akan membincangkan 
keberkesanan     aplikasi AReGB. Menurut [16], 
kebolehpercayaan Alpha Cronbach dikelaskan berdasarkan 
kebolehpercayaan indeks klasifikasi iaitu 0.90-1.00 sangat 
tinggi, 0.70-0.89 tinggi, 0.30-0.69 sederhana dan 0.00-0.30 
rendah. Hasil analisis menunjukkan bahawa Alpha Cronbach 
lebih tinggi daripada 0.90 seperti Jadual 3. 

 
 

Jadual 3: NILAI KEBOLEHPERCAYAAN ALPHA CRONBACH 

 

Pemboleh Ubah Bilangan 

Item 

Nilai Alpha 

Cronbach 

Hasil pembelajaran 5 0.93 

 

 

A. Demografi Pelajar 

a) Seramai 56 responden yang melibatkan dua kelas 

semester 2 telah menjawab soal selidik bagi menilai tahap 

kefahaman pelajar berkaitan teknologi bangunan hijau 

serta penggunaan realiti terimbuh seperti yang ditunjukkan 

oleh Jadual 4. Keseluruhannya jumlah pelajar lelaki yang 

telah menjawab soal selidik ialah sebanyak 55% manakala 

pelajar perempuan ialah sebanyak 45%. 

 
Jadual 4: KEKERAPAN RESPONS PELAJAR TERHADAP HASIL 

PEMBELAJARAN 

 

Kelas DKA 2A DKA2B 

Jantina L P L P 

Kekerapan 14 13 17 12 

Peratusan (%) 51.8 48.2 58.6 41.4 

Jumlah 27 (100%) 29 (100%) 

 

 
 

Gambar 2: Peratusan Responden 

B. Ujian Pra dan Pasca 

a) Penilaian persepsi pelajar ketika sebelum dan 

selepas AReGB juga dibuat melalui soal selidik dengan 

penilaian pra dan pasca berdasarkan nilai interpretasi min 

dan sisihan piawai seperti Jadual 5 dan Jadual 6 untuk 

kelas DKA 2A dan Jadual 7 dan Jadual 8 untuk kelas DKA 

2B. 

 
Jadual 5: NILAI UJIAN PRA BERKAITAN TEKNOLOGI 

HIJAU DAN REALITI TERIMBUH BAGI KELAS DKA 

2A 

 

Pemboleh Ubah (Pra) Min 
Sisihan 

Piawai 
Interpretasi 

Pengetahuan pelajar mengenai 

maklumat bangunan hijau. 
2.86 0.35 Sederhana 

Tahap pemahaman pelajar 
mengenai bangunan hijau. 

2.79 0.49 Sederhana 

Tahap pengetahuan pelajar 

mengenai Augmented Reality 

(AR) 

 

2.38 

 

0.56 

 

Sederhana 

Kaedah AR berkesan dalam 
menarik minat pelajar belajar. 

3.38 0.82 Sederhana 

Motivasi dan daya cipta 

pembelajaran pelajar 

bertambah apabila 
menggunakan AR. 

 
3.41 

 
0.82 

 
Sederhana 

 

Pra ujian sebelum penggunaan AReGB 

menunjukkan nilai interpretasi sederhana dalam kalangan 

pelajar DKA 2A kerana pelajar masih di semester 2 dan 

pengetahuan berkaitan teknologi bangunan hijau dan realiti 

terimbuh masih belum menyeluruh. 
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Jadual 8 menunjukkan ujian pasca bagi kelas DKA 2B 

dengan nilai interpretasi yang tinggi juga. Didapati pelajar 

dapat memahami konsep dan penilaian teknologi bangunan 

hijau dengan lebih baik apabila menggunakan relaiti 

terimbuh. Secara keseluruhannya produk AReGB ini sangat 

berkesan dan bermanfaat dalam meningkatkan pengetahuan 

pelajar secara atas talian dengan menggunakan realiti 

terimbuh. 

 

 

 
Berbanding Jadual 3, pencapaian pelajar adalah lebih 

baik setelah menjelajah realiti terimbuh dengan 

menggunakan telefon pintar masing-masing. Interpretasi 

yang di tinggi menunjukkan AReGB ini meningkatkan 

motivasi dan daya cipta pembelajaran pelajar berkaitan 

teknologi hijau dan realiti terimbuh. 

 

Jadual 7: NILAI UJIAN PRA BERKAITAN TEKNOLOGI 

HIJAU DAN REALITI TERIMBUH BAGI KELAS DKA 

2B 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Manakala Jadual 7 menunjukkan dapatan ujian pra 

bagi kelas DKA 2B. Secara keseluruhannya nilai 

interpretasi sederhana juga diperolehi kerana tahap 

pengetahuan dan kefahaman pelajar berkaitan teknologi 

bangunan hijau serta realiti terimbuh masih perlu ditambah 

baik. 

 

Jadual 8: NILAI UJIAN PASCA BERKAITAN 

TEKNOLOGI HIJAU DAN REALITI TERIMBUH BAGI 

KELAS DKA 2B 

V. PENUTUP 

Kajian ini menerangkan reka bentuk dan pengembangan 

aplikasi realiti terimbuh (AR) teknologi bangunan hijau 

(AReGB) dan aktiviti pembelajaran yang menumpukan pada 

pengajaran dan pembelajaran abad ke-21. AReGB 

menggabungkan maklumat berkaitan teknologi bangunan 

hijau dengan strategi pembelajaran secara permainan. 

Penggunaan katalog gambar sebagai penanda AR adalah 

untuk memberikan pengalaman belajar berasaskan AR 

kepada pelajar politeknik umumnya. Inovasi ini 

memberikan sumbangan yang besar kepada komuniti pelajar 

dengan menerapkan AR ke bidang pembelajaran 

kejuruteraan awam. Penghasilan inovasi ini meningkatkan 

pemahaman yang lebih mendalam mengenai teknologi 

bangunan hijau untuk pelajar politeknik dengan 

menggabungkan pengalaman AR dan pembelajaran 

strategik serta kerangka asas untuk menyokong 

pembelajaran di lapangan. 

Inovasi AReGB tidak hanya menyumbang kategori 

aplikasi novel untuk AR mudah alih, tetapi juga sebagai 

panduan untuk beberapa masalah teknikal, logistik, dan reka 

bentuk berdasarkan pengalaman merancang, 

membangunkan dan menilai AReGB. Aplikasi ini 

menyokong pertukaran konteks antara pembelajaran cara 

tradisional dengan kandungan maya bagi teknologi 

bangunan hijau. Kesimpulannya, pelajar politeknik dapat 

menggunakan aplikasi AReGB secara intuitif dan berjaya 

menyelesaikan semua aktiviti tanpa kesukaran dan sangat 

positif terhadap teknologi AR. 
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Abstract—Rice becomes one-third of the world’s population 

food source and facing a problem during storage. Rice storage 

has been infested by stored product insects. Sitophilus oryzae 

commonly known as rice weevil is one of the stored product 

insects that attack the stored rice grain. Natural scented gels 

products are from the weeds based with essential oil. These 

weeds contain good antioxidants and insecticidal compounds 

that can kill and control the rice weevil, S. oryzae. Weeds are 

known as undesirable and unwanted plants contain bioactive 

compounds that have insecticidal properties and antioxidant 

properties. Natural products are a crucial source of 

antioxidant molecules. The antioxidant potentiality of the 

crude ethanolic extract of Chromolaena odorata and 

Melastoma malabatrichum leaves were investigated on DPPH 

scavenging activity. These extracts possess good antioxidant 

potential. They exhibited good antioxidant DPPH radical 

scavenging activity with an IC50 value of C. odorata was 

361.72 µg/ml and M. malabatrichum was 76.90 µg/ml, as 

compared to Ascorbic acid and BHA 25.61 and 52.24 µg/ml, 

respectively. These weeds were categorized as potential weeds 

as they have high nutritive value and are rich in chemical 

compounds such as saponins, terpenoids, phenols, tannins, and 

flavonoids. Good antioxidant and insecticidal compounds of C. 

odorata and M. malabatrichum leaves extract combine with 

herbs essential oil, make this product works on controlling rice 

stored product, S. oryzae. Plant-based formulations are known 

as better sustainable, biodegradable and eco-friendly compare 

to synthetic pesticides in food security. Therefore, weed 

extract-based products, natural scented gel were tested 

towards rice weevil. The results show that a mix of C. odorata 

and herb essential oil has the highest contact toxicity against 

adults of S. oryzae with mortality of 20% within 48 hours. 

 

Keywords— Sitophilus oryzae, Chromolaena odorata, 

Melastoma malabatrichum 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Natural scented gels are from the weeds based with 
essential oil contain good antioxidants and insecticidal 
compounds that can kill and control the rice weevil, 
Sitophilus oryzae. This rice weevil affected storage such as 
rice, maize and others. Weeds are recognized as the 
unwanted and undesirable plant that grows at an open land 
area (Zimdahl, 2007)1 having beneficial and potential. This 
product used broadleaves weeds, Chromolaena odorata (L.) 
from Asteraceae family and locally known in Malaysia as 
‘Pokok Kapal Terbang’.and Melastoma malabathricum L. 
from Melastomaceae family and locally known in Malaysia 
as ‘senduduk’ in controlling the rice weevil. Both weed 
extracts show good antioxidant activity as compared to 
Ascorbic acid and BHA 25.61 and 52.24 µg/ml, respectively. 
These scented gels showed good contact toxicity against 
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adults of S. oryzae with a mortality of 20% within 48 hours. 
Therefore, this product is a good alternative in controlling 
rice weevil. 

 
II. METHODS 

A. Preparation of extracts 

C. odorata and M. malabatrichum leaves were collected, 
dried and prepared in powder. The crude extracts of ethanol 
were kept until used. 

B. Natural scented gels - contact toxicity test 

45 g of gelatin was put in the hot water. The mixture 
stirred until dissolved. The mixture was poured into each 
plastic container. 1 tablespoon of salt was added to each 
plastic container. 2 or 3 drops of weed extracts and herb 
essential oil were added. The color dye was added 
afterward. The products were refrigerated overnight. Natural 
scented gels were made in small gel plastic containers. The 
natural scented gel was put in a plastic container box. 10 
adults of S. oryzae were introduced into the space of the 
plastic container box. The mortality of insects was recorded 
for 24 hours and 48 hours. 

C. Determination of antioxidant activity 

The antioxidant activity was determined by its DPPH 
radical scavenging activity. Ascorbic acid and BHA were 
used as standard controls (Dehpour et al., 2009)2. The 
percentage inhibition was calculated using the equation. 
IC50 values denote the concentration of the sample which is 
needed to scavenge 50% of DPPH free radicals (Shekhar 
and Anju, 2014)3. DPPH radical scavenging activity (%) 
was calculated using the following equation: 

DPPH radical scavenging activity (%) = 

[(Absorbance of control - Absorbance of the test sample) 
/ (Absorbance of control)] × 100 

D. Phytochemical screening 

Phytochemical screening of selected weeds leaves were 
tested with modification for the presence of saponins, 
terpenoid, phenolic, tannins, and flavonoid. The qualitative 
results were expressed as (+) for the presence and (-) for the 
absence of phytochemicals. 

 
III. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

.A. Insect Mortality 

The product of natural scented gel of weed extract with 
herb essential oil is made to control rice weevil and to 
overcome the insect storage pest. 

TABLE 1. INSECT MORTALITY 
 

Sample 24 Hours 48 Hours 

Chromolaena odorata + Herb 

essential oil 

 
5 ± 0.71 

 
20 ± 1.41 

Melastoma malabatrichum + Herb 

essential oil 

 
10 ± 1.41 

 
10 ± 1.41 

 

The mix of C. odorata with herb essential oil showed the 
highest contact toxicity against adults of S. oryzae with 
mortality of 20% within 48 hours. The other samples gave 

lower contact toxicity in (% mortality). These show that 
those weeds also can kill and control the stored product 
insect. The combination of extracts and essential oil that 
contain monoterpenoids, sesquiterpenes, and alcohols also 
can attribute to the repellent properties towards insect 
(Sathantriphop, S et al., 2011; Sritabutra, D., & Soonwera, 
M. 2013)4,5. 

 

B. Antioxidant activity 

The scavenging effect of C. odorata and M. 
malabatrichum with Ascorbic acid and BHA were compared. 
The C. odorata and M. malabatrichum at the used 
concentrations showed the potential effect of DPPH activity 
as a percentage of free radicals inhibition. 

 

 
Fig 1. Scavenging activity (%) 

 

 
Antioxidant assay of C. odorata and M. malabatrichum 

extracts displayed the ability to inhibit DPPH free radical 
formation. 

TABLE 2. IC50 VALUE (ΜG/ML) 
 

IC
50 

(μg/ml) 

Ascorbic acid 25.61 

BHA 52.24 

C. odorata 361.72 

M. malabatrichum 76.90 

 

The IC50 value 25.61μg/ml was obtained for Ascorbic 
acid and 52.24μg/ml was obtained for BHA as the standard. 
The scavenging was observed with C. odorata 361.72μg/ml 
and M. malabatrichum 76.50μg/ml as opposed to the IC50 
value Ascorbic acid and BHA which are well-known 
antioxidants (Table 2). The measured IC50 result indicates 
better antioxidant activity. Therefore, the lower IC50 
suggests that it has a higher antioxidant capacity. The result 
of the DPPH radical scavenging assay showed that C. 
odorata and M. malabatrichum extracts have a good DPPH 
scavenging effect and being active. 

C. Phytochemical screening 

The results of phytochemicals determine that terpenoid, 
phenolic and tannin were highly present for these weeds. M. 
malabatrichum phytochemical test was highly present, 
followed by C. odorata (Table 3). Saponins, terpenoids, 
phenols, tannins and flavonoids were present in both 
samples. Every phytochemical compound has the potential 
for insecticidal activity. 
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TABLE 3. QUALITATIVE PHYTOCHEMICAL SCREENING 

 
 C. odorata M. malabatrichum 

Saponins + +++ 

Terpenoids +++ +++ 

Phenols +++ +++ 

Tannins +++ +++ 

Flavanoids ++ +++ 

 
D. Product 

This product can be commercialized as it natural and 
organic product, has no toxic chemicals, safe for kids and 
babies. This product has the effectiveness to repel rice weevil 
in rice storage and can be implemented in quarantine stored 
before the rice grain is commercialized. 

[3] T. C. Shekhar & G. Anju. Antioxidant activity by 

DPPH radical scavenging method of Ageratum 

conyzoides Linn. leaves. American Journal of 

Ethnomedicine, vol 1, no. 4, pp. 244-249, 2014. 

[4] S. Sathantriphop, N. Achee, U. Sanguanpong and T. 

Chareonviriyaphap, "The effects of plant essential 

oils on escape response and mortality rate of Aedes 

aegypti and Anopheles minimus", Journal of Vector 

Ecology, vol 40, no. 2, pp. 318-326, 2015. 

[5] D. Sritabutra & M. Soonwera. Repellent activity of 

herbal essential oils against Aedes aegypti (Linn.) 

and Culex quinquefasciatus (Say.), Asian Pacific 

Journal of Tropical Disease, vol 3, no. 4, pp. 271- 

276, 2013. 

[6] A.A. Oladipupo, Preliminary Phytochemical 

Screening and Antioxidant Activity of Ethanolic 

Leave Extract of Azadirachta indica. Journal of 

Applied Chemistry (IOSR-JAC), vol. 7, no.4, pp. 46- 

49, 2014. 
 

 

Fig 2. Natural scented gel 

. 
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Natural scented gels are a good product in controlling 

rice weevil as C. odorata and M. malabatrichum contain 

antioxidants properties and insecticidal compounds. 

Antioxidant by DPPH radical scavenging activity is 

responsible for the radical scavenging activity by phenolic 

compounds (Oladipupo, 2014)6 and has a contribution to 

insect mortality. Therefore, this product is a good source for 

commercialization and gives a good contribution to control 

rice weevil.. 
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Abstrak— MonNet SIM atau Monitoring Network 

Simulator merupakan set peralatan mudah, ringkas dan 

murah bagi menerangkan kepada pelajar tentang 

bagaimana sesuatu rangkaian internet dipantau dan 

direkodkan jika berlaku sebarang gangguan terhadap 

rangkaian internet. Set peralatan ini terdiri daripada 

Raspberry Pi dan penggunaan aplikasi terbuka dapat 

mengurangkan kos penghasilan sesebuah simulator 

pemantauan internet. Penggunaan Raspberry Pi dan 

aplikasi terbuka dalam penghasilan simulator ini bukan 

sahaja dapat memberikan pendedahan kepada pelajar 

khususnya tentang penggunaan Single Board Computer 

(SBC) yang makin meluaskan di dalam dunia 

pengkomputeran kini. Simulator ini juga dapat 

membantu tenaga pengajar dalam memberikan contoh 

sesebuah sistem pemantauan rangkaian mudah kepada 

pelajar jika dibandingkan dengan sistem premium yang 

mahal harganya. Pendedahan ini dapat juga pelajar 

mengenali asas pemantauan rangkaian internet sebelum 

mereka berada di dunia sebenar. Penggunaan arahan 

mudah Linux di dalam sistem rangkaian ini juga 

memberi mereka sedikit ilmu pengoperasian sistem 

terbuka dan minat kepada aplikasi terbuka di masa 

depan. 

 
Kata Kunci : Monitoring Network Simulator MonNet SIM, 

Simulator Pemantauan Rangkaian 

I. PENGENALAN 

Tajuk projek yang dipilih ialah “MonNet SIM – 

Network Monitoring Simulator” adalah sebuah sistem 

pemantauan rangkaian menggunakan alat Raspberry Pi 3 

dan perisian Netdata. Penggunaan Raspberry Pi 3 ialah 

kerana ia sebuah alat yang berfungsi sama seperti sebuah 

komputer yang sebenar. Bahkan, penggunaan Raspberry Pi 

3 lebih menjimatkan daripada penggunaan sebuah komputer 

sebenar yang melibatkan kos yang tinggi untuk diwujudkan 

sebuah alat pemantauan rangkaian. Ia juga bersifat mudah 

alih kerana bersaiz kecil dan alat seperti ini mudah untuk 

dibawa kemana-mana untuk menguji rangkaian tanpa perlu 

memikirkan tentang saiz yang mungkin menggangu ruang 

semasa pengujian dijalankan. Penggunaan Netdata pula 

ialah kerana ia adalah sebuah sistem yang mempunyai 

standard yang sama seperti mana-mana perisian yang 

berbayar. 

 

Keistimewaan utama bagi projek pemantauan rangkaian ini 

ialah kos yang dikeluarkan bagi menghasilkan projek ini 

adalah kecil dan ini akan menjimatkan organisasi untuk 

memiliki alat pemantauan rangkaian yang terdapat di 

pasaran. 

 

II. BAHAN PENGHASILAN INOVASI 

 
A. Rasberrry Pi 3 

 

Rajah 1 menunjukkan Raspberry Pi 3 yang 

merupakan komputer yang kecil, sama dengan komputer 

yang sedang digunakan. Ia menggunakan processor jenis 

ARM QuadCore dan boleh menginstall sistem operasi 

linux yang hampir sama dengan Microsoft Windows. 

Raspberry Pi menyokong pelbagai programming 

language. Ia juga mengatakan Raspberry Pi ialah sebuah 

alat yang mudah digunakan tetapi berkuasa, mampu milik 

dan susah untuk rosak 
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Rajah 1: Rasberry Pi 3 

 

B. Patch cord Cat 5e straight cable 
 

Rajah 2: Patch Cord 

 

Rajah 2 menunjukkan patch cord yang digunakan 

sebagai penghantar data. Kabel UTP (cat 5e) adalah jenis 

kabel UTP yang mempunyai kualiti penghantaran yang 

lebih baik berbanding dengan kabel UTP Kategori 4 (Cat4). 

 
 

C. Power Adapter 

 

Rajah 3 menunjukkan power adapter yang berfungsi 

sebagai bekalan kuasa untuk Raspberry Pi 3 untuk ia 

sentiasa beroperasi. 

 
 

Rajah 3: Power Adapter 

 

 

 

 
D. Casing 

Rajah 4: Casing 

 

Rajah 4 menunjukkan casing jenis PVC enclosure box. 

Casing ini digunakan sebagai tempat meletakkan Raspberry 

Pi yang bertujuan untuk melindungi peralatan dari 

persekitaran dan kekemasan. 

 

 

E. Secure Digital Card (SD Card) 32 GB Class 10 

 
Rajah 5: SD Card 

 
 

Rajah 5 menunjukkan SD Card yang berfungsi sebagai 

ruang storan untuk Raspberry Pi 3 untuk menjalankan 

sistem operasi dan menyimpan data. Class 10 merupakan 

kelas yang terbaru serta dapat mempercepatkan 

pemprosesan dan penghantaran data. SD Card yang 

digunakan pada slot kad SD di Raspberry Pi bagi 

menyimpan fail kerana Raspberry Pi tidak mempunyai 

penyimpanan onboard. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
F. Papan kekunci 

 
Rajah 6 : Papan Kekunci 

Papan kekunci digunakan untuk memasukkan data 

dalam bentuk teks dan nombor ke dalam Raspberry Pi 3 

supaya penghantaran arahan ke komputer boleh dilakukan. 
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G. Tetikus 

 

Rajah 7: Tetikus 

 

Rajah 7 menunjukkan tetikus yang berfungsi untuk 

mengawal gerakan penunjuk atau kursor pada skrin paparan 

yang bersambung dengan Raspberry Pi 3. 

 

H. Skrin Monitor 
 

Rajah 8 : Skrin Monitor 

 

Rajah 8 menunjukkan skrin monitor yang berfungsi 

untuk memaparkan grafik/ interfaces yang diproses dan 

diolah daripada Raspberry Pi 3. 

 

I. Raspbian Stretch 

 

Sistem operasi yang berfungsi sebagai platform untuk 

Raspberry Pi 3 serta ia adalah sistem pengoperasian terbuka 

dan bercirikan GUI (Graphic User Interface). 

 
 

J. Netdata 

 

Perisian sistem pemantauan rangkaian yang percuma 

dan mempunyai fungsi dan ciri yang hampir sama dengan 

perisian yang berbayar. 

 

 
III. KAEDAH PENGHASILAN/KAJIAN 

 
Proses pembuatan projek ini mengandungi langkah-langkah 

yang perlu dilakukan bagi mencapai hasil akhir projek ini. 

Antara langkah yang akan dilakukan adalah dari segi 

perkakasan dan perisian. 

 

Dari segi perkakasan adalah, projek ini memerlukan 

perkakasan yang sesuai untuk memantau sistem rangkaian. 

Perkakasan yang sesuai adalah seperti Raspberry Pi 3 yang 

dikenali dengan saiznya yang mudah alih. 

 

Dari segi perisian adalah seperti sistem pengoperasian 

yang mampu digunakan di Raspberry Pi 3. Contohnya adalah 

Raspbian Stretch yang bercirikan GUI (Graphic User 

Interface). Bagi sistem pemantauan rangkaian pula adalah 

menggunakan perisian Netdata. Perisian tersebut adalah User 

friendly dan percuma serta ia mampu beroperasi seperti 

perisian yang berbayar. 

 

Apabila keperluan projek dari segi perkakasan dan 

perisian telah mencukupi, perkakasan tersebut mestilah 

disambungkan dan dihidupkan. Selepas itu, memasang sistem 

pengoperasian Raspbian Stretch pada Raspberry Pi 3 

dilakukan. Seterusnya, pemasangan dan pengkonfigurasian 

Netdata dilakukan. 

 

Projek ini akan melakukan proses pengujian selama 1 

minggu pada rangkaian yang dipilih. Selepas 1 minggu, hasil 

pengujian yang akan menunjukkan sebarang masalah perlu 

dilakukan proses pembaikian (troubleshoot). Selepas proses 

troubleshoot dilakukan, pengujian akan dilakukan sekali lagi 

selama 1 minggu di lokasi yang sama. Selepas proses 

pengujian dan proses troubleshoot yang telah dilakukan, 

kesemua maklumat akan dikumpulkan untuk memastikan 

alatan yang dibaiki telah berfungsi dengan baik. 

 

Projek yang telah selesai dibaiki, akan memantau 

perjalanan rangkaian dalam bentuk 3 fasa. Iaitu untuk tempoh 

7 hari, 14 hari dan 30 hari. Jumlah rekod pemantauan yang 

terkumpul akan dijadikan sebagai bahan bukti dan rujukan 

projek ini. 

 

Projek ini menginstall Netdata dengan menggunakan 

sistem operasi Raspbian Strech seperti yang ditunjukkan 

dalam Rajah 9. 

 
 

 
Rajah 9 : Konfigurasi Netdata di dalam terminal sistem operasi Raspbian 
Stretch 

 
 

IV. HASIL PENEMUAN KAJIAN 

Projek MonNet SIM – Ia adalah sebuah sistem 

pemantauan rangkaian menggunakan alat Raspberry Pi 3 

dan perisian Netdata. Penggunaan Raspberry Pi 3 ialah 

kerana ia sebuah alat yang berfungsi sama seperti sebuah 

komputer yang sebenar. Bahkan, penggunaan Raspberry Pi 

3 lebih menjimatkan daripada penggunaan sebuah komputer 

sebenar yang memakan belanja yang tinggi untuk 

diwujudkan sebuah alat pemantauan rangkaian. Penggunaan 

Netdata pula ialah kerana ia adalah sebuah sistem yang 

mempunyai standard yang sama seperti mana-mana perisian 

yang berbayar. 
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 cord    

7 Tetikus 1 29.90 

8 Papan 

Kekunci 

1 89.00 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Rajah 10 : Paparan antaramuka Netdata memantau prestasi Raspberry pi 

 

 
 

Rajah 11 : Paparan antaramuka Netdata memaparkan rangkaian yang 

dipantau 

 

Kejayaan dalam memantau dan merekodkan 

prestasi rangkaian (LAN) serta prestasi peralatan secara 

remote, amat membantu bagi memastikan capaian internet 

sentiasa dalam keadaaan bersedia. Namun jika terdapat 

sebarang gangguan pada rangkaian, ini dapat direkodkan 

dan dapat dibuktikan dengan menggunakan MonNet SIM 

ini. 

 
JADUAL 1: KOS PENYEDIAAN MONNET SIM 

V. PENUTUP 

 
Projek MonNet SIM ini adalah sebuah projek 

yang diwujudkan sebagai sebuah alat pemantauan 

rangkaian di mana sebelum ini Jabatan Teknologi 

Maklumat Kolej Vokasional Seberang Perai tidak 

memiliki sebarang alat pemantauan rangkaian yang 

berupaya untuk memantau kelajuan internet, dan 

memantau prestasi rangkaian. 

 

Selain itu, kajian yang dilakukan ini telah 

mengambil kira dari aspek mudah alih. Penggunaan 

Raspberry Pi 3 yang bersaiz kecil membolehkan ia 

dibawa ke mana-mana sahaja kerana alat itu bersaiz kecil 

dan ringan dimana sistem yang digunakan untuk 

pengujian rangakaian ialah Netdata. Kelebihannya 

perisian ini ialah perisian Netdata mempunyai standard 

yang sama seperti perisian yang berbayar. 

 

Diharapkan dapatan dari kajian ini akan dapat 

memenuhi keperluan juruteknik dan server administrator 

yang sedang bekerja dan juga membantu para pelajar 

yang ingin belajar bagaimana sesuatu rangkaian itu di 

pantau serta melihat prestasinya. 

 

Hasil daripada wujudnya alat pemantauan 

rangkaian ini, pihak bertanggungjawab dapat mengambil 

beberapa langkah susulan untuk mengatasi masalah 

rangkaian yang dapat dikesan awal serta memberi 

persediaan untuk menyediakan laporan kepada pihak 

pengurusan agar dapat mengambil tindakan yang 

seterusnya. 

 

 
PENGHARGAAN 

Jutaan terima kasih diucapkan kepada Pengarah Kolej 

Vokasional Seberang Perai kerana memberi pendedahan dan 

kepercayaan kepada kami untuk melaksanakan projek 

inovasi MonNet SIM – Monitoring Network Simulator ini. 

Tidak lupa juga rakan-rakan pensyarah Jabatan Teknologi 

Maklumat Kolej Vokasional Seberang Perai kerana sentiasa 

memberi kerjasama dan idea-idea positif untuk menghasilkan 

projek inovasi ini. Kerjasama dan penglibatan semua pihak 

secara langsung mahupun tidak sepanjang penghasilan 

projek MonNet SIM – Monitoring Network Simulator ini 

amatlah dihargai. 

BI 

L 

PERKARA KUANTIT 

I 

HARGA 

SEUNIT 
(RM) 

JUMLAH 

KOS 

1 Raspberry Pi 1 139.00  

 

 
RM 

468.80 

2 SD Card 1 45.00 

3 Skrin 

Monitor 

1 129.00 

4 Casing 1 12.00 

5 Power 

adapter for 

raspberry pi 

1 5.00 

6 Cat 5e Patch 1 (3m) 19.90 
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Abstrak— NASSim direka bagi membantu pelajar 

memahami konsep fungsi server, internet dan NAS 

(Network Attached Storage). Kos pembelian perkakasan 

bagi NAS yang terdapat dipasaran adalah sangat tinggi 

dan menyebabkan proses pembelajaran dan pengajaran 

tidak dapat dilakukan dengan sempurna. Pelajar- 

pelajar pula sememangnya memerlukan pendedahan 

kepada penggunaan NAS yang jelas supaya mereka 

dapat memahami sesuatu konsep dengan lebih baik. 

Oleh itu, NASSim yang menggunakan Raspberry Pi 

sebagai otak pengkomputeran bersama penggunaan 

aplikasi perisian terbuka yang boleh diperolehi dengan 

percuma ini dapat menjimatkan kos berbanding 

menggunakan sistem operasi dan pengkomputeran 

normal seperti Windows dan CPU pengkomputeran. 

Tenaga pengajar juga dapat menjadikan NASSim 

sebagai bahan pengajaran dan pada masa yang sama 

boleh digunakan sebagai tempat berkongsi bahan 

pembelajaran bersama pelajar seperti penggunaan NAS 

sebenar. Kos yang rendah dan mempunyai ruang 

penambahbaikan seiring dengan perubahan teknologi 

menjadikan NASSim sebagai bahan PdPC  yang  baik. 

 

Kata Kunci : NASSim, NAS Simulator, Network Attached 

Storage Simulator. 

 

 
I. PENGENALAN 

Tajuk projek yang dipilih ialah “NASSim – NAS 

Simulator” merupakan alat bantu mengajar (ABM) yang 

dibangunkan bagi memudahkan tenaga pengajar dalam 

menerangkan cara perkongsian data dalam talian. Isu yang 

sering timbul semasa proses Pengajaran dan Pemudahcara 

(PdPc) berlangsung ialah pelajar tidak dapat membayangkan 

bagaimana sesebuah NAS itu berfungsi  kerana kekangan 

kos untuk menyediakan peralatan tersebut dalam situasi 

yang sebenar. 

Justeru itu, langkah penambahbaikkan telah diambil oleh 

pasukan kami untuk menghasilkan projek simulasi ini agar 

para pelajar dapat menghubungkait penerangan secara teori 

dengan proses sebenar penggunaan NAS itu berlaku 

Koivisto Jari-Pekka (2012).. Alat simulasi ini dapat 

membantu menerangkan fungsi server, internet dan NAS. 

Selain itu, alat simulasi ini juga dapat memberi pendedahan 

kepada pelajar tentang penggunaan Open Source yang 

merupakan platform utama yang digunakan pada NASSim. 

Objektif projek ini ialah dapat memudahkan tenaga 

pengajar untuk menerangkan penggunaan Network Attached 

Storage (NAS) kepada para pelajar semasa proses PdPc. 

Selain itu, dapat menjimatkan kos pembelian peralatan 

amali untuk proses PdPc. Disamping itu, dapat 

memudahkan proses perkongsian bahan-bahan PdPc dan 

bahan pengurusan fail program. 

 

 
II. BAHAN PENGHASILAN INOVASI 

A. Rasberrry Pi 

 
Rajah 1 menunjukkan Rasberry Pi 3 yang merupakan 

satu siri single board computer kecil yang digunakan untuk 

projek ini. Tujuan penggunaaannya bagi menggantikan 

penggunaan sistem unit bagi sesebuah komputer biasa. 

Gareth Halfacree (2018) Rasberry Pi 3 ini merupakan 

sebuah komputer berfungsi sepenuhnya dalam bentuk yang 

kecil dalam pakej kos yang rendah. 
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Rajah 1: Rasberry Pi 3 

 

B. SD Card 
 

Rajah 2: SD Card 

 

Rajah 2 menunjukkan SD Card yang digunakan pada 

slot kad SD di Raspberry Pi bagi menyimpan fail kerana 

Raspberry Pi tidak mempunyai penyimpanan onboard. 

 
C. External Hardisk 

 
Rajah 3 menunjukkan penggunaan External Hardisk 

yang bersaiz 500GB. Tujuan penggunaan external hardisk 

ini bagi menambah kapasiti tempat simpanan data sedia ada 

iaitu SD Card. 

 

Rajah 3: External Hardisk 

 

D. Casing 

Rajah 4: Casing 

 

 
Rajah 4 menunjukkan casing jenis PVC enclosure box. 

Casing ini digunakan sebagai tempat meletakkan Raspberry 

Pi dan hardisk seperti Rajah 5 dan 6 di bawah. Ianya 

bertujuan bagi melindungi peralatan dari persekitaran dan 

kekemasan. 

 

Rajah 5: Projek NASSim 

 

Rajah 6: Projek NASSim 
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E. Raspberry Pi Power cable 

 

Rajah 7: Kabel Kuasa 

 

Rajah 7 menunjukkan kabel kuasa untuk Rasberry Pi. 

Tujuan kabel digunakan untuk menghantar tenaga elektrik 

5V 3A kepada Raspberry Pi supaya ianya dapat berfungsi. 

 

F. Hard disk docking station 

 
Rajah 8 menunjukkan kabel patch cord Cat 6 yang 

digunakan untuk menghubungkan Raspberry Pi dengan 

switch bagi membolehkan Raspberry Pi berhubung dengan 

Local Area Network (LAN) yang dikehendaki. 

 

 

III. KAEDAH PENGHASILAN/KAJIAN 
 

A. Membuat capaian komputer Windows ke NASSim 

 
Langkah-langkah membuat capaian komputer Windows 

ke NASSim adalah seperti berikut: 

Langkah 1 – Buka Windows File Explorer 

Langkah 2 – Dapatkan Map Network Drive 

Langkah 3 – Taipkan \\raspberrypi\NASSim < 

nama yang diberikan> 

  Langkah 4 – Membuat tetapan user dan 
password. 

  Langkah 5 – Klik ‘OK’ untuk bersambung ke 
NASSim 

B. Cara memutuskan capaian komputer Windows ke 

NASSim 

 
Langkah mudah jika pengguna tidak ingin lagi capaian 

atau mahu memutuskan capaian NASSim, mereka hanya 

perlu :- 
Klik kanan pada NASSim dan disconnect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rajah 8: Hard disk docking station 

 
Rajah 8 menunjukkan hard disk docking station yang 

digunakan untuk menempatkan external hardisk. Docking 

station ini diperlukan bagi memberikan kuasa kepada hard 

disk bagi mengelakkan kebergantungan kuasa kepada 

Raspberry pi, di samping memberikan kekemasan dan 

keselamatan kepada hard disk apabila lengkap dipasang 

dalam sistem. 

 

G. Cat 6 Patch cord 
 

Rajah 8: Kabel patch cord 

 

 

 

 
Rajah 9 : Cara memutuskan sambungan NASSim. 

 

 

 

IV. HASIL PENEMUAN KAJIAN 

Projek NASSim – NAS Simulator ini memberi beberapa 

impak positif kepada tenaga pengajar dan para pelajar 

khususnya. Hal ini kerana, projek ini dapat membantu 

tenaga pengajar dalam memudahkan pemahaman pelajar 

terhadap NAS dan rangkaian. Pembangunan simulator ini 

secara tidak langsung dapat memberi pendedahan kepada 

pelajar tentang penggunaan Open Source kerana secara 

kebiasaannya para pelajar hanya menggunakan sistem 

operasi berlesen seperti windows. 

 
NASSim – NAS Simulator ini juga dapat memudahkan 

perkongsian bahan PdPc dan bahan pengurusan program 

dalam kalangan tenaga pengajar kerana tidak memerlukan 

flash drive untuk pemindahan data. Sebarang proses upload 
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dan download bahan boleh dilakukan dalam LAN yang 

sama. 

 
Saiz NASSim – NAS Simulator yang kecil ini dapat 

menjimatkan ruang dan senang dibawa ke dalam kelas untuk 

ditunjukkan kepada para pelajar semasa proses PdPc 

berlangsung. 

 
Kos penyediaannya yang murah berbanding penggunaan 

NAS yang sebenar. Penggunaan Raspberry Pi yang 

menggantikan penggunaan server adalah sangat berbaloi 

untuk penyediaan simulator ini. 

 
JADUAL 1: KOS PENYEDIAAN NASSIM 

 

BIL PERKARA KUANTITI HARGA 

SEUNIT 

(RM) 

JUMLAH 

KOS 

1 Raspberry 

Pi 

1 139.00  

 

 

 

 

 
RM 810 

2 SD Card 1 45.00 

3 External 

Hardisk 

(500 GB) 

1 134.00 

4 Casing 1 12.00 

5 Power cable 
for 

raspberry pi 

1 5.00 

6 Hard disk 

docking 

station 

1 70.00 

7 Cat 6 Patch 

cord 

1 405.00 

 

 

 

V. PENUTUP 

Projek inovasi NASSim ini digunakan di Jabatan 

Teknologi Maklumat Kolej Vokasional Seberang Perai bagi 

memudahkan para pensyarah menerangkan penggunaan 

Network Attached Storage (NAS) kepada para pelajar 

semasa proses pengajaran dan pemudahcaraan di dalam 

kelas. Geraldy Gilman (2016), Penggunaan NASSim ini 

juga dapat menjimatkan kos pembelian perkakasan kerana 

menggunakan Raspberry Pi sahaja bagi menggantikan 

penggunaan server yang terlalu mahal kosnya. Disamping 

itu, projek inovasi ini dapat membantu pensyarah-pensyarah 

menyimpan bahan-bahan pengajaran dan pemudahcaraan 

serta bahan pengurusan fail program secara berpusat. 

Dengan itu, projek inovasi NASSim ini dapat memudahkan 

para pensyarah berkongsi bahan-bahan dan maklumat yang 

diperlukan. Griffee Bill (2013) 

 

NASSim– NAS Simulator yang dibangunkan ini boleh 

ditambahbaik lagi pada masa akan datang untuk kegunaan 

yang lebih optimum. Antara penambahbaikan yang boleh 

dilakukan ialah dengan menyediakan kemudahan backup 

data dengan penambahan hardisk pada projek ini. 

Penambahbaikan yang kedua ialah membolehkan data dapat 

di akses dari Local Area Network (LAN) yang berbeza. 

 

PENGHARGAAN 

Jutaan terima kasih diucapkan kepada Pengarah Kolej 
Vokasional Seberang Perai kerana memberi pendedahan dan 
kepercayaan kepada kami untuk melaksanakan projek 
inovasi NASSim- Network Attached Storage Simulator ini. 
Tidak lupa juga rakan-rakan pensyarah Jabatan Teknologi 
Maklumat Kolej Vokasional Seberang Perai kerana sentiasa 
memberi kerjasama dan idea-idea positif untuk menghasilkan 
projek inovasi ini. Kerjasama dan penglibatan semua pihak 
secara langsung mahupun tidak sepanjang penghasilan 
projek NASSim- Network Attached Storage Simulator ini 
amatlah dihargai. 
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Abstract— Plastic beverage straw are categorized as a 

waste that is difficult to dispose of and a threat to global 

environment and health. Alternatively, paddy straw can 

replace the plastic straw as it is biodegradable and 

environmentally friendly. Paddy straw is easily decomposed in 

a short period of time and can reduce environmental pollution. 

Paddy straw can also be an opportunity to farmers to create 

new source of income. In addition, this paddy straw does not 

require an industrial process because it is fresh from paddy 

stalks. 

 

Keywords— paddy straw, environment, plastic pollution 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Plastic is the third largest waste source in the world. 
Plastic waste volumes grow together with the growing of 
world population. A sum of 8.3 billion tons of plastic have 
been produced since the early 1950s up till now, and the 
global plastic wastes are currently estimated at 380 million 
tons a year. However, only 9% of plastic in the world is 
recycled. According to International Coastal Cleanup 2017 
Report [1], plastic straw is among the top 10 contributors of 
plastic waste. In fact, around 437 million to 8.3 billion plastic 
straws polluted the coastlines around the world. Plastic straw 
is nondegradable and takes 100 to 500 years to decompose. 

In Malaysia, the annual food plastic packaging 
consumption is around 148 thousand metric tons with annual 
per capita plastic packaging consumption of 16.78 
kilograms. Hence it is very crucial for Malaysia to become 
an environmentally sustainable country by planning well in 
reducing daily consumption of plastic [2]. Ministry of 
Energy, Science, Technology, Environment and Climate 
Change (MESTECC) introduced “Malaysia’s Roadmap 
Towards Zero Single-Use Plastics 2018-2030” in 2018 as a 
policy guideline on ensuring environmental sustainability 
and eliminating the use of single-use plastic in Malaysia by 
2030. For Phase 2 (2022 to 2026), the ministry aims that no 
straw by default practice continues and in Phase 3 (2026 to 
2030), the production volume of biodegradable and 
compostable alternatives can be increased. Initially, federal 
government of Malaysia banned plastic straw in January 
2019 followed by Selangor in July 2019 [3]. However, the 
consumption of plastic straws among the consumers do not 
reduce. 

Other than plastic, there are many alternatives to make a 
straw such as paper, bamboo, metal, lemongrass and kercut. 
Currently, in Malaysia the most popular alternatives to 
plastic straw is paper straw. However, according to Get 
Green Now [4] paper straw required 4 times more energy to 
recycle compared to plastic straws. This is because the paper 
production releases more greenhouse gases to the 
atmosphere compared to plastic. Further, those straw that 
stained with food residue usually rejected by recycling 
companies and end up as a waste. 

As an alternative to paper and plastic straw, we proposed 
a paddy straw that is a biodegradable and can decompose in a 
very short time. 

 

II. PROCESS OF PRODUCING THE PADDY STRAW 

There are four phases in producing the paddy straw. The 
first phase is the process of choosing paddy stalk. After 
harvesting, suitable paddy stalk will be selected to make 
straw. Other than normal paddy like MR297, MR 219 and 
MR220CL2, the weed paddy also can be used to make a 

straw. 
 

 

Fig. 1. First Phase of Producing Paddy Straw 
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The second phase is to cut the paddy stalks to a length of 
normal drinking straw. Based on our observation, a usual 
paddy stalk can be cut to a length of 10 cm (short straw), 
whilst weed paddy can be cut to a longer length of straw up 
to 22 cm. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Second Phase of Producing Paddy Straw 

 

 
The third phase of producing paddy straw is to clean the 

newly cut paddy straw using water. We can also use a small 
metal lid to help cleaning any impurities of the paddy straw. 

 
 

Fig. 3. Third Phase of Producing Paddy Field 

 

 

 
 

The fourth phase is the paddy straw storage process. 
Paddy that has been cleaned will go through a storage 
process to maintain its freshness. Paddy straws can be stored 
based on two methods. The first method is to use a wet 

kitchen towel and stored in the vegetable storage section of 
refrigerator, whereas the second method is soaking the paddy 
straw using clean water in room temperature. 

 
III. STORAGE PHASE: OBSERVATION ON LIFE 

EXPECTANCY OF PADDY STRAW 

When dealing with biodegradable straw, it is very crucial 
to find out how long the paddy straw can be used when we 
storage them before they perished. Hence, a close 
observation is carried out based on two methods of storage. 
Method 1 is by wrapping the straw with wet kitchen towel 
and stored it in chiller, and method 2 is by soaking the straw 
with clean water at room temperature. The figure 4 below 
shows the findings of 10-day observation. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4. Findings of 10-Day Observation 

 
IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

From the storage observation of paddy straw, we can 
conclude that method 1 which is wrapping the paddy straw 
and keep it in refrigerator is the best way to keep the 
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freshness of the paddy straw and the straws can last up to 9 
days. However, the straw can also be kept in the room and 
soak in a clean water, and it can maintain up to 5 or 6 days. 

Though the life expectancy of the straw is around 6 to 9 
days, the paddy straw can be one of the alternatives to 
replace the plastic straw and save the environment. 

 
V. CONCLUSIONS 

Plastic waste is a depressing issue in Malaysia. Everyone 

is responsible to reduce and eradicate the single-use plastic 

in our daily consumption for the betterment of Malaysia. In 

fact, plastic straw is among top ten plastic waste contributor 

in the world. We should start using a biodegradable straw to 

replace the plastic straw. This is our first step for a cleaner, 

safer, and better Malaysia 

 

The northern region of Malaysia is famous with 

beautiful landscape of paddy field. After paddy harvesting, 

the paddy stalks remain.   Usually, the paddy farmer burnt 

the paddy field to get ready for replanting phase. 

Nevertheless, air pollution due to open burning can be 

reduce if farmers are interested to use the paddy stalk to 

produce drinking straw. It can also create a source of new 

income to paddy farmers. The paddy straw is biodegradable, 

environmentally friendly, and easily decomposed in a short 

period of time. Paddy straw can reduce plastic waste in 

Malaysia. 

We recently register the paddy straw and successfully 

obtained the copyright from Intellectual Property 

Corporation of Malaysia (MyIPO). Among government 

agency that we contacted to collaborate with the production 

of paddy straw is Muda Agricultiral Development Authority 

(MADA). However, due to MCO, we are still waiting 

response from MADA. 
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Abstract— Tree maintenance in urban areas based on in-situ 

observation for obtaining the urban tree information becomes 

challenging due to time consuming, laborious and costly at the 

high density of developed area. A suitable maintenance plan 

can be proposed to ensure that urban trees are healthy, safe, 

robust and long-term. Urban tree information has been stored 

in conventional methods and is difficult to retrieve. The tree 

inventory system is currently in tabular form and can only be 

visualized using specific software and for internal use only. 

Therefore, the need to have an urban tree profiler is essential 

in order to expedite the process of updating the urban tree 

information for maintenance purposes in future. The objective 

of this project is to visualize the urban tree inventory in a two- 

dimensional (2D) map and develop the tree editor to be used 

for updating the tree information in the site. The output of this 

project features 2D interactive maps with the detailed 

information of the urban trees. The methodology for this 

project involved project planning, collection of secondary data, 

database and interactive map development using geographical 

information system (GIS) and finally the smart interface for 

urban tree visualizations using google map. This project 

enables users to retrieve the details of urban trees and update 

the tree information from time to time. In order to plan for 

systematic maintenance of urban trees, accurate information of 

these natural resources is needed. This project will assist the 

local authorities and decision makers by providing a solution to 

the maintenance level of trees in urban areas. 

 

Keywords— Geographical Information system, interactive 

map, urban tree, smart interface and visualization. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Private, communal, or publicly accessible natural 
vegetated areas within urban landscapes that are commonly 
used for recreation and other leisure activities are referred to 
as urban green spaces (Zupancic et al., 2015). These urban 
green spaces are increasingly viewed as important for 
residents to balance their city life by providing areas for 
restoration and addressing mental fatigue and stress, thereby 
helping to compensate for the negative psycho-psychological 
effects of living and working in densely built urban 
environments (Lee et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015; Braubach 
et al., 2017; Nath et al., 2018). “Green space” refers to any 
vegetated surface found in the urban environment, including 
parks, residential and cemetery gardens, street trees, and 
urban forest trees. (Kabisch and Haase, 2013; Brown et al., 

2018). Urban trees typically have their own space relatively 
in gardens and parks, a luxury that is becoming increasingly 
difficult to justify in the sub-division mentality of the modern 
planning environment (Fazamimah Mohd Arrifin et al., 
2019). Urban trees provide a valuable service to urban 
populations by providing a variety of proven settings, as well 
as social and economic benefits. Furthermore, urban trees 
have promoted many valuable functions from shadowing, 
food source and economic benefits in our lives (Hassan et al., 
2018). Although urban trees provide numerous benefits, 
primarily to the environment, community, and economy, 
they can also be hazardous to property and human lives 
(Kanniah et. Al., 2018; Abdullah et al., 2018). Therefore, it is 
important to have a systematic inventory system to manage 
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information about urban trees in order to ensure that this 
valuable resource is well maintained. The use of geospatial 
technology gives several advantages to enhance the skills to 
efficiently manage urban tree data (Adam et al., 2017; 
Fargher, M., 2018; Kanniah et al., 2018). Currently the tree 
inventory system is in a tabular form and can be visualized 
using specific software for internal use only. Therefore, the 
need to have a smart urban tree profiler is essential in order 
to expedite the process of updating the urban tree 
information for maintenance planning. The objective of this 
project is to visualize the urban tree inventory in a two- 
dimensional (2D) map and develop the tree editor for 
updating the tree information in the site. The output of this 
project features 2D interactive maps with the detailed 
information of the urban trees and users can easily update the 
latest data while performing site data collection and 
verification. This project will integrate the urban tree 
inventory database in ArcGIS software with google map 
interface for tree editing features. Users can visualize the 2D 
map and explore the tree information from time to time. 

 
II. MATERIALS 

The study area selected for this project was the small part or 
urban forest area in National Monument Park, Kuala 
Lumpur. This area was surrounded by various urban tree 
species. The tree was categorized as a street tree and urban 
forest tree. The selection of this study area because of the 
location in the city center and was one of the locations for 
tourism purposes. Tree maintenance for this area was needed 
to ensure all the trees are healthy, safe, robust and well 
maintained. ArcGIS software was used to develop the urban 
tree inventory database and the 2D map shows the tree 
distribution. Google map application will be used as the 
interface for users to easily visualize, explore and edit the 
urban tree information. 

 
III. METHODS 

 

A. Stage 1: Project planning and Data Collection 

 
Project planning involves the discussion on how to 

execute the project. Several meeting discussions were 
conducted to get the idea to complete this task. Data 
collection for this project was the secondary data of urban 
tree inventory obtained from, Landscape Department, 
Planning Division, City Hall, Kuala Lumpur. The data 
provided in tabular form shows the detailed information of 
urban trees in the study area. 

 

 
B. Stage 2: Development of Urban Tree Database with 

ArcGIS 

 
Secondary data will be used to create the urban tree 

inventory database using GIS software (ArcGIS). This data 
will be inserted into the data attribute database. The attribute 
will show the detailed information of the urban tree such as 
Tree ID, name, type, Coordinate, Family name, tree height, 
Diameter breast height (DBH), crown size, Plant date, 
inventory date, age and health status. Once this database is 
developed, the two-dimensional (2D) map will be created 
and each tree information will be displayed in point form. 

The 2D map will show the location of trees and the details of 
the trees can be extracted from the trees points on map. 

 

C. Stage 3: Create the Google Map Interface for Urban 

Tree Profilers 

 
The final stage is to create the google map interface for 

urban tree profilers. Google map is able to create a 2D map 

by integration of the urban tree inventory database from 

ArcGIS into google map application. This 2D map can be 

used for further exploration and visualization of the urban 

tree information. Users also can update the tree information 

easily with this interface while conducting field 

measurement and verification of trees on site. 

 

Figure 1 shows the flow chart for the development of an 

urban tree maintenance editor. 

 
 

 
Fig. 1. Flow Chart of Methodology 

IV. METHODS 

Before you begin to format your abstract, first write and 
save the content as a separate text file. Complete all content 
and organizational editing before formatting. Please note 
sections A-D below for more information on proofreading, 
spelling and grammar. 

Keep your text and graphic files separate until after the 
text has been formatted and styled. Do not use hard tabs, and 
limit use of hard returns to only one return at the end of a 
paragraph. Do not add any kind of pagination anywhere in 
the abstract. Do not number text heads-the template will do 
that for you. 

 
V. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

The output of this project was a two-dimensional interactive 
map for urban trees using google map interface. This map 
enables the user to visualize the tree location with its 
detailed information. Users also can easily update the tree 
information from site verification. Having accurate 
information of these resources will assist the decision maker 
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to enhance the current maintenance system to manage the 
urban tree. 

 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The advanced technology of geospatial enables this 

valuable information to be benefited for local authorities to 

efficiently manage their urban tree information. Therefore, 

this project fully utilized the application of GIS and google 

map for dissemination of urban tree information through 2D 

interactive map. This interactive map not only displays the 

urban tree information, but it also enables users to perform 

the editing process to update the latest information about the 

urban tree inventory. This system enables users to update 

and store new information. To execute the maintenance of 

urban trees, accurate information is needed to ensure the 

work runs smoothly. This system is suitable for government 

agencies such as the Landscape department to manage the 

urban tree inventory data digitally. 
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Abstract—Flash Clinicard is the combination of flash, 

clinical, augmented reality, and card. Initially we developed 

AR Clinical Skill Lab for the first phase. The code are 

provided besides the equipment at our clinical skill lab and the 

students can use their time while waiting for the classes or as 

self-directed learning. During the movement control, we 

upload the contents into our learning management system. For 

the second phase, we modified it into the Flash Clinicard; 

where the student can used it as a practice and discussion with 

their friends. Feedback from our students are encouraging and 

help students learn more efficiently and increase their 

knowledge retention. For organization, the concept of scan and 

play could contribute to paperless system. As a conclusion, by 

Flash Clinicard, lecturers get to catch the attention of medical 

students and motivate them better, while students get new tools 

to visualize their subjects and complex concepts. 

 

Keywords—Augmented reality, AR, clinical skill, Flash 

Clinicard, medical education. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

In the era of Industrial Revolution 4.0 (IR 4.0), new 
emerging technologies such as automation, digitisation, 
artificial intelligence (AI), and the Internet of Things (IoT) 
exert an extensive impact on the various socio-economic 
domains. Augmented reality is a technology that integrates 
virtual objects into real environments to facilitate real-time 
interaction. It refers to the virtual interface, either in 2D or 
3D, which augments or enhances our view by overlaying 
digital content onto the real world (1). Augmented reality is a 
technology that has three requirements: combining virtual 
and real objects in a real environment, aligning real and 
virtual objects with each other, and real-time interaction (2). 

We accept the challenge by using the augmented reality 
as the element of transformative learning and teaching 
delivery. The value of augmented reality in education is 
closely related to how it is designed, implemented, and 
integrated into learning environments. The participation of 
educators plays a vital role to facilitate the development of 
augmented reality for teaching (3). Augmented reality has a 
special capability to create immersive hybrid learning 
environments that comprise of real and virtual objects. 

The immersion features of augmented reality may 
promote students' participation in the class and increase 
student engagement and motivation to learn. It immerses 
users in the learning material, teaching the new skills 
efficiently, anytime and anywhere, even from the comfort of 
their home, in the form of remote learning. 

 
II. MATERIALS 

 

A. Augmented Reality Platform 

Our project was innovated by using Zappar augmented 
reality platform, or ZapWorks. We choose ZapWorks 
because it is easy to use, and the free version provides us five 
projects per email account. For instance, I have institutional 
email, Gmail, and Yahoo Mail, so I alone already could 
create up to 15 projects for free. Together with my 
colleagues, sufficient for use to create a complete module 
that we named AR Clinical Skill Lab UniSZA without need a 
financial grant to pay for the tool. So everyone in the faculty 
able to produce their AR, just need to invest in time and need 
creativity to use the tool. 

 

B. Clinical Skill Lab 

Our faculty has Makmal Kemahiran Klinikal (Clinical 
Skill Lab). The lab divided into few sections and segments 
based on various discipline e.g. anaesthesiology, family 
medicine, internal medical, opthtalmology, 
otorhinolaryngology and surgical. Each segment contains 
own manikin and equipment to be used by medical students 
in the faculty. 

 
III. METHODS 

 

A. Reflections 

The students arise the issue regarding the class for 
clinical skills relatively too short for them to learn from their 
lecturers and for them to get first exposure before they 
practice on their own on the manikin at our clinical skill 
laboratory. To lengthen the time is impossible because their 
schedule already tight, and the clinical skills will be taught 
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again during a specific clinical posting in the second phase 
(clinical phase) before they practice on a real patient. But it 
is not fair not to entertain their comment and feedback. 

 

B. Planning 

Before we publish the module, we need to plan the 
learning outcome (at least one learning outcome) needed. It 
is advisable to align with our learning outcome from our 
teaching subjects so that the tool we use not only for fun and 
engagement, but it should be centered on students' interest. 
We also plan one to three instructional activities for students 
to participate in so that it provides active student 
engagement. Instructional videos may be uploaded to 
YouTube and it can be downloadable again via ZapWorks. 
The work project that we publish in ZapWorks is editable, so 
we can update the contents anytime. Therefore, the module 
that we create is reproducible, relevant, and sustainable over 
time. 

 

C. Intervention 

Before the pandemic, we exhibited posters that contain 
the AR image beside the manikin. The students might scan 
the poster and learn before the class with the lecturers 
(flipped classroom approach). So the students had more time 
for the practical session under direct observation with the 
lecturers. During remote learning, the images that contain 
AR were uploaded into our learning management system. So 
students had more time for discussion during the 
synchronous learning using videoconferencing. 

 
 

D. Continuous Assessment 

Flash Clinicard tested for the impact on teaching and 
learning activities. The research looked at the impact of 
augmented reality technology on student learning 
motivation. The intrinsic motivation theory was used to 
explain motivation in the context of learning. The attention, 
relevance, confidence, and satisfaction (ARCS) model 
guided the understanding of the impact of augmented reality 
on student motivation, and the Instructional Materials 
Motivation Survey was used to design the research 
instrument. It also tested for continuous quality improvement 
(CQI) for subject Anaesthesiology BMM41002 for Bachelor 
of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery program at Faculty of 
Medicine, Universiti Sultan Zainal Abidin 

 

 
IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

 

A. Solution For Student Learning Time (SLT) 

Our innovation Flash Clinicard is delivered using the 
flipped classroom approach. The flipped classroom model is 
based on the idea that the conventional method of teaching is 
inverted, meaning that what is normally done in the class is 
flipped or switched with that which is normally done by 
students out of class (4). In the flipped classroom model, 
lecturers have students interact with the new material outside 
the classroom learning begins. So during the classroom, we 
can use the time to discuss the new information and put that 
new knowledge into practice. Thus, the initial issue that was 

raised by the students earlier (not enough time for clinical 
practice) might be solved with this approach. 

 
 

B. Innovation Based On SAMR Model 

This innovation is build based on the SAMR model, 
developed by education researcher, Ruben Puentedura, who 
was the 1991 recipient of a Phi Beta Kappa teaching award 
(5). This literature lays out four tiers of online learning; 
Substitution, Augmentation, Modification, and Redefinition 
(SAMR). The SAMR model was created to share a common 
language across disciplines as teachers strive to help students 
visualize complex concepts. On one end technology is used 
as a one-to-one replacement for traditional tools, and on the 
other end, technology enables experiences that were 
previously impossible without it. In our case, innovation 
using AR more towards redefinition, means we're able to 
enrich the way of telling the story in teaching and learning 
activities. 

 

C. Align With MQF 

Our innovation augmented reality Flash Clinicard not 
only tool for fun but it align with learning outcome clusters 
MQF 2.0; Cluster 3A Practical skills (6). 

 

 
D. Learning Motivation 

From the students' feedback, the result shown Flash 

Clinicard had significant impact on students' attention, 

relevance, confidence, and satisfaction. 

 
TABLE I. MEAN VALUE FOR ARCS FACTORS 

 

 Preusage Postusage 
Percentage 

Increase 

Attention 2.96 3.33 12.50 

Relevance 2.98 3.30 10.74 

Confidence 2.93 3.83 30.72 

Satisfaction 2.96 3.33 12.50 

Overall 2.96 3.45 16.62 

 
The use of Flash Clinicard increase the motivation of the 

students by 17%. Therefore the use of Flash Clinicard had a 
positive impact on student learning motivation. 

 

E. Continuous Quality Improvement 

Flash Clinicard was already tested for the impact on 
teaching and learning activities. From the data analysed for 
continual quality improvement (CQI), it showed 100% for 
CLO3: clinical skills and common procedures. Both 
performances were achieved for both groups, before the 
pandemic, and during movement control order (MCO). 

 
V. CONCLUSIONS 

This project along with many other previous project has 

proved the contribution of Augmented Reality (AR) 

technology in education. Educational technology tools 
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empower students’ engagement and motivation. Further 

research should be conducted to assess the impact of Flash 

Clinicard Augmented Reality on academic performance; 

improves understanding of the content, assessment 

performance and etc. The use of Flash Clinicard Augmented 

Reality application envisioning the future of medical 

education. 

 

Fig. 1. Picture 1 Flash Clinicard 
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Abstract— StichoWound is a wound solution which has 

properties of glycosaminoglycans extract from Stichopus 

vastus. The novelty of this product is sulfated 

glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) properties extract from 

integument wall of the ‘gamat’; so only the outside layer of the 

gamat taken, and these species can be put back in the ocean 

and continue their living; support Sustainable Development 

Goal (SDG) 14; Life below water and SDG 3; good health and 

well-being by developing the products to aid wound healing. 

StichoWound tested for its usefulness, effectiveness and 

commercial value via laboratory study in aspects of tissue and 

cells evaluation. Another unique findings from our study 

shown it improved serum cytokines and immune regulatory 

agent dynamics. This product may emerge to be commercialize 

and most importantly come from our local marine source. 

StichoWound come with very special packaging feature – 

StichoWound AR, a code embedded in the label with 

augmented reality feature. 

 

Keywords— Complementary and alternative medicine, 

gamat,, Stichowound, wound healing 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Sea cucmbers and their products have long been 
exploited as a source of complementary and alternative 
medicine in Malaysia due to presence of various important 
nutritional and medicinal values. Practitioners of 
complementary and alternative medicine also often consume 
the fluid portion of the sea cucumber to remain fit and 
healthy. They believe if consumed regularly it will helping to 
reduce hypertension, asthma, help in healing the internal 
wounds and prevent or cure cancer [1]. 

Wound healing process is a complex pathophysiological 
event that consists of a series of complex interdependent and 
overlapping stages [2]. They consists of four phases: the 
hemostasis or coagulation phase, the inflammatory phase, the 
proliferative phase, and the remodelling phase. The 
effectiveness of wound healing phases usually depending on 
highly complex interplay of inflammatory mediators 
released, nitric oxide, and cellular elements [3]. Wound 
healing disorders nowadays present a serious clinical 

problem and likely associated with disease such as diabetes, 
hypertension and obesity. 

Various approaches for using natural products as the new 
remedies have been studied over the past decades for both 
acute and chronic wounds. Although many natural products 
have been claimed to have healing properties effect, but it 
lacking scientific data. Therefore this project will aim for 
new exploratory scientific data and testing beneficial 
pharmaceutically active compounds from Malaysian sea 
cucumbers to use as a complementary and alternative 
medicine for wound healing [4]. 

 
II. MATERIALS 

 

A. Sea Cucumber Stichopus Vastus Collection 

Stichopodidae sea cucumber, S. Vastus (Echinodermata- 
Holothuroidea) were freshly harvested by a fishery from the 
Perhentian Island coast around area 5-10 meters deep. The 
taxonomy of the freshly harvested invertebrates was 
confirmed by the fishery officer. After that, the sea 
cucumbers were packed in ice with oxygen supply and 
immediately brought to the laboratory. The samples were 
dissected and stored at -20⁰C until use. 

 

B. Experimental Animals 

 
Sixteen male Sprague-dawley rats (4 rats as a dropout) 
weighing 350-400 g, aged nine to eleven weeks old were 
used. All rats were healthy, fertile and did not display any 
evidence of infection or disease. Each rat was acclimatized 
for at least five days to reduce stress and to make them 
familiarized with human contacts. They were housed in 
individual clean cages in animal house facility, maintained 
on a 12 hour light-dark cycle and given free access to 
standard rat chow and water throughout the study. 
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III. METHODS 
 

A. Total GAG Extraction 

 
The method of total sulphated glycosaminoglycans 

(GAG) extraction was adapted from Masre et al. (5). The sea 
cucumbers were initially desalted by gently washed under 
distilled water. The body weight of each whole sea cucumber 
was measured (wet weight, g) and dissected into three main 
anatomical parts: i) the body wall, ii) the internal organs and 
iii) the coelomic fluid. However in this project only using the 
body wall parts because previous study (5) showed the 
content of GAG highest in the body wall. The body wall was 
sliced into smaller pieces. 20 mg (wet weight) of the body 
wall division was measured to extract the GAGs. Finally, the 
supernatant which contained the extracted GAGs, was 
collected into a 2.0 ml microcentrifuge tube (Axygen, Union 
City, California) and stored at -20⁰C until used. 

 

B. Preparation for StichoWound 

 
Total sulphated GAG content of the integument body 

wall part from Stichopus vastus was measured using the 
Blyscan sulphated GAG assay according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. The amount and concentrations 
used in wound healing study is 2 ml of 0.5 mg/ml total 
sulfated GAG. This concentration is based from research by 
Zou et al., (6). The final concentration was used for wound 
study in animal model and named as StichoWound. 

 

C. Full Thickness Burn Wound Injury Creation 

The rats were anaesthetized with ketamine (90 mg/kg) 
and xylazine (5 mg/kg) intramuscularly. Burn wounds are 
create using a modified metal screwdriver heated using flame 
from blow torch. Under sterile technique, burn wounds are 
create on the dorsum of the rats between the thoracic 
vertebra and the sacrum by placing hot metal at right angles 
perpendicular to the dorsum of the rats for 30 seconds using 
a stopwatch. The area of the wound is approximately 1.0 cm 
x 1.0 cm in size. 

 
 

D. Treatment With StichoWound 

In treatment group, each rat is injected with total sulfated 
GAG 5 mg/kg intraperitoneally daily for 5 days. In control 
group, each rat is injected with saline only. The doses 5 
mg/kg was chosen as earlier observations demonstrated that 
rats receiving 10 mg/kg presented with signs of toxicity 
including unusual vocalisation, restlessness, paralysis and 
sedation 

 

E. Microscopic Evaluation of Wound Healing 

For microscopical analysis for cell morphology changes, 
light microscope (LM) was utilized. Histological analysis of 
the tissue was done by using light microscopy to visualize 
and semi-quantitate the histomorphological features of 
wound healing; epithelialisation, inflammatory cells, 
fibroblasts proliferation, new vessels formation and collagen 
organization. 

IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

These following histomorphological features were 
analyzed: i) epithelisation; ii) inflammatory response; iii) 
fibroblasts; iv) new vessels formation. Semi quantitative 
methods were used to evaluate histomorphological features 
for each group (treatments and control). 

 

A. Histopathological Changes 

There are 4 components in histopathology changes which 
included epithelialization, fibroblast formation, neutrophils 
infiltration, and neovascular formation. For epithelialization 
changes between treated and control group, the treated group 
had higher mean, 0.67 compared to control group with the 
mean score of 0.50. On day 12 post wound injury, the treated 
group had higher mean score with the mean score of 1.83 
while the control group had 0.83 of mean score on fibroblast 
formation. For neutrophils infiltration on day 12 post wound 
injury, the control group scored 2.33 while the treated group 
scored 0.67. It means that there is a less than 25% infiltration 
change for the treated group while there is a 25-50% 
infiltration change for control group. For neovascular 
formation on day 12 post wound injury, the control group 
scored 1.00. It means that the group had less than 25% of 
formation changes on day 12 post wound injury. However, 
the treated group scored 2.67 which mean that the group had 
25-50% of neovascular formation changes on day 12 post 
wound injury. 

TABLE 1. ASSOCIATION OF HISTOPHATOLOGICAL CHANGES 
BETWEEN STICHOWOUND TREATMENT AND CONTROL GROUP 

 

Histopathology changes on day 

12 post wound injury 

t-statistic 

(df) 
P value 

Epithelialization 
-0.542 
(10) 

0.60 

Fibroblast formation 
-2.86 
(10) 

0.02 

Neutrophils infiltration 
-5.59 
(10) 

0.00 

Neovascular formation 
-7.91 
(5) 

0.00 

 

In comparing the epithelialization changes on day 12 post 
wound injury between the StichoWound treated and control 
group show in Table 1, the p>0.05. Therefore, null 
hypothesis is accepted and the result is not significant. There 
is no significant difference of epithelialization changes on 
day 12 post wound injury between the sulfated GAGs treated 
and control group. However, in comparing the changes of 
fibroblast formation, neutrophils infiltration and neovascular 
formation on day 12 post wound injury between the 
StichoWound treated and control group, the p<0.05. There is 
significant difference of changes of fibroblast formation, 
neutrophils infiltration and neovasuclar formation on day 12 
post wound injury between the StichoWound treated and 
control group. 

 
B. Inflammatory Cells 

The inflammatory response will act to recognize and 
eliminate potential pathogens. During any tissue damage, the 
event is accompanied by inflammatory response, in which 
first polymorphonuclear leukocytes and then macrophages 
and mast cells emigrate from nearby tissue and from 
circulation into the wound. The median score showed a 
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reduction of inflammatory cells on the day 12 observations in 
treatments group with StichoWound. The possible reason 
behind the reduction of inflammatory cells was due to the 
active granulation tissue regeneration that has penetrated into 
the wound area. During active granulation tissue formation, 
increased number of invading fibroblasts and endothelial 
cells for regenerating new capillaries into the wound space 
occurred, and these factors slow down the influx of the 
inflammatory cells. Thus, this study was correlated with 
previous findings (6) that on the day 12 of wound healing, 
the occurrence of inflammatory cells were reduced; showed 
improvement in wound healing process. 

 
 

C. Fibroblast Proliferation 

Fibroblasts plays the key role behind the synthesis of 

collagen. Semi-quatitative data from the light microscopy 

observations demonstrated highly significant migration of 

fibroblasts into the wound matrix in the StichoWound 

treated group from S. vastus integument body wall 

compared to the control saline treated group. Therefore this 

study seems to suggest the treatment group from 

StichoWound influence the invasive migration of fibroblasts 

during the wound repair. This study has correlated well with 

previous research (6), through the in-vitro of transmigration 

of normal adult human dermal fibroblasts from a collagen 

matrix into a fibrin gel. 

 
 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The beneficial findings from this study and the product 

StichoWound can act as an advancement in the field of 

wound healing by the usage of Malaysian natural products, 

from the local sea cucumber species to be used 

synergistically as a complementary and alternative 

medicine. 
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Abstract — The shocking outbreak of COVID-19 has 

made the teaching and learning process more difficult 

for both educators and students. As a result, education 

has undergone significant transformations, with the rise 

of e-learning, which involves remote teaching via digital 

platforms. Students, who engage in online learning as a 

result of technological advances, are able to improve 

their cognitive skills and learn more effectively. To assist 

teaching and learning in this century, the EzNomics app 

is built on the Android platform. The EzNomics app was 

created to provide students with continuous study or the 

concept of learning on demand while fulfilling their 

online distance learning (ODL) timetable. The design 

and development are based on the ADDIE instructional 

design model and comprises text, graphics, animations, 

photographs, videos, and audios. The results showed 

that the students' achievement had improved when 

compared to traditional methods. The EzNomics app 

worked well as a knowledge transfer channel and 

provided educators and students with better teaching 

and learning strategies. EzNomics can be 

commercialized worldwide and makes economics easy to 

learn. 

 
Keywords — online learning, EzNomics, macroeconomics, 

ADDIE 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Corona Virus, commonly known as Covid-19, is a fatal 

and infectious disease that has had a significant impact on 

the global economy. As a result of the coronavirus outbreak, 

many countries are experiencing a serious scenario in terms 

of the global economy, social and education. Numerous 

students around the world are affected by the school closure, 

which has resulted in the suspension of face-to-face classes. 

Due to this pandemic, education has evolved over the years, 

moving from traditional classroom instruction to remote 

learning and the virtual classroom. Online learning has 

grown in popularity because of its ability to provide more 

flexible access to content and instruction at any time and 

from any place[1]. 
 

As mobile technology progresses, desktops are being 

replaced by tablets, software by apps, and mobile phones by 

smartphones. Investigation of the potential and implications 

of mobile learning has expanded in the twenty-first century. 

This situation has led researchers to develop mobile 

educational applications in teaching and learning 

macroeconomics subjects to make this process more 

interesting, flexible and able to attract students to learn 

macroeconomics effectively. The government recognizes 

the increasing importance of online learning in this dynamic 

world. Combining face-to-face lectures with technology 

gives rise to blended learning and flipped classrooms. 

Students can learn anytime and anywhere, thereby 

developing new skills in the process leading to life-long 

learning[2]. 

 
II. DEVELOPMENT OF EZNOMICS APP 

The availability of knowledge has increased rapidly 

since the internet and gadgets arose. Everyone, especially in 

education, has the ability to obtain whatever type of 

knowledge they desire. Distance learning has driven 

educators and students to be increasingly technologically 

savvy. Information may be readily acquired from 

appropriate resources with today's technology as long as 

users are willing to study and have a stable internet 
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connection. Smartphones have become an essential tool due 

to their function and attractiveness. Students may learn with 

maximum flexibility and mobility using mobile 

applications. 

 

The EzNomics app is a mobile app that teaches users 

about macroeconomics. The researcher created the 

application in order to make teaching and learning 

macroeconomics more exciting and pleasurable for teachers 

and students, as well as to bridge the gap between formal 

education and informal education with which students 

interact outside of the classroom. The app's goal is to teach 

students the fundamentals of macroeconomic concepts such 

national income, inflation, unemployment, and international 

economics. 

 
The learning objectives of the application are that 

students understand and able to; i) explain the 
macroeconomics principles and concepts and theory, ii) 
elaborate and relate macroeconomics fundamental and 
indicators with the current situation, and iii) apply 
appropriate measures to solve macroeconomics problem. The 
EzNomics app includes seven (7) macroeconomics-related 
chapters with a variety of multimedia components such as 
text, pictures, audio, and animations to make the application 
fun to use. The chapters involved include an introduction to 
macroeconomics, national income accounting, national 
income equilibrium, money and banking, public finance, 
macroeconomics problems, and international trade. 

 
Students can use the EzNomics app for self-learning and 

educators can utilize it as a teaching tool, prompting students 
to use it and then taking on the role as a flexible learning aid. 
Fig. 1. shows the interface and content included in EzNomics 
app. 

 

Fig. 1. EzNomics App design 
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III. METHODS 
 

The EzNomics educational app was designed based on 

the ADDIE model, which gives a methodical way to 

planning and building a learning experience. Thus, the focus 

of this research will be on the approach of creating and 

building an EzNomics app for Macroeconomics using the 

ADDIE principle. All instructional design methods require 

the following processes to generate effective instruction: 

analysis, design, development, implementation, and 

evaluation. Table 1 describes each phase involved in 

developing the EzNomics app. 

 
TABLE 1. PHASE OF E-CONTENT DEVELOPMENT BASED ON 

ADDIE MODEL 
 

PHASE EXPLANATION 

 
 

Analysis 

During this phase, the investigator 

defines the problem, identifies the 

source of the problem and determines 

possible solutions. These outputs will 
be the inputs for the Design phase. 

 

 

 

 

 
Design 

During this phase, the investigator 

outline how to reach the instructional 

goals determined during the Analysis 

phase and expand the instructional 

foundation. Some of the elements of 

the Design Phase may include writing 

a target population, description, 

conducting a learning analysis, writing 

objectives and test items, selecting a 

delivery system, and sequencing the 

instruction. The outputs of the Design 

phase will be the inputs for the 

Development phase. 

 

 

Development 

The purpose of this phase is to 

generate the lesson plans and lesson 

materials. During this phase the 

investigator the constructed and 

developed the package with help of 

media software and supporting 
documentation. 

 

 

 
Implementation 

The purpose of this phase is the 

effective and efficient delivery of 

instruction. This phase must promote 

the students' understanding of 

material, support the students' mastery 

of objectives, and ensure the students' 

transfer of knowledge from the 
learning to setting the goals. 

 

 

 
Evaluation 

This phase measures the effectiveness 

and efficiency of the instruction. 

Evaluation should actually occur 

throughout the entire instructional 

design process - within phases, 

between phases, and after 

implementation. Evaluation may be 

Formative or Summative. 
(Sources: G., G., M. (2015) 

 

 

Fig. 2. shows the development model of the EzNomics app. 

The process started with identifying the objective of the 

macroeconomics module and continued with instructional 

and development of the content for the module. After the 

content was complete, the prototype that has been developed 

was tested by the students taking the macroeconomics 

subject and evaluated in real class. The last process was 

applying assessment to make sure this app could be 

beneficial to educators and students. 
 

Fig. 2. Development Model Of Eznomics App 

 
 

IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 
 

A. Presentation Design of EzNomics 

 

Fig. 3. Interesting Screen Design 
 

Fig. 4. Content Structure Is Well Organized 
 

Based on the following results, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 reveal that 

80% of students agree that the EzNomics app is presentable, 

which means it has an interesting screen design and the 

content structure is well organized. 

 
B. Visual Design of EzNomics 

 

Fig. 5. The Graphics Used in This App Are Appropriate 
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Fig. 6. The Interface Display of This Application Is User-Friendly 

 

Fig. 5. and Fig. 6. indicate that the visual design of the 

EzNomics app contains appropriate graphic design and the 

interface display is user-friendly. 

 

 
C. Navigation Design of EzNomics 

 

Fig. 7. Content Delivered Facilitates Learning 
 

Fig. 8. Students Are Easy to Get in And Out of The App as Needed 

 

This app's material can help students learn more effectively, 

and students can effortlessly log in and leave as needed. 

This is demonstrated in Figures 7 and 8, which reveal that 

80% of students think that the EzNomics app makes 

learning more engaging and participatory. 

 
D. Accessibility Design of EzNomics 

 

Fig. 9. Access to Content Learning Menu Is Fast 

FIGURE 10. USERS ARE FREE TO EXPLORE THE APP AT 

ANY TIME 
 

Fig. 9. and Fig. 10. show that most students believe that the 

EzNomics app is easy and fast to access and free to explore 

at any time and place. 

 
 

TABLE 2. THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS WHO OBTAINED GRADES 
A, B, AND C IN MACROECONOMICS SUBJECTS 

 

 

No. 

 

Grade 

USE OF EzNomics APP 

Before using 
EzNomics App 

After using 
EzNomics App 

 
 

1. 

The number of 

students getting an 

A grade in 
macroeconomics 
subjects 

 
 

28 

 
 

52 

 
 

2. 

The number of 

students getting 
grades C and D in 

macroeconomics 

subjects 

 
 

18 

 
 

2 

 

Table 2 shows that after using the EzNomics app to 

learn macroeconomics, the number of students receiving A 

grades in their exams increased. When compared to before 

the EzNomics app, the number of students receiving an A 

grade has grown from 28 to 52. This implies that the number 

of students receiving poorer grades, such as C and D, has 

reduced dramatically, from 18 to only 2 students. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the study's findings, the ADDIE instructional 

design paradigm was used to create the EzNomics app in an 

effort to make macroeconomics teaching and learning more 

exciting and entertaining for both educators and students. 

The ADDIE model was determined to be adequate and 

useful for usage in the prototype development in this study. 

 

Mobile educational apps have the ability to give users 

with a unique and engaging learning experience. EzNomics 

app is developed as an assisted teaching and learning aid for 

macroeconomic courses. It is compatible with any smart 

mobile device that can play video, audio, images, and text. 

 

EzNomics app can help students and learners’ better 

grasp concepts and course content by serving as a 

knowledge transfer channel, as well as offering educators 

and students with better or more convenient ways to teach 

and study. As technology becomes a teaching and learning 

tool, it should be used in the same manner that chalk and 

blackboards do to promote teaching and learning. Learning 

is no more a passive activity, it’s active with applications. 

Therefore, the lessons transforming to mobile activities can 

change the face of education[4]. 
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Because of the flexibility of the format for transmitting 

knowledge, mobile learning via mobile devices can help 

students reach their learning objectives. The EzNomics 

application for macroeconomic learning has successfully 

enabled both educators and students to become more 

effective, flexible, and inventive. These findings imply that 

using mobile phones to complement classroom learning has 

potential and need future update and add new captivating 

applications. 
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Abstract—Until January 2021, there are 200,000 cases due 

to Covid-19 pandemic in Malaysia. To counter this situation, 

the government has introduced standard operation procedure 

(SOP). One of the SOP is to check in at visited places. People 

can check in either by using MySejahtera application or 

manually register in a logbook. From observation conducted at 

a household outlet mall in Pasir Gudang, 58% percent of 

people ages from 50 to 60 years old preferred to use manual 

check-in. However, they also worried about the cleanliness of 

the pen shared among visited people there. Because of that, a 

product called Anti-Germs Pen Holder was introduced. The 

objective is to ensure that the pen used for manual check in is 

free from germs. The effectiveness of this product depends on 

properties of sanitize liquid. Anti-Germs Pen Holder was built 

by using 3D printer and novelty design. It has three main parts 

which are pen holder, sanitize liquid container, and stand. The 

product is designed to be free of maintenance and thus make it 

unique compared to other products. This product has huge 

market and commercial values as a hygienic product. It is 

potential to be marketed to malls, restaurants, health screen 

centres, and even at government offices. 

 

Keywords—holder, pen, germs, Covid-19 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

The product was designed and produced during pandemic 
of Covid-19. Check in at visited places is one of the 
mandatory standard operation procedure (SOP). Most senior 
citizens and people who have limited internet access still 
required manual check-in. Manual check-in requires people 
to share a pen as they have to write manually in the logbook. 
So, this product could minimize the infection when they are 
sharing the pen when check in. This product can also be used 
at any manual check in registration counters. 

Anti-Germs Pen Holder was fabricated by using 3D 
printer. The main material of this product was polylactic 
acid (PLA) and the printing method used was fused filament 
fabrication (FFF). The product has three main parts to fulfill 
its functions which are pen holder, sanitize liquid container, 
and stand. The total height of 18 centimeter is suitable for 
most type of pens. The maximum volume of sanitized liquid 
is 200 milliliter and it could be operated for three days. The 
total weight of this product with the maximum of sanitize 
liquid is approximated to 150 grams. Silicon suction was 

applied at the bottom of the stand to ensure the product will 
be fixed and secured on the desk. 

Anti-Germs Pen Holder is original. The innovation 
design is based on its purpose and the product has several 
unique features in terms of material and operation 
philosophy. The material and fabrication techniques are 
different compared to available products in the market. 
Material from polylactic acid (PLA) provides lighter and low 
manufacturing cost of the product. Besides, the design 
philosophy for this product is free maintenance as there are 
no mechanical and electrical elements applied. 

 
II. MATERIALS 

 

A. Polylactic Acid (PLA) 

The main material of this product was polylactic acid 
(PLA). The selection of this kind of material is because of it 
is also known for its excellent dimensional stability, the 
nature of it which is biologically recyclable, a good smell 
and the most important things is environmentally friendly 
credibility. Donald (2001) stated that PLA is basically made 
from α–hydroxy acids or polymandelic acid and it can be 
considered to be compostable and biogradable [1]. Norma et 
al. (2018) has confirm that PLA is an environmentally 
friendly polymer because it is compostable and derives from 
renewable resources. Besides characteristics of PLA which 
are thermoplastic, high transparency and high elastic 
modulus [2]. 

 

B. Infill Density 

Infill density will be reflected to the strength of the 
product. According to study done by Pandzic et al. (2019) 
PLA material had a tensile strength of 42,15 MPa and a yield 
strength of 36,40 MPa with 100% infill [3]. Chamil et al. 
(2020) stated that the infill density can obviously affect the 
strength of 3D printed parts as expected. Changes to the infill 
density can lead to change the meso and macro structures of 
3D printed parts [4]. 

 
III. METHODS 

There are a few processes need to be conducted before 
the fabrication was made. The processes to produce this 
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product begin with design process, design analysis, material 
test, fabrication, assemble and finishing. 

 

A. Design Process 

The main software used for this project is Solidworks 
2020. The product design was considered to ergonomic, 
portable and free maintenance. The product has three main 
parts to fulfill its functions which are pen holder, sanitize 
liquid container, and stand. The total height of 18 centimeter 
is suitable for most type of pens. The maximum volume of 
sanitized liquid is 200 milliliter and it could be operated for 
three days. The total weight of this product with the 
maximum of sanitize liquid is approximated to 150 grams. 

 
 

Fig. 1. Design Process 

 

B. Design Analysis 

The design was endurance simulation analysis of statics 
and drop tests. This simulation analysis is vital to ensure the 
design are capable to operate as desired objective. From the 
simulation and experiment conducted, the design was able to 
withstand even two meter of height drop test. 

material with 60 percent zig-zag pattern was selected to be 

fabricated due to its capability to withstand maximum force 

of 338 Newton. Besides, the selection of 60 percent zig-zag 

pattern is considered due to more effective cost and 

fabrication time consumed. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Tensile Test 

 

D. Fabrication Process 

Prusa i3 MK8 3D Printer was used for fabrication in this 

project. It supports material of Polyactic Acid (PLA). This 

3D Printer has a maximum build size of 200 millimeter 

length and width which is large enough for the kind of 3D 

objects printed. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Fabrication Process 

 

 

 

 

 

 
C. Material Test 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Design Analysis 

E. Assemble and Finishing Process 

In this stage, the 3D-printed parts were assembled. The 

pen holder, sanitize liquid container, and stand however 

required finishing process first. The purpose of finishing 

process to ensure the quality assurance of the product since 

the product will be entered into the market. 

Tensile test had also been conducted to ensure the 

printed pattern could withstand the tensile load while 

operated. The experiment was conducted based on ASTM 

D638 Type 1. 3D-printed specimens were constructed using 

four infill patterns, including triangle, tri-hexagon, zig-zag 

and concentric with 60 percent infill density. Then, the PLA 
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Fig. 5. Final Product 

 
 

IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

The tensile test was conducted has shown that this 
product has capability to withstand the high impact of load 
with maximum force of 338 Newton. Besides, the tensile test 
also resulted the material fabricated by using 60 percent zig- 
zag infill pattern capable to withstand the stress of 8.2 MPa 
and has maximum strain of 2.75 percent. This test proof that 
the durability and quality of this product. 

 

Fig. 6. Results of Tensile Test 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Anti-Germs Pen Holder as a hygienic product has a huge 

market potential especially for the new norms and SOP 

obligations. Based on a market survey conducted at a 

household outlet mall in Plentong, Pasir Gudang, 58% 

percent of people ages from 50 to 60 years old preferred to 

use manual check-in. Consequently, there is a gap for this 

product to enter the market. First version of this product 

which are 15 units were sold there. The product may capture 

more market if the mass production is made to reduce the 

production cost and lower the selling price. 
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Abstract—Citrus aurantifolia (lime) is one of the cultivated 

plants that contains abundant phytochemical to improve human 

health. This study was conducted to analyze the chemical 

composition of the essential oil from lime peels extracts using gas 

chromatographic techniques. In addition, the antibacterial 

activity of the oil was evaluated and then a perfume product was 

produced using the extracted essential oil as the main 

ingredient. This study is going to help the environment by using 

natural sources instead of synthetic sources which is more 

environmentally friendly, cheap, and green product. The 

essential oil of Citrus aurantifolia peels was extracted by using 

the steam distillation process in order to get the citral and 

limonene compound. The extracted lime essential oil was further 

characterized using GC-MS to identify the chemical constituent 

present. The effectiveness of the extracted essential oil as an 

antibacterial agent has been investigated. Lastly, the perfume 

was prepared by mixing the extracted lime essential oil with 

ethanol and benzophenone and the physical test of the prepared 

perfume has been observed. From the result obtained, GC-MS 

results shows that the major constituents present in the 

extracted essential oil is D-limonene. The highest content of D- 

limonene can help in antibacterial activity and this is in line with 

the result obtained from the antibacterial study that shows the 

ability of extracted essential oil to inhibit both gram-positive and 

gram-negative bacteria. The prepared perfume shows that the 

color remains unchanged if it was kept in the amber glass bottle 

and has pH 7.66 which is safe to be used on skin. 

 

Keywords—Citrus aurantifolia, essential oil, D-limonene, 

antibacterial, perfume 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Aromatherapy is one of the complementary therapies 
which use the plant-based essential oils to achieve major 
therapeutic effects to be used in holistic healthcare trend [1]. 
Nowadays, there has been an increasing interest in the 
aromatherapy, utilizing essential oils for the health 
maintenance. The essential oils are mixtures of many organic 
compounds, and their biological and fragrance are conditioned 
by their chemical composition. In aromatherapy, essential oils 
are mainly used for altering the mind, mood, cognitive 
function, health and can be utilize for skin, body, face and hair 
[2]. The basic essential oil interrelates with the human body 

 
by four particular methods of activity such as 
pharmacological, physiological, mental and otherworldly. 
Our body utilizes the sweet-smelling atoms (fundamental oils) 
in two different ways: (1) through our olfactory system which 
is associated with the mind where our most basic sentiments, 
inclinations and feelings dwell and (2) by the retention of the 
low molecular weight compounds of essential oils through 
skin [3]. 

The most common issues of current commercialized 
perfume in the market are the abundant of synthetic perfumes 
and most of manufacturing perfume produce perfume with 
sweet-smell. Synthetic perfume is not an environment friendly 
products. This can affect health problems such as asthma and 
contact allergy. Moreover, some consumers would demand 
perfume with fresh scents. Thus, to overcome this issues, 
natural sources such as Citrus aurantifolia is one of great 
choice that can be used to replace the synthetic source because 
it has a fresh scent and was found ample in our country. Citrus 
aurantifolia is cheap compared to synthetic sources. Since it 
is ample and cheap, so it is suitable to be made to something 
more useful and helpful towards health and environment. 

Citrus aurantifolia is the scientific name of lime. In 
Malaysia, it is known as Limau Kasturi. It is an enduring, 
blossoming, pine tree, which has the height about 3-5 m. Stem 
is uncommonly thin and spoke, along with sharpen thistles. 
The leaves are organizing alternately and circular to oval fit as 
a fiddle with adjusted teeth on their edges; the measurement is 
4-6 cm long by 2.5-4.5 cm width. The flowers are white in 
color and have a strong fragrance and fruits are greenish to 
yellowish in color with a delicate peel; they are succulent, 
fragrant, and have sour taste [4]. Its essential oil widely use in 
a food, medication, and cosmetic industry as a result of their 
medical properties and scents. The conventional and 
pharmacological of this plants are credited to the presence of 
secondary plant metabolites, including flavonoids, coumarins, 
and terpenoids [4]. 

In this study, the essential oil of Citrus aurantifolia peels 
was extracted by using the steam distillation process in order 
to get the citral and limonene compound. Citral is an aroma 
compound used in perfumery for its citrus effect. While 
limonene is found in the peels of citrus fruits and usually used 
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as a flavoring. The extracted Citrus aurantifolia peels 
essential oil was then further analyzed using GC-MS in order 
to identify the chemical constituents present in the sample. 
Next, the antibacterial activity was conducted for both 
extracted and commercial essential oil by identifying the zone 
inhibition for gram-positive (S. Aereus) and gram-negative (E. 
Coli). After that, the perfume was prepared by mixing the 
essential oil, ethanol and benzophenone. The stability of the 
prepared perfumes using extracted essential oil and 
commercial essential oil were then observed and compared 
based on the color changes and pH value. Hence, the findings 
from this study utilized lime or waste of lime peels in good 
ways that can helps to improve health and environments. 

 
II. MATERIALS 

 

A. Raw Materials 

The Citrus aurantifolia fruits were collected from the 
market at Perlis. The fruits were collected into the plastic bags 
and washed with running tap water, finally with distilled water 
to sterilize them and kept in refrigerator till being used for 
extraction procedure. 

 

B. Reagents 

Ethanol, C2H6O, Magnesium Sulfate, MgSO4, 
Benzophenone, C13H100 

 
III. METHODS 

The fresh Citrus aurantifolia peels were weighed about 
500g into 2L round bottom flask. 1.5L of water was added and 
placed on the heating mantle having a power of 450 watts for 
20 minutes and further heated for additional 6 hours. The 
samples were boiled with water at 100°C and atmospheric 
pressure to release the oil held within the matrix of the fruits 
and peels. In a separating funnel, the condense steam and oils 
were separated. The water was drain off and the oil was 
separately collected in a 10mL measuring cylinder. The time 
interval was taken from 20 to 360 minutes. The volume of the 
extracted essential oil was measured and recorded. 1g of 
Magnesium Sulfate, MgSO4 were added into the extracted 
essential oil as drying agent to remove any water present [5]. 
The extracted essential oil samples were further analyzed 
using Gas Chromatography Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS) to 
identify the chemical constituents of the essential oil and 
determine their quality. 

 

A. Antibacterial Activities 

The essential oil of Citrus aurantifolia peels was evaluated 
against Gram positive and negative pathogenic bacteria. The 
antibacterial activity was determined using the disc diffusion 
method with standard Mueller Hinton agar (MHA) media. 
Sterile filter paper disc (6mm in diameter) was impregnated 
with 5 and 10µL of pure extracted essential oil and place on 
the incubated at 24°C for 1 day before measuring the clear 
zone around the disc. 1.3g of nutrient broth powder was added 
into 1L distilled water by using 2L beaker before transferring 
into Schott Duran bottle. The solution was heated until a clear 
solution formed. Nutrient broth was autoclaved at 121°C for 
15 minutes and poured into sterile petri dish and allowed to 
solidify for 3 hours before kept in refrigerator. 

Approximately 38g of the medium was added into 1L of 
distilled water. After that, the mixture was heated and stirred 

until boiled for about 1 minute. The mixture was put in 
autoclave before being poured into sterile petri dishes and let 
to solidify and kept in refrigerator at 4°C. The antibacterial 
activity of the extracted essential oil and commercial essential 
oil were tested against S. Aureus and E. Coli using the disc 
diffusion method. For negative control, distilled water was 
used, while for positive control, tetracycline and ampicillin 
were used as positive control for E. Coli and S. Aureus 
respectively. The blank disc was dipped into each coating 
solution and left it to dry. The discs were applied to the surface 
of agar plates of Mueller-Hinton agar (with 2.5 cm distance 
between the edge of the disc on a plate) that were previously 
seed by spreading one sterile swap impregnated with 
inoculums containing the bacteria. The plates for disc 
diffusion assays were incubated overnight at 37°C and the 
diameter of the resulting zone of inhibition will be measured 
in mm. After incubation, bacterial growth was observed and 
the degree of inhibition will be expressed as follows: high 
activity inhibited (≥ 20mm), partially activity inhibited (≤ 
20mm), slightly activity inhibited (≤ 15mm) and no inhibition 
[6]. 

 
B. Preparation of Perfumes 

The extracted and commercial lime essential oil was 
mixed with ethanol and benzophenone to develop scent in two 
different beakers. The mixtures were stirred for a few minutes 
by using glass rod. Then, the mixture was transferred into the 
amber glass bottle with dropper. It is ideal to give the mixtures 
a chance to stand for 1 week before use it as a perfume. This 
enables the mixtures to blend and develop well. The purpose 
to keep the perfume in amber glass bottle is to avoid the 
exposure of the light directly towards the perfume which can 
disturb the properties of the perfume [7]. 

 

C. Physical Test on Perfume 

The test on stability based on color changes depends on 
volatility, fragrance/fragrance interaction, fragrance/base 
interaction, light induced change as well as base/package and 
fragrance interaction. The time durations were considered as 
the perfume was exposed to the sunlight. Three different types 
of bottles such as amber glass bottle, clear glass bottle and 
plastic bottle was used to test the stability on color change [8]. 
For pH testing, the pH value of the perfumes was determined 
by using a pH meter. Each perfume was dipped separately and 
rinsed with distilled water before dipped another sample. The 
pH reading was recorded for both prepared perfumes from 
extracted and commercial essential oil when the reading was 
stabilized. 

 
IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

 

A. GC/MS Analysis of the Citrus aurantifolia peels extracts 

Table 1 shows the chemical composition of extracted 
essential oil from Citrus aurantifolia peels. Four major 
compounds were found which are D-limonene, β-pinene, α- 
pinene, and myrcene. Based on the data collected, the result 
shows that D-limonene was the highest chemical composition 
contain in the extracted essential oil of Citrus aurantifolia 
peels. 
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TABLE 1. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF ESSENTIAL OIL 
 

Number of 

peaks 

Retention 

Time 
Compound % Area 

1 7.795 α-pinene 0.92 

2 8.921 β-pinene 3.56 

3 10.138 D-limonene 84.99 

4 9.509 β-myrcene 1.36 

 

B. Antibacterial Activities 

Based on Table 2, high antibacterial activity was shown in 
both gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria. Gram 
positive, S. Aureus, shows the same inhibition zone for both 
commercial and extracted essential oil which is 19.00mm. 
While for gram-negative, E. Coli shows the inhibition zone for 
both commercial and extracted essential oil are 28.00mm and 
26.00mm respectively. The zone of inhibition can be seen in 
Fig.1. 

TABLE 2. ZONE INHIBITION OF EXTRACTED CITRUS 
AURANTIFOLIA ESSENTIAL OIL AND COMMERCIAL CITRUS 

AURANTIFOLIA ESSENTIAL OIL 

TABLE 4. PERFUME MADE FROM EXTRACTED CITRUS 
AURANTIFOLIA ESSENTIAL OIL 

 

Type of 

bottle 

Week 

1 

Week 

2 

Week 

3 

Week 

4 

Week 

5 
Week 6 

Amber 
bottle 

No 
change 

No 
change 

No 
change 

No 
change 

No 
change 

No 
change 

Clear 

glass 
bottle 

No 

change 

No 

change 

No 

change 

No 

change 

No 

change 

Slightly 

turn 
yellow 

Plastic 

bottle 

No 

change 

No 

change 

No 

change 

No 

change 

No 

change 

Slightly 

turn 
                                                                                                         yellow  

 

The perfumes were observed starting from week 1 until week 

6. Both perfumes prepared using extracted and commercial 

essential oil that has been stored in clear glass bottle have 

slightly changes in color. The color change from transparent 

to clear yellow transparent. While for plastic bottle, the 

perfume prepared from commercial essential oil has change 

color at week 5 compared to 

perfume made from extracted 

essential oil, the color was 

changed at week 6. However, 

by using amber bottle, the 

color of both perfume remains 
 

a) pH for perfume made from 

commercial essential oil 

b) pH for perfume made from 

commercial essential oil 

the same throughout the weeks. This proved that using amber 

bottle much preferred because the light exposure on essential 

oil results in significant changes in the composition and 

structure of the oil. 

 
D. pH for perfume made pH for perfume made from 

extracted essential oil 
 

 

 

 

 

 
(a) Gram-positive (S. Aereus) (b) Gram-negative (E.Coli) 

Fig.1 Zone of Inhibition of Different Bacteria 

C. Preparation of Perfumes 

Table 3 and Table 4 shows the color change on perfume made 

up using commercial Citrus Aurantifolia essential oil and 

extracted Citrus Aurantifolia essential oil respectively. 

 
TABLE 3. PERFUME MADE FROM COMMERCIAL CITRUS 

AURANTIFOLIA ESSENTIAL OIL 
 

Type 

of 
bottle 

Week 

1 

Week 

2 

Week 

3 

Week 

4 

 

Week 5 

 

Week 6 

Amber 

bottle 

No 

change 

No 

change 

No 

change 

No 

change 

No 

change 

No 

change 

Clear 
glass 
bottle 

No 

change 

No 

change 

No 

change 

No 

change 

No 

change 

Slightly 
turn 
yellow 

Plastic 

bottle 

No 

change 

No 

change 

No 

change 

No 

change 

Slightly 
turn 

                                                                                       yellow  

Slightly 
turn 
yellow  

Fig.2 The pH of both Essential oil 

 

Based on the result in Fig.2, 

pH for perfume prepared from 

commercial   essential   oil   is 

5.09 while pH for perfume 

prepared from extracted 

essential oil is 7.66. It can be 

concluded that the perfume prepared using commercial 

essential oil much acidic compared to prepared perfume using 

extracted essential oil. According to Bolmes et al., it is 

necessary for commercialized perfume to have pH at 7 

because the fragrance will vary from what was smelled at first 

when blended, and then at a later time when determining the 

nature of the mixture or the scent desired when the perfume 

was created [9]. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

As conclusion, Citrus aurantifolia was used due to its 

characteristics, particular flavor and herbal medicine. The 

GC-MS analysis of the extracted lime essential oil shown the 

highest presence of D-limonene with area percentage of 

84.99%. Based on the results for inhibition zone of E.coli and 

S.Aureus, extracted lime essential oils shows their ability to 

act as antibacterial agent. The perfume was prepared by 

using 20% of lime essential oil, 79.60% of ethanol and 0.40% 

of benzophenone. The prepared perfumes were observed their 

Number of 

peak 

Retention 

Time 
Compound % Area 

1 7.795 α-pinene 0.92 

2 8.921 β-pinene 3.56 

3 10.138 D-limonene 84.99 

4 9.509 β-myrcene 1.36 
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stability based on the color changes and pH value. Perfume 

that kept in the amber glass bottle does not undergo any 

changes of color compare to clear glass bottle and plastic 

bottle. Thus, amber bottle is recommended to keep the 

perfume for long period due to its ability to protect the 

perfume from direct sunlight. The observed pH value for both 

prepared perfumes from commercial and extracted essential 

oil is 5.09 and 7.66 respectively. The prepare perfumed has 

pH value 7 which is alkaline and safe to be used on skin. 
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Abstract—The purpose of this study is to produce an 

alternative paper from organic waste material which are corn 

husk and corn cob. As the demand for paper has increased, 

logging is rampant since the demand for wood pulp has 

increase too. This will result in the loss of wildlife habitat and 

ecosystems because of the activities in order to get wood pulp 

from tress. The first step in paper making is producing the 

pulps. Sodium carbonate, Na2CO3 is also used to help in 

separating the lignin. The final step in paper making is drying 

the pulps by using oven. After the paper has been produced, 

the amount of coin is used to determine the strength of the 

paper. Besides, the functional group that present in the sample 

is analyze by using Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

(FTIR). From the research, the paper that made from corn 

husk and corn cob with the present of sodium carbonate, 

Na2CO3 show the greater strength compare to the paper 

without sodium carbonate. As the overall result, the corn husk 

paper show the greatest strength compare to corn cob paper 

and commercial paper. Moreover, the result from FTIR 

display the functional groups that present in the papers. The 

functional groups that have been found in the four papers 

basically the same which are hydrogen bond with the range 

between 3330.80 - 3881.60 cm-1, alkanes with the range number 

between 2850.8 - 2921 cm-1 and aromatic rings with the range 

number between 1559.7- 1634.52 cm-1. However, for 

commercial paper, there is another functional groups found 

which is alcohols with the wavelength number 1160.79 cm-1. 

Thus, this study can prove that paper can be made from agro 

waste materials and paper produce is biodegradable and safe 

to environment, At the same time the consumption of the trees 

which act as a source in paper making can be reduced. 

 

Keywords— waste organic material, corn husk, corn cob, 

alternative paper, cellulose 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

The word paper in English called the paper and in Dutch 
called papier [1,3]. Generally, paper is a thin and flat 
material. Paper is a creation of a new human form thin sheets 
which can be torn, rolled, folded, glued and crossed out. The 
paper must make from wood pulp from trees [4]. The main 
ingredient in making paper are mainly derived from trees. 
The content of paper is fibers called as cellulose that found in 
a wood. Cellulose and hemicellulose is contained in the 
fibers that makes up the framework of a paper. [6,7]. The 
lignin which is a natural glue was stick together with a 
cellulose fibre. The lignin and the paper need to separate to 
make a paper. To make a paper, the wood must turn into 
pulp. The sources of non-woody plant suitable for making 
paper to replace the use of wood [1]. Corn husk that is not 
used in many communities has been suggested to be a 
potential source of pulp for making paper. In this study, a 
paper is made from alternative source from non-woody plant 
which is from corn husk and corn cob to replace the wood in 
papermaking. A demand for wood products for the 
manufacture of paper is a major cause of damage to tropical 
forests and growing demand [2]. Therefore, the use of paper 
made from trees should be reduced to save our environment. 
As the demand for paper has increased, logging is rampant as 
the demand for wood pulp has increased [6]. This will result 
in the loss of wildlife habitat and ecosystems, and old forest 
has been replaced with the farm work. The study was carried 
out to find explicit materials instead of wood as a substitute 
for wood used for papermaking. The non-woody plants can 
also produce paper such as corn husk and corn cob to make 
paper. Corn plants are growing faster than hardwood trees. 
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The perfect corn growth only takes 55-65 days [2]. However, 
the species of hardwood trees were replanted after logging 
activities carried out. The time it takes for the plant to grow 
is 15 years. This shows that maize growing faster than 
woody trees. Therefore, it can save time and paper can also 
be produced in large quantities. Paper made from waste corn, 
will take care of environmental surroundings because the raw 
materials are from organic waste source and the paper 
produced is friendly to the environment. This is because the 
content chemical used is less compared to commercial paper. 
Chemicals normally used in the commercial paper, each 
fulfilling certain requirements. An important chemical used 
is caustic soda, sodium sulfide, sulfurous acid, sodium 
dithionite, chlorine dioxide, hydrogen peroxide EDTA, 
DTPA and more. Chemicals used in the manufacture of 
ordinary paper is too much but paper produced from waste 
corn is only using sodium carbonate. The objectives of this 
study is to produce an alternative paper from organic waste 
materials of corn husk and corn cob. The other objective is to 
compare the strength of the paper made from corn husk and 
corn cob to produce the best paper. 

 
II. MATERIALS 

 

A. Waste organic materials 

The sample of corn stalks and corn husks was collected 
from Tapah, Perak. These raw material were used as an 
alternative to wood content fibers in paper production. 

 

B. Chemical and materials for experiment 

Sodium carbonate was taken from the laboratory. The 
beaker and hot plate was used to heat the sample. The 
blender was used to crushed the sample into pulp. The mould 
and deckle was used to make a sheet of paper. 

 
III. METHODS 

The raw materials was collected, the chipped into small 
sizes using a cutting tools which is knife. 50 g of the raw 
material was weighed and prepared in two. Then, 5 g of 
sodium carbonate was weighed by using analytical balance. 
Four 300 ml beaker was filled with 250 ml of water and put 
on the hot plate then heated at 110 ⁰C. Two from four beaker 
were poured with sodium carbonate. Sodium carbonate was 
stirred vigorously using magnetic stirring plate until 
dissolved. After the sodium carbonate dissolved, one beaker 
was put with corn husk, and another one put with corn stalk. 
Another two beaker that do not contain sodium carbonate 
were filled with corn husk and corn stalk. Pulping lasted for 
4 hours at 110 ⁰C. The pulp obtained then thoroughly washed 
with running water to remove the chemicals still present. The 
pulp sample was added then 200 ml water was poured into 
blender. The sample was de-fiberized with blender for about 
5 minute to make sure it is crushed. Paper sheets were 
produced from the bleached pulp using a handmade paper 
mould and deckle. Then the paper pulp was put on the glass 
and heated in the oven for one day at 50 ⁰C. After drying, the 
paper sample was pulled. 

 

A. Characterization of paper by FTIR (Fourier Transform 

Infrared Spectroscopy) 

Testing by using FTIR also was conducted in this project. 
FTIR was used to determine the contents that are present in 
the four sample. Sample CH-WC; corn husk paper, sample 

CH-C; chemical corn husk paper, sample CC-WC; corn cob 
paper, sample CC-C; chemical corn cob paper and A4 paper. 
FTIR is the preferred method of infrared spectroscopy. In 
infrared spectroscopy, infrared radiation is passed through a 
sample. Some of the infrared radiation is absorbed by the 
sample and some of it is passed through or transmitted. The 
resulting spectrum represents the molecular absorption and 
transmission, creating a molecular fingerprint of the sample. 
Like a fingerprint no two unique molecular structures 
produce the same infrared spectrum. This makes infrared 
spectroscopy useful for several types of analysis. FTIR also 
can provide information such as it can identify unknown 
materials, it can determine the quality or consistency of a 
sample and it can determine the amount of components in a 
mixture. Infrared spectroscopy has been a workhorse 
technique for materials analysis in the laboratory for over 
seventy years. An infrared spectrum represents a fingerprint 
of a sample with absorption peaks which correspond to the 
frequencies of vibrations between the bonds of the atoms 
making up the material. Because each different material is a 
unique combination of atoms, no two compounds produce 
the exact same infrared spectrum. Therefore, infrared 
spectroscopy can result in a positive identification or 
qualitative analysis of every different kind of material. In 
addition, the size of the peaks in the spectrum is a direct 
indication of the amount of material present. With modern 
software algorithms, infrared is an excellent tool for 
quantitative analysis. 

For FTIR analysis, the first step is sample preparation. 
The standard method to prepare solid sample for FTIR 
spectrometer is to use potassium bromide, KBr. The particle 
size should be unified and less than two micrometers. Then, 
the mixture is squeezed to form pellets which can be 
measured directly. The second step is getting a background 
spectrum by collecting an interferogram and its subsequent 
conversion to frequency data by inverse Fourier transform. 
The background spectrum also takes into account several 
other factors related to the instrument performance, which 
includes information about the source, interferometer, 
detector, and the contribution of ambient water. A single- 
beam spectrum of the sample is done which will contain 
absorption bands from the sample as well as the background 
(gaseous or solvent). The ratio between the single-beam 
sample spectrum and the single beam background spectrum 
gives the spectrum of the sample. 

 
B. Strength Test For Sample of Papers Produced 

The strength of paper is important because paper is used 
for many different things. Conducting paper strength activity 
also important to know which one is the best quality of paper 
between four sample. 

The papers are cut strips of the same size from each of 
the papers (e.g. 20 x 5 cm). The hole is made before ends of 
the strips by using the needle. The distance is assuring is the 
same distance from the end to the hole of each strip. The 
distance from each hole to the end and it was measured as 1 
cm. A piece of string is pushed through the holes and the box 
is put below the paper. The paper then is hangs up. The coin 
is gradually added in the box one by one until the paper tears. 
The number of marbles in the box is counted. The coin is 
placed very gently into the box. Then, the shock to the paper 
of dropping them in might tear the paper with only a small 
load. This step is repeat by using the other end of the strip 
and the coins is count again. The procedure is repeated by 
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using the other strips of paper. Lastly, the results between the 
types of paper is compared. 

 
IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

The picture of alternative paper produced from corn 
husks and corn cob as in Figure 1. Table 1 show that the 
sample type of paper produced are made by different raw 
materials of corn husks and corn cob. 

 
TABLE I. SAMPLE TYPE 

 

Sample Wave number (cm-1) Bond Functional group 

 
A4 paper 

3330.67 O-H Carboxylic acid 

2928.9 – 2840.4 C-H Alkanes 

1559.99 C = C Aromatic rings 

1160.79 C-O Alcohols 

 

Throughout the process, functional groups for each of the 
paper sample have been found. The papers made of corn 
husk and corn cob were containing three functional groups 
which are hydrogen bond with the range between 3330.80 - 
3881.60 cm-1, alkanes with the range number between 2850.8 
-2921 cm-1and aromatic rings with the range number 
between 1559.7 - 1634.52 cm -1 for both papers with sodium 
carbonate, Na2CO3 or without sodium carbonate, Na2CO3. 

 

 

 
 

The paper produced has different color and texture. The 
color of sample CC-C or paper made by corn cob with 
sodium carbonate is bright yellow. The color sample of CH- 
C is light yellow. For sample CC-WC and CH-WC, the color 
is near to white. The texture of sample CH-C from corn husk 
is very smooth and quite soft compare to the other sample 
and is like very similar to commercial paper in market. The 
sample texture of paper produced from corn cob is quite 
rough. 

 

Fig 1. The sample of paper produced (from left sample CH-C, CC-C, 

CC-WC, CH-WC) 

The sample of alternative paper produced is then 
analyzed by Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy, FTIR 
and strength test analysis. 

 

A. Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Analysis 

FTIR spectroscopy used for determining the functional 
group found in each of the paper sample including the 

Then, for A4 commercial paper, it contained one extra 
functional group which was alcohols with the wavenumber 
1160.79 cm-1. Thus, it can prove that the commercial paper 
was less environmental friendly compared to the papers that 
made of corn husk and corn cob. This is because the 
commercial paper contained more chemicals compared to the 
other paper samples. This can be depicted clearly through the 
results of FTIR spectroscopy that have showed the amount of 
functional groups that have been found. 

 

B. Strength Analysis 

The results of the strength composition analysis of the 
paper made from corn husks and the corn cob are listed in 
the Table 3. The results indicate that these raw materials 
have a high potential for use as alternative fibers for pulp and 
paper making. The strength of the paper made from corn 
husks and corn cob were determined by using the quantity of 
coins used to pull down the paper. The more of quantity 
coins that were used indicated the greater strength of the 
papers. 

 
TABLE 3. STRENGTH TEST 

commercial paper. The results of the FTIR spectroscopy 
analysis of the paper made from corn husks and the corn cob 
are listed in the Table 2. 

 
TABLE 2. FTIR RESULT OF SAMPLES 

 

 

 
Firstly, in the result, the comparison of the strength 

between the CH-C and CH-WC sample which are both from 
corn husk based. The result showed that the CH-C sample 
used 55 coins compared to sample of CH-CW that can 
withstand the 35 pieces of coins only to pull down the paper. 
This indicate the greater strength of the paper from corn 
husks mixing of sodium carbonate, Na2CO3. Then, the 
comparison between the sample paper of CC-C and CC-WC, 
which are both sample from corn cob. The result showed that 
CC-C sample which is from corn cob with Na2CO3 used 
greater quantity of coins, 17 pieces compare to CC-WC 
sample with only used 1 coin to pull out the paper. This 
indicate that the paper from corn cob with Na2CO3 have the 
greater strength than the paper from corn cob without 
Na2CO3. Therefore, the paper that has Na2CO3 show greater 
strength compare to the paper without Na2CO3. This is 
because the presence of Na2CO3 used to separate the bond of 

Sample Materials to produce paper 

CH-C Corn husk with sodium carbonate 

CH-WC Corn husk only 

CC-C Corn cob with sodium carbonate 

CC-WC Corn cob only 

 

Sample 
Materials to produce 

paper 

The Number of 50 Cents 
Used 

CH-C 
Corn husk with sodium 
carbonate 

55 

CH-WC Corn husk only 35 

CC-C 
Corn cob with sodium 

carbonate 
17 

CC-WC Corn cob only 1 

A4 A4 paper 51 

 

Sample Wave number (cm-1) Bond Functional group 

 
CH-C 

3330.80 O-H 
Hydrogen bond 

(Carboxylic acid) 
2919.3 – 2854.3 C-H Alkanes 

1559.99 C = C Aromatic rings 

 
CH-WC 

3340.89 O-H 
Hydrogen bond 

(Carboxylic acid) 
2923.7 – 2850.8 C-H Alkanes 

1634.52 C = C Aromatic rings 

 
CC-C 

3331.72 O-H 
Hydrogen bond 
(Carboxylic acid) 

2918.5 – 2853.4 C-H Alkanes 

1559.98 C = C Aromatic rings 

 
CC-WC 

3881.6 – 3331.94 O-H 
Hydrogen bond 
(Carboxylic acid) 

2921 – 2850.8 C-H Alkanes 

1559.7 C = C Aromatic rings 
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lignin from cellulose and also being a filler in the 
composition of paper. When the lignin can be separated from 
the cellulose, so the cellulose can be formed the long fibers, 
polymers that act as framework of a paper. Generally, the 
long fibers formed will make the greater strength of the 
papers. Otherwise, when the absence of Na2CO3 used, all 
lignin cannot be separated as well from the cellulose and 
formed short fibers, then it will produce the less strength of 
the paper. 

Secondly, comparison of the strength between the paper 
made from corn husks and the paper from corn cobs. The 
results showed the sample of CH-C used 55 pieces coins of 
50 cents and sample CC-C was used 17 pieces of coins only 
to pull out the paper. The CH-C sample is more strength than 
CC-C sample. This indicate the paper made from corn husks 
are greater strength than the paper made from corn cob. The 
husks showed the soft structure compared to the corn cob. 
The softness structure easily to make a pulp that form a long 
fiber. Generally, the long fiber has the high strength 
properties than the paper that made from the short fiber. 
Then, the formation of pulp by the softness structure showed 
their good compactness arrangement of the fiber and the 
good extension of the fiber that bonded to each other that are 
contributed the strength of the paper. As the corn cob that 
have the hard structure and difficult to make a pulp, then it 
only forms the short fibers. In addition, the lignin contain in 
the corn cob is higher, but the hard structure was difficult to 
separate the lignin from the cellulose and only form the short 
fiber. The formation of pulp from the hard structure corn cob 
showed the less dense and loose packing arrangement of 
fiber, then it will form the lower strength of the paper. 

Thirdly, the comparison of the strength between the 
commercial paper which is A4 paper was compared to the 
strength of the paper made from corn husks. The result 
obtained the paper made from corn husks, sample paper of 
CH-C can pull 55 coins while sample A4 is can pull 
maximum 51 coins only. This showed that the CH-C sample, 
paper made from corn husk has greater strength than the 
commercial A4 paper. As known, the A4 paper is made up 
from hard woody pulp. The paper from the corn husks was 
made up from non woody pulp that can easily form long 
fibers than the hard woody pulp. So the A4 paper has the 
lower tearing strength than the corn husks paper. Although, 
A4 papers are made up from many chemicals, but hard 
woody pulp was difficult to produce the long fibers compare 
to the corn husks paper that used only one type of chemical 
which is Na2CO3. Therefore, corn husks can be used as 
alternative materials to produce the paper. 

Overall, the CH-C sample, paper based corn husk has the 
highest strength compare to the paper based corn cobs and 
commercial A4 paper. The CH-C sample has smooth texture 
and the strongest alternative paper among others because can 
bear with burden of mass from 55 pieces of 50 cents coins. 

Sodium carbonate or soda ash can increase the strength 
of paper. Moreover, corn husk is suitable alternative fiber 
source in making paper compare to corn cob. The organic 
waste materials from corn be able to be used as an alternative 
raw source for producing paper. 

 

 
V. CONCLUSIONS 

From this study, the chemical composition analysis show 

that corn husk has a quite high of cellulose content and low 

lignin content where could give a high quality of pulp and 

paper making production. The overall result showed that the 

strength of the paper that made from corn husk is the 

strongest among the others including the commercial paper. 

Therefore, corn husk fiber is a suitable alternative fiber 

sources in papermaking rather corn cob. The impact of this 

study is the high amount waste organic materials of corn 

husks and corn cobs that being through away be able to 

being as an alternative raw material on producing paper. 

Instead the corn husks and corn cobs being a rubbish, using 

them as organic waste materials can turn into valuable 

product such as paper. The commercialization potential of 

this product are writing paper, notebook, origami paper and 

item container for food or vegetables. The product is 

biodegradable paper and safe to people and environment as 

well. 
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Abstract— In response to the pandemic, an increasing 

number of healthcare educators are turning to online learning 

tools to keep their students informed. For students from the 

medicine and health sciences field, hands-on training is 

essential to ensure the correct procedures and techniques are 

applied in handling patients. One of the critical techniques is 

phlebotomy. Phlebotomy, also known as venipuncture or blood 

draw, is a process in which blood is drawn from a vein with a 

needle, usually for laboratory testing. Designed for academic 

purpose, phlebotomy-distance training allowed the students to 

practice the phlebotomy techniques using easy-to-build and 

easy-to-get materials such as a syringe, a needle, tube, and 

woods. Students can prepare the materials by themselves and 

practice the technique at their location based on the 

demonstration by the instructor visually. This training can 

expose the student to the correct and safe techniques even 

during the hard period of the pandemic. 

 

Keywords—phlebotomy, pandemic, training, arm model, 

artificial human arm 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Phlebotomy is the procedure of blood drawn for 
laboratory testing. This procedure has been practiced for 
centuries and is still one of the most common invasive 
procedures in health care [1]. Each step in the phlebotomy 
process affects the quality of the specimen and is thus 
important for preventing laboratory error, patient injury, and 
even death [2]. For example, the touch of a finger to verify 
the location of a vein before insertion of the needle increases 
the chance that a specimen will be contaminated. This can 
cause false blood culture results, prolong hospitalization, 
delay diagnosis and cause unnecessary use of antibiotics. 

Other adverse effects for patients are common; they include 
bruising at the site of puncture, fainting, nerve damage, and 
hematomas [3]. Phlebotomy also poses risks for health 
workers. It is still common to see a phlebotomist carry out 
dangerous practices that increase the risk of needle-stick 
injury and disease transmission [4]. 

Promoting best practices in phlebotomy is essential to 
improve the quality of blood specimens and the safety of 
phlebotomy for health workers and patients. Competence 
in phlebotomy practices should be a necessary part of the 
final evaluation of those training as health workers [5]. 
Therefore, the health workers should be trained in and 
demonstrate proficiency for the blood collection procedures 
on the patient population [6]. However, during the pandemic, 
practice on artificial arms cannot be done, and clinical skills 
development was difficult to achieve because the trainees 
cannot join the training. The trainee is also facing the 
problem of obtaining artificial arms because of the high cost. 

In accordance with this issue, a human arm model with 
the vein was developed to keep the student trained in the 
phlebotomy techniques and practicing the ideal procedure 
and steps. Even though the outcome is not as using the 
commercialized artificial arms, this model offers the way to 
built the competency of the health workers in drawing blood 
from the patient. 

 
II. MATERIALS 

A needle and syringe is the most common tool for 
withdrawing large quantities of blood from the vein. Other 
basic materials such as alcohol swab, blood tube, gauze, and 
tourniquet are still needed in this practice (Fig. 1). The 
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materials used in preparing this model are much cheaper than 
the cost of the commercialized artificial arm. The materials 
for the arm model development including tripod stand, wood, 
sauce plastic bottle, one-meter long tube, scissors, red dye, 
and tape to attach the bone and vein. 

 

Fig. 1 The materials used to develop an affordable artificial human arm 

model for phlebotomy training during the pandemic. 

 

METHODS 

The wood was arranged to become 90˚ angles to the 
tripod stand so that the position of the woods was just like 
the human arm during blood drawing. A tube-end sauce 
bottle was attached to the top end of the tripod stand. Then, 
the one-meter tube was placed along with the wood from the 
bottom end of the arm. The other end of the tube was 
attached to a tube-end bottle on the top end of the arm. The 
tape was pasted along the tube to ensure the tube did not 
move during the blood drawing procedure. 

To make the simulation real, a cup of red dye mixed with 
plain water was prepared and was filled into the sauce bottle, 
and the water was allowed to flow along the tube. To start 
the phlebotomy procedure, the antecubital fossa or forearm 
was inspected. The vein of good size was located straight and 
cleared. Locating the vein will help in determining the 
correct size of the needle. Tourniquet has applied five finger- 
widths above the venipuncture site, and the vein was re- 
examined. At the 30 ˚ angles of entry, a needle was 
introduced into the vein. The syringe was pulled to suck the 
blood to a sufficient volume. The tourniquet was then 
released before withdrawing the needle from the vein. The 
needle was then gently withdrawn, and gentle pressure was 
applied to the site of puncture with clean gauze. 

The blood was then transferred into an empty tube using 
one hand to fill the tube and the other hand holding the tube. 
The stopper of the tube was pierced with the needle directly 
above the tube with slow and steady pressure. Pressing the 
syringe plunger because additional pressure increases the risk 
of hemolysis. The blood was kept in a cold box and 
maintained at 4 ˚C until further used. 

 
III. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

Fig. 2 shows the model of the human arm that was 
designed to be used for phlebotomy training. The tube that 
sealed along the wood was acted as the vein of the human 
arm, while the wood was acted as the human arm bone. The 
sauce bottle hung on the tripod stand acted as the human 
heart that pumps the blood through the tube to flow to the 
human organ and body. The tape that covers the tube was 
acted as the human skin or the human body barrier. Fig. 3 
shows one of the key steps in the phlebotomy procedure. The 

trainee was penetrating the needle to the tape and the tube to 
draw the red-dye water. The blood was successfully sucked 
using the syringe. Therefore, this model of the human arm 
could be used for phlebotomy training, especially during the 
pandemic, in which the trainee was prohibited from entering 
the laboratory. 

 
 

Fig. 2    The model of the human arm that was used for the training of 
phlebotomy during the pandemic. 

 

Fig. 3    The trainee was performing the blood drawing on the tube of the 
human arm model. 

 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The training is essential in phlebotomy techniques to 
ensure the health workers are competent in drawing blood 
from the patient. Even though this model is non-compatible 
with the commercialized artificial human arm, its making is 
affordable for the trainee to develop themselves and can 
repeat the phlebotomy training many times and anywhere. 
The choice of the tube material is vital to make the 
puncturing step easier, and improvement of this model is 
needed for better stability. 
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Abstract—Traditional learning environment is no 

longer a viable means in producing students with the 

capabilities of competing in the 21st century learning 

environment. This study aims to promote independent 

learning among millennial students by implementing the 

use of technology in classroom learning, which 

ultimately will help students to gain better 

understanding in Chemistry related problems. This 

descriptive study also determines students’ perception 

on using The Brainy Step (TBS) as a learning tool. TBS 

is a PowerPoint software developed by using multimedia 

learning theories as the parameter and is designed to 

specifically improve students’ learning on the topic of 

limiting reactant. A set of five-point Likert scale 

questionnaire was used to measure students’ perception 

on using TBS. The questionnaire consists of four 

constructs, which are (i) technical aspect of software, (ii) 

design of the software, (iii) students’ motivation and (iv) 

teaching and learning interactivity. Respective sets of 

pretest and posttest questions were administered to 

analyze the data quantitatively. An interactive app has 

been developed using Adobe Animate 2020 and uploaded 

into the Google Play store and is free to download. The 

outcomes show that students exhibit a high statistical 

mean point in all four constructs. The implication of this 

study is that school leaders should promote the 

integration of technological learning tools as a way to 

inculcate meaningful learning in students 
 

Keywords— The Brainy Step, 21st century skills, 

animation-based learning, limiting reactant, sustainability 

approach 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

In line with the current technological assimilation in the 
classroom, our education system has changed for the bet-ter. 
Students are no longer constricted to their learning envi- 

ronment and have the privilege to explore the world with the 
click of a button. Moreover, due to the current global 
Coronavirus crisis, our education system in experiencing 
unprecedented obstacles in conducting formal education in 
conventional method. Alternatives such as mobile learning 
has really become imperative and ubiquitous to ensure 
education is being properly provided to our students. Ac- 
cording to a myriad of research done to identify the factors 
influencing teachers’ adoption of ICT in the classroom it was 
found that (i) personal characteristics, (ii) teachers’ attitudes, 
(iii) ICT competence, (iv) self-efficacy, and (iv) accessibility 
are some of its determining factors [1]. Re-gardless, the 
importance of technological implementation cannot be 
nullified [2]. Some of its reported benefits are students 
become (i) more autonomous in their learning process, (ii) 
better in working collaboratively, (iii) expert in their areas of 
expertise, (iv) more socially aware and (v) confident with 
themselves [3]. 

Based on a research done by Schmid et al. [4] which 
reported that learning is best supported when the students are 
engaged in an active, meaningful exercises via interactive 
technological tools that provide cognitive support. The 
integration of multimedia instructional materials such as 
graphics, sound and video into the learning process can 
invoke participations from all type of learners [5]. In this 
paper, we analyze students’ perception and performance of 
using TBS as an interactive learning tool. 
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II. OBJECTIVES 
 

The general objective of this study is to create an ani- 

mation-based tool to help students perform better on the 

topic of limiting reactant. The specific objectives are to 

determine the level of student’s achievement after using the 

TBS ap-proach in the topic of limiting reactant, to gauge 

students’ views on the effectiveness of using TBS approach 

in the topic of limiting reactant and to measure the 

effectiveness of TBS as an interactive app by using pre and 

posttest. 

development and application process of the software. It is 

reported that students show an average high mean value 

based on Likert level determination scale [6] in all items 

apropos to 4C’s learning strategies. 

 
TABLE 2. AVERAGE MEAN VALUE OF STUDENTS' PERCEPTION 

TOWARDS TBS (CYCLE TWO) 

 

III. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

Table 1 shows the descriptive sample analysis in this 

study, which shows the percentage of total sample in this 

study, students achieving maximum marks and student 

unable to achieve minimum marks. As we can see in Table 1, 

subsequently after the introduction of TBS method, the 

percentage value for failed students has decreases. Findings 

also shown positive increment in the percentage of students 

that managed to obtain maximum allocation of marks. 
 

TABLE 1. PRETEST AND POSTTEST ANALYSIS (CYCLE ONE) 
 

 
Pretest 

 
Posttest 

Samples 
No. of 

Students 

 
No. of 

Students 

 

 % % 

Total 

sample 

45 100 18 100 

Max. 

mark 

< Min. 
  mark  

1 

 

18 

2.22 

 

40 

3 

 

2 

16.67 

 

11.11 

 

Figure 1 show the general average of students’ 

perception towards TBS. The figures also indicate the 

average mean obtained for each domain measured in this 

study. Findings show a general positive attitude of student 

towards the implementation of TBS, particularly in the 

domain of teaching and learning interactivity. We can see 

that based on this analysis, TBS supports students’ learning 

from a qualitative and quantitative aspects. 
 

Fig. 1: Students' perception towards TBS (cycle one) 

 

 

TBS 2.0 is then developed in support of the 4C’s of the 21st 

century skills. Table 2 shows the average mean value of 

students’ perception toward TBS 2.0 pertaining to its 

 

It is also reported that 78.8% of students feels that they 

are unencumbered by any form of difficulties during the 

development process of TBS 2.0. The remaining percentage 

stated that some of the problems encountered during the 

development process are their inefficiency in using 

PowerPoint and incompatibility in group works. 

For the third cycle, the data was analyzed using SPSS 

version 23 more specifically by using paired sample t-test. 

Table 3 shows that the mean score for posttest (M=9.29, 

SD=0.95) is much better than pretest (M= 2.63, SD=1.41). 

 
TABLE 3. PAIRED SAMPLE STATISTICS (CYCLE THREE) 

 

                                         Mean  N  SD  Std.Error Mean 

Pair 1 Pretest 2.63 49 1.41 0.20 

 Posttest 9.29 49 .95 0.13 

 

Moreover, data also shows a significant difference 

between the students’ performance in posttest in comparison 

with the pretest t(49)=29.081, p<0.05 which means that TBS 

app has a significant effect on the students’ performance. 

Figure 2 shows a graphical representation that 

compares the pretest and the posttest performance for a 

better understanding. 
 

Fig. 2. Comparison between pre-test and post-test (cycle t) 

  No  Item  Mean   

1 I find visual elements such as pictures and 
diagrams the most useful for students learning 

in PowerPoint presentations 

4.746 

2 I learn the topic chosen better while 
developing the TBS 

4.884 

3 The presentation graphics in TBS improve 
my focus 

4.762 

4 TBS is really useful as a supplementary 

material 

4.504 

5 Through TBS, I learn how to work in a group 4.867 

6 Through TBS, I learn how to think critically 
and creatively 

4.739 

7 My motivation to learn Chemistry increase 

after I learn how to develop TBS 

4.867 
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Abstract—Today, major energy sources such as air turbines, 

solar, and hydraulics from the sea, have become commonplace 

in energy production. However, humans themselves can 

produce energy with the kinetic power available. The kinetic 

energy can be converted to useful energy rather than wasted. 

Energy production technology from human steps is a device that 

converts the kinetic energy from human footsteps to electrical 

energy. The objectives of this project are to design and develop a 

footstep power generator and measure the voltage and current 

produced. The development process includes the design stages, 

material selection process, fabrication works, testing and 

remodification to achieve project objectives. The machine is 

tested with the variation amount of load exerted onto the step 

plate. Results of tests show different voltage values can be 

generated by variation of force exerted onto the piezoelectric 

sensors. In this project, the voltage and current increase with 

the increase of load exerted onto the machine. 

 

Keywords—Footsteps, Power Generator, Piezoelectric, Green 

energy 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the difficulties of energy scarcity and 
environmental concerns associated with fossil fuel supplies, 
renewable and clean energy resources have become a 
popular research topic. According to the International Energy 
Agency's (IEA) New Policies Scenario, global electricity 
demand grows at about 2.1% per year to 2040 [1]. This 
electrical energy demand is twice the rate of primary energy 
demand. More energy sources are being used, which has 
become a global priority in recent years. Because of the 
world's growing and demanding energy needs, the world's 
attention has shifted to utilizing more green energy sources 
[1]. Electrical energy is crucial and is becoming increasingly 
in demand. Countless energy resources have been 
squandered and depleted. A new method of generating 
electricity using a human population has been discovered. 
The vibration generated between the surface and the footstep 

is wasted when a human walk. Electrical energy can be 
generated from this wasted energy [2]. To make use of these 
vibrations generated by humans when walking, a 
piezoelectric transducer is the best candidate to do the task. 
A piezoelectric transducer is the type of transducer used to 
detect vibrations. The mechanical energy can be converted 
into electrical energy by using this type of transducer. When 
the pressure from a footstep is delivered to a piezoelectric 
transducer, the pressure or force is converted into electrical 
energy [3, 4]. 

Malaysia is a developed and industrialized country whose 
population depends on sources of electricity supply. The 
electricity demand is ranging from big to small business 
owners includes the night market grocer in the country. They 
normally use a gasoline power generator to generate 
electricity during business hours at night. This activity 
consumes lots of fuel and pollutes the air [5, 6]. On top of 
that, they need to spend extra costs on fuels. The same 
scenario applied to domestic electrical users when there is a 
blackout, they must depend on the basic source of light such 
as candles, oil lamps etc. This is a hazard induce to the 
household. In other cases, some countries have difficulty 
owning a power source. To overcome these challenges, 
reliable, renewable, and green technology in generating 
electricity is the best solution [7]. One of the potential 
solutions that meet those criteria is by utilizing human 
footsteps and piezoelectric to generate electricity. The 
footstep power generator system generates voltage using 
step-by-step force. The idea of this invention is to generate 
electricity using green and renewable energy sources and 
store it for specific usage. This invention is most likely 
suitable to be placed in public places or spots such as in the 
train station, walking path and mall where many people walk 
in the places and even can be extended for vehicles 
application. By imposing this kind of machine at the strategic 
spot, energy wasted from human footsteps can be converted 
to electrical energy [2, 5]. Chun kit ang et al. [2] has 
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developed a footstep power generator that converts kinetic 
energy to electrical energy. In the project, the concept used 
to generate electricity is by using a mechanical mechanism 
that is using a rack and pinion. User steps on the plat that is 
supported by spring and at the same time connected to a rack 
and pinion system. The pinion gear is connected to a gear 
system that is used to rotate a dc motor. The result of the 
experiment shows that the generator is capable of generating 
more than 0.25 W of power for a load of more than 55 kg. 
Saleh et al. [5] in their intention to generate electricity by 
using footsteps have imposed the same concept by using rack 
and pinion mechanism. The rack and pinion combine with 
the gear system to rotate the generator. This invention can 
produce up to 250 mA of current at maximum load. The 
same concept being imposed by Nandan et al. [8]. The 
footstep power generator invented stored the power 
generated into a battery. Asry et al. [9], has generated 
electrical power from an arrangement of the piezoelectric 
transducer under a tile. The design of the generator consists 
of several numbers of piezoelectric transducers connected in 
series and parallel configurations. The parallel configurations 
would produce higher voltage and the advantage of using a 
piezoelectric transducer to generate electricity is the response 
time is much faster than using a mechanical system. The 
piezoelectric transducer has become of interest among 
researchers lately to generates green energy through human 
footsteps [10-14]. However, the best design of power 
generators that utilizes a piezoelectric transducer that can 
harvest maximum energy output from the human footstep 
still becomes controversial. 

In this project, the main intention is to develop a 
machine that can convert mechanical energy from human 
footsteps into electrical energy by using a piezoelectric 
transducer configuration. This project includes the process of 
design, development and testing the footsteps power 
generator machine. A series-parallel connection is used to 
connect the piezoelectric transducer to obtain the required 
electrical power from the footsteps. The transducer is placed 
under a wooden tile called a step plate as a medium of force 
induce from the footsteps to the transducer. The tile design is 
estimated to be suitable for a crowded area such as on a 
walking path, or workout equipment. Electrical energy 
obtained from the machine is stored in a low voltage battery 
that later can be used to power low voltage devices. 

The next section of this paper explains the methodology, 
material, and related formula in machine development. The 
machine test result and discussion are evaluated in section III 
and the conclusion for this works is concluded in section IV. 

 
II. MATERIALS AND METHOD 

A. Materials 

The summary of materials being used in the design and 
development of the machine is shown in Table I. 

TABLE I. LIST OF MATERIALS 
 

No Item Name Specification Unit 

1 W10 full-wave bridge rectifier 1 - 

2 Diode model D1 IN4007 1.0 V 

3 Resistor model R1 1k 1K Ohms 

4 Regulator model L7805CV 35 V 

5 Piezoelectric sensor ceramic 

wafer plate 

2.7 mm 

6 Plywood 1000 × 700 × 
15 

mm 

7 Coil spring 15 Ø × 25 mm 

8 Perspex Plate 300 × 200 × 3 mm 

9 LED 3.6 V 

10 Breadboard 85 × 55 mm 

11 Electrical wire 1000 mm 

12 Hollow bar 550 × 50 × 1 mm 

13 Solid bar 550 × 35 mm 

14 Capacitor model C1 47U 25 V 

B. Methodology 
 

 

 

Fig. 1. Project Flowchart. 

 
Fig. 1 shows the project flowchart implemented in the 

process of design, development and testing of the machine. 
At an early stage, the review of related works by other 
researchers was implemented to obtain general ideas and 
references in the machine design and development process. 
Once all information is gathered, the next stage involves the 
critical design stage that starts from idea generation, 
preliminary design to the final detailed design. The CAD 
model of the design is drawn using SolidWork 2019 
(Dassault Systèmes', United State, 2019) and AutoCAD 2019 
(Autodesk Inc., United State, 2019) software. The machine 
CAD model is shown in Fig. 2. 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

(4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One final design is selected for the development process 

after all factors such as ease of manufacturing and cost have 

been considered. The material is selected according to the 

design requirements and its functionality. The machine 

undergoes a fabrications process, assembly, and 

remodification to achieve the design selected. Once the 

machine is complete fabricated, repetitive testing and 

reporting take place to evaluate the machine performance 

according to the objectives defined. The schematic diagram 

for the standard AC-DC circuit used to harvest electrical 

energy from the piezoelectric sensors is shown in Fig. 3. 
 

 

 
Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of AC-DC energy harvesting circuit [4]. 

 

C. Equations 

Hooke’s Law is a law of elasticity. The formula [15] is 
used to identify the spring constant required according to the 
machine design parameters. The constant of the spring is 
identified in (1). 

                                    (1) 

The value of circuit capacitance in the circuit used in this 
project is calculated according to the formula in (2) [16] and 
Ohm's law as shown in (3) [17]. 

  (2) 

(3) 

Newton’s Third Law stated that there is a force that exists 
between two objects in the same magnitude and opposite 
direction as indicated in (4) [18]. This force needed to be 
taken into consideration in designing the machine support 
system that interacts with the piezoelectric transducer. The 
load from the human footsteps compresses the spring that 
supports the footstep step plate. 

The machine is tested to analyses its performance and 
functionality according to project objectives. The test that 
has been carried out to test this machine includes the 
piezoelectric configurations test to measure current and 
voltage produce with the variations of load exerted onto the 
machine. 

 

A. Piezoelectric configuration test on load variation 

In this test, the load exerted onto the machine step plate 
varies to measure the amount of voltage and current 
generated. In the initial test, a single piezoelectric is exerted 
with the variation amount of load and the voltage and current 
output recorded. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 shows the data obtained 
from the load test for single and triplet piezoelectric 
arrangement. The data shows that the heavier the pressure 
applied onto the step plate from the load exerted produces a 
higher voltage output [19]. Both arrangements show the 
same trend. In the test, the load is exerted onto the step plate 
and the highest value is recorded. For the single piezoelectric 
test, the highest value of voltage captured is when 90kg of 
the load is exerted onto the step plate. With this 90 kg of 
load, the piezoelectric produces 7.29 Vdc and 0.9 A. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Single piezoelectric load test 

 
 

For the triplet arrangement, the machine is tested with a 
load up to 60kg to simulate an average human weight that 
would step onto the step plate [19]. The value of voltage that 
can be harvested from the triplet arrangement is 300 % to 
400 % higher compared to a single piezoelectric arrangement 
at the same load. The step plate is designed that it can be 
attached and arrange to cover certain areas. This arrangement 
of step plate would give wider coverage and the potential of 
a significant amount of power can be harvested when it is 
placed in a crowded area with people continuously stepping 
and jumping onto the plate. 

Base Collector 
Step Plate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stopper 

Fig. 2. Machine CAD model. 
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Fig. 5. Triplet piezoelectric load test 

 
B. Machine step plate rigidity test 

The information shown in Table II is the data obtained 
from the rigidity test performed on the machine step plate. 
The test is performed by exerting load onto the machine step 
plate repetitively and observes the machine step plate 
structure for any permanent deformation or breaks [20]. The 
load that is selected ranges from 50 kg to 100 kg as a 
simulation of human body weight onto the step plate. The 
machine structure can withstand a repetitive load of up to 90 
kg without any problem. When the load is greater than 90 kg, 
the step plate starts to deform and at 100kg the cracking 
sound is produced from the plate. The selection of material 
at this stage is by considering a few factors that limit the 
capability of this machine. For future works and commercial 
purposes, more reliable and suitable material according to the 
environment shall be considered and the support point for the 
step plate shall improvise. 

 
TABLE II. MACHINE STEP PLATE RIGIDITY TEST 

 

Load 

(kg) 
Structure Deformation 

50 No 

55 No 

60 No 

65 No 

70 No 

75 No 

80 No 

85 No 

90 No 

95 Yes 

100 Yes, cracking sound 

C. Discussions 

After going through several tests on the machine, the 

machine characteristic is observed, and the data obtained 

were recorded. The functionality of the machine especially 

on the machine step plate movement is successfully achieved 

according to the design objectives. This step plate movement 

is supported by a dampener that consists of a spring with a 

specific stiffness and is placed at a specific location under 

the step plate. This dampener also acts as a guide to ensure 

the plate permanently stay in its position. The piezoelectric is 

also being placed inside this dampener to optimize the 

surface contact of the pusher onto the transducer. This is 

important to make use of all forces exerted onto the step 

plate in harvesting maximum electrical energy from the 

transducer. In future, the suitable improvement that can be 

considered for this project is through the usage of better and 

suitable material for the machine frame to suits various 

environments and the possibility of adding more 

piezoelectric transducers in a single unit configuration. The 

location of the piezoelectric transducer complete with the 

dampener shall be improvised to promote better structural 

rigidity. The electrical power generated shall be stored in 

batteries and later can be used for various purposes such as to 

light a low voltage lamp and to charge phones, laptops and 

other electrical or electronic devices. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Human steps produce vibration and force onto the surface 
of the walking path. This energy is wasted if not used for 
other purposes. Recent projects by researchers are 
continuously focusing on converting this energy to more 
beneficial purposes through inventing a footstep power 
generator. The footstep power generator had been known to 
be able to provide electric supplies for the small business, 
houses, and countryside for specific purposes or during 
emergencies. In this project, a footstep power generator 
machine has been successfully developed and tested. At this 
stage, the machine frame and mechanism is made of low-cost 
material due to several factors. However, the result obtained 
has shown that the machine can generate low voltage up to 
15 Vdc for triplet configuration from the human footsteps. 
This power generator is a type of green energy generation. 
For future improvement on the project, the machine frame 
material can be selected from a more rigid and stronger 
material without compromising on the cost. The transducer 
configurations and numbers per unit can be further defined to 
harvest more electrical energy from the human footstep. 
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Abstract—To cater a challenging distance learning, 

innovative teaching methods are often deployed. Today, 

game-based learning (GBL) is incredibly popular and 

widely used in higher education institutions to pique 

student’s interest in learning. A strategy-type guessing- 

game, named Guess-Grid-Battle (GGB) was developed 

for Construction Materials course. The uniqueness of 

GGB is the questions are set by the players (students) 

themselves, and the coordinates of the questions placed 

on the board are shared to the opponent. A right answer 

to the question will get one point, but if otherwise, the 

opponent will receive. The winner will be the person who 

answer the questions correctly at the right coordinates. 

As a result, higher-order thinking abilities will be honed 

throughout the game, in which students must create 

questions, provide answers, and analyze the strategy in 

order to win. GGB has represented the opportunity to 

improve the performance of students in the Construction 

Materials course. 
 

Keywords—construction materials, online learning, guessing 

game, game-based learning 

I. INTRODUCTION 

COVID-19 was declared a global pandemic by the 

World Health Organization on March 11, 2020. Following 

the rapid spread of COVID-19 throughout the world, and in 

order to stop the tide, most governments around the world, 

including Malaysia, allowed unprecedented social 

containment measures. These measures, among others, 

necessitated social isolation and the provision of temporary 

closure of educational institutions [1]. 

It is undeniable that the Covid-19 Pandemic has had a 

devastating effect on the world economy. Similarly, 

technology has wreaked havoc on the way we go about our 

daily lives, including education-from pre-school to primary, 

secondary, and post-secondary education [3-5]. 

The unplanned and uncertain duration of the approach 

presented challenges at all academic levels. There is also 

limited information on the best practices to guide such 

abrupt transitions in the university education. As such, a 

distance learning has manifested itself as the silver lining 

against the dark clouds of the outbreak [1]. 

Distance learning is a term used to refer to courses that 

are studied without the need to be physically present at the 

school, college or university. The distance learning courses 

have an online study component, with access to online 

learning material. All distance learning courses have an 

online study component, which access to online materials. 

The key difference is that they also often include face-to- 

face workshops [2]. 

The influence of the transition to distance learning on 

undergraduate students taking a Construction Materials 

course is the focus of this paper. The following is the related 

Course Learning Outcome (CLO) for Construction 

Materials course: 

At the end of the course, students should be able to: 

i.    Explain types and properties of masonry and 

main constituent materials of concrete in 

construction industry. 

 

The Construction Materials course is originally a hands- 

on course that requires the laboratory work which helps to 
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expose the students to common testing methods use in and 

off-site quality control. However, Covid-19 pandemic has 

constrained the university to deploy a laboratory work and 

moves to a distance learning. As a result, a transformative 

teaching and learning strategy such as GBL is required to 

improve the student’s understanding. For this reason, a 

strategy-type guessing-game, named Guess-Grid-Battle 

(GGB) was developed. 

II. PRODUCT FEATURES AND BENEFITS 

A. Features 

GGB board game is based on the course content of 
Construction Materials. This game aims to acquire 
understanding of the student on the types and properties of 
masonry and main constituent materials of concrete in 
construction industry. The game needs the students to 
develop their own set of questions based on the knowledge 
of building materials namely brick and block, cement, 
aggregate, water, admixture and concrete. 

 
B. Benefits 

Despite the fact that the course is offered online and 

does not need face-to-face or laboratory work, GGB has the 

potential to boost student performance. 

III. METHODS 

The Guess-Grid-Battle (GGB) is developed for Year 1 
students of Diploma in Building for Construction Materials 
course. The strategy type guessing-game can be played by 
two people at the same time. The following are the games 
guidelines: 

• Each player creates their own set of seven questions 

on Construction Materials as shown in Fig. 1. Each 

question is represented by a cube with a pre- 

determined coordinate in the grid spaces. 

• Players must take turns, with each player’s turn 

consisting of announcing a target coordinate in the 

opponent’s grid which has a question to be answered. 

• If the player chooses the cube with the correct 

coordinate and answer the question correctly, the 

opponent must announce a ‘hit’. Likewise, if no cube 

occupies the coordinate, the opponent must inform of 

a ‘miss’. 

• If the player gives a wrong answer, the opponent will 

get a point. 

• The player wins when all the questions at the correct 

coordinate are successfully answered. 

• Player must announce to the opponent when the 

coordinates is completely filled with correct answers. 

 

 
Fig.1. Each cube in the Guess-Grid-Battles represents a question. 

IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 
 

A. Application of the Guess-Grid-Batlle game 

The GGB can be used as a transformative teaching and 

learning technique not only in the Construction Materials 

course, but also in other courses from pre-school to primary, 

secondary, and post-secondary education. 

 
B. Commercialization Potential 

The GGB can be marketed as Science, Technology, 

Engineering, Mathematics (STEM) oriented games which 

can be applied in school and higher learning institutions. A 

digital mobile GGB application can also be developed and 

has great potential for commercialization. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The GGB has represented the opportunity to improve the 

performance of students in the Construction Materials 

course. Higher order thinking skills incorporated throughout 

the game-play will acquire students’ interest, engagement 

and understanding in the learning session. 
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Abstract— Autonomous Vehicle (AV) is a promising 

technology, and one of the critical aspects of Autonomous 

Navigation is Object Detection. Nowadays, the LiDAR sensor is 

widely implemented due to the ability to detect objects in the 

form of pulsed lasers, benefiting in low-light object detection. 

This study compared two versions of You Only Look Once 

(YOLO) models on the KITTI dataset, namely, Tiny-YOLO 

and Complex YOLO. The results showed that the latter model 

performs better as the mean average precision is higher than 

the Tiny-YOLO model when tested with equal parameters. 

 

Keywords— Autonomous Vehicle, KITTI, LiDAR, Object 

Detection, Sensor, YOLO 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

On March 18, 2018, it was reported that a test vehicle 

from Uber Technologies, Inc., operating with a self-driving 

system, killed a pedestrian in Tempe, Arizona [1]. This 

proves that there are problems with Autonomous Vehicles, 

and it is vital to improvise every aspect of Autonomous 

Navigation. A critical element of Autonomous Navigation is 

Object Detection. Some of the challenges of object detection 

in AVs are detecting objects in low-light conditions and 

slick surfaces, poor programming and ineffective training 

models. 

 

These days, auto manufacturers have implemented Light 

Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) sensors for AVs due to the 

advantage of detecting objects in low light conditions as 

camera-based systems offer dense light projection but lack 

distance information [2]. Using the time obtained, the 

distance can be calculated, and mapping is performed [3]. 

The compact measurement size of LiDAR enables online 

data transfer and processing; thus, it can record accurate and 

high frame-rate point cloud sequences from large 

environments [4]. 

 

Although, most systems associated with AVs lack 

accuracy for complete self-drive because of the limitation of 

algorithms. Highly claimed for its performance, You Only 

Look Once (YOLO) algorithm is seen as promising, but 

there is a need to prove these claims. The limitation for AVs 

to detect objects precisely will probably endanger the safety 

of both vehicle occupants and surrounding pedestrians. 

 

Object detection algorithms are categorised as either 

classification-based (2-stage detectors) or regression-based 

(1-stage detectors). Classification-based algorithms detect 

objects in two stages; the first stage marks a set of regions of 

interest where the probability of objects is high, while the 

second stage finds objects in the marked area by 

implementing Convolution Neural Networks (CNN). In 

contrast, single-stage detectors or regression-based 

algorithms like You Only Look Once (YOLO) detects 

objects in one go. 

 

In 2019, one research presented 3D person detection 

using camera images and LiDAR point clouds inspired by 

Aggregate View Object Detection (AVOD). The results 

stated that using KITTI 3D as the benchmark produced an 

average precision of 46.06% [5]. Another interesting 

research that also implemented the KITTI dataset, used 

regression-based algorithms. The algorithms used were You 

Only Look Once v2 and Single Shot Detection (SSD). It is 

shown that YOLOv2 is better at detecting objects in a single 

frame than SSD [6]. 
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Different from past papers, this research explores the 

versions of the YOLO algorithm, which is a 1-stage 

detector. This means they do not select the region of 

interest; instead, they predict classes by bounding boxes, 

making detection faster. 

 

This research compares two different YOLO models, 

namely Complex-YOLO and Tiny-YOLO. Complex-YOLO 

works efficiently to present accurate detections but is known 

for its complex architecture, requiring high computational 

power that affects speed. Thus, a simplified version, Tiny- 

YOLO, is introduced. With a backbone network consisting 

of seven convolutional layers and six pooling layers, it 

improves the detection speed. In cases where it might lose 

detection accuracy, it is undeniably a good substitute for a 

costly algorithm [7]. 

 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

For this research, the KITTI dataset is used. It is captured 

around Karlsruhe, within rural areas and highways with up 

to 15 cars and 30 pedestrians are visible per image [8]. It 

contains three classes which are Class Car, Pedestrian and 

Cyclist. Point cloud data is converted to BEV image using 

python NumPy functions. BEV image is passed through the 

YOLOv3 network [9][10]. Both models consist of layers 

described as convolutional, shortcut, route, upsample and 

YOLO. We trained and tested the data in three experiments 

to study the Complex- and Tiny-YOLO models' 

performance. We have set the parameters according to the 

limitation in Google Colaboratory, limiting the number of 

data used and runtime using GPU. This research evaluates 

the model's performance according to four metrics: class 

accuracy, precision, recall50 and recall75 [9][10]. The 

parameters for each experiment are shown in Table I. 

 
TABLE I. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 

Experiment Constant 
                                                     Variable  

Independent Variable 

A Total Data: 
1000 

Training 

   Data size  
Testing 

Data size  
     800  200  
     500  500  
     700  300  
  600 400 

B Train/Test: 
800/200 

                                                     500/500  

   Epochs  

 25, 50 

C 

(Compared Complex- 

YOLO with Tiny-YOLO) 

Epochs: 50 Training 
   Data size  

Testing 

Data size  
    800  200  

                                                                                    500  500  

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table II shows the results of experiment A to find the 

optimum ratio to split training and testing data for Complex- 

YOLO. It is seen that a train/test split of 500/500 and 

800/200 gave better performance compared to the others. 

The mAP for 500/500 split is the highest at 56.4%, while the 

second highest is 800/200 at 51.6%. 

TABLE II. EXPERIMENT (A) RESULTS OF COMPLEX-YOLO 
 

Training Data 800 500 700 600 

Testing Data 200 500 300 400 

Accuracy (%) Layer 1 89.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Layer 2 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Layer 3 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Recall50 Layer 1 0.667 0.600 0.704 0.833 

Layer 2 0.778 0.800 0.889 1.000 

Layer 3 0.889 0.900 0.893 1.000 

Recall75 Layer 1 0.111 0.200 0.259 0.250 

Layer 2 0.556 0.300 0.482 0.833 

Layer 3 0.556 0.600 0.607 0.917 

Average Precision (%) Car 87.1 86.4 86.6 85.5 

Pedestrian 44.1 43.5 36.9 31.5 

Cyclist 23.6 39.3 24.5 26.9 

mAPa 51.6 56.4 49.3 48.0 

a. 
mAP = Mean Average Precision 

 
Experiment B is done to determine the optimum number 

of epochs. Due to the limitation in Google Colaboratory, the 

optimum number is limited to 50 epochs as complications 

occur if tested with higher epochs for a more extensive set 

of data for both models. The results, when tested on 

Complex-YOLO, is shown in Table III. 

 
TABLE III. EXPERIMENT (B) RESULTS OF COMPLEX-YOLO 

 

Training Data  800  500  

Testing Data  200  500  

Epochs  25 50 25 50 

Accuracy (%)    Layer 1  89.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  
    Layer 2  100.0  100.0  100.0  100.0  
 Layer 3 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Recall50    Layer 1  0.667  0.625  0.750  0.600  

 Layer 2 0.778 1.000 0.750 0.800 

 Layer 3 0.889 1.000 0.750 0.900 

Recall75    Layer 1  0.111  0.000  0.000  0.200  
    Layer 2  0.556  0.625  0.750  0.300  
 Layer 3 0.556 0.750 0.500 0.600 

Average Precision (%) Car 87.1 78.8 73.8 83.3 

 Pedes 
   -trian  

44.1 34.5 18.3 25.4 

    Cyclist  23.6  17.1  6.3  32.4  
 mAPa 51.6 43.5 32.8 47.1 

a. mAP = Mean Average Precision 

 

It is seen that at 50 epochs for 800/200 splitting, the mAP 

for the Complex-YOLO model gives a slightly poor score at 

43.47% compare to when trained with 25 epochs. However, 

the class accuracy and recall at 50 epochs is better than the 

performance at 25 epochs. For the splitting of 500/500, the 

mAP recorded is 47.11%, and class accuracy is 100% at 50 

epochs. At 25 epochs, the mAP is 32.82%, and class 

accuracy achieved 100%. Thus, it shows that more epochs 

give better performance for both best split ratios in this 

project. 

 

Experiment C compares the performance of Complex- 

YOLO and Tiny-YOLO under the same parameters (epochs 

was set to 50). Table IV shows the summary of the 

comparison between Complex-YOLO and Tiny-YOLO's 

performance. It is reported that Complex-YOLO has a 

slightly better performance in terms of precision compared 

to Tiny-YOLO. However, due to lighter architecture, Tiny- 
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YOLO is seen to withstand more epoch counts in limited 

time set by Google Colaboratory on a more significant 

amount of data compared to Complex-YOLO. 

 
TABLE IV. AVERAGE PRECISION (%) OF COMPLEX-YOLO VS TINY- 

YOLO (EXPERIMENT C) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
a. 

mAP = Mean Average Precision 

 
Figure 1 shows the detection results of data trained with 

Tiny-YOLO and Complex-YOLO, respectively. Objects 

detected are cars (yellow), pedestrians (red) and cyclists 

(blue). 

 
Tiny-YOLO Complex-YOLO 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 1. Detection Results 

 

It is observed that the number of bounding boxes by the 

Tiny-YOLO model appears less than that of Complex- 

YOLO. Both models detected cars precisely. However, 

Complex YOLO is shown to obtain better detection. This 

also applies to the detection of cyclists and pedestrians. 

However, the lack of pedestrians and cyclists in the images 

contributes to the inadequate results of detection. Also, the 

capabilities of Tiny-YOLO could be explored more if high- 

performing hardware was used. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This research has demonstrated the development of 

Complex- and Tiny YOLO models in training LiDAR data 

for Autonomous Vehicle Object Detection. According to our 

experiments, the optimum ratio for train/test split is 1:1 

(500/500) or 4:1 (800/200). Complex-YOLO obtained a 

higher mean Average Precision at 52% for (800/200) 

splitting and 56% for (500/500) splitting than Tiny-YOLO 

at 40% and 35%, respectively. Thus, to improve this study, 

training models with high-computing hardware can further 

enhance their capabilities by adding more data and 

increasing epoch counts. Additionally, comparing the results 

with a classification-based algorithm such as Faster RCNN 

could further distinguish the contrast between the 

capabilities of deep learning algorithms for object detection. 
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Abstract— DHF is a disease caused by the transmission of . the 

dengue virus by Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus mosquitoes. 

Up to now, the public can break the chain of transmission of 

dengue fever by eradicating the mosquitoes using mosquito 

repellent containing chemical compounds that are harmful to 

health. Since 1985 WHO has recommended using natural 

bioinsecticides as mosquito repellents derived from plants. One of 

the plants that contain these bioactive compounds is Beluntas 

(Pluchea indica) and mango peel (Mangifera indica L.). 

Therefore, this study was conducted to determine the effectiveness 

of extracts of beluntas leaves and mango peel as an electric 

mosquito repellent containing bioactive compounds, namely 

tannins, alkaloids, and flavonoids that have potential 

bioinsecticides. The method used in the form of literature and 

experiments with a concentration ratio between beluntas leaves 

and mango peel, namely 1:1,2:1, and 1:2. 

 
Keywords: DHF, bioinsecticide, beluntas leaf, and mango peel. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Indonesia is located at 6⁰ North Latitude (North 
Latitude) -11⁰ South Latitude (South Latitude) and 95⁰ East 
Longitude (East Longitude)-141⁰ East Longitude. The 
geographical location of Indonesia causes this country to 
have a tropical climate. This causes the level of rainfall in 
Indonesia to be high [1]. High rainfall causes puddles of 
water as a breeding ground for mosquitoes. One of them is 
the Aedes aegypti mosquito which can transmit the dengue 
virus that causes denguehemorrhagic fever (DHF). 

Nationally, the number of dengue cases in Indonesia as 
of December 3, 2020, was spread across 472 districts/cities 
in 34 provinces. Deaths due to dengue cases up to the 49th 
week were 95,893. The latest information on DHF on 
November 30, 2020, there were 51 additional cases of DHF 
and 1 additional death due to DHF as much as 73.35% or 
377 districts/cities have reached the Incident Rate (IR) of 
less than 49/100,000 population. Proportion of DHF per age 
group, among others < 1 year as much as 3.13%, 1 4 years: 
14.88%, 5 14 years 33.97%, 15 44 years 37.45 %, > 44 
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years 11.57 %. The proportion of DHF deaths per age group 
included < 1 year, 10.32 %, 1 4 years 28.57%, 5 14 years 
34.13%, 15 44 years : 15.87 %. > 44 years 11.11%. 
Currently, there are 5 districts/cities with the highest dengue 
cases, namely Buleleng 3,313 people, Bandung 2,547 
people, Bandung City 2,363, Sikka 1,786, Gianyar 1,717 
[2]. 

Up to now, there has not been found a powerful drug for 
patients with dengue fever. However, the public can break 
the chain of transmission of dengue fever by eradicating 
mosquitoes using mosquito repellents in the form of a spray, 
electric, burning, or liquid drugs that contain chemical 
compounds that are harmful to health, namely: dichlorvos, 
proposals, and several types of pyrethroids. These chemical 
compounds cause side effects that are bad for the health of 
the body. Therefore, since 1985 WHO has recommended 
using natural bioinsecticides as mosquito repellents derived 
from plants. Bioinsecticides are considered environmentally 
friendly (biodegradable) and more effective for life. In 
addition, the side effects resulting from this compound are 
safer for health. Several bioactive compounds in plants are 
toxic to mosquitoes such as essential oils, saponins, 
flavonoids, tannins, and alkaloids. 

Indonesia is abundant in traditional plants that are 
suitable for making natural medicines. One of them is 
beluntas leaves (Pluchea indica) and mango peel 
(Mangifera indica L.). The dominant compounds in beluntas 
leaves are tannins, alkaloids, flavonoids, saponins, and 
essential oils, while beluntas roots contain flavonoids and 
tannins. These compounds can act as stomach and contact 
poisons, as well as strong respiratory inhibitors [3]. In 
addition, mango peel also contains bioactive compounds in 
the form of flavonoids which are toxic to the respiratory 
system, causing damage to the respiratory system and the 
death of mosquito larvae. Meanwhile, saponins and tannins 
act as stomach poisons by decreasing the activation of 
digestive enzymes (proteases and amylase). The special 
scent produced from the mango skin can reduce the pungent 
odor of the beluntas leaves. So that, it canprovide freshness 
to the product. Therefore, these two materials are suitable 
for use as electric mosquito repellent. 

 
II. MATERIALS 

 

A. Beluntas leaves 

One of the plants that contain these bioactive 
compounds is beluntas (Pluchea indica (L.) Less.). The 
phytochemical screening research of beluntas leaf extract 
that has been carried out shows that the dominant 
compounds in beluntas leaves are tannins, alkaloids, 
flavonoids, saponins, and essential oils [4]. This is 
supported by research conducted by Mursalim (2017) which 
showed that the concentration of beluntas leaf extract of 
1.00% was the most lethal concentration of Aedes aegypti 
larvae compared to the concentrations of beluntas leaf 
extract 0.25%, 0.50%, and 0,75%. According to Muta'ali 
and Purwani (2015), beluntas leaf extract can also kill 90% 
of Culex quinquefasciatus Say mosquito larvae at a 
concentration of 20.6% (Damascus, 2012). 

B. Mango peels 

Ashari (1995) stated in Aksara (2013) that mango plants 
are often used as traditional medicines that contain alkaloids 
and flavonoids. Flavonoids belong to the phenol class, and 
the flavonoid group is a natural insecticide that has 
reproduction, namely antifertility. In addition to flavonoids, 
mango plants also contain saponins, Katikati tannins. With 
so many compounds that have the potential as natural 
insecticides, the mango peel has the potential to be used as 
raw material for mosquito coils. (Widijanti and Bernard, 
2007 in Suhailah et al 2019). 

 
III. METHOD 

 

A. Types of research 

This research uses literature and experimental methods. 
The literature method by collecting data through journals 
and books. The study used a randomized post-test-only 
control group design. The technique of taking the test 
subject is done by simple random sampling (Desyana et al., 
2018). 

 

B. Tools and materials 

Extraction equipment: blender, Erlenmeyer, reagent 

bottle, filter, beaker glass, knife, tray 

Extract ingredients: 100g beluntas leaves, 100g mango 

peel, 90% alcohol. 
Treatment test equipment: petri dish, spatula. 

Material for treatment: Aedes aegypti mosquito and 

extract solution. 

 
C. Extract manufacturing prosses 

Blend Beluntas leaves and mango peels until smooth. 
Then put it in a reagent bottle and add 100 ml of alcohol. 
Maceration is allowed to stand for 1x24 hours. After that, it 
was filtered and evaporated using Bunsen to get the extract. 

 
D. Making mosquito repellent solution 

The extract obtained is dissolved in 100 ml of 90% 
alcohol. Then, the solution was made with 3 kinds of ratios 
between beluntas leaves and mango peels, namely 1:1, 1:2, 
and 2:1. 

 
E. Test treatment on mosquitos 

The treatment of giving electric mosquito repellent 
with extracts of beluntas leaves and mango peels begin with 
the preparation of inserting 5 larvae and mosquitoes in 4 
Petri dishes. The treatment was done by giving positive 
control (k+) 1 ml of electric mosquito repellent sold in the 
market, P1 was given 1 ml of extract solution in a ratio of 
1:1, P2 was given an extract solution in a ratio of 1:2, and 
P3 was given an extract solution in a ratio of 2 :1. After that, 
the treatment was allowed to stand for 1x24 hours. 

 
IV. RESULT AND FINDINGS 

From the experiments that have been carried out, it can 
be taken the best treatment that can be used for electric 
mosquito repellent, namely beluntas leaf extract and mango 
peel with a ratio of 2:1. 
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enzyme in larvae. Flavonoids act as respiratory toxins, 
causing the death of larvae. Tannins can reduce the ability to 
digest food by reducing the activity of digestive enzymes 
protease and amylase [5]. In addition, the distinctive aroma 
produced from mango peel containing essential oils and 
ethanol from flavonoids, tannins, and saponins can reduce 
the aroma of beluntas leaves. So, it provides freshness to the 
product. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Comparison graph of the percentage of larvae and mosquito 

deaths observed for 1 day. 

The positive control used is an electric mosquito repellent 
which is commonly sold in the market and has been tested 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the research conducted, it was concluded that 
the type of extract used affected larvae and mosquito 
mortality with the terms of the comparison of the two 
different materials. The most effective treatment was 
Beluntas leaf extract and mango peel in a ratio of 2:1 which 
caused 80% mortality. 

for its effectiveness as a mosquito repellent. In this 
experiment, there were 3 treatments, namely P1, P2, and P3 
with a ratio of extracts of beluntas leaf and mango peel 1:1, 
1:2, and 2:1. The graph above shows that more beluntas leaf 
extract than mango peel will greatly affect the death of larvae 
and mosquitoes. Treatment 1 with a ratio of 1:1 was not 
effective because the leaves of beluntas and mango peel had 
the same content, such as flavonoids, tannins, and saponins. 
So that if two extracts that have the same content are mixed 
in the same ratio, they will neutralize each other and 
eventually will produce a mixture of extracts that are not 
effective for killing larvae and mosquitoes. While treatments 
2 and 3 with more of one extract from beluntas leaves or 
mango peel will produce a more effective mixture to kill 
mosquitoes and larvae. 

The best insect repellent is produced by a 2:1 ratio with 
more beluntas leaf extract used. The bioactive compounds 
contained in the beluntas leaf extract are the cause of larval 
death because these bioactive compounds can act as 
toxicants. The death of the larvae is caused by the inability of 
the larvae to detoxify the toxic compounds that enter the 
body. Alkaloids and saponins have a way of working as a 
stomach poison and inhibit the action of the cholinesterase 
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Abstract—Cancer is the second leading cause of 

mortality worldwide. Over 10 million new patients are 

diagnosed with cancer annually with over 6 million 

associated deaths, representing roughly 12 percent of 

worldwide mortality. The occurrence of new cancer 

cases is expected to grow by about 70 percent over the 

next two decades and estimated to reach over 15 million 

new cases diagnosed annually by the year 2020. This 

study investigated the anti-angiogenic potential and 

cytotoxic activities of Barringtonia asiatica (Buro 

bitoon). Ethanolic extracts of Barringtonia asiatica fruit 

and leaves were subjected to phytochemical screening 

and were tested for toxicity and angiogenic activity. 

Qualitative chemical analysis revealed the presence of 

alkaloids, flavonoids, saponins, phenols, and tannins. 

Test for angiogenesis revealed a strong pro-angiogenic 

property of ethanolic extract at 1000 mg and 500 mg. 

Median lethal concentrations were found to be 147.91 

and 338.84 for the leaves and the seeds, respectively. 

LC50 of the extracts were higher than the 20 microgram 

per milliliter limit, this implies that the extract can have 

minimal toxicity toward human body cells. Results 

demonstrated the bioactive property of the Barringtonia 

asiatica which can serve for future pharmacological use. 
 

Keywords—Barringtonia asiatica, angiogenic, 

cytotoxicity, cancer, phytochemical 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Cancer is the second leading cause of mortality 

worldwide. Over 10 million new patients are diagnosed with 

cancer annually with over 6 million associated deaths, 

representing roughly 12% of worldwide mortality18. The 

occurrence of new cancer cases is expected to grow by 

about 70% over the next two decades and estimated to reach 

over 15 million new cases diagnosed annually by the year 

20207. Angiogenesis, the formation of new blood vessels 

from pre-existing capillaries and circulating endothelial 

precursors, plays a critical role in a various physiological 

and pathological processes such as embryonic development, 

wound healing, chronic inflammation, tumor growth, and 

metastasis21. Many of these mutations alter the expression or 

activity of key gene products, causing unregulated cell 

division leading to cancer. 

Currently, the main cancer treatment modalities are 

surgery, radiation-based therapy, chemotherapy, gene 

therapy, and/or hormonal therapy, either singly or in 

combination18. The most commonly used chemotherapy 

drugs are antimetabolites, DNA-interacting agents, anti- 

tubulin agents, hormones, and molecular targeting agents, 

all of which work to destroy cancerous cells or limit their 

proliferation15. However, most cytotoxic drugs act on both 

cancerous and healthy cells and therefore elicit side effects 

such as hair loss, bone marrow suppression, drug resistance, 

gastrointestinal lesions, neurologic dysfunction, and cardiac 

toxicity15. Consequently, development of new anticancer 

agents with higher efficacy, selectivity, and little or no side 

effects is an urgent goal. More than 47% of current 

anticancer drugs on the market are natural products, their 

derivatives or natural product synthetic mimics, and more 

than 25,000 identified phytochemicals have been shown to 

possess potent anticancer activities. 

Natural products, especially phytochemicals, have been 

used to help mankind sustain health since the dawn of 

medicine14. Phytotherapy (also called herbalism or herbal 

medicine) has provided remedies for ailments, including 

cancer, to the present day16. Dietary phytochemicals have 

many built-in advantages over synthetic compounds due to 

their proven safety, low cost, and oral bioavailability. 

However, it is only recently that researchers have begun to 

elucidate the mode of action of plant-derived agents at the 

molecular, cellular, and tissue level5. Many natural products 

have now been extensively researched, and numerous 

compounds have exhibited anticancer and other beneficial 

actions in modern controlled studies. Most anti-cancerous 

natural products interfere with the initiation, development, 

and progression of cancer by modulating various 

mechanisms including cellular proliferation, differentiation, 

apoptosis, angiogenesis, and metastasis. This study aims to 

find out the ethnopharmacological property of Barringtonia 

asiatica by testing the presence of major bioactive 

metabolites in the extracts, determining the degree and 

nature of angiogenic reaction elicited by Barringtonia 

asiatica, and assessing the toxicity of the extract by 

determining the median lethal concentration (LC50). 
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II. MATERIALS 
 

A. Materials and Location of the Study 

The materials used in the study were Barringtonia 

asiatica fruits and leaves, and a day-old duck eggs. The 

researcher obtained the fruit and leaves in Malandag, 

Malungon with the help of Lyanne Kristoff M. Jover. One 

day old duck eggs were bought in a local poultry farm in 

Marbel. Rotary evaporation of the extracts and 

Phytochemical screening were performed at the Notre Dame 

of Dadiangas University Laboratory while the CAM assay 

was done in Shalom Crest Wizard Academy. 

III. METHODS 
 

A. Ethanolic Extraction 

Ethanolic extract was prepared by 100gms of powdered 

plant seed and leaves soaked in 500ml of ethanol in room 

temperature for 72 hrs. The extracts were filtered through 

Whatman filter paper. After the crude ethanolic extraction 

of Barringtonia Asiatica, it was then subjected to rotary 

evaporation in Notre Dame of Dadiangas University to get 

the pure extract. 

B. Phytochemical Screening 

In the present study, ethanol was used to extract the 

phytochemicals from Barringtonia asiatica by using 

standard protocols as cited in Tiwari et al., 2016. 

 

a. Test for Alkaloids (Mayer’s Test) 

One (1) ml Filtrates were treated with Mayer’s 

reagent (Potassium Mercuric Iodide). Formation of a yellow-

colored precipitate indicates the presence of alkaloids. 

 

b. Test for Tannins 

One (1) ml of extract and sodium chloride. 

Formation of white precipitate indicated the presence of 

tannins. 

 

c. Test for Saponins (Foam test) 

One (1) ml extract was diluted with two (2) mL 

distilled water and shaken in a test tube for 15 minutes. 

 
d. Test for Phenols 

One (1) ml extract was treated with 3-4 drops of 

ferric chloride solution. Formation of bluish black color 

indicates the presence of phenols. 

 

e. Test for Flavonoids (Alkaline Reagent Test) 

Extracts were treated with few drops of sodium 

hydroxide solution. Formation of intense yellow color, 

which becomes colorless on addition of dilute acid, 

indicates the presence of flavonoids 

C. Duck Chorioallantoic Membrane Assay 

Test for angiosuppressive activity was performed in an 

identical fashion as described by Miller and colleagues 

(2004) with some modifications. The one-day old fertilized 

duck eggs were cleaned with 70% humidity (Ponce and 

Kleinman, 2003) in order to acclimatize them with the new 

environment. 

Test extracts were introduced into the CAM of duck 

embryos in 10µL quantities27. Varying concentrations of the 

fractions were prepared by dissolving 500mg, 50mg and 

5mg of the substances to vials with 5 mL sterile distilled 

H2O in order to arrive at the final concentrations 500 

µg/10µL(Ta), 500µg/10µL (Tb), 1000 µg/10µL (Te), 100 

µg/10µL (Td) and 50 µg/10µL (Te). Simvastatain (40 

µg/10µL) was used as the positive control by dissolving 20 

mg of the tablet to 5mL of sterile distilled H2O (Dulak and 

Jozkowicz, 2005) while blank sterile distilled H2O was used 

as the negative control. A window in the egg shell about 1x1 

cm was made to expose the CAM to direct access for 

experimental manipulation. The test plant extract was 

absorbed on the filter paper disc. About two millimeter of 

the fluid inside the egg was extracted. Then, the treated filter 

paper disc was placed directly onto the CAM. The treated 

eggs were sealed with plastic tape and were incubated day 8 

and 10, the developing CAM vasculature is ready to sprout 

in response to additional proangiogenic stimuli and, in turn, 

is very responsive to antiangiosuppressive factors. On the 

12th day of incubation, the CAMs were harvested by 

removing the hard shell leaving intact the soft membrane 

covering embryo. The CAM was examined for the number 

of blood vessel branch points. 

D. Brine Shrimp Lethality Assay 

The cytotoxicity test conducted in this study followed 

the protocol of Quazi, Fatema and Mir in 2017. The Artemia 

salina specie were hatched in a rectangular aquarium filled 

with artificial seawater that was prepared through dissolved 

25g of salt in one liter (1L) of distilled water (salinity of 

natural seawater ~25 ppt). The aquarium that was used in 

the process was divided into 2 unequal compartments by a 

perforated (2mm) dam (Hossen et al, 2011). 

Fifteen grams of brine shrimp eggs were sprinkled at the 

top water level of the aquarium and were mixed with the 

water. A light that was 60-100 Watt bulb was used and 

placed few inches away from the aquarium. The setup of the 

eggs and photophilic nauplii was incubated in a room with a 

temperature of 28-30°C for a period of 20-24 hours and was 

observed. The newly hatched photophilic nauplii were then 

collected from the small illuminated compartment using a 

pasteur pipette. Hatched nauplii must be separated from the 

empty eggs by turning off the air as well as the lamp. 

Afterwards, the empty eggs floated while the brine shrimp 

concentrated in the water column (Quazi et al, 2017). 

The researchers collected and transferred 10 live brine 
shrimps for each five test tubes with different concentrations 

of the root extract: T a 
= 0, T b 

= 100 μg/mL, T c 
=500 

μg/mL, T d 
= 1000 μg/mL,. The percent lethality of the 

nauplii for each concentration was calculated. After 24 
hours, the researcher counted the number of survivors and 
calculate the percentage of death using the percentage of 

death  formula.  Extracts  with  an  LC50 
values  lower  than 

20 μg/mL were considered as highly toxic (Latha et, al 

2007),  while  those  with  LC50 
values  higher  than  1000 

μg/mL were considered as inactive (Kekuda et al, 2012). 
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IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 
 

A. Screening for Secondary Metabolites 

The phytochemicals like phenol, flavonoid, saponin, 

alkaloid, and terpenoid, can scavenge free radicals. These 

compounds have previously shown strong anticancer and 

antimicrobial activity. The table below shows the bioactive 

compounds present in Barringtonia asiatica. 

 

TABLE I. Phytochemical Analysis of Barringtonia 

asiatica Extract 

 

 
Table II shows the descriptive of treatments. The 

negative control has the mean of 8.6667 with the standard 

deviation of 1.152753. Positive control has the mean of 

 

Class of Compounds 

 

Seed Extract 

 

Leaf Extract 

0.000. The test e 

6.3333 with the st 

xtracts on the other 

andard deviation of 1. 

hand has the mean of 

15470. 

Alkaloids + +    

Flavonoids + + TABLE III. An alysis of Variance o f Angiosuppressive 

Saponins + +  Reaction of Seed  

Phenols + +    

Tannins + +    

a. (+): positive; (-): negative 

 

Qualitive chemical analysis done on the ethanol extracts 

of Barringtonia asiatica indicated the presence of alkaloids, 

flavonoids, phenols, tannins and saponins and had no 

negatives for the extract. 

B. CAM Assay 
 

Fig. 1. Result of Angiosuppressive Reaction of Seed 

 

Figure 1 shows the degree of angiosuppresive ability of 

Simvastatin (positive control) and B. asiatica extracts, and 

were found to be inversely dependent with the dosage 

concentration. It was found that embryos reached 100% 

mortality at concentrations greater than 50g/mL. This only 

shows that the greater concentration the higher 

angiosuppresive ability elicited by the extracts causing the 

degeneration of vessels, leading to mortality. Other than 

promoting vessel growth, the extracts also imposed toxicity 

toward the blood vessels, thus leading to death. 

 

 

 
TABLE II. Descriptives of Angiosuppressive Reaction of 

Seed 

 
a. 0.05 Level of Significance 

 

Table III presents the results of the ANOVA, which 

present the  0.000 which is lower than the set standard 0.05 

confidence level. There is a significant difference between 

the average angiosuppressive reaction among treatments. 

As follows, B. asiatica extract has angiosuppressive 

activities as shown on the table. 

 

TABLE IV. Analysis of Variance of Angiosuppressive 

Reaction of Seed (LSD) 
a. 0.05 Level of Significance 

 
 

Table IV shows that treatment 1, 2 and positive control 

have comparable results. Treatment 3 and negative control 

have comparable results in terms of its angiosuppressive 

reaction. The results revealed that the high the 

concentration of extract caused degeneration of vessels 

leading to mortality. 
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Fig. 2. Result of Angiosuppressive Reaction of Leaf 

Figure 2 shows similar degree of angiosuppressive 

ability of Simvastatin (positive control) and B. asiatica 

extracts as in the seed extract, and were found to be 

inversely dependent with the dosage concentration. It was 

found that embryos reached 100% mortality at 

concentrations greater than 50g/mL. This only shows that 

the greater concentration the higher angiosuppressive ability 

elicited by the extracts causing the degeneration of vessels, 

leading to mortality. Other than promoting vessel growth, 

the extracts also imposed toxicity toward the blood vessels, 

thus leading to death. 

 

TABLE V. Descriptives of Angiosuppressive Reaction of 

Leaf 
 

Table V shows the descriptive of treatments. The 

negative control has the mean of 8.6667 with the standard 

deviation of 1.52753. Positive control has the mean of 

0.000. The test extracts on the other hand have the mean of 

6.6667 with the standard deviation of 1.152753. 

 

TABLE VI. Analysis of Variance of Angiosuppressive 

Reaction of Leaf 
 

 
a. 0.05 Level of Significance 

 

Table 5.1 presents the results of the ANOVA, which 

present the  0.000 which is lower than the set standard 0.05 

confidence level. There is a significant difference between 

the average angiosuppressive reaction among treatments. As 

follows, B. asiatica extract has angiosuppressive activities 

as shown on the table. 

TABLE VII. Analysis of Variance of Angiosuppressive 

Reaction of Leaf (LSD) 

 

a. 0.05 Level of Significance 
 

Table VII shows that treatments 1, 2, and positive 

control have comparable results. Treatment 3 and negative 

control have comparable results in terms of its 

angiosuppressive reaction. The results revealed that high 

concentration of extract caused degeneration of vessels 

leading to mortality. 

 
C. Brine Shrimp Lethality Assay 

Mean results of brine shrimp mortality against 

concentration logarithms have been plotted using the 

Microsoft Excel computer program, which also presents 

regression equations. The regression equations were used to 

calculate the LC50 value. Extracts giving LC50 values 

greater than 20 μg/mL are considered to be nontoxic (Geran 

et al.,1972). 

 

TABLE VIII. Percentage Mortality and LC50 of Barringtonia 

asiatica Leaves Extracts 

 

 

Table VIII shows that the computed LC50 is 147.91 

which is greater than 20 μg/mL which indicates that the 
Barringtonia asiatica root extract was considered nontoxic. 

 

TABLE IX. Percentage Mortality and LC50 of Barringtonia 

asiatica Seed Extracts 
 

Table IX shows that the computed LC50 is 338.84 which 

is greater than 20 μg/mL which indicates that the Urtica 

dioica root extract was considered nontoxic. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

Results of the investigation had supported the bioactive 

property of the ethanol extracts of Barringtonia asiatica. 

Putative bioactive compounds present in the extracts 

(alkaloids, flavonoids, saponin, phenols, and tannins) that 

showed potent source of pharmacological products. 

Toxicity analysis revealed the feasibility of the Barringtonia 

asiatica for pharmacological application. The extracts of 

Barringtonia asiatica were found to be ideal source of 

putative compounds; thus, causes minimal side effects on 

human body cells which make it a good drug candidate. 

The angiogenic investigation showed Barringtonia asiatica 

could be a good source of new novel angiosuppressive 

compounds for treating clinical diseases involving 

deregulations of neovascularization. 
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Abstract— Almost 2 years since the Covid-19 pandemic 

that emerged in December 2019 originated from Wuhan City, 

China, and spread to the rest of the world. It changed the 

overall landscape of all over the world, especially in our daily 

lives. Besides wearing a face mask, social distancing is one of 

the key elements for keeping someone safe. A person needs at 

least a 1-meter distance from another person to reduce the 

infection from the virus. However, less awareness of social 

distancing among primary school students has been a major 

problem. So, a social distancing vest has been created to notify 

or aware the students of a 1-meter distance between their 

friends. The teachers will get the notification through their 

phone if there is less than a 1-meter distance among the 

students. Nodemcu was used as the microcontroller, and 

Ultrasonic Sensor was used to maintain the distance of 1 meter. 

While Blynk was used as a medium to send the notification to 

the mobile phone. 

 

Keywords—Social distancing, Nodemcu microcontroller, 

covid-19, Blynk Application 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Covid-19 is an infectious disease caused by the SARS- 

Cov-2. COVID-19 has affected a lot of people from all over 

the world. The World Health Organization (WHO) has 

declared Covid-19 as a pandemic due to the increase in the 

number of cases reported around the world [1]. The COVID- 

19 pandemic has forced people to explore and adapt to the 

new norm such as practicing social distancing, avoid 

crowded places and try to minimize direct contact with 

others. 

The most reliable approach to slowing down the spread 

of the coronavirus is to keep away from others, prevention is 

better than cure. However, it would be irritating to turn 

around every thirty seconds and look if someone was 

approaching you. It would be helpful if there is a device that 

could warn others to keep away from you. That is the 

purpose behind the project, to alert others to maintain a 1- 

meter distance from you especially among primary school 

students. The distance between objects can be measured 

using various types of sensors and the most popular sensor is 

an ultrasonic sensor. Zhengdong et al. utilized an ultrasonic 

sensor in the distance alarm system of a car [2] while 

Abdulqader et al investigated the use of ultrasonic sensor in 

remote sensing applications [3]. 

So, we create a vest that can notify or aware the student 

of the 1-meter distance between their friends and the teachers 

also get the notification through their phone if there is less 

than the 1-meter distance among the students. 

II. MATERIALS 
 

A. List of components 

Figure 1 shows the ultrasonic sensor. This sensor was 

used to measure the distance between one person to another 

person. The principle behind finding the distance is a sonar 

wave. It has two drums that are used for transmitting and 

receiving the pulse of ultrasonic. Figure 2 shows the buzzer 

and light-emitting diode (LED). These components act as 

the output of this project. 
 

Figure 1: Ultrasonic Sensor 
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Figure 2: Buzzer and LED as the output 

Figure 3 shows the Nodemcu ESP8266 microcontroller 

with a built-in Wi-Fi module. There are a total of 30 pins on 

this device, of which 17 pins are General Purpose 

Input/Output (GPIO) that can be connected to the various 

sensor to receive data from the sensors and send output data 

to the connected devices. Figure 4 shows the Blynk apps 

that were the most popular IoT platform to connect devices 

to the cloud. In this project, it was used as a medium to send 

the notification and shows the distance between other 

people. 

 
 

Figure 3: Nodemcu ESP8266 
 

Figure 4: Blynk Apps 

 

III. METHODS 

This project consists of two parts, hardware, and 

software. Hardware refers to the development of the device 

itself including the circuit construction. As for the software, 

it focuses on the program development specifically during 

the simulation and the coding. Referring to the flowchart of 

Figure 5, the project starts by measuring the distance using 

an ultrasonic sensor. If the distance is less than 1 meter the 

buzzer will start beeping and at the same time, the LED will 

be blinking. After that, the teacher will receive the 

notification through their mobile phone. 

 
IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

Figure 6 shows the final prototype of this project. There 

are 2 ultrasonic sensors were used in this project. The first 

ultrasonic sensor was placed in front of the vest and the other 

ultrasonic sensor was placed at the back of the vest. The 

purpose of this placement of the sensor, it can sense the 

distance from the front and also from the back. Figure 7 

shows the example of a distance less than one meter from the 

back. It shows that the LED will blinking and the buzzer will 

be beeping. 

Figure 8 shows the example of Blynk Apps if the 

distance is less than one meter. Instead of the buzzer and 

LED will beeping and blinking, it also sent the notification to 

the teacher's phone. It will pop up the message “JARAK 

PELAJAR TIDAK SELAMAT”. 

 

 

Figure 5: Flowchart of this project 
 

Figure 6: Prototype of this project. 
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Figure 7: Example of distance less than one meter from the 
back 

 

Figure 8: Example of Blynk Apps if less than one meter 

 
V. CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, this project has been successfully 

developed to measure the distance between one person to 

another person. It was created due to the current COVID-19 

pandemic especially for social distancing among primary 

school students. This project will help the primary school 

student to keep a distance between their friend at school and 

also easier for the teacher to monitor their students. 
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Abstrak— Penggunaan baja dan racun perosak kimia didapati 

memudaratkan kesihatan pengguna dan alam sekitar. Kami 

menghasilkan RPS BIOBOOSTER sebagai alternatif untuk 

mengurangkan penggunaan baja dan racun perosak kimia. 

RPS BIOBOOSTER dihasilkan dari air siraman kacang hijau 

semasa pembuatan taugeh dapat penyubur tanaman, 

menggalakkan penghasilan bunga dan buah serta bertindak 

sebagai biopestisid untuk mencegah kerosakan batang dan 

daun akibat serangan perosak. Kos penghasilan produk hanya 

73 sen bagi mendapat 2 liter RPS BIOBOOSTER. Penghasilan 

produk ini dapat memenuhi keperluan norma baharu yang 

mana dapat meningkatkan produktiviti dengan cara 

meningkatkan pengeluaran hasil tanaman dan dalam masa 

yang sama dapat membekalkan taugeh semasa proses 

penyediaan. Kajian dijalankan secara eksperimen. Sayur sawi, 

kailan, kobis, pak choi dan salad tumbuh dengan subur. Ujian 

ke atas pokok cili yang ditanam secara hidroponik pula 

menghasilkan bunga lebih cepat dan batang yang keras dan 

tegap berbanding baja pasaran. Testimoni pengguna 

menunjukkan RPS BIOBOOSTER menjadikan sayur hidup 

subur dan tanaman berbuah lebat serta berkesan terhadap 

bena, ulat, siput, belalang dan masalah daun kerinting. Ujian di 

makmal komersial menunjukkan RPS BIOBOOSTER 

mengandungi NPK untuk pertumbuhan tanaman. Ujian di 

makmal Universiti Teknologi Petronas menunjukkan produk 

mengandungi saponin yang boleh bertindak sebagai biopestisid. 

Ujian lapangan pula menunjukkan produk ini menghalang 

serangan kulat pada daun bunga ros. Selain itu dapat 

menghalang kerosakan daun akibat serangan belalang dan ulat 

daun. Produk ini juga dapat mengurangkan serangan bena 

pada batang pokok bunga ros dan juga pada pokok cili. Ia juga 

mencegah kehadiran siput babi dan mencegah daun cili menjadi 

kerinting. Produk ini berpotensi untuk dipasarkan kerana ia 

mudah digunakan, berkesan sebagai baja, penggalak 

pengeluaran bunga dan buah serta juga berkesan mengawal 

perosak. Projek ini perlu dibangunkan dalam skala yang besar 

selaras dengan pertanian lestari iaitu membekalkan sumber 

makanan dan dalam masa yang sama meminimumkan 

penggunaan baja dan racun perosak kimia disamping mampu 

meningkatkan produktiviti hasil pertanian. pengeluaran bunga 

pada pokok bunga ros dan juga berkesan mengawal perosak 

secara biologi. Projek ini perlu dibangunkan dalam skala yang 

besar selaras dengan pertanian lestari iaitu membekalkan 

sumber makanan dan dalam masa yang sama meminimumkan 

penggunaan baja dan racun perosak kimia. 

Kata Kunci RPS BIOBOOSTER, saponin, biopestisid, NPK 

 

I. PENGENALAN 

Terdapat beberapa masalah yang dihadapi di SMK Raja 
Perempuan yang perlu diselesaikan segera. Tanaman cili 
mengalami daun yang kerinting. Sayuran fertigasi dan 
hidroponik seperti terung, kobis dan sawi di persekitaran 
sekolah diserang oleh perosak seperti ulat. Masalah ini tidak 
dapat diatasi walaupun kaedah kawalan biologi dan racun 
organik telah digunakan terhadap tanaman tersebut. Pihak 
sekolah sedang mencari alternatif baru untuk mengatasi 
masalah ini. Hasil kajian awal mendapati air dari siraman 
kacang hijau semasa pembuatan taugeh dapat berfungsi 
sebagai biopestisid kerana kandungan saponin yang 
dibebaskan semasa proses percambahan kacang hijau menjadi 
taugeh. Penciptaan produk yang dapat berfungsi sebagai 
biopestisid ini diharapkan dapat menyelesaikan masalah 
serangan perosak tersebut. 

Penggunaan baja nitrogen atau baja sintetik yang 
berlebihan boleh mengakibatkan tanah berasid. Tanah berasid 
tidak subur dan boleh mengakibatkan keracunan ferum, 
mangan dan aluminium pada tumbuhan disamping 
mempunyai kandungan kalsium dan fosforus yang rendah. 
Namun begitu, baja sintetik sering digunakan untuk 
meningkatkan hasil. Ramai yang tidak tahu pembuatan baja 
sintetik membebaskan 80 juta matrik tan karbon dioksida 
setahun. Baja sintetik dihasilkan dari nitrogen yang reaktif 
agar baja ini mudah diserap oleh tanaman. Akan tetapi, 
nitrogen yang reaktif bergerak bebas dan berinteraksi dengan 
unsur lain di dalam tanah seperti karbon, oksigen dan air. 
Secara anggaran, tanaman akan menyerap 30-50% nitrogen 
dari dalam tanah manakala selebihnya bergerak bebas di 
dalam tanah. Apabila hujan, nitrogen ini akan dibawah ke 
sungai dan mengakibatkan penceraman sungai. Ini 
mengukuhkan lagi alasan keperluan RPS BioBooster yang 
boleh bertindak sebagai biofertiliser dan biopestisid dan 
penggalak penghasilan bunga dan buah. Sisa Taugeh 
mengandung nutrien anorganik seperti K, P, Ca, Mg, Na, Fe, 
Zn, Mn, dan Cu (Danish Institute for Food And Veterinary 
Research, Danish Food Composition, 2004). Mikronutrien 
seperti Fe, Zn, Mn, dan Cu bertindak sebagai kofaktor enzim 
dan juga sebagai komponen pembentuk klorofil [1]. Unsur 
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makronutrien, iaitu K, P, Ca, Mg, dan Na pula membantu 
penyusunan sel dalam tumbuhan [1]. 

Pengeluaran hasil pertanian amat dipengaruhi oleh 
penyakit tanaman yang disebabkan oleh pelbagai pathogen 
contohnya kulat, bakteria, serangga dan perosak tanaman lain. 
Penggunaan racun perosak kimia menyebabkan ancaman 
keselamatan dan kesihatan kepada pengguna [2]. Beberapa 
kajian menunjukkan saponin boleh berfungsi sebagai 
biopestisid. Saponin boleh bertindak sebagai antibakteria [8]. 
Saponin juga merupakan agen antikulat yang boleh merencat 
pembentukan koloni kulat [9]. Selain itu saponin bertindak 
sebagai anti serangga [10], antiviral [6], and anti molaska [4]. 
Saponin boleh bertindak sebagai penghalang aktiviti 
pemakanan hama spesies Oligonichus illicis, ulat beluncas 
spesies Hyphantria cunea dan semut spesies Acromynes 
octospinosus [11]. 

Saponin boleh dikategorikan saponin steroid (C27) atau 
triterpenoid (C30)[7]. Saponin boleh berasid bergantung 
kepada kehadiran kumpulan asid karboksilik di bahagian 
aglikon atau gula. Saponin secara khas mempunyai rasa pahit 
[5]. Pengeluaran saponin pada hari kedua percambahan 
kacang hitam lebih tinggi berbanding hari pertama namun 
kuantiti penghasilan saponin semakin kurang pada hari ke tiga 
dan seterusnya [3]. 

II. BAHAN PENGHASILAN INOVASI 

100 g kacang hijau, 

4 liter air 

III. KAEDAH PENGHASILAN/KAJIAN 

Gambar 1 adalah merupakan langkah-langkah dalam 

penghasilan produk RPS BioBooster. 

 

Gambar 1: Kaedah Penghasilan Produk 

1. Langkah 1 hingga 6 dilakukan dan dibiarkan selama 
12 jam. 

2. Selepas 12 jam air siraman dikeluarkan dari bekas 
takungan dan disimpan di dalam bekas lain. 

3. Ulang langkah 1 dengan memasukkan 1 liter air 
bersih. Pasang balang besar yang mengandungi 
kacang hijau yang sedang bercambah. Tutupkan 
balang dan hidupkan suis. Air hasil siraman kacang 
hijau dikeluarkan dan disimpan dalam bekas lain. 

4. Ulang langkah 3 sebanyak 2 kali lagi. 

5. Campurkan 4 hasil siraman tadi. Maka terhasillah 
RPS Biobooster 

IV. HASIL PENEMUAN KAJIAN 

Ujian Kehadiran NPK 

Hasil ujian makmal menunjukkan bahawa RPS 
BIOBOOSTER mengandungi unsur NPK (Nitrogen, 
Fosforus dan Kalium) yang lengkap berfungsi sebagai baja 
tanaman. Nitrogen berfungsi untuk kehijauan daun. Fosforus 
untuk kesuburan akar, pembentukan bunga baja dan biji benih. 
Kalium pula untuk pembesaran dan ketahanan tanaman. 

Jadual 1: Kehadiran NPK 
 

Parameter Kaedah 
Piawai 

Unit Analisis 

Nitrogen AOAC95504 mg/L 2300 

pH PH Meter - 3.9 

Fosforus AOAC95801 mg/L 30.0 

Kalium AOAC200603 mg/L 126.5 

Sumber: Analisis dari makmal yang diiktiraf untuk 
pengkomersialan produk (AMCEN LAB SDN BHD 
(1070971-W) 

Ujian menggunakan HPLC-UV 

Ujian ini dilakukan di Universiti Teknologi Petronas 
(UTP). Analisis HPLC-UV menggunakan Shimadzu 
Prominence HPLC dengan analytical column C18 (250mm x 
4.6i.d., 5µm saiz zarah). Acetonrile dengan 0.1% asid fosforik 
dan saponin standard sebagai fasa gerak pada kadar 
0.5ml/min. Panjang gelombang pengesan di set pada 254 nm. 
RPS BIOBOOSTER dimasukkan ke dalam injektor HPLC- 
UV. Kehadiran saponin dikenalpasti menggunakan 
perbandingan puncak dengan kromatogram saponin standard. 
Kehadiran saponin diuji menggunakan HPLC-UV seperti 
dalam gambar 2. 

 

Gambar 2: HPLC-UV 

Data HPLC-UV 

Perbandingan antara Kromatogram HPLC yang dijana 
bagi saponin piawai dan sampel adalah seperti gambar 3. 
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Gambar 3: HPLC kromatografi saponin piawai pada 254 nm 

 

Gambar 4 dan Jadual 2 meninjukkan kehadiran saponin 

dalam sampel yang dikumpul pada 12 jam yang pertama dan 

12 jam yang kedua. 

 
 

Gambar 4: Chromatogram sampel air sisa siraman taugeh 

Jadual Puncak (Pengesan A 254nm) 

 

Jadual 2: Kehadiran saponin 

Sampel masa 

pengekalan 

Komponen Catatan 

Saponin 

piawai 

4.889 Saponin A  

5.001 air Pelarut 

5.213 Saponin B  

5.694 Saponin C  

Sampel 

12h (1) 

4.727 Saponin A  

4.921 air pelarut 

5.637 Saponin C  

5.906 tidak 

ditahui A 

Tidak 

dikenalpasti 

6.205 tidak 

ditahui A 

Tidak 

dikenalpasti 

Sampel 

12h (2) 

4.696 Tidak 

diketahui 

C 

Tidak 

dikenalpasti 

4.809 Saponin A  

4.970 Air Pelarut 

5.225 Saponin B  

5.800 SAponin 

C 

 

6.279 Tidak 

diketahui 

B 

Tidak 

dikenalpasti 

Berdasarkan perbandingan kawasan puncak HPLC 

Kromatogram terdapat dua profil saponin yang dikenal pasti 

dalam sampel RPS BIOBOOSTER iaitu Saponin A dan 

Saponin C dalam kedua-dua sampel. Pada sampel 12(2) 

terdapat tambahan iaitu Saponin B. 

RPS BioBooster boleh berfungsi sebagai biopestisid 

kerana saponin bertindak sebagai anti serangga [10], antiviral 

[6], and anti molaska [4]. Saponin boleh bertindak sebagai 

penghalang aktiviti pemakanan hama spesies Oligonichus 

illicis, ulat beluncas spesies Hyphantria cunea dan semut 

spesies Acromynes octospinosus [11]. 

V. PENUTUP 

RPS Biobooster ini mempunyai ciri-ciri istimewa iaitu kos 

untuk menghasilkan produk ini sangat murah. Bahan yang 

diperlukan untuk menghasilkan produk ini mudah didapati. 

Produk ini mudah digunakan oleh pengguna. Produk ini juga 

selamat digunakan. Ia bersifat multifungsi iaitu biofertiliser, 

biopestisid dan penggalak bunga. Ia sangat sesuai untuk 

dihasilkan dalam skala besar. Produk ini sangat berpotensi 

untuk dipasarkan kerana murah, senang digunakan, bersih 

dan tidak berbau tengik. 
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Abstract— In 2020, Indonesia produced a total of 129,568 

tons of citrus fruits, 560,317 tons of watermelon, 2,447,243 tons 

of pineapple, and others. The use of watermelon is only for the 

flesh, while the skin of the watermelon becomes waste. 

Whereas in watermelon skin contains vitamin A, vitamin B2, 

vitamin E, vitamin C, beta-carotene and lycopene found in 

watermelon albedo which can be used as antioxidants. While 

lime contains vitamin C which reaches 27 mg per 100 grams 

which is commonly used as an immune enhancer. In addition 

to fruit, suji leaves are also agricultural crops that are 

commonly used as natural dyes. Therefore, the authors 

innovate jelly candy made from a mixture of watermelon peel, 

lime, and suji leaves which can increase body immunity. Jelly 

candy was chosen considering the type of snack favored by 

children to adults. 

 

Keywords— Immune System, Jelly Candy, Lime, Suji Leaf, and 

Watermelon Peel 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Indonesia is a country that is famous for its abundant 

agricultural and plantation products. The large number of 

agricultural and plantation products in Indonesia such as rice, 

corn, fruits, ornamental plants, and others is supported 

because Indonesia has very large agricultural and plantation 

land. Reporting from agriculture.go.id that in 2019 the area 

of agricultural land in Indonesia reached 29,353,138 hectares 

and the plantation area reached 12,393,092 hectares. Given 

the large number of agricultural and plantation products, 

Indonesia often exports its agricultural and plantation 

products to increase the country's foreign exchange and 

guarantee the absorption of crops in Indonesia. One of the 

largest agricultural and plantation products in Indonesia is 

fruit. Reporting from bps.go.id in 2020, Indonesia produced 

a total of 129,568 tons of citrus fruits, 560,317 tons of 

watermelon, 824,068 tons of jackfruit, 2,447,243 tons of 

pineapple, 681,178 tons of rambutan, and many more. 

Watermelon is a type of fruit that is favored by the people 

of Indonesia because it has a sweet, refreshing taste, and an 

affordable price. Watermelon often generates solid waste in 

the form of albendo. Albendo is the middle layer (mesocarp) 

of watermelon which is thick and white, which is located 

between the inner epidermis (endocarp) and outer epidermis 

(exocarp) [1]. In addition, according to Pita (2007) the 

thickness of the watermelon albendo is between 1.5-2.0 cm 

or about 36% of the weight of the watermelon. Albendo 

watermelon contains vitamin A, vitamin B2, vitamin B6, 

vitamin E, vitamin C, beta-carotene and lycopene found in 

watermelon albedo which can be used as antioxidants [2]. 

The pectin content of watermelon albendo is 13% [6]. 

In addition to watermelons, citrus fruits are also in great 

demand by the public. Lime fruit is in demand because it 

contains a lot of vitamin C which can boost the immune 

system. The immune system is a system that forms the 

body's ability to fight germs by rejecting various foreign 

objects that enter the body to avoid disease [3]. Based on 

research conducted by Fitriyana [4] that in 100 grams of lime 

contains 27 mg of vitamin C. Vitamin C is believed to be 

able to prevent and treat respiratory infections by increasing 

various immune cell functions [5]. 

In addition to fruit, Indonesian people, especially 

children, like various snacks such as jelly candy. Jelly candy 

is a candy made from a mixture of water or plant juices with 

gel-forming ingredients (gelatin, carrageenan, and agar) with 

a soft texture and clear color [7]. To make an attractive jelly 

candy, usually the candy is given a color, and one of the 

interesting colors is green. However, to make a product, it is 

better to use natural dyes that are good for the body in order 

to produce an attractive aroma, taste, and color. One of the 
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plants that can produce green dye is suji leaf. How to make 

natural dyes from suji leaves traditionally, is done by 

pounding suji leaves then the extract is taken using water, 

then added to food or drink [8]. 

Therefore, based on the description above, the author 

provides an innovation of a product in the form of "Making 

Jelly Candy with a Mixture of Watermelon Peel, Lime, and 

Suji Leaves as Immune Enhancing Candy". Later this 

product will be tested in the form of organoleptic tests 

related to color, texture, and aroma before mass production 

of the product is carried out. 

The objevctive of this research are: (1) Knowing the 

content of Jelly Candy with a Mixture of Watermelon Peel, 

Lime, and Suji Leaves as Immunity Enhancing Candy. (2) 

Knowing the formulation of Jelly Candy Making with a 

Mixture of Watermelon Peel, Lime, and Suji Leaves as 

Immune Enhancing Candy. (3) Knowing the potential of 

Making Jelly Candy with a Mixture of Watermelon Peel, 

Lime, and Suji Leaves as Immune Enhancing Candy. 

 
 

II. MATERIALS 

The ingredients for making jelly candy are watermelon 

peel, lime, suji leaves, carrageenan, sugar, fructose syrup 

(HFS 55%), and water. And the tools used to make jelly 

candy are blender, analytical scale, pot, filter, basin, knife, 

filter cloth, stirrer, spoon, jelly candy mold, measuring cup, 

and gas stove. 

the form of collecting data from journals, news, or previous 

research. After that, the appropriate data were analyzed for 

the author's research to be included in the paper and used as 

a reference for the author in conducting experiments. The 

results of the experiment were carried out by direct 

organoleptic tests, using 10 panelists. The data obtained 

from the panelists were used as a source of qualitative and 

quantitative data to support the presentation. 

 
 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The manufacture of jelly candy with a mixture of 

watermelon peel, lime and suji leaves begins with the 

manufacture of extracts of watermelon peel, lime and suji 

leaves. 

A. Making Watermelon Peel Extract 

The manufacture of watermelon peel extract 

(albendo) refers to the research conducted by 

Ismayanti et al. [9]. The trick is to divide the 

watermelon into 4 equal parts. After that separate the 

flesh of the fruit with the watermelon skin. Then do the 

peeling of the dark green watermelon skin, so that only 

the white skin is used and wash it clean. After that, 

blender the watermelon peel by adding warm water 

with a ratio of 2:1 albendo and water. Then filter with 

a clean cloth to take the watermelon peel extract 

(albendo). 

III. METHOD 

The research method used is an experiment to find out 

how to make and the best formulation of jelly candy with a 

mixture of watermelon peel, lime, and suji leaves. This 

study used three types of jelly candy variables with a 

mixture of watermelon peel, lime, and suji leaves as 

independent variables, the ratio of the concentration of 

watermelon peel and lime (80:10) grams, (50:30) grams, and 

(30:50) gram as the dependent variable, and drying time, 

dose of fructose syrup, dose of sugar, dose of suji leaf 

extract, dose of carrageenan, and dose of brewing water as 

control variables. This is a complete comparison table of 

each ingredient: 

 
TABLE I. INGREDIENT TABLE 

 

Ratio (gr) Var.1 Var.2 Var.3 

Watermelon Peel Extract 80 50 30 

Lime Extract 10 30 50 

Suji Leaf Extract 15 15 15 

Sugar 13 13 13 

Fruktose Syrup 5 5 5 

Carageenan 4 4 4 

 
 

The research was carried out in the laboratory of MTs 

Sunan Pandanaran and the author's house and data sources 

to support this research, using library research methods in 

 

B. Lime Extract Making 

To take lime extract, the author uses the traditional 

method, namely by washing the lime first. Then cut the 

lime into two parts. Squeeze the limes to extract the 

extract using a sieve. 

 
 

C. Suji Leaf Extract Making 

To obtain suji leaf extract, the authors used a 

traditional method that refers to the research conducted 

by Tama et al. [8]. The traditional way of making 

natural dyes from suji leaves is done by pounding suji 

leaves and then taking the extract using water, then 

adding it to food or drinks. 

 
 

D. Jelly Candy Making Process 

Making jelly candy refers to research conducted by 

Santoso (2007) in Saragih et al. [10]. The trick is to 

mix watermelon peel albendo extract and lime 

according to the existing ratio and add extract from suji 

leaves. Then heat the mixed ingredients to 70°C for 5 

minutes. Then, sugar, fructose syrup (HFS) and 

carrageenan were added with stirring. Keep stirring 

until the mixture thickens and boils for 30 minutes. 

Turn off the gas stove, then wait until the dough is at a 

temperature of 70°C then add the citric acid. Put the 

dough in the mold then cover with aluminum foil, and 

wait for 1 hour at room temperature. Then put it in the 
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refrigerator for 24 hours. Remove the dough from the 

mold and place it on a baking sheet and then bake for 

24 hours at a temperature of 50°C. 

 
 

E. Organoleptic Test 

After the product was made, then organoleptic tests 

related to color, taste, and aroma were carried out to 10 

panelists at MTs Sunan Pandanaran Yogyakarta to 

determine the feasibility of jelly candy products with a 

mixture of watermelon peel extract, lime, and suji 

leaves. These are the result of organoleptic test: 

 
TABLE II. COLOR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. Taste 

 

 
 

 
The diagram   above   is   the   result   of   an 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Color 

 
 

 

 
The   diagram   above   is   the   result   of   an 

organoleptic taste test conducted on 10 panelists. 

The result is that variant 1 has an average of 2.8, 

variant 2 has an average of 3.6, and variant 3 has an 

average of 3.3. From the diagram we can conclude 

that variant 2 is more desirable with the average is 

3.6. 

 
TABLE IV. AROMA 

 

Ratio Total Mean 

Varian 1 (80:10) 27 2.7 

Varian 2 (50:30) 30 3.0 

Varian 3 (30:50) 30 3.0 

organoleptic color test conducted on 10 panelists. 

The result is that variant 1 has an average of 3.2, 

variant 2 has an average of 3.0, and variant 3 has an 

average of 3.0. From the diagram we can conclude 

that variant 1 is more desirable with the average is 

3.2. 

 
TABLE III. TASTE 

 

 
Fig. 3. Aroma 

 

 
The diagram   above   is   the   result   of   an 

organoleptic aroma test conducted on 10 panelists. 

The result is that variant 1 has an average of 2.7, 

variant 2 has an average of 3.0, and variant 3 has an 

average of 3.0. From the diagram we can conclude 

that variant 2 and variant 3 is more desirable with 

the average is 3.0. 

Because from the organoleptic test from 10 

panelists we can conclude the varian 2 is more 

Ratio Total Mean 

Varian 1 (80:10) 32 3.2 

Varian 2 (50:30) 30 3.0 

Varian 3 (30:50) 27 2.7 

 

Ratio Total Mean 

Varian 1 (80:10) 28 2.8 

Varian 2 (50:30) 36 3.6 

Varian 3 (30:50) 33 3.3 
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desirable with 3.0 of color, 3.6 of taste, and 3.0 of 

aroma. 

F. Analysis SWOT 

The following shows a SWOT analysis of jelly 

candy products with a mixture of watermelon peel, 

lime, and suji leaves to estimate business opportunities 

that will be carried out in the future: 

• Strength 

The strength of this product is a new product 

that utilizes waste and fruit in Indonesia. In 

addition, this product contains a lot of vitamins, 

especially vitamin C which can boost the immune 

system. 

• Weakness 

The weakness of this product is that people do 

not understand this new product, so there is a need 

for promotion so that people prefer this product. 

• Opportunity 

The raw materials for making this candy are 

easy to get and are a type of food that is liked by all 

people from children to adults. 

• Threats 

Many similar products already exist, so it is 

necessary to maintain the quality and quality of this 

product. 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

Based on the research conducted by the author, the 

conclusions are as follows: 

A. Jelly candy products with a mixture of watermelon 

peel, lime, and suji leaves are able to become a new 

innovation in the form of candy products that can 

increase the immune system in the body considering 

the large amount of vitamins, especially vitamin C in 

each ingredient used. 

B. From the organoleptic test from 10 panelists, jelly 

candy with varian 2 is more desirable with 3.0 of 

color, 3.6 of taste, and 3.0 of aroma. 

C. Jelly candy product with a mixture of watermelon peel, 

lime, and suji leaf is a new product that can be used for 

a promising business idea considering that it is a new 

product that has many health benefits. 
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Abstrak—Robo_CAR E-Learn adalah inovasi dalam 

bentuk kit pembelajaran bagi membantu proses Pengajaran 

dan Pembelajaran di Rumah (PdPR) ketika musim pandemik 

Covid-19. Inovasi ini amat sesuai dipraktikkan oleh murid 

sekolah rendah terutamanya Tahap 2 bagi mencungkil 

kemahiran berfikir secara kreatif dan kritis. Di samping itu, 

murid boleh mengaplikasikan konsep dan teori penciptaan 

mesin ringkas (silibus Tahun 6 subjek Sains dan RBT) serta 

penjanaan litar ringkas (silibus Sains Tahun 2,4,5), daya serta 

kelajuan (silibus Sains Tahun 6) melalui penggunaan 

Robo_CAR E-Learn Kit. 

 

Kata Kunci—PdPR, RBT, Covid-19, kreatif, pembelajaran 

 
I. PENGENALAN 

Virus Covid-19 yang terawal direkodkan adalah di 
wilayah Wuhan, Hubei, China. Virus ini dibuktikan telah 
tersebar dari Pasar Makanan Laut Hunan yang terletak di 
selatan negara China. Virus ini telah merebak dengan 
cepatnya di seluruh dunia termasuk negara-negara Asia 
Tenggara seperti Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, Vietnam, 
Singapura, Filipina dan Myanmar. Kes pertama di Malaysia 
telah direkodkan pada 25 Januari 2020 [1,2]. Sehingga kini 
(27 September 2021) sebanyak 2,209,194 kes telah 
dilaporkan dengan kes harian merekodkan sebanyak 10,959 
kes [3]. Pandemik Covid-19 banyak memberi kesan kepada 
pelbagai sektor seperti sektor ekonomi, pelancongan, 
pentadbiran kerajaan dan juga tidak terkecuali sektor 
pendidikan [4-9]. Pendidikan di sekolah dan institusi 
pengajian tinggi yang sebelumnya ini dilakukan secara 
bersemuka ataupun ‘Face to Face’ (F2F) telah beralih kepada 
pembelajaran jarak jauh atau dikenali sebagai ‘Online 
Distance Learning’ (ODL). ODL terdiri daripada tiga 
kategori iaitu pembelajaran secara ‘web-based learning’, ‘m- 
learning’ dan ‘e-learning’ [10]. Pembelajaran secara ‘e- 
learning’ dipilih berbanding yang lain kerana pembelajaran 
secara   ‘e-learning’   lebih   bersifat   fleksibel   dan   boleh 

dilakukan melalui pelbagai peranti seperti komputer riba, 
tablet telefon pintar dan telefon pintar [11]. 
Walaubagaimanapun, pembelajaran secara ‘e-learning’ 
masih lagi mempunyai pelbagai limitasi terutamanya murid 
sekolah rendah yang dikategorikan sebagai ‘kinaesthetic 
learner’. Ini kerana mereka mudah menjadi bosan dan kurang 
tumpuan semasa pembelajaran online [12]. 

Bagi mengatasi masalah ini, terutamanya di kalangan 
murid ‘kinaesthetic learner’, Robo_CAR E-Learn 
diperkenalkan sebagai kit tambahan bagi menarik minat 
murid seperti ini ketika pembelajaran secara ‘e-learning’ 
dilakukan. Di samping itu, masih lagi terdapat kekurangan 
pembangunan kit seperti ini di pasaran yang 
mengetengahkan penggabungan dua subjek dalam kurikulum 
KSSR iaitu kurikulum Sains dan Rekabentuk Teknologi 
(RBT). Ini berikutan keadaan pandemik Covid-19 yang 
memerlukan pelbagai SOP dipenuhi menjadi kekangan 
kepada para guru untuk membangunkannya secara 
menyeluruh. Dengan terhasilnya inovasi kit Robo_CAR E- 
Learn ini, para guru dan pelajar dapat menerima manfaat 
darinya dan kemahiran ‘soft-skills’ seperti kemahiran 
berfikir secara kreatif dan kritis, kemahiran komunikasi dan 
juga kemahiran pengurusan masa dapat digarap dan 
dipraktikkan terhadap murid ‘kinaesthetic learner’. Di 
samping itu pembelajaran subjek Sains dan RBT menjadi 
lebih menyeronokkan kerana murid terlibat secara langsung 
dalam pembinaan model Robo_CAR dan dapat mencuba 
pelbagai jenis eksperimen dengan menggunakan kit ini. 
Maka, kemahiran berfikir aras tinggi (KBAT) seperti 
kemahiran analisa, sintesis dan penilaian dapat dicungkil 
secara tidak langsung melalui penggunaan kit ini. 
Robo_CAR E-Learn adalah merupakan inovasi terbaru PdP 
sebagai kit bantu belajar bagi murid sekolah rendah yang 
menggabungkan topik dalam kurikulum Sains dan RBT 
KSSR. Penilaian guru terhadap murid boleh dilakukan secara 
serentak terhadap murid yang menggunakan kit ini dalam 
mengaplikasikan teori pengetahuan Sains dan RBT mereka. 
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Inovasi Robo_CAR E-Learn Kit PdPR ini juga 
diinspirasikan dengan mengambil kira elemen SDG Goal 
Nombor 4 iaitu ‘Quality Education’. 

 

 
II. BAHAN PENGHASILAN INOVASI 

 

A. Penyediaan bahan bagi badan kereta Robo_CAR E- 

Learn 

Bahan dan alatan yang digunakan untuk membuat 
Robo_CAR E-Learn ialah kotak terbuang, gam dan juga 
warna poster untuk mengecat bahagian luar badan kereta. 

 

Gambar 1: Alatan 

 

B. Penyediaan bahan bagi bahagian motor kereta 

Robo_CAR E-Learn 

Bahan yang digunakan untuk menghasilkan motor 
bergerak ialah 4 biji roda, tempat bateri, tapak motor yang 
diperbuat daripada plastik bod putih, motor, gear, beberapa 
batang skru, wayar, dua bateri bersaiz AA dan juga pemutar 
skru. 

III. KAEDAH PENGHASILAN/KAJIAN 
 

A. Aplikasi Robo_CAR E-Learn Kit dalam pembelajaran 

subjek Sains 

Kit ini boleh diaplikasikan semasa pembelajaran Sains 

bagi tajuk Kelajuan dan Daya KSSR Tahun 6 yang 

melibatkan eksperimen. Murid dapat mengaplikasikan teori 

daya geseran dan juga penggunaan rumus semasa mengira 

halaju. 

B. Kajian Eksperimen dengan Menggunakan Robo_CAR E- 

Learn 

Eksperimen yang dilakukan adalah untuk mengkaji 

hubungan diantara jenis permukaan dengan masa yang 

direkodkan oleh Robo_CAR E-Learn. Pembolehubah 

manipulasi yang terlibat adalah jenis permukaan manakala 

pembolehubah bergerakbalas ialah masa yang direkodkan. 

Pembolehubah dimalarkan pula adalah jarak laluan kereta. 

Alat/bahan yang terlibat ialah ‘Stopwatch’ telefon pintar, 

Robo_CAR E-Learn Kit, buku dan pita pengukur. Jarak 

laluan kereta dimalarkan kepada 200 cm. 
 

Gambar 3: Eksperimen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Gambar 2: Motor bergerak 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gambar 4: Eksperimen 
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Jadual 1: MASA & HALAJU YANG DIREKODKAN OLEH 

EKSPERIMEN 

Jenis 

Permukaan 

Masa yang direkodkan 

(saat) 

Halaju 
(Jarak (cm)/ masa (s)) 

Permukaan 
lantai 
mozek 

 

5.42 

 

36.9 

Permukaan 
karpet nipis 

9.31 21.48 

Permukaan 

karpet tebal 
17.88 11.19 

 

Permukaan yang rata (lantai mozek) menghasilkan daya 
geseran yang kecil diantara permukaan lantai dengan roda 
kereta. Semakin tebal dan kurang rata jenis permukaan, maka 
semakin tinggi daya geseran yang terhasil di antara 
permukaan dengan roda kereta. Oleh itu, masa yang 
direkodkan lebih lama dan juga halaju kereta semakin 
berkurang. Kesimpulan yang boleh dilakukan adalah 
semakin rata jenis permukaan, semakin cepat masa yang 
direkodkan (saat) oleh Robo_CAR serta halaju kereta juga 
semakin meningkat. 

 

 
C. Aplikasi Robo_CAR E-Learn Kit dalam pembelajaran 

subjek RBT 

Kit Robo_CAR E-Learn boleh diaplikasikan dalam 
subjek RBT KSSR Tahun 6. Penghasilan badan kereta 
daripada bahan terbuang dan pemasangan komponen untuk 
motor kereta melibatkan ‘soft-skill’ kreativiti. Di samping 
itu, pembentangan hasil kerja melibatkan kemahiran ‘soft- 
skill’ komunikasi, tanggungjawab dan kemahiran pengurusan 
masa. Pembentangan hasil kerja melibatkan kemahiran IT 
murid iaitu penghasilan slaid pembentangan Power Point dan 
juga penghasilan video pendek melibatkan penggunaan 
ROBO_CAR E-Learn Kit. 

 

IV. POTENSI UNTUK DIKOMERSILKAN 

Robo_CAR E-Learn berpotensi untuk dikomersilkan dan 

boleh diketengahkan sebagai kit bahan bantu PdPR kepada 

ibu bapa dan juga guru kerana harganya mampu milik. 

Jadual 2: KOS PENGHASILAN SATU SET LENGKAP KIT ROBO_CAR 

E-LEARN 

Bil Bahan Kuantiti Kos Seunit Kos (RM) 

 

 

1 

Komponen litar (roda, 

bateri, motor, wayar, 
pemutar skru, tempat 

letak bateri, tapak 

modelling board & 
kotak 

 

 

1 

 

 

10 

 

 

10 

 

2 
Manual eksperimen 
Sains 

 

1 

 

1 

 

1 

 

3 

Borang penilaian 

murid (Sains) 

 

1 

 

1 

 

1 

 

4 

Borang penilaian 

murid (RBT) 

 

1 

 

1 

 

1 

Jumlah Keseluruhan 13 

V. KESIMPULAN 

ROBO_CAR E-Learn adalah merupakan satu inovasi 

terbaru yang mengetengahkan kombinasi dua subjek 

berbeza iaitu Sains dan RBT. Kemahiran ‘soft-skill’ murid 

seperti kemahiran berfikir secara kreatif dan kreatis, 

kemahiran komunikasi dan kemahiran pengurusan masa 

dapat dicungkil dan digarap melalui penggunaan kit ini 

semasa proses PdPR mereka di rumah. Di samping itu, 

penggunaan kit ini dapat mengatasi masalah bosan dan 

kurang fokus yang sering dialami oleh pelajar berkategori 

‘kinesthetic learner’ yang lebih memerlukan praktikal 

berbanding belajar melalui audio dan visual sahaja. Melalui 

kit ini, pelbagai eksperimen boleh dilakukan serta penilaian 

guru terhadap murid berkaitan ‘soft-skill’ mereka dapat 

dilakukan dengan lebih teratur dan sistematik. Akhir sekali, 

Robo_CAR E-Learn kit amat sesuai dikomersilkan kepada 

para guru dan ibu bapa murid bagi menjadikan pembelajaran 

Sains dan RBT mereka lebih interaksi semasa PdPR dan 

juga harganya juga mampu milik iaitu Rm13 sahaja untuk 

satu set lengkap. 
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Abstrak -Tujuan pembinaan Ez-Reflection adalah untuk 

meningkatkan kefahaman murid dalam subtopik Pantulan 

Cahaya Bagi Subjek Fizik Tingkatan 4 dan boleh juga 

digunakan untuk topik cahaya bagi Sains Tingkatan 1. Produk 

ini sesuai digunakan untuk hands on semasa pembelajaran di 

rumah. Manual pengguna juga disediakan bersama produk. 

Alat ini boleh digunakan untuk menerangkan konsep cermin 

cekung dan cermin cembung, eksperimen ciri imej, 

membezakan imej maya dan nyata dan aplikasi dalam 

kehidupan seharian. Kit ini dibina kerana cermin cekung dan 

cermin cembung yang dibeli dari pembekal tidak dapat 

digunakan untuk eksperimen pembentukan imej pada 

kedudukan objek yang berbeza dan juga tidak dapat 

menunjukkan ciri imej maya dan nyata. Keputusan ujian 

menunjukkan peningkatan markah ujian pos berbanding ujian 

pra. Keputusan ujian menunjukkan peningkatan markah ujian 

pos berbanding ujian pra. Purata peningkatan markah ialah 

sebanyak 15.33%. seramai dua orang murid menunjukkan 

peningkatan tertinggi iaitu peningkatan sebanyak 30%. 

Terdapat 3 orang pelajar mendapat markah 100% semasa ujian 

pos manakala markah tertinggi dari ujian pra hanya seorang 

pelajar mendapat markah 90%. Kit ini sangat sesuai untuk 

digunakan di dalam kelas kerana selain berkesan untuk tujuan 

pembelajaran ia juga mudah dikendalikan. 

 

Kata Kunci EZ Reflection Kit, Kit Pembelajaran Fizik, Kit 

Pembelajaran Sains 

 

I. PENGENALAN 

Selama 23 tahun mengajar mata pelajaran Fizik tingkatan 
4, saya mendapati pelajar menghadapi masalah dalam 
menyelesaikan soalan yang melibatkan pantulan cahaya yang 
melibatkan cermin satah cermin cekung dan cermin cembung. 
Pelajar menghadapi masalah dalam membezakan cermin 
cembung, cermin cekung dan cermin satah. Mereka juga sukar 
mengingat ciri imej yang dihasilkan oleh cermin satah, cermin 
cembung dan cermin cekung. Pelajar juga sering keliru 
berkaitan penggunaan cermin satah, cermin cembung dan 
cermin cekung dalam kehidupan seharian. Selain itu mereka 
juga sering menghadapi masalah dalam melukis rajah sinar 
pembentukan imej oleh cermin cembung bagi kedudukan 
objek yang berbeza. Masalah ini berpunca daripada kaedah 
guru yang kurang menarik dan juga masalah pelajar kurang 
inisiatif untuk membuat rujukan dan ulangkaji. Ahmad 
Zanzali & Daud [1] menyatakan bahawa penggunaan buku 

 

teks, papan hitam dan kapur tulis sahaja tidak mencukupi 
sebagai kaedah pengajaran guru. Dalam kajian Jasmi et al. [2] 
menyatakan bahan bantu mengajar (BBM) berfungsi sebagai 
pemudah cara untuk guru bagi meningkatkan keberkesanan 
pembelajaran yang berpusatkan kepada pelajar. Guru harus 
merancang proses PdPc berorientasikan pelajar [3]. Menurut 
Mohamad Jackie et. al. [4] menyatakan pengajaran berkualiti 
merangkumi kepelbagaian kaedah pengajaran dengan 
menggunakan kaedah yang terkini dan mengaplikasikan 
kaedah pengajaran secara hands-on. 

Pelajar sukar untuk memahami sesuatu yang bersifat 
abstrak dalam subtopik pantulan cahaya. Oleh itu Ez 
Reflection Kit digunakan untuk menjadikan pengajaran dan 
pembelajaran lebih konkrit serta berfokus kepada pelajar. 
Sebelum inovasi ini dilaksanakan, pelajar diajar subtopik 
Pantulan Cahaya menggunakan cermin cembung dan cermin 
cekung berdiameter 10 cm dan 15 cm. Penggunaan cermin 
ini didapati kurang menarik perhatian pelajar kerana kedua- 
dua cermin ini hampir serupa. Permukaan yang cembung dan 
cekung bagi cermin yang dibeli dari pembekal tidak 
menampakkan perbezaan yang ketara. Setelah pengajaran 
menggunakan cermin cekung dan cermin cembung ujian Pra 
diberikan kepada pelajar. Markah purata yang dicapai oleh 
pelajar ialah cuma 69.33%. Setelah inovasi dilaksanakan 
markah purata yang dicapai ialah 84.76%. 

Cermin cekung dan cembung sukar diperolehi. Kosnya 
juga lebih tinggi iaitu RM 9.00 untuk satu set cermin cekung 
dan cermin cembung. Menurut Abdul Rahim [5] menyatakan 
kekurangan unsur-unsur kreativiti dalam pengajaran dan 
pembelajaran menjadikan sesuatu mata pelajaran begitu beku 
dan kaku. Pendapat ini disokong oleh Zoraini [6], yang juga 
membuat kesimpulan dalam kajiannya bahawa penggunaan 
bahan bantu mengajar yang kena pada tempatnya berjaya 
menarik respon pelajar terhadap pengajaran guru dan 
sekaligus mengaktifkan pelajar untuk bekerjasama dalam 
proses pengajaran dan pembelajaran. 
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II. BAHAN PENGHASILAN INOVASI 

A. Pengujian Konsep, Ciri Imej dan Aplikasi Cermin 

Cembung dan Cermin Cekung. 

2 Sudu terpakai 

1 Lampu kecil 

1 keping cermin cembung 

1 keping cermin cekung 

2 keping dasar tin minuman aluminium 

1 biji mentol terpakai 
1 kepingan dari dinding tin minuman aluminium 

 

Gambar 1 menunjukkan set 1 iaitu komponen bagi 

pengujian kit untuk menguji konsep cermin cembung dan 

cermin cekung, ciri imej yang dibentuk oleh cermin cekung 

dan cermin cembung serta aplikasi cermin cekung dan cermin 

cembung dalam kehidupan seharian. 

 
Gambar 1: Set 1Ez Reflection Kit 

B. Perbandingan imej maya dan imej nyata 

 
1 bekas tin biskut berbentuk bulat 

Sedikit kertas dinding 
Kertas putih bersaiz b4 yang berfungsi sebagai skrin 

 

Gambar 2 menunjukkan set 2 untuk pengujian ciri imej 

maya dan imej nyata. 

 
Gambar 2: Set 2 Ez Reflection Kit 

III. KAEDAH PENGHASILAN/KAJIAN 

Jadual 1 merupakan langkah dalam pelaksanaan kajian 

Jadual 1: Langkah Pelaksanaan Kajian 
Langkah Aktiviti / Penerangan 

1 Pengajaran menggunakan cermin cekung 

dan cermin cembung sebenar 

2 Ujian Pra diberikan kepada murid pada 

tahun 

3 PdPc bersemuka menggunakan ‘EZ 

Reflection Kit’ di SMK Dr Megat Khas 

pada tahun 2019 

4 Ujian Pos diberikan kepada murid pada 

tahun 2019 

5 PdPR menggunakan Ez Reflection Kit 

dilaksanakan di RPS pada tahun 2021 

 

 
IV. HASIL PENEMUAN KAJIAN 

Sebelum inovasi ini dilaksanakan, pelajar diajar subtopik 

Pantulan Cahaya menggunakan cermin cembung dan cermin 

cekung berdiameter 10 cm dan 15 cm. Penggunaan cermin 

ini didapati kurang menarik perhatian pelajar kerana kedua- 

dua cermin ini hampir serupa. Permukaan yang cembung dan 

cekung bagi cermin yang dibeli dari pembekal tidak 

menampakkan perbezaan yang ketara. Setelah pengajaran 

menggunakan cermin cekung dan cermin cembung ujian Pra 

diberikan kepada pelajar. Markah purata yang dicapai oleh 

pelajar ialah cuma 69.33%. Setelah inovasi dilaksanakan 

markah purata yang dicapai ialah 84.67%. Terdapat 

peningkatan markah purata sebanyak + 15.34%. Dengan 

menggunakan sudu yang dilabel ’cekung, melengkung ke 

dalam’, ‘kembung’, ‘cembung’ dan’ melengkung keluar’, 

pelajar dapat melihat ciri imej tegak, songsang, lebih besar 

atau lebih kecil dengan jelas. Bentuk cembung dan cekung 

dapat difahami dan diingati dengan mudah. Ciri imej nyata 

dan maya dapat ditunjukkan secara hands on menggunakan 

tin biskut berbentuk bulat. Pelajar dapat mengenal pasti 

kegunaan cermin cembung dan cermin cekung menggunakan 

sudu kedua yang dilekat dengan mentol dan di label dengan 

‘lampu sorot’, ‘cermin gigi’, ‘cermin solek’ dan ‘teleskop’. 

Pada bahagian belakang sudu dilabel ‘cermin sisi’, ‘cermin 

keselamatan di kedai’ dan ‘cermin keselamatan diselekoh’. 

Penggunaan dasar tin aluminium dapat meningkatkan 

kefahaman pelajar berkaitan ciri imej yang dihasilkan oleh 

cermin cembung dan cermin cekung. Penggunaan aluminium 

nipis dari dinding tin minuman amat unik. Ia boleh diluruskan 

menjadi cermin satah, dibengkokkan ke luar menjadi cermin 

cembung dan dibengkokkan ke dalam menjadi cermin 

cekung. Saiz imej bagi objek yang menghasilkan saiz imej 

yang berbeza. Dasar tin minuman dari aluminium boleh 

dianalogi sebagai cermin cembung dan cermin cekung 

Jadual 2 menunjukkan peningkatan markah dalam ujian 

pos. Ini menunjukkan kit ini berkesan bagi pembelajaran 

konsep cermin cembung dan cermin cekung, pembentukan 

imej oleh cermin cembung dan cermin cekung serta aplikasi 

cermin cekung dan cembung dalam kehidupan seharian. 
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Jadual 2: Perbandingan markah ujian pra dan ujian 

pos. 

Pelajar Markah 

Ujian 
Pra(%) 

Markah 

Ujian 
Pos(%) 

Peningkatan(%) 

Pelajar 1 80% 90% 10% 

Pelajar 2 60% 80% 20% 

Pelajar 3 80% 100% 20% 

Pelajar 4 70% 80% 10% 

Pelajar 5 70% 80% 10% 

Pelajar 6 70% 80% 10% 

Pelajar 7 50% 80% 30% 

Pelajar 8 80% 90% 10% 

Pelajar 9 80% 90% 10% 

Pelajar 10 70% 90% 20% 

Pelajar 11 80% 90% 10% 

Pelajar 12 30% 60% 30% 

Pelajar 13 80% 100% 20% 

Pelajar 14 50% 70% 20% 

Pelajar 15 90% 100% 10% 

Purata 69.33% 84.67% 15.33% 

 

Keputusan menunjukkan bahawa semua pelajar 

menunjukkan peningkatan markah dalam ujian pos 

berbanding ujian pra. Purata peningkatan markah ialah 15.33 

%. Seramai 2 orang pelajar menunjukkan peningkatan 

tertinggi iaitu peningkatan sebanyak 30%. Terdapat 3 orang 

pelajar mendapat 100%. 

 
 

Jadual 3 menunjukkan perbandingan markah bagi ujian pra 

dan ujian pos mengikut kumpulan pencapaian markah. 

 

Jadual 3: Perbandingan markah ujian pra dan ujian pos 

mengikut kumpulan 

Kumpulan Ujian Pra / 

Bilangan 

dan Peratus 

Ujian Pos/ 

Bilangan 

dan 

Peratus 

Perbezaan 

Pencapaian 

rendah (0- 
39) 

1 (6.67%) 0 -0.67% 

Pencapaian 

sederhana 

(40-69) 

3 (20.00%) 1 (6.67%) -13.33% 

Pencapaian 

Tinggi 
(70-100) 

11 (73.33%) 14 (93.3%) + 20.00% 

 

Histogram 1 menunjukkan pencapaian murid mengikut 

kumpulan pencapaian bagi ujian pra dan ujian pos. 

Berdasarkan histogram didapati terdapat peningkatan peratus 

pelajar yang mendapat julat 70-100 selepas menggunakan Ez 

Reflection Kit. Tiada yang mendapat markah dalam julat 0- 

39 selepas menggunakan Ez Reflection Kit. 

 

 
Histogram 1: Pencapaian Murid Mengikut Kumpulan. 

 

 
V. PENUTUP 

. 

Penggunaan ’EZ Reflection Kit’ sebagai alat bantu 

mengajar untuk mengajar subtopik cermin cembung dan 

cermin cekung didapati mampu meningkatkan kefahaman 

pelajar berkaitan konsep cembung dan cekung serta aplikasi 

cermin cembung dan cermin cekung serta ciri imej yang 

terbentuk bagi kedudukan objek yang berbeza. Penggunaan 

bahan terbuang yang mudah diperolehi dapat meningkatkan 

minat pelajar untuk mempelajari mata pelajaran Fizik. 
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Abstract— The outbreak of the Covid-19 disease has spread 

along with a global spread until it has been designated a 

pandemic by the WHO. The spread of this disease has a wide 

impact in the health sector throughout the world, including in 

Indonesia. The surge in positive cases of Covid-19 continues to 

increase due to public negligence in implementing health 

protocols, especially for children. Elementary school age 

children (6-12 years) are going through a period of active 

development which of course will spend more on playing 

activities and social interactions. However, parents often ignore 

and have difficulty implementing health protocols for their 

children. For this reason, an augmented reality (AR) based 

pop-up book media innovation is expected to be able to provide 

an understanding of the importance of health protocols and 

practices to children as a form of concern and self-awareness 

of health during a pandemic, as well as preparing children to 

face the new normal era. The objectives of this study were (1) 

to determine the design of the "Colpretion" media 

development (Covid-19 Health Protocol Education) (2) to 

determine the feasibility of the "Colpretion" media as a 

medium for growing health care attitudes in elementary 

school-aged children. The method of writing this scientific 

paper is a research and development (R&D) model. This media 

is in the form of a three-dimensional book and can be moved 

when opened and equipped with Augmented Reality 

technology that displays education on Covid-19 health 

protocols. The specifications of this media have attractive 

colors and shapes and are adapted to the characteristics of 

children. 

 

Keywords— Health protocol, Covid-19, Media Colpretion, 

Health Care. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

At the beginning of 2020, the World Health Organization 
(WHO) declared the Covid-19 disease as an extraordinary 

event and became an international concern. WHO announced 
that Covid-19 became the official name which is a term from 
the words "Co" which means corona, "Vi" means virus, and 
"D" means disease, and "19" is a sign of the year the virus 
was discovered in 2019. The outbreak of this virus in various 
parts of the world, one of which occurred in Indonesia with 
the increasing cases of Covid-19 patients that did not 
subside, causing WHO to officially declare this event a 
pandemic. A pandemic is a term for an infectious disease that 
can threaten many people in the world at the same time. The 
use of the term pandemic is international which is intended 
for one country to another because of the same health 
problem [1]. 

Currently, globally, based on WHO data on August 6, 
2021, there are 200,840,180 confirmed cases of COVID-19, 
including 4,265,903 deaths [2]. The number of positive 
patients infected with Covid-19 is increasing and has a wide 
impact not only in the health sector, but also in the economic, 
social and educational fields. Various efforts have been made 
to prevent the spread and stop the spread of Covid-19 
spreading widely to the community. The government, both 
nationally and in cooperation internationally, has made a 
series of policies, ranging from recommendations for 
implementing health protocols, large-scale social restrictions, 
discontinuing offline schools and diverting to implementing 
schools from home using technology (online), to 
implementing a work-from-home system. These various 
policies are certainly decided by the government with 
reference to the health sector in order to ensure the safety of 
the entire community. This policy is also an alternative to 
limiting direct social interaction and is considered effective 
in suppressing the spread of the virus. Even in Indonesia, the 
government has issued a policy regarding the 
implementation of health protocols accompanied by strict 
sanctions and penalties for violators. This is regulated in 
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Presidential Instruction Number 6 of 2020 concerning 
Discipline Improvement and Law Enforcement of Health 
Protocols in the Prevention and Control of Covid-19. Based 
on these rules, all elements of society must comply with and 
implement health protocols. 

These various efforts will not succeed if they are not 
balanced with the participation of the entire community. 
Awareness of health and the implementation of the Covid-19 
health protocol from the community plays a major role in 
breaking the chain of virus spread. However, in reality, 
people are indifferent and do not follow the government's 
recommendation to implement the Covid-19 health protocol 
even though sanctions have been applied for those who 
violate it. There are still many people who are active outside 
their homes without wearing masks, creating crowds, or 
already wearing masks, but often the way they are used is not 
appropriate, such as putting the mask on the chin, the mask 
does not cover the nose and only covers the mouth. This 
behavior is often found in people from various circles, 
especially children. Even children contributed to the number 
of positive cases of Covid-19 quite a lot. Based on updated 
National data and Analysis of Covid-19 Cases in children as 
of June 24, 2020, of the total Covid-19 cases in Indonesia, 
12.6% (250 thousand) came from the child age group [3]. 
The largest proportion was in the age group 7-12 years 
(28.02%), followed by the age group 16-18 years (25.23%) 
and 13-15 years (19.92%). However, based on the 
percentage of death rates, COVID-19 victims in children are 
in the 0-2 year age group (0.81%), followed by the 16-18 
year old (0.22%) and 3-6 year old (0.19%). 

Whereas in 2021, globally, we have started to implement 
a new normal order of life. One of them in Indonesia, the 
government will begin to launch and adjust to the new 
normal order of life when the number of positive cases of 
Covid-19 has decreased. According to Wiku as the head of 
the Expert Team for the Acceleration of Handling Covid-19, 
the new normal life is a change in people's behavior to 
continue carrying out activities but with strict health 
protocols to prevent the spread of Covid-19 [4]. This new 
normal period is a condition that requires everyone to adapt 
to an environment that is already allowed to carry out normal 
activities, but is still in a pandemic situation while still 
upholding health protocols (washing hands every time, 
wearing masks when traveling, and physical or social 
distance). Including later when offline schools (face-to-face 
learning) begin to be implemented again, the health protocol 
is the main rule to protect the health and safety of all school 
residents from exposure to the spread of Covid-19 during 
learning. 

Therefore, it is necessary to educate on the 
implementation of the COVID-19 health protocol during the 
pandemic for elementary school-aged children. Often parents 
pay less attention to the implementation of health protocols 
for children because of the parents' assumption that children 
have good immunity. In fact, elementary school-age children 
are currently experiencing a period of active development 
which of course will spend more activities playing outside 
the home and doing social interactions [5]. This is what 
makes elementary school-age children vulnerable to being 
exposed to viruses and although children have good 
immunity, children are also vulnerable to being objects of 
carriers of the Covid-19 virus. Given this, the need for extra 
attention and direct guidance from adults both from parents 

and teachers to more strictly implement health protocols for 
children. 

Based on this description, it is necessary to have a 
brilliant idea that becomes a breakthrough to overcome the 
problems described above and the necessary methods that are 
able to attract children's attention and are in accordance with 
the times to make it easier for children to understand health 
protocols during a pandemic and be able to increase their 
caring attitude towards health. children so that it can be 
implemented in life during a pandemic. One of them is 
through "Development of Augmented Reality based Pop-up 
Books as a Media for Growing Health Care Attitudes in 
Elementary School Age Children during the Covid-19 
Pandemic". Furthermore, the development of media in this 
study is referred to as "Colpretion" which is taken from the 
series of words "Covid-19 Health Protocol Education". 

According to Shofiyah, one of the alternative learning 
media that has the potential to attract children's attention is 
Popp-up media [6]. Pop-up media is a three-dimensional and 
interactive media. Several studies on the development of 
pop-up media have been carried out, one of them by 
Marhamah who showed the average student response 
reached 82% [7]. The results of this study indicate that the 
use of pop-ups can increase children's interest in learning. 
Moreover, in the current era where technology is developing 
rapidly, renewal is needed through a combination of 
conventional media with the latest technology, one of which 
is Augmented Reality (AR). Ronald T. Azuma defines 
Augmented Reality as a combination of real and virtual 
objects in a real environment that runs interactively in real 
time, where virtual objects are integrated in the real world 
[8]. AR-based pop-up book media is very suitable for use by 
elementary school age children because the age range is still 
happy to play so this media is appropriate to use to create a 
learning process while playing. According to Desmita, the 
average age of Indonesian children when they enter primary 
school is 6-12 years which have characteristics, namely they 
like to play, love to move, like to work in groups, like to 
develop or do something directly [5]. 

The objectives of this study are (1) Knowing the 
development design of "Colpretion" as a medium for 
introducing the Covid-19 health protocol (2) Knowing the 
feasibility of "Colpretion" media as a medium for growing 
health care attitudes in elementary school-aged children. 
Augmented reality (AR)-based pop-up book as an 
educational medium for Covid-19 health protocols. 

 
II. MATERIALS 

Media “Colpretion” (Covid-19 Health Protocol 
Education) consists of pop-up books combined with 
augmented reality technology. The materials used to make 
the “Colpretion” pop-up book are cardboard, manila paper, 
ivory paper, and paper glue. The tools used to create a pop- 
up book are scissors, a cutter, and a computer (CorelDraw 
application version 2020). The pop-up book was designed 
using the 2020 version of the CorelDraw application, then 
printed using ivory paper, and assembled using cardboard 
and manila paper. 

Meanwhile, to connect the "Colpretion" pop-up book 
with augmented reality technology is to prepare the UniteAR 
application through smartphones and computers. 
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III. METHODS 
 

A. Research Method 

This study uses the Research and Development (R&D) 
method with the ADDIE development model (Analysis, 
Design, Development, Implementation, Evaluation) 
developed by Reiser and Mollenda [9]. The phase of 
developing the "Colpretion" media (Covid-19 Health 
Protocol Education), include: 

1. Analysis phase: this phase analyzes the needs and 
problems of primary school-age children during the 
Covid-19 pandemic in the “Yogyakarta Mengajar” 
community. At this stage, it was found that children's 
awareness was low in implementing the Covid-19 
health protocol. These results are used as a reference for 
making models, materials and learning media 
objectives. 

2. Design phase: at this phase the product design 
development can be carried out according to the 
instructional media development procedure. The 
procedure is pre-production which includes making 
flowcharts and storyboards. The initial step in making 
learning media is done by looking for material that will 
be included in the system. "Colpretion" uses animated 
videos and experiments related to the Covid-19 health 
protocol that will be displayed with augmented reality 
technology. 

3. Development phase: the phase of developing the 
"Colpretion" media according to the design and 
conducting media validation (material experts and 
media experts) to determine the feasibility of the media 
before field trials. 

4. Implementation phase: at this phase, test the media 
directly in the learning group to be evaluated and 
revised. Implementation is carried out on elementary 
school age children (6-12 years) who are members of 
study groups under the guidance of the "Yogyakarta 
Mengajar" Community. This stage shows how 
enthusiastic children are in using an augmented reality- 
based pop-up book learning media. 

5. Evaluation phase: see the impact of learning to measure 
the achievement of the goal of developing the 
"Colpretion" media, then improve the media based on 
input or notes after the trial. 

 

B. Data Collection 

1. Observation, re-recording what respondents heard in 
order to avoid mistakes in presenting data to find out 
what are the needs and problems in implementing the 
Covid-19 health protocol for elementary school-aged 
children. 

2. Questionnaire, there is a validation questionnaire to 
determine the level of media feasibility. 

3. Documentation, secondary data to complete the data in 
the form of a description of the situation and conditions 
that exist at the research site. 

C. Data Analysis 

The analysis of the feasibility of "Colpretion" media was 
obtained from validation by material experts and media 
experts who were analyzed using percentage calculations 

according to the following formula [10]. The percentage gain 
is categorized according to the eligibility criteria in table 1. 

TABLE I. FEASIBILITY CRITERIA 

Rating Percentage Interpretation 

81%-100% Very Worthy 

61%-80% Worthy 

41%-60% Decent enough 

21%-40% less worthy 

0%-20% Very Less Worthy 

IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 
 

A. Design and Mechanism of “Colpretion” Media (Covid- 

19 Health Protocol Education) 

In this study, the pop-up book media was called 
"Colpretion" which was taken from the series of words 
"Covid-19 Health Protocol Education". "Colpretion" is a 
learning media in the form of a Pop-up Book. According to 
Shofiyah, one of the alternative learning media that has the 
potential to attract children's attention is Pop Up media [6]. 
Pop-up media is a three-dimensional and interactive media. 
The “Colpretion” Pop-up Book not only displays embossed 
images but is also equipped with Augmented Reality (AR) 
technology. Augmented reality has three characteristics, 
namely interactive (increasing user interaction and 
perception with the real world), according to real time, and in 
3-dimensional form [11]. Therefore, this "Colpretion" 
(Covid-19 Health Protocol Education) is a tool for growing a 
health care attitude in the form of a three-dimensional book 
that can be moved when opened and equipped with 
augmented reality technology that displays materials on the 
Covid-19 health protocol and how to apply it. that is good 
and right in an attractive way to elementary school children. 

"Colpretion" media is very suitable for use by elementary 
school children because the age range is still happy to play so 
that this augmented reality-based pop-up book media is 
appropriate to use to create a fun learning process while 
playing with children as learning users. "Colpretion" presents 
a book with a three-dimensional cartoon image display that 
can be used as a display with attributes that describe the 
Covid-19 health protocol. Also, there is an animated video 
that appears when scanned using a smartphone. Animated 
videos explain the meaning of each Covid-19 health protocol 
accompanied by a scientific explanation video of each 
protocol that is packaged in the form of an interesting mini- 
experiment that can be imitated by children. Through this 
media, children can mature understanding not only giving 
orders for its implementation, but can provide strengthening 
education regarding the intent and purpose of implementing 
the Covid-19 health protocol during the pandemic 
accompanied by direct practice of its implementation. So, 
through this "Colpretion" media, it can change children's 
behavior in forming new habits correctly regarding the 
application of health protocols as a form of increasing 
children's caring attitude towards health during a pandemic. 

"Colpretion" media design using Corel Draw. The 
working mechanism of "Colpretion" media in the form of a 
pop-up book based on augmented reality is as follows. 
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Fig. 1. Mekanism “Colpretion” Media. 

 

Making learning media is done by looking for material to 
be included in the system. The material can be in the form of 
images, videos, songs, and others. “Colpretion” uses video as 
an explanatory tool. Then, the images of the material footage 
are applied to the media used, namely a pop-up book. After 
that, the video material is transferred to the gadget. Materials 
on media and gadgets are connected so that the input can be 
displayed optimally. Children can use "Colpretion" by 
scanning images on pop-up book media using a gadget or 
smartphone. Scans are carried out via the uniteAR website or 
by downloading the “UniteAR” application on the playstore 
for free. After a while, the previously entered material will 
appear on the smartphone screen. 

 

B. Media "Colpretion" (Covid-19 Health Protocol 

Education) 

Media "Colpretion" as an effort to grow a caring attitude 
in elementary school age range children (6-12 years). An 
augmented reality-based pop-up book that is packaged in one 
media "Colpretion" presents various educations about the 
Covid-19 health protocol, starting from the various health 
protocols that must be implemented during a pandemic 
accompanied by good and correct implementation, an 
explanation of the importance of implementing each protocol 
as an effort to prevent virus transmission, to the practice of 
implementing protocols through mini activities. Mini 
activities contained in the "Colpretion" media are icons that 
can be moved and scanned as props, and simple experiments 
are presented according to the protocol images listed. 
Although these mini activities are presented in a simple way, 
they can provide a deep understanding for children and 
indirectly, children are invited to directly demonstrate the 
Covid-19 health protocol, as well as to train children's 
creativity. 

This "Colpretion" media is designed in an attractive and 
interactive way according to the characteristics of children 
aged 6-12 years, making it easier for children to understand 
health protocols, which not only understands the meaning of 
health protocols, but also understands the purpose and 
reasons for its application so that children can practice health 
protocols well. and right. Thus, it will indirectly foster new 
habits as a form of concern and self-awareness of health 
during the pandemic, as well as preparing children for the 
new normal era. The following is the display of the 
"Colpretion" media. 

1. Pop-up Book Display of “Colpretion” Media 

 

Fig. 2. Pop-up Book Display of “Colpretion” Media 

 

The media pop-up book "Colpretion" is made of ivory 

paper which when opened will display an illustrated image 

in the form of a three-dimensional cartoon showing the 

Covid-19 health protocol and there is a short sentence as 

an explanation of the illustration displayed. Each page 

displays and explains one kind of health protocol with 

complementary icons as props that can be moved and 

moved. The "Colpretion" pop-up book consists of six 

pages, including (a) the first page in the form of media and 

instructions for use, (b) the second page introducing the 

Covid-19 pandemic, the third to fifth pages in the form of 

an explanation of the covid-19 health protocol (hand 

washing, wearing masks, social & physical distancing), 

and (c) the last page is tips for maintaining the body's 

immune during a pandemic. 

 

Fig. 3. Pop-up Book Display Washing Hands 

 

As in the figure. 3 shows one of the pop-up book 

displays on the second page in the form of the Covid-19 

health protocol, namely washing hands. On the page there 

is a cartoon image with a three-dimensional illustration of 

dirty hands full of germs and an image of a box that can be 

opened containing a soap icon and clean hands as props. 

2. Augmented Reality of “Colpretion” Media 

Augmented Reality in the "Colpretion" media allows 

children as users to learn while playing with fun because 

every image contained in the "Colpretion" pop-up book 

can be scanned and presents an animated video that 

explains the Covid-19 health protocol according to the 

scanned image illustration. In addition to animated videos, 

there are also images which when scanned will display 

videos of simple experiments that can be practiced by 

children as users. Scanning of images can be done through 

the “UniteAR” application. 
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Fig. 4. Pop-up Book Display Washing Hands 

 

As in figure. 4 where on the second page of the Covid- 

19 health protocol, namely washing hands there is a 

cartoon image of the corona virus and when scanned it 

will display a simple experimental video "immersing virus 

painting in water" which gives an implicit explanation of 

the importance of keeping hands clean by washing hands. . 

C. Media Feasibility "Colpretion" (Covid-19 Health 

Protocol Education) 

The results of material validation by science teachers 

show that "Colpretion" is feasible to be tested and has an 

average validity level of 83% with a very worthy category. 

Furthermore, the results of media validation by media 

teachers get an average validity level of 87% with a very 

worthy category. This means that the "Colpretion" media 

in terms of material and media is very worthy to be used 

as a medium for educating health protocols and growing 

health care attitudes in elementary school age children 

during the Covid-19 pandemic. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Media "Colpretion" (Covid-19 Health Protocol 

Education) is an augmented reality-based pop-up book 

innovation to foster an attitude of caring for elementary 

school-aged children on health during a pandemic. The 

"Colpretion" media provides information that is equipped 

with images along with the attributes of the COVID-19 

health protocol as props and animated videos as explanatory 

tools. The development of "Colpretion" media obtained a 

"very worthy" category from validation by material experts 

with a percentage of 83% and obtained a "very worthy" 

category from validation by media experts with a proportion 

of 87%. 

This media provides an understanding of the importance 

of implementing the Covid-19 health protocol and provides 

real experience because it does not only give orders for 

implementation, but is accompanied by its implementation 

for children, which can be applied directly, so that it will 

indirectly foster new habits as an attitude of concern for 

children's health. in times of pandemic. 
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Abstract— Landfills constantly overflow with tons of 

plastics and most of them originate from food packaging. Eco- 

Packaging Kit was made to make the food packaging industry 

grow towards eco-friendly food packaging. The objective of 

this invention is to minimize production of plastic food 

packaging that impacts our environment. From this research, 

we managed to create food packaging from recycled items and 

bioplastics. We made our packaging from recycled paper and 

fabric. All the food packaging was strengthened by the 

bioplastic that we had added. We did several experiments to 

test out our food packaging whether it can be used to package 

food. In conclusion, the food packaging can be used in a food 

context without any bad effects. 

 

Keywords—food packaging, recycled materials, bioplastic, 

plastic production 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Plastics serve a lot of purposes for everyone. Yet there 
are not many proper recycling programs and alternative 
sustainable items for plastic. In Malaysia, the landfills are 
overflowing with food packets and sachets made of plastics. 
This also somehow caused the Tebrau River to become 
polluted by plastic. Eco-Packaging Kit was created intended 
to overcome this problem. The aim of our packaging is to 
create convenient and sustainable packaging by replacing 
plastics. The packaging is made of recycled items entirely. 
The materials that were used to make our packaging are 
actually household items. This kit has food packaging for 
different types of foods. We tried many different types of 
materials to get a durable and at the same time 
environmentally friendly packaging. Several experiments 
were conducted on the packaging to test the ability of 
packaging to keep food intact. 

II. MATERIALS 

A. Recycled Materials 

Paper cups are made of wood pulp for one time use. 
Paper cups are not recyclable as they have a thin layer of 
plastic. Our packaging is made of recycled paper and fabrics. 
These items can also be found in the landfills as they are not 
recycled. In fact, paper and fabric are strong and durable. It 
has been improvised by adding bioplastic solution. 

B. Bioplastic 

Bioplastic is made of cornstarch, pure coconut oil, 
vinegar and oil. The materials used to make bioplastic can be 
found at our own home. It is biodegradable and also edible 
which is safe for human consumption. Bioplastic is added to 
the paper and fabric to increase the quality of the packaging. 
Bioplastic can be decomposed or it will dissolve at a very 
high temperature liquid. The strength of packaging increased 
after the use of bioplastic. 

III. METHODS 
 

We researched plastic waste on multiple resources 

and went to several recycling companies to get the data on 

how much plastic is recycled a year. Based on that 

information, we decided to make food packaging that is non-

plastic and safe for the environment. 
 

We have tried different items, materials and 

methods to make the most sustainable and convenient food 

packaging. We even tried food waste to make the food 

packaging but it was not successful. The packaging from 

food waste became spoiled after it was exposed to air and 

water. 
 

So, we made the packaging from used papers and 

fabrics. The papers were turned into paper mache by 

mashing the paper into smaller pieces with water and 

molded it to get the shape of the package. Then, bioplastic 

was added to increase the strength and durability. We 

sewed the fabric into a packaging shape and added 

bioplastic onto it. This made the packaging increased in 

quality and also waterproof. 
 

IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

 
TABLE I. AMOUNT OF PLASTIC RECYCLED EVERY YEAR 

 

Bil.  

Company 

Amount of 

plastic recycled 

a year (tonnes) 

1. Bee Lian Plastic Industries 15,000 

2. Heng Hiap 30,000 

3. SG Green Resources Sdn 50,000 
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Bil.  

Company 

Amount of 

plastic recycled 

a year (tonnes) 

 Bhd  

4. 
Soon Ye Plastic Resin 

Manufacturing Sdn Bhd 
7,200 

 

From the table, we know that these recycling companies 
recycle up to 160,000 tonnes of plastic every year. Yet, that 
is only 3.41% of plastics recycled globally in a year. The 
average amount of plastics recycled every year around the 

into new food packaging. With this alternative, we can 

together prevent climate change from happening. This kit 

serves the same purpose just as plastics but it is safer and 

recyclable. Although this kit takes a lot of effort to make it 

work globally, it will create a huge impact towards a 

sustainable life. This kit is just a start from preventing the 

worst possibility from happening because of plastic wastes. 
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On the other hand, companies such as Heng Hiap recycle 
over 30,000 tons of plastics each year in pellets. This is to 
transform plastics into new products. Food packaging 
plastics are not recycled as they contain food residue and 
could contaminate other recyclable items. Eco-Packaging is 
proposed to reduce plastic production in the food industry. 

 

Fig. 1. Eco-Packaging Kit 

 

Figure 1 shows the Eco-Packaging Kit that is non-plastic 
and recycled items. These items are alternatives for plastic 
packaging. Surely the number of plastic produced will 
reduce when usage of plastic food packaging decreases. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
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Abstract— Teachers need to conduct lessons in 

classroom with some adaptation that need to be done 

with the activities and the usage of teaching aids in 

classroom. We should find ways in order to combat the 

virus and to lead our life as it had been used to before. 

There are some steps to be taken in order to ensure 

ourselves from being infected with this disease and as 

such, one of the highly recommended steps by the 

government is regarding the social distancing of one 

metre from each other. Since this virus is been spread 

through human contact, it is important in order to 

maintain a safe distance whenever it is possible. Hence, 

this smart social distance tag will be helpful in ensuring 

people are being in the safe zone of one metre distance 

from each other. The highly sensitive and specific sensor 

which will transfer the data into the light and buzzer 

sound are key to the implementation of social distancing 

among people especially students in schools. 
 

Keywords—distance, tag, virus, buzzer, light, school. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The outbreak of a new disease that happened in late 

December 2019, from an unknown origin in Wuhan, Hubei 

Province of China had shocked the whole world. The press 

release by the World Health Organization (WHO) which 

stated the pandemic as novel coronavirus. This novel 

coronavirus was provisionally named 2019-nCoV, now 

SARS-CoV-2 according to the Coronavirus Study Group of 

the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses. The 

vigorous spread of this virus worldwide had taken many 

aspects of our life into downfall. Hence, teachers need to 

ensure the virus chain is not been spread in the school are 

especially in the classroom are where kids are spending their 

time the most. The usage of this tag which contains buzzer 

and light which works with sensor will enable the children to 

understand the 1 metre distance from each other and they 

will not be too near to each other. 

 
II. MATERIALS 

 
TABLE I. MATERIAL FOR INNOVATION 

 

Materials Units 

Arduino nano 1 

Cables 3 

Sensor 1 

LED 1 

Buzzer 1 

9 voltage battery. 1 

Breadboard 1 

Recycle box. 1 

 
 

III. METHODS 
 

• The usage of the tag is very simple. 

• Firstly, switch on the button. 

• Put it around your neck. 
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• You can keep moving around without any worry of 

social distance. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 
 

Based on the chart below, which is taken from previous 

research entitled “Social Distance Implementation among 

School Students, clearly shown the value in percentage 

on the implementation of social distance around the 

school compounds. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Result 1 

 

 

The conclusion that can be made based on this chart is that, 

only during the sitting position in classroom, students were 

able to practise on the social distance maximally. And this is 

also due to the table arrangement been made in the 

classroom by the teachers. But at the rest of the other school 

compound areas, such as bathroom, field, library, corridor 

and even while in moving position during the class hours, 

they could not implement the social distancing even at the 

half value. Based on the interview been done with the 

students and the teachers as well as the observation been 

done by the project team, the mainly identified reason for 

this is the students lack of distance estimation among 

themselves. Thus, here comes the usage of Smart Social 

Distance Tag which contains the buzzer and light that gives 

warning of their distance with their peers. Through this tag 

they will be able to keep the safe distance wherever they are 

and this will indirectly will be helpful in bringing down the 

cases of covid 19 especially among students. 
 

Based on the table, it can be seen that the usage of Smart 

Social Distance Tag brings a lot improvement both in 

educational segment and students emotional as well during 

teaching and learning session especially during this 

pandemic period where there are so many changes they have 

to adapt and adopt in. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Result 3 

 

 

 

V. IMPACTS OF THE PROJECT 

1) Space slows the spread 

A key concept of social distancing is slowing the spread of 

the epidemic in order to decrease the pressure on the health 

care system. 

 

2) Protects high-risk individuals 

Most people who get COVID-19, the illness caused by the 

new coronavirus, experience mild to moderate symptoms, 

including fever, cough and shortness of breath, experts say. 

But for some people, the disease can be far worse. And early 

data show that older adults, kids and individuals with 

underlying health conditions, such as diabetes, heart disease 

and lung disease, are more likely to experience severe 

illness, even death. 

 

3) Effective Way to Implement Social Distance 

COVID-19 has infected nearly 27 million people globally. 

In the absence of a vaccine, public health authorities have 

emphasized practices such as staying at home, wearing 

masks and maintaining social distancing while in public. 

Yet there hasn’t been a good way to monitor whether, and 

among which groups, such practices are being followed. 

Hence this tag can be a good supervision for the step. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In the nutshell, it is undeniable that the Smart Social 

Distance Tag innovation had brought in abundance of 

improvement and changes in the classroom setting in 

regards with the current new norms practice as well. The 

significant changes that can be seen through the student’s 

involvement and achievement proves that this innovation 

works effectively and proactively. The advantages of this 

smart tag are, it looks like name tag, light weight, uses 

battery and easy to use. However, in the future, some 

productive refinement can be made in order to make the 

innovation a better product to be using in the teaching and 

learning sessions in classroom for all subjects. 
 

Fig. 2. Result 2 
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Abstract— The aim of ‘Aroma HerbTo’ is to create an 

environmental friendly mosquito repellence. SJKT TUN 

SAMBANTHAN,BIDOR faces extreme breeding of mosquito 

in the classroom due the stranded land and pig farm nearby. 

To address the problem the team had produce a product name 

‘Aroma HerbTo’. This product were created to be use as the 

mosquito repellence. At the same time, this product act as 

neutral scent. This product had been created in order to avoid 

the usage of the chemicals in Mosquito repellence which will 

led many types of to sigh effect such as respiratory and allergic 

problems. ‘Aroma HerbTo’ help to reduce the breeding of 

mosquito. The product is totally chemical free. It had been 

created using wood powder, Aloe Vera, curry leaf, basil, 

Camphor leaf, ginger, garlic and neem leaf. ‘Aroma HerbTo’ 

had been created in solid form. The cost of it is RM 5. It had 

been tested in more than 30 pupils house to get the results of 

the usage. And the results shown 97.7% prefer and love to use 

this ‘Aroma HerbTo’ as mosquito repellence in their houses. 

 

Keywords— mosquito repellence, Aroma HerbTo, scent, 

chemical free 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

‘Mosquitoes are members of a group of about 3500 

species of small flies within the family of Culicidae. 

Harbach, Ralph (November 2, 2008). "Family Culicidae 

Meigen, 1818". Mosquito Taxonomic Inventory. Mosquitoes 

are one of the most annoying pests faced by those who live 

in tropical locations. Whether you are indoors or outdoors, 

they are everywhere! While there are many kinds of 

mosquito repellent sprays and mosquito-killing machines 

available in the market, it is the natural mosquito control 

methods using herbal mosquito repellents that are best for our health 

as INCENSE will not damage our lungs or our skin in any way. 

A small species of flies effects humans by health 

problem. Such as, Dengue fever and Malaria. Which people 

are still suffering because of this dieses. In Malaysia 

General Healthy risk page has mention, Dengue occurs 

nationally in Malaysia, with increased risk in urban and per 

urban areas. Peak transmission occurs in the late monsoon 

season (October through February in east peninsular 

Malaysia, Sabah, and Sarawak; July through August in west 

peninsular Malaysia). A lot of product had been used as 

mosquito repellence in our country. Most of it was chemical 

and it sometime lead to some allergic for the person who 

using it. 

A. Problem Statement 

 
SJKT TUN SAMBANTHAN,BIDOR faces 

extreme breeding of mosquito in the classroom due the 

stranded land and pig farm nearby. The mosquito repellence 

that was used given by admin and pupils personal were 

mostly chemical and expensive. The problem become 

serious when rain seasons and we found a lot of mosquito 

breeding in the classroom. Moreover, the smell of the pig 

farm really disgusting and distract the students attention 

while studying in the class. To address this problem the 

team had produce a product name ‘Aroma HerbTo’. This 

product were created to be use as the mosquito repellence 

which is chemical free and zero alcohol. At the same time, 

this product act as neutral scent which will diassapear the 

unnecessary smell. 
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II. MATERIALS 
 

A. Ingredients of Aroma Herbto 

Wood Powder, Aloe Vera, Curry Leaf, Basil, Camphor 
Leaf, Ginger, Garlic and Neem Leaf. 

 

B. Sample 

The sample that researcher choose are their classmates 
and peoples who live nearby Bidor town, Perak state 
Malaysia. The researcher totally chooses 30 samples to test 
the effectiveness of Aroma Herbto. 

 
III. METHODS 

Pupils and teacher had decided to come out with the solution 

which is zero chemical used. We do some readings and did 

some interviews from our grandmother and grandfather to 

get the tips of herbs that can be used as mosquito repellence. 

We listed the things we needed such as wood powder, Aloe 

Vera, curry leaf, basil, Camphor leaf, ginger, garlic and 

neem leaf. Subsequently, we prepared the ingredients that 

we needed to make our mosquito repellent. Next, in a place 

that was either too shady or too bright. We dried the herbs 

we brought for 1 to 2 weeks. Then, we blended the dried 

herbs to make powder. After, we chose a type of powder 

and mixed them with wood powder and water. Then, we put 

the mixture into a mold. We kept it under the sunshine to 

dry. Finally, we test the incense that we made.. 

A. How to use ‘Aroma Herbto’incense. 

I. First, ake out the ‘Aroma HerbTo’ incense cube. 
II. Place it in corner and lit it. 

III. Just lit the upper part and leave it. 

IV. Leave the cube to burn for 1 minute. 

 
B. The Benefits of ‘Aroma Herbto’incense. 

I. Help to reduce the mosquito breeding. 

II. Act as shield to protect from the mosquito. 

III. Nice aroma. 

IV. long lasting scent. 

V. Can be clean easily. 

 
C. The Novelty of ‘Aroma Herbto’incense. 

✓ 100% herbs. 

✓ 0% Chemical. 

✓ 100% Safe to use indoor and outdoor. 
✓ 100% safe for children. 

✓ 0% alcohol. 

✓ No artificial flavors were added. 

IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

To collect the data of the effectiveness of ‘Aroma 
Herbto’ the researchers had carried out pre and post test. 
Researcher did two types of data collection. As pre test 
researcher create and distribute a survey form to all the 
pupils in Year 5. The survey form consist of 5 questions 
which were regarding the mosquito problems in class room 
and about the mosquito repellence that they used. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Result 1 

 

From the survey, researchers had found that; 

➢ 99% pupils agree that a lot of mosquito in the 
classroom. 

➢ 97% pupils feel uncomfortable to study in the 
classroom because of the mosquito problems. 

➢ 96% pupils used more than 1 chemical mosquito 
repellence. 

➢ 67% pupils agree they have some allergic and 
respiration problem because of the usage of the 
mosquito repellence. 

➢ 100% pupils feel that chemical mosquito repellence 
that they using is not effect. 

After we created the Aroma HerbTo, we distribute it in 
the class as free to test the product. After four week, as post 
test we gave another survey form. 

 

Fig. 2. Result 2 

 

From the survey, researcher had found that: 

➢ 97% pupils agree that the number of the mosquito 
in the classroom decrease. 

➢ 100% pupils feel comfortable to study in the 
classroom. 

➢ 0% pupils used more than 1 chemical mosquito 
repellence. 

➢ 0% pupils agree they have some allergic and 
respiration problem because of the usage of the 
mosquito repellence. 

➢ 100% pupils feel that the new mosquito repellence 
make them fresh with the natural smell. 

V. CONCLUSIONS In conclusion, the breeding of mosquito had been decrease by 
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the usage of this Aroma HerbTo. It is 100% originally made 

by herbs. 
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Abstract - Chichimau products are useful for farmers and 

ranchers to turn away pests attacks in cultivation area and 

on farmers farms efficiently only by using obtainable 

ingredients. The products are made in different solid forms 

while the average market is in liquids and gels. The 

production process is very simple and does not require any 

special equipment or machines. We prepare different ways 

of using this product that have exactly the same functions 

available on the market. 

 
Keywords- farmers, pests, and liquid. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An organization of agronomy and livestock which less concern 

in handling the pests, just risking of being attacked by wild animals 

and pestsIn the current era of globalization that we live now, the 

livestock and agriculture industry became so important to support 

the life of the people in a country. The most common pests found 

on farm equipment are hogs, monkey, and rodents. These pests can 

damage crops and act as a disease carrier. The best way to control 

these pests animal is to use a preventative approach as well as 

employ various forms of pest control like mechanical traps or 

chemicals. This introduction will provide the information about our 

innovation product in dealing with these farm pests so your crops 

and livestock don't become their next treat. In terms of livestock 

care and agronomic activities, there are many frequent threats that 

cause farmers and ranchers to suffer losses. 

According to the threats that often occur in the agricultural 

sector is the attack of pests that occur outside the crop area as well 

as in the area of livestock farms. This can also cause the 

productivity of the production of a livestock farm is declining. 

Based on the problems that occur, there are several products on the 

market with the equal function but different in some aspects such 

as how to use it, the fare offered and even the form of products 

creation that are generally produced in the form of liquids and gels. 

Compared to our innovation products, we produced a solid form 

which is a product that uses inexpensive materials in order to 

control the attack of pests such as hogs, monkeys, rodents and 

other wild animals due to the smell produced as if the smell of 

urine tigers feared by pests. This product also works to ensure the 

safety of crops and even reduce the transmission of wild animal 

diseases into the livestock farm area. In addition, this product is 

made over cheap and available materials among its own 

ingredients that can control pest attacks. 

 

 
II. THE INGREDIENTS 

Main Ingredients 

The main ingredients included in the process of making 

chichimau are very affordable and obtainable. One of the main 

ingredients is flour, shrimp paste, naphthalene and some 

additional elements such as water and colour preservative to 

complete the whole procedure 

 
 

Benefits 

The ingredients used in the making of Chichimau is flour 

which serves to harden the products mixed with other additional 

ingredients to produce solid products. Other substances used are 

shrimp paste, which produces strong smell and is feared by hogs, 

monkeys and other wild animals. The next ingredient is 

naphthalene. Naphthalene serves as one of the important 

ingredients to ward of the other pests and wild animals because of 

their offensive odor that is known by animals. 

 
 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The process of making the product involves basic 

equipment and methods with no special equipment or any 

particular machines. Besides that, the method used is by 

preparing the main ingredients of Chichimau. Other than 
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RESPONDENT ASSESSMENT 

that, the ingredients such as flour and shrimp paste prepared 

in a specified quantity. The crushed naphthalene will be mix 

together with flour and also shrimp paste. Add a little bit of 

water to blend together all elements easily. Next, after finish 

mixing up the ingredients, put all mixture together under the 

sunlight to be dried up. After that, check if the mixture is 

completely dried and also gives a strong smell. Then, the 

product is ready to be packed before assign to the 

customers. 

 

 

IV. RESEARCH 

To examine the effectiveness of the product, we 

managed several studies in the plantation area located at 

Sungai Buaya, Serendah, Selangor. In addition, the product 

is also tested by public citizen to count on the achieve 

objectives. The study operated continuously to determine 

the period of effectiveness and improvement that will be 

done. 

 

V. RESULTS 

The attempt was run at Sungai Buaya farm, Serendah, 
Selangor and inhabitants of a local district that had been at 
risk of pest attack. The results found that the products proved 
to be masterly effective in achieving the objectives at the 
beginning of the study, which proved to help the attack of 
pests such as monkeys and hogs in the selected areas during 
the month-long testing. This assures that Chichimau products 
are effective as the targets of main goal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. The questionnaires distribution of survey, consumers acceptance 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. A graf of respondents shows acceptance the cost of our 

product compared to ready-made market producers 

 

 

Fig. 1. Chichimau product 

 

The picture shows Chichimau product has been packed and ready 

to be delivered to customer 

 

 

The picture shows product effectiveness tested over in a 

selected area 
Fig. 4. A graf of respondents shows acceptance the use of the 

product with the easiest method applied 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

Due to the production of this project, it provide benefits and 

advantages to farmers, ranchers and other consumers. In 

between, not only the Chichimau product is cheap and 

affordable, but it has a big influence on pest attacks from 

various farms and crops that are secured from destruction 

due to pest attacks such as monkeys and hogs. Other than 

that, this product helps in curbing the spread of diseases 

caused by pests to livestock on the farm. Therefore, this 

product has great potential in the market as it offers low 

prices with affordable ingredients and is capable of 

controlling pest attacks on farms and cultivation areas. 
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Abstract— In the 21st century, several topics are discussed 

about the impact of climate change, natural disaster and others 

that affect mother nature. Therefore, sustainable development 

is our main agenda in upcoming years to overcome the issue. 

Energy harvesting is a part of green technology that harvest 

waste energy around us in the form of heat energy, vibration 

energy, electromagnetic waves, etc. and convert it into easy-to- 

use electric energy. This project will discuss the thermoelectric 

generator (TEG) energy harvesting for powering an LED using 

waste heat from tealight and applied concept of the 3Rs 

(Reduce, Reuse and Recycle) and support rural communities 

electrification program. 

 

Keywords—Energy Harvesting, Thermoelectric, Rural 

Electrification 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

In rural communities especially East Malaysia (Sabah 
and Sarawak), there are villages without basic electricity 
supply to power household appliances. The government of 
Malaysia had sponsored rural electrification program by 
installed grid-connected solar photovoltaic (PV) systems and 
off-grid PV systems which its involved high cost of 
supplying electricity. However, there are villages yet to have 
PV systems to power the household appliances[1]. As a 
result, these rural villages used traditional method of lighting 
such as firewood, candles, paraffin oil, etc. which it is not 
environmental sustainability. Therefore, these rural villages 
can be applied energy harvesting concept by harvesting 
waste heat into easy-to-use electrical energy for powering 
LED as lighting purpose. 

Thermoelectric generator (TEG) energy harvesting 
applications had been widely used in many applications such 
as portable lighting, battery charger based in an oven and low 
power supply [2-4]. In this project, we are considered and 
proposed a method of 3Rs (Reduce, Reuse and Recycle) 
from used items such as computer heat sink, thermoelectric, 
LED or LED strip which its low-cost setup and 
environmental friendly for powering LED lighting in rural 

communities. Thomas J. Seebeck (1821) discovered the 
seebeck effect where conversion of temperature differences 
directly into electricity from heat waste products [5]. 

( 1 ) 

where, 

S is the Seebeck coefficient. 

• ∆V is the change in thermoelectric voltage. 

• ∆T is the temperature difference between the two side. 

In this project, thermoelectric generator module was 
demonstrated to harvest heat waste from tealight candles into 
electrical energy and powered LED strip via DC to DC Step- 
Up Booster. 

 
II. MATERIALS 

Table 1 shows materials used in this project where most 
of the items were recycled from consumer products. For 
example, thermoelectric generator (TEG) module was 
recycled from used electrical appliances such as a water filter 
machine, cooling water machine and refrigeration or fridge, 
used heatsink from a computer motherboard, used aluminium 
carbonate drink can and used strip LED. 

 
III. METHODS 

Figure 1 shows an experiment setup to determine the 
optimum height of TEG (range from 5 to 12.5 cm) 
responding to differences of temperature which is conversion 
into electric energy output based on manufactured datasheet 
of TEG. The experiment was carried in 60 minutes using 
tealight candle as heat energy and temperature were 
measured using a Mini-Type Dual Channel K/J 
Thermometer. Figure 2 shows the complete design 2D 
Orthographic projection TEG Kit. 

The electrical schematic circuit diagram of TEG Kit as 
shown in Figure 3 which its consisting of one unit of TEG 
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module, one unit used computer heatsink, an LED, tealight 
and DC-DC Step Up Booster. The experiment was carried to 
determine the effect of DC-DC Step Up Booster in the TEG 
Kit. 

 

 
 

TABLE I. MATERIALS [6]. 

 

No 

 

Material 

 

Specification 

1 Thermoelectric Generator Module, 

SP 1848-27145 

a. Size: 40mm x 40mm x 

4mm 
b. Operating Temperature: - 

30C to +120C 

2. DC-DC Step-Up Booster Kit a. Input : 0.9 – 5 V (DC) 
b. Output : 5V (DC) 

3. White LED / Strip LED Forward voltage : 2.5 V 

4. Wooden Block Size : 83mm x 69mm x 9mm 

5. Screw Height : 64 mm 

6. Used Aluminum Can Carbonate Drink Can 

7. Used Aluminum Computer 
Heatsink 

Size : 83mm x 68mm x 32mm 

8. Thermal Grease HY 500, Halnziye Electronics 

9. Retort stand Laboratory type 

10 Multimeter Type Victor VC830L 

11 Mini-Type Dual Channel K/J 

Thermometer 

UT320D 

12 Tealight candles Normal tealight candle 

 

Fig. 1. Experimental Setup. Fig. 2. 2D Orthographic Projection. 

 

Fig. 3. TEG Kit schematic diagram. 

 
IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

Figure 4 shows the optimum height of TEG at 7.5 cm 
which the system delivered the highest differences 

temperature about 58 ℃ at 45 minutes and the energy 

harvested voltage output about 1.81 V. The output voltage 
had insufficient forward voltage to drive an LED where an 
ideal LED needs about 2.5 V to be switched on [7]. 

Therefore, the TEG kit was connected series with DC-DC 
Step-Up Booster to deliver steady-state voltage of 5.0 DC V 
and successful powering an LED and Strip LED for 2 hours. 
The DC-DC Step Up Booster was chosen because require 
minimum voltage of TEG at 0.9 V in 60 seconds to boost 
steady-state voltage of 5 V within a minute as shown in 
Figure 5. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Graph of Optimum height of TEG. 

 

Fig. 5. TEG Harvested Output Voltage versus Time. 

Figure 6 shown the end of the product which successful 
carried throughout the experimental which can be used in 
day or night lighting purpose in rural communities. 

 

Fig. 6. (a) Fabricated TEG Kit, (b) Powering an LED, (c) Powering Strip 

LED (night mode) 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

As a conclusion, this project was successful in 

demonstrating thermoelectric generator energy harvesting 

for powering an LED or Strip LED using tealight candles 

whilst applying the 3R concept (Reduce, Reuse and 

Recycle) and the concept of energy harvesting. The project 

has value- added in contribution of society to support rural 

communities without access of electricity for lighting. 

Novelty of the project, it is designed to harvest heat waste 

into electricity for powering an LED and it can be used as 

attachment for existing tealight. Future developments need 

to be refined using high performance TEG module as well 

as a current booster to charge a 5V power bank or 

smartphone. 
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Abstrak- Pembelajaran digital dewasa ini amat dititikberatkan 

oleh Kementerian Pendidikan Malaysia (KPM) bagi 

melestarikan pendidikan di Malaysia khususnya semasa 

pandemik Covid-19 dalam pelaksanaan pengajaran dan 

pembelajaran di rumah (PdPR 1.0, 2.0 dan 3.0). Justeru itu, 

maka terhasillah aplikasi android sains U-Apps ini yang 

berasaskan platform ‘Augmented Reality’ (AR). Aplikasi 

android ini menyentuh topik Fasa-Fasa Bulan untuk mata 

pelajaran Sains tahun lima dan Gerhana Matahari serta Bulan 

untuk mata pelajaran Sains tahun enam. Topik ini dipilih 

kerana majoriti murid tahun lima dan enam amat sukar untuk 

mengingat bentuk-bentuk fasa bulan, nama setiap fasa bulan, 

tarikh berlakunya setiap fasa bulan tersebut, kedudukan 

matahari, bumi dan bulan semasa fenomena gerhana matahari 

dan bulan, apa itu umbra dan penumbra. Ini adalah kerana 

topik-topik ini bersifat abstrak dan kompleks. Objektif 

pembikinan aplikasi android ini adalah untuk mengkaji kesan 

penggunaannya terhadap pemahaman murid dalam topik 

fasa-fasa bulan, gerhana matahari dan bulan. Murid-murid 

telah mengikuti pembelajaran Sains secara PdPR. Sebelum ini, 

semasa PdPR murid-murid mengikuti pembelajaran hanya 

menggunakan bahan bercetak seperti modul dan buku teks 

sahaja untuk belajar topi-topik ini. Dapatan menunjukkan 

skor pencapaian murid dalam topik ini meningkat selepas 

penggunaan aplikasi android sains U-Apps. Ini ditunjukkan 

dengan peningkatan peratus lulus dari 16% kepada 100% 

iaitu peningkatan sebanyak 84% dalam ujian formatif yang 

dijalankan. Manakala min pencapaian murid juga meningkat 

dari 13.77 kepada 26.21 iaitu peningkatan sebanyak 12.44. Ini 

menunjukkan bahawa aplikasi android U-Apps ini berkesan 

untuk meningkatkan pencapaian dan membantu pembentukan 

konsep murid Tahun lima dan enam bagi menguasai topik fasa-

fasa bulan, gerhana matahari dan gerhana bulan. 

 

Kata Kunci: Aplikasi Android, Augmented Reality, Sains, 

Sekolah Kebangsaan, Tahun Lima dan Enam. 

 
I. PENGENALAN 

Aplikasi Android U-Apps ini adalah untuk mempelajari 
Topik Fasa Bulan dalam mata pelajaran Sains Tahun Lima. 
Aplikasi android ini menggunakan platform ‘Augmented 
Reality’ . Di dalam aplikasi android ini murid-murid tahun 
lima akan mempelajari pergerakan bulan beredar 
mengelilingi bumi dari barat ke timur, bulan berputar pada 
paksinya, mengetahui bentuk bulan pada setiap fasa, 
mengetahui tarikh berlakunya fasa-fasa bulan dalam Takwim 
Qamari (Kalendar Hijrah), kedudukan matahari, bulan dan 
bumi semasa fenomena gerhana matahari dan bulan serta 
umbra dan penumbra secara mudah alih dan interaktif. Usaha 
ini adalah untuk melahirkan generasi yang celik IT dalam 
memperkasakan pembelajaran digital selaras dengan 
Revolusi Industri 4.0. 

 

II. BAHAN PENGHASILAN INOVASI 

Assembler :Augmented Reality (AR) adalah pengalaman 
interaktif dari persekitaran dunia nyata di mana objek yang 
berada di dunia nyata ditingkatkan dengan maklumat 
persepsi yang dihasilkan oleh komputer, kadang-kadang 
merentasi pelbagai deria modaliti, termasuk visual, 
pendengaran, haptik, somatosensori dan penciuman.[1][2] 
AR dapat didefinisikan sebagai sistem yang memenuhi tiga 
ciri asas: gabungan dunia nyata dan maya, interaksi masa 
nyata, dan pendaftaran 3D objek maya dan nyata yang 
tepat.[3] 

Maklumat deria yang dilapisi boleh membina (iaitu 
tambahan kepada persekitaran semula jadi), atau merosakkan 
(iaitu menutupi persekitaran semula jadi).[4] Pengalaman ini 
saling berkaitan dengan dunia fizikal sehingga dianggap 
sebagai mengasyikkan aspek persekitaran sebenar.[4] 
Dengan cara ini, augmented reality mengubah persepsi 
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berterusan seseorang terhadap persekitaran dunia nyata, 
sedangkan realiti maya sepenuhnya menggantikan 
persekitaran dunia nyata pengguna dengan persekitaran 
simulasi.[5][6] 

Augmented reality berkaitan dengan dua istilah yang 
sangat sinonim: realiti bercampur dan realiti yang dimediasi 
komputer. Nilai utama augmented reality adalah cara di 
mana komponen dunia digital menyatu dengan persepsi 
seseorang terhadap dunia nyata, bukan sebagai paparan data 
yang sederhana, tetapi melalui penyatuan sensasi mendalam, 
yang dianggap sebagai bahagian semula jadi dari 
persekitaran. Sistem AR berfungsi paling awal yang 
memberikan pengalaman realiti campuran yang mendalam 
untuk pengguna diciptakan pada awal tahun 1990-an, 
bermula dengan Lekapan Maya sistem yang dibangunkan di 
Angkatan Udara A.S. Makmal Armstrong pada tahun 
1992.[4][7][8] Pengalaman augmented reality komersial 
pertama kali diperkenalkan dalam perniagaan hiburan dan 
permainan. Selanjutnya, aplikasi augmented reality telah 
merangkumi industri komersial seperti pendidikan, 
komunikasi, perubatan, dan hiburan. Dalam pendidikan, 
konten dapat diakses dengan mengimbas atau melihat 
gambar dengan peranti mudah alih atau dengan 
menggunakan teknik AR tanpa penanda.[9][10] 

 
Augmented reality digunakan untuk meningkatkan 

persekitaran atau situasi semula jadi dan menawarkan 

pengalaman yang diperkaya secara persepsi. Dengan bantuan 

teknologi AR canggih (mis. Menambah visi komputer, 

memasukkan kamera AR ke dalam aplikasi telefon pintar 

dan pengecaman objekmaklumat tentang dunia nyata 

pengguna menjadi interaktif dan dimanipulasi secara digital. 

Maklumat mengenai persekitaran dan objeknya dilapisi di 

dunia nyata. Maklumat ini boleh menjadi 

maya[11][12][13][14] atau nyata, mis. melihat maklumat 

sebenar yang diukur atau diukur seperti gelombang radio 

elektromagnetik yang dilapisi sejajar dengan tempat 

sebenarnya berada di angkasa.[15][16][17] Augmented 

reality juga memiliki banyak potensi dalam pengumpulan 

dan perkongsian pengetahuan diam-diam. Teknik 

Augmentasi biasanya dilakukan secara real time dan 

semantik konteks dengan unsur persekitaran. Maklumat 

persepsi mendalam kadang-kadang digabungkan dengan 

maklumat tambahan seperti skor melalui suapan video 

langsung acara sukan. Ini menggabungkan kelebihan kedua- 

dua teknologi augmented reality dan paparan kepala ke atas 

teknologi 

III. KAEDAH PENGHASILAN/KAJIAN 

Alatan yang digunakan: 

1) Telefon pintar yang telah dimuat turun dengan aplikasi 

U-Apps 

2) Imej pengesan (tracking image) yang telah dicetak. 

 

Metodologi: 

1) Ahli kumpulan yang terdiri daripada murid-murid 

menghasilkan Aplikasi Android U-Apps secara ‘Augmented 

Reality’ menggunakan platform Assemblr dengan 

bimbingan guru. Tempoh menyiapkan aplikasi U-Apps ini 

adalah selama dua minggu. 

2) Cetak imej pengesan (tracking image) yang telah 

dihasilkan. 

3) Membuka aplikasi android U-Apps dengan menekan 

butang. 
4) Meletakkan telefon pintar di atas imej pengesan. 

5) Nota ringkas, animasi dan grafik akan terpapar di skrin 

telefon pintar pengguna. 

 

Gambar 1: Aplikasi Android Sains U-Apps di paparan skrin 

 

 
Gambar 2: Reka Bentuk Antara Muka Aplikasi Android Sains U-Apps 

 

Gambar 3: Imej Pengesan 1 

 
Gambar 4: Imej Pengesan 2 
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Gambar 5: Imej Pengesan 3 

 
 

Gambar 6: Cara Penggunaan Aplikasi Android Sains U-Apps 

 
 

IV. HASIL PENEMUAN KAJIAN 

Berdasarkan pengamatan pengkaji terhadap analisis ujian 

pos, pengkaji mendapati kesemua murid (100%) murid 

dapat melepasi penguasaan minimum iaitu mencapai 

markah 40%. Oleh itu, pengkaji mendapati bahawa markah 

murid-murid dalam ujian pos meningkat berbanding 

markah ujian pra. 

Murid-murid juga dapat memberikan mengapa 

fenomena fasa bulan terjadi, bentuk-bentuk fasa bulan 

mengikut tarikh dalam takwim qamari dan tarikh berlakunya 

setiap fasa secara bertulis. Ini menunjukkan bahawa 

pembelajaran dan pemudahcaraan (PdPc) Sains 

menggunakan aplikasi U-Apps berkesan bagi meningkatkan 

pencapaian murid Tahun 5 dan 6   dalam topik fasa bulan 

dan gerhana. Tambahan pula, sekolah ini tidak 

mengamalkan pengasingan kelas (class streaming) mengikut 

tahap pencapaian murid. Murid yang berprestasi cemerlang, 

baik, sederhana dan lemah belajar dalam kelas yang sama 

dalam setiap kelas. Ini dapat dilihat berdasarkan pencapaian 

ujian pra dan pos berdasarkan Jadual 1 dan 2 di bawah. 

Oleh yang demikian, berdasarkan keputusan ujian 

pos selepas sesi intervensi (rawatan) menggunakan aplikasi 

android Sains U-Apps dapat disimpulkan bahawa aplikasi 

android Sains ini sesuai digunakan untuk semua murid yang 

berbeza aras kognitif dan tahap pencapaian. 

Jadual 1: Analisis Pencapaian Murid Mengikut Gred Ujian Pra 

Jadual 2: Analisis Pencapaian Murid Mengikut Gred Ujian Pos 

 
GRED UJIAN POS 

BILANGAN PELAJAR PERATUS (%) 

A 2 8 

B 5 20 

C 5 20 

D 13 52 

E 0 0 

JUMLAH 25 100 

MIN 26.21  

 

 
V. PENUTUP 

Terdapat dua belas potensi yang kami ketengahkan 

dalam kajian ini. Potensi tersebut ialah: 

a) Menyumbang kepada bidang pendidikan Sains 

sekolah rendah. Selain daripada murid luar bandar seperti 

murid-murid tahun lima SK Dato Seri Maharajalela, 

Segamat. Aplikasi android Sains U-Apps boleh 

diaplikasikan kepada murid bandar. Ini disebabkan murid 

bandar lebih terdedah kepada teknologi mudah alih dan 

mempunyai kemudahan tersebut 

b) Guru boleh mempelbagaikan kaedah pengajaran 

dalam sesi PdPc. Selain aktiviti yang melibatkan bahan 

bercetak guru boleh menggunakan aplikasi android Sains ini 

sebagai salinan lembut (sofcopy) ini boleh menjimatkan 

penggunaan kertas (paperless). 

c) Menyediakan kaedah pembelajaran alternatif untuk 

Tema Bumi dan Angkasa Sains KSSR tahun lima. 

d) Menyumbang kepada pembudayaan Pendidikan 

Digital Negara (PDN). Murid akan menjadi celik teknologi 

maklumat dan komunikasi 

e) Dapat menyahut seruan Pelan Pembangunan 

Pendidikan Malaysia (PPPM) 2013-2015 dalam anjakan 

ketujuh iaitu memanfaatkan ICT bagi meningkatkan 

pembelajaran di Negara Malaysia. 

f) Penerapan Pembelajaran Akses Kendiri. Aplikasi 

android   sains ini boleh digunakan pada bila-bila masa dan 

di mana jua berada tanpa had masa dan kedudukan geografi 

lokasi. 

g) Menyumbang kepada pembelajaran abad ke-21 

(PAK21). Selain itu, penggunaan aplikasi android ini 

menyediakan pembelajaran kolaboratif yang merupakan 

salah satu aktiviti 4 C. Penerapan nilai murni juga 

diterapkan iaitu sifat bekerjasama dalam kumpulan dan 

berani mencuba dan meneroka persekitaran baharu. 

h) Mewujudkan komunikasi pelbagai hala antara guru 

dengan murid dan murid dengan bahan pembelajaran. 

i) Merapatkan jurang digital antara penduduk luar bandar 

dan bandar. 

j) Menarik minat murid untuk mempelajari topik fasa- 

fasa bulan, gerhana bulan dan matahari. 

GRED UJIAN PRA 

BILANGAN 

PELAJAR 

PERATUS (%) 

A 0 0 

B 0 0 

C 1 4 

D 3 12 

E 21 84 

JUMLAH 25 100 

MIN 13.77  
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k) Bahan sokongan kepada sesi PdPR semasa Pandemik 

Covid-19. 

 

PENGHARGAAN 

Penghargaan buat warga SK Dato’ Seri Maharajalela, 

Segamat, Johor yang tidak putus-putus memberi sokongan 

dan bantuan dalam penghasilan aplikasi android U-Apps ini. 
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Abstract— Biodegradable Composite material from banana 

peduncle fiber, Cucurbita spp. (pumpkin) and Benincasa 

hispida (wax gourd) [PedunCube] or GPCB is made from 

banana peduncle fibre, pumpkin starch and wax gourd peels. 

The objective of the research is to produce a biodegradable 

material as a substitute to end plastic pollution caused by 

petroleum-based plastic. The outcome of the research, we have 

devised Green Procedure to produce PCB. It was produced by 

mixing all the ingredients based on ratio E24(30:2:5:40) 

[pumpkin starch: banana peduncle fibre: glycerine: water]. The 

produced BPCB has been tested for its biodegradability in water 

and soil. It also tested for its tensile strength, water absorption 

and effects of heat and burning. Our PCB is ready to replace 

petroleum-based plastics because it is compostable and 

environmentally friendly. 

 

Keywords— Biodegradable Composite, fibre, PCB. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Greentech PedunCube (PCB) is made from banana 

peduncle fibre, pumpkin starch and wax gourd peels. The 

objective of the research is to produce a biodegradable 

material as a substitute to end plastic pollution caused by 

petroleum-based plastic. The outcome of the research, we 

have devised Green Procedure to produce PedunCube. It was 

produced by mixing all the ingredients based on ratio 

E24(30:2:5:40) [pumpkin starch: banana peduncle fibre: 

glycerine: water]. The produced BPCB has been tested for its 

biodegradability in water and soil. It also tested for its tensile 

strength, water absorption and effects of heat and burning. 

Our PedunCube is ready to replace petroleum-based plastics 

because it is compostable and environmentally friendly. 

 

II. MATERIALS 
 

A. Materials used to make PedunCube 
 

 
Fig. 1. Materials 

 

Materials needed for making PedunCube are starch from 
Cucurbita spp. banana peduncle fiber and Benicasa hispida 
peels. Starch was used as the main ingredient for PedunCube 
because it will provide natural polymer structure to the 
composite that we made. It is also because polymer`s structure 
from starch is easily broken by water and human enzyme 
(Amylase) as the main objective is to make it biodegradable 
and safe. Peduncle fiber was used to provide additional 
strength for PedunCube because fiber has a very strong 
polymer structure than polymerized starch while the usage of 
Benincasa hispida peels is because it peels contains Stearic 
acid that will make PedunCube last longer. This is because the 
comparison between PedunCube with Benincasa hispida 
peels PedunCube without Benincasa hispida peels shows that 
the one with Benincasa hispida peels last longer the one 
without it. 

 
III. METHODS 

The research describes the innovation of biodegradable 

plastics or Greentech PedunCube. PedunCube was made 

from banana peduncle fiber, pumpkin starch and wax gourd 
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skin which is deemed as most obtainable resources. The 

production of this material was also inspired by the dire need 

to solve plastic pollution crisis nowadays. Our PedunCube 

used a procedure that devised by HTW Alexanders called 

Green Procedure. It has been tested for its biodegradability in 

water and soil, tensile strength, water absorption and effects 

of heat and burning. It is urged that PedunCube is ready to 

replace petroleum-based plastics. This research is part of 

green technology initiatives for varieties of environmentally 

products. 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 2. Green Procedure Basic Reference 

 

IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

A. Experimental Results 

 

 
TABLE I. RESULT 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Graph 

 

From the results obtained, it shows that the tensile strength 
of PedunCube is 166 MPa. This was tested by using the 
Universal Tensile Testing Machine. From that, we conclude 
that PedunCube can be broken if the pressure asserted on it is 
+166 MPa. This is because PedunCube strength also depends 
on its shape, size, or thickness to break. So, in certain shape, 
the force needed to break it can be lower or higher than the 
results obtain when it is tested with dimension 150x25x5mm. 

For water absorption, the results show that PedunCube 
absorbed 1.98% of distilled water after 24 hours of immersion. 
This is due to 6g of fiber content in PedunCube. But the value 
is still considered as low. Peduncle fiber contains more 
fractions of lignocellulosic material, by means possessing 
more -OH groups which can combine with water molecules 
during immersion. The absorption of water also causes the 
PedunCube to expand up to 0.8% from its original size. 

PedunCube is biodegradable because it is made of natural 
materials which are decomposable. If the coating material 
used is Polylactic Acid or PLA, the time taken for PedunCube 
to decompose completely is about 4 -10 months compared to 
conventional plastic which takes 400 - 1000 years. If the 
coating material is resin, the time taken could be longer than 
the one that use PLA as coating material. From that, we 
concluded that, PedunCube can replace the uses of 
conventional plastic. 
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Fig. 4. Finding 1 

non-biodegradable material which is harmful to nature 

and we can increase the awareness of selling Greentech 

products in the market. On the other side, our research 

shows that PedunCube has a potential to be designed into 

a stylus. Our first prototype of this stylus is labelled as 

HTWStP-21. This stylus has a very high potential of 

marketability right after the first design was complete. 

HTWStP-21 was tested on several touch screen devices 

and it is 65% works. Further research and trials are still 

ongoing for its function and design. 

 

B. Findings 

1) Importance in education 

Product innovation is important for education for many 

reasons. Firstly, product innovation necessitates students 

and teachers to search different ways of looking at 

problems or opportunities and therefore solving them. 

Within the context of this research, BPCB exposes 

students and teachers with innovation process or 

procedure such as materials or substances, technology, 

tools and barriers or constraints. In fact, participating 

students in innovation has a great impact on education 

system because it encourages students to use a higher level 

of thinking to solve complex problems. It is widely 

accepted that product innovations improve teaching and 

learning theory and practices as well as on the parents, 

community, society and its culture. 

 
2) Advantages of PedunCube 

The main advantage of PedunCube is a semi- 

composite plastic made from banana peduncle fiber, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 5. Finding 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Finding 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Benincasa Hispida and Cucurbita spp. [pumpkin starch]. 

Since it used renewable sources, PedunCube is widely 

accepted as an environmentally based product. It is 

proposed that PedunCube can reduce production cost. 

Another advantage is to produce eating utensils such as 

straws and degradable plastics. PedunCube can also 

decompose faster than petroleum-based plastics. Other 

than that, PedunCube helps to stabilize and increase the 

incomes of locals’ farmers and villages. It is known that 

PedunCube made from organic materials such pumpkins 

starch which is found abundant in the rural communities. 

Our BPCB also has a huge potential to be exported 

internationally. Nowadays, most countries around the 

world have placed great demand on biocomposite 

plastics products. Therefore, this will help to boost 

Malaysia’s economic status. 

 

3) Marketability of PedunCube 

In terms of marketability of our product, PedunCube 

can be shaped into drinking cup, plate, drinking straw and 

others. From that, we can commercialize it as a method to 

educate people to choose environmental-friendly 

products as the main objective is to reduce the usage of 

Conclusively, our PedunCube are biodegradable and 

compostable. Our PedunCube could become a hero of our 

earth and help to free the flora and fauna from tragic 

destruction. 

From the research and experiments, we found that 

PedunCube takes only 3-4 months to biodegrade. With this 

way, it is quicker than the petroleum-based plastic which 

takes 400- 1 000 years to decompose. 

Our PedunCube is also able to decompose itself while 

conventional plastic is not even a small piece of it. 

PedunCube also biodegradable in water. So, it is will not 

harm the aquatic life if it was disposed into river or sea. 

Other than that, PedunCube will not melting if we burn it 

like petroleum-based plastic which melting when it is 

exposed to fire and turns into solid (plastic) back likes 

petroleum-based plastic. PedunCube also will degrade if it is 

exposed to high temperature. 

The potential shown by the PedunCube as a stylus can 

increase the ability of it to be commercialized. 

Lastly, we believe our PedunCube could mark the end of 

the worsening pollution that has become the major problem 

that globally experienced. It is important for us to take a 

drastic action by fully replace the current plastics with our 
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PedunCube to achieve our goal of coping the pollution 

problem for a better future especially to our children. 
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Abstract— e-College System (e-CRS) is an online system for 

registering student ’s room and fee for every semester at UiTM 

Machang campus. This system can replace manual registration 

and long que as practiced before. So, time and money can be 

saved. System development Life Cycle (SDLC) is used as a 

methodology in order to have a clearer stage for each phase 

involved. The stages comprise of planning, analysis, design, 

implementation and maintenance. College administration 

department can easily record the number of students by using 

this system, so easier for students to apply virtually, admin can 

trace student record efficiently and easy for future reference as 

well. This online application tool is very important especially in 

Covid-19 outbreak. 

 
Keywords—e-College, e-CRS, SDLC 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Every university would have an accommodation for the 

student to stay especially for students that is far from their 

hometown. Same goes to UiTM Machang Kelantan. E- 

College Registration System (e-CRS) is a useful system for 

students to entering college, so that they can follow their 

classes more closely. The student is facilitated by this 

system to register college, find out the results of their 

preferred room and the payment method of college fees. 

Students do not need to having queue at a crowded place 

such as college office just to register and know their 

approval status, especially during this pandemic covid 19 

diseases, were first discovered in China, Wuhan in 

December 2019. On 11 March 2020, [1] the World Health 

Organization (WHO) declared a pandemic and became a 

notable date around the globe. The incidence changed the 

landscape of every aspect of human life globally. 

Undeniably, the education sector was affected during 

pandemic where national schools closed and higher 

education institutions (HEIs) cancelled all their campus 

events [2,10]. With the creation of this system, student only 

need to register from home and this way can protect them 

from being infected with covid-19 viruses. 

This system can also store the data of students who 

have registered college where it will be more organized and 

easier to trace compared to manual data storage. This can 

make it easier for the college admin because it can save their 

time and energy. Without a proper data management, it 

would be hard for a university to manage their student. 

Student Online admissions are a vital part of any university's 

running because students are what keep a university alive. 

The student admission is one of the most important 

activities within a university as one cannot survive without 

students. A poor admissions system can mean fever students 

being admitted into a university because of mistakes or an 

overly response time needed. 

 

University is one of the places which highly utilized 

the computer system, where a systematic management is 

needed in their daily routine. Besides, people nowadays 

would prefer using computers to do their work or 

assignment because it is even faster and easy to do wherever 

you are [3,8] 

II. BACKGROUNDS OF THE STUDY 

A. Problems Statements 

Currently in UiTM Machang, for college registration, 

Students have to register manually at the college office to 

get a room and it will take a long time to que and complete 

the process of getting the room and payment. College 

Admin cannot provide student with room unless they 

register the college first so the data is not well organized 

which are difficult to trace student' s information. So, these 

systems were developed for college unit in UiTM Machang, 
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Kelantan for the purpose of registration student room 

together with the payment during pandemic outbreak. 

B. Objectives of the Systems Development 

1) To shorten the process of college registration in a 

suitable manner 

2) To properly organize the data stored by college 

administrations for future reference as well keep 

them in safe place. 

3) To develop a system that occupied less face-to-face 

registration. 

 

 
C. Scopes of the Systems Development 

The targeted user for this system is student whereby they 

can register easily and can save their time without walk into 

the college office. Especially students who are far from 

university. They do not have to sacrifice time to register at 

the college office because with this system they only need to 

register from home and attend college when the semester 

starts. Besides, college admin is also the person involved in 

this system which is have their own responsible. College 

admin are responsible in controlling the college approval 

process applied by each student and check the college 

payment status. 

 

 
III. METHODS 

System development Life Cycle (SDLC) is used as a 
methodology in order to have a clearer stage for each phase 
involved. The stages comprise of planning, analysis, design, 
implementation and maintenance.[4] 

We have evaluated few existing systems to know the 
problem of the system in order to improvise to a new system 
that is much more user-friendly. Based on current systems 
evaluation we could identify the pros and cons of the system 
to improve and could see much clearer about the problem 
occur from the current systems. Moreover, for e-CRS system 
we have include any software and hardware that is the most 
suitable to use in building the system. Next, we collect the 
user requirements by using several methods such as 
interview. Individually interview people informed about the 
operation and issues of the current system and future systems 
needs [4]. College staff also observed at selected times to see 
how data are handled and what information people need to 
do their jobs so that we can easily develop a better system 
that give significant to the user. 

 
 

In design phase, we choose to start with data flow of the 

system that will describe more about the process of our 

system. Our system design is continued by designing and 

creating an Entity Relational Relationship Diagram (ERD) 

and Data Dictionary (Metadata) that will explain about the 

structure of the database system that will be conduct. We are 

also creating interface of the system such as input, output 

and dialog box to make it easier for the user to use and 

understand it even faster. Besides, during this phase we have 

create the interface of the systems to make sure the criteria 

of the systems is user friendly to users to interact. [9] 

During the implementation phase, the project 

become clearer since coding and testing done 

here. This phase entails the actual building of the 

project's outcome. This is the period during which 

the project becomes apparent to outsiders, who 

may believe the project has just begun. The 

implementation phase is the action phase, and it is 

critical to sustain momentum throughout this 

stage. Besides, in this phase we use PHP 

programming language to code the system. 

Besides, the empirical study made use of publicly 

available data sets illustrating prominent open- 

source Web applications [5]. Moreover, during 

the process of coding we also use few functions 

for example, Insert and update function to make 

sure the students and the college administrator 

could update the system and insert their needed 

data. Furthermore, we also construct buttons such 

as student profile updates for the students could 

insert their additional information, college 

registration is to let the students could register 

their college request, college status is for the 

students preference of the status of their 

registration for example to know their approval 

status, number of room and their college name, 

college payment is for the student could update 

their payment after they receive their status 

approval and another interactive buttons for 

example contact us and about us that shows some 

information of the college administrations. While 

in administration account we have few buttons for 

example, list of students, college student’s status 

and college payment for the administration to see 

the report of all the student that have register and 

make a request of college [10,12]. 

After the product is fully operational, the SDLC's 

maintenance phase begins. Software maintenance 

might involve software upgrades, repairs, and 

software patches if the software breaks [4,6]. 

During this phase, we have made the final 

alteration of the systems, fixed few problems that 

appear errors and also organize the design of the 

systems. Besides, we also present the systems to 

the users on how the systems operates and their 

functions of the systems to the administrations 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.1. Context Diagram of e-CRS 

Figure 1, shows the context diagram of e-CRS where 
we can see the overall entity in this system which are 
student and the college admin. 
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Fig.2. Data Flow Diagram of e-CRS 

 

 
Otherwise in figure 2, the flow of data within the 
system is more clearer and detail. 

 
 

Fig.3.Entity Relationship Diagram of e-CRS 

In figure 3, the relationship between table is shown 
which comprise of payment, student and college 
registration table together with their attributes. 

IV. MAIN INTERFACES OF E-CRS 

Here are the main interfaces of e-CRS. Starting from the 
registration form student’s view. 

 

 

 
Fig.4. Log in Page 

 

 
 

Fig.5. Menu inside the e-CRS 

 

 
 

 
Fig.6. Menu inside the e-CRS 
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Fig.7. Room option in e-CRS 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8. College Status in e-CRS 

 
 

Fig.9. College Payment Method in e-CRS 

 

 
V. CONCLUSIONS 

The main purpose of this system is to develop a user- 

friendly of college registration system for Uitm Machang 

Kelantan’s student to use, which will help the students and 

university college departments to better and systematically 

conduct student data for future retrieval. The student 

information also can be traced and keep in the suitable 

manner. The system will help students learn about college 

availability, rooms, room types and the college fees. In 

addition, this also helps the management to organize student 

information. It will also allow university administration to 

track and manage student records. Universities and students 

will benefit a lot from this registration system. Compared 

with the old paper-based registration method, [11] the most 

obvious benefit associated with a comprehensive online 

registration system is convenience and speed. The online 

registration system eliminates the need to manually fill in 

paper forms and send them to the registration office. When 

using the online registration system, students only need to 

register at their convenience and submit information 

immediately. 

 

The information sent by the participants will be 

immediately loaded into the database. The online 

registration system is also highly secure because the form 

submission is done through a secure platform. The 

information collected by the database also be stored on a 

highly secure server, leaving no space for third parties. 

Form submission and payment details will be completed 

through encryption methods. However, if paper is used, the 

information available on the paper form is vulnerable to 

many attacks. Paper forms need to be destroyed safely to 

prevent unnecessary information access. Lastly, the solution 

is there, E-CRS, the online registration application system 

can provide all benefits needed by staff college in UiTM 

Machang. 
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